Dana, a black woman, celebrates her twenty-sixth birthday with her husband in 1976 only to be snatched abruptly from her home in southern California and transported to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been summoned across the years to save him. After this first summons, Dana returns again and again to the plantation to protect Rufus and ensure that he will grow to manhood and father the daughter who will become Dana's ancestor.
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What tangled skeins are the genealogies of slavery! Harriet Jacobs, *Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl*, 1861

The American slave narrative is a literary form whose historical bound-aries are firmly marked. While first-person narratives about oppression and exclusion will persist as long as racism persists, slave narratives ceased to be written when the last American citizen who had lived under institutionalized slavery died. The only way in which a new slave-memoir could be written is if someone were able to travel into the past, become a slave, and return to tell the story. Because the laws of physics, such as we know them, preclude traveling backwards in time, such a book would have to be a hybrid of autobiographical narrative and scientific fantasy. That is exactly the sort of book Octavia Butler imagined when she wrote *Kindred*, first published in 1979. Like all good works of fiction, it lies like the truth.
*Kindred* begins and ends in mystery. On June 9, 1976, her twenty-sixth birthday, Edana, a black woman moving with her white husband Kevin Franklin to a new house in a Los Angeles suburb, is overcome by nausea while unpacking cartons. Abruptly she finds herself kneeling on a riverbank; hearing a child's screams, she runs into the river to save him, applies artificial respiration, and as the boy begins breathing again she looks up into a rifle barrel. Again she sickens and is once more in her new house, but now she is soaked and covered in mud. This is the first of several such episodes of varying duration which make up the bulk of the novel. Sometimes Dana (the shortened form of her name she prefers) is transported alone, sometimes with Kevin; but the dizzy spells that immediately precede her movements occur without warning and she can induce her return to Los Angeles only at the hazard of her life. To her horror Dana discovers during a second and longer episode of disorientation that she is moving not simply through space but through time as well to antebellum Maryland, to the plantation of a slaveowner who is her own distant (though not nearly distant enough) ancestor. These trips, like convulsive memories dislocating her in time, occupy only a few minutes or hours of her life in 1976, but her stay in the alternative time is stretched as she lives out an imposed remembrance of things past. Because of this dual time level a brief absence from Los Angeles may result in months spent on the Maryland plantation, observing and suffering the backbreaking field work, persistent verbal abuse, whippings, and other daily cruelties of enslavement. Eventually Dana realizes that Rufus Weylin, the child she first rescues from drowning, periodically "calls" her from the twentieth century whenever his life is in danger. As he grows older he becomes more repugnant and brutal, but she must try to keep him alive until he and a slave woman named Alice Greenwood conceive a child, to be named Hagar, who will initiate Dana's
own family line. Only at Weylin's death does Dana return permanently to 1976.

But she returns mutilated. The narrative comes full circle to the book's strange and disturbing opening paragraph: "I lost an arm on my last trip home. My left arm." Although the novel illuminates the paradoxes of Dana's homecoming—the degree to which her comfortable house in 1976 and the Weylin plantation are both inescapably "home" to her—Butler is silent on the mechanics of time travel. We know that Dana's arm is amputated in the jaws of the past, that time is revealed to be damaging as well as healing, that historical understanding of human crimes is never easy and always achieved at the price of suffering, that Dana's murderous relative, like Hamlet's, is "more than kin and less than kind." The loss of her arm becomes in fact, as Ruth Salvaggio has suggested, "a kind of birthmark," the emblem of Dana's "disfigured heritage." The symbolic meanings

*Kindred* yields are powerful and readily articulable. The literal truth is harder to state. In *The Time Machine* (1895) H. G. Wells had his traveler display the shiny vehicle on which he rode into the future to verify the strange truth of his journey; in *Kindred* the method of transport remains a fantastic given. An irresistible psychohistorical force, not a feat of engineering, motivates Butler's plot. How Dana travels in time and how she loses her arm are problems of physics irrelevant to Butler's aims. In that respect *Kindred* reads less like Wellsian science fiction than like that classic fable of alienation, Kafka's *Metamorphosis*, whose protagonist simply wakes up one morning as a giant beetle, a fantastic eruption into the normal world.

Perhaps Butler deliberately sacrificed the neat closure that a scientific—or even pseudo-scientific—explanation of telekinesis and chronoportation would have given her novel.
Leaving the novel's ending rough-edged and raw like Dana's wound, Butler leaves the reader uneasy and disturbed by the intersection of story and history rather than comforted by a tale that "makes sense." Certainly, Butler did not need to show off a tech-nological marvel of the sort Wells provided to mark his traveler's path through time; the only time machine in *Kindred* is present by implication: it is the vehicle that looms behind every American slave narrative, the grim death-ship of the Middle Passage from Africa to the slave markets of the New World. In her experience of being kidnapped in time and space, Dana recapitulates the dreadful, disorienting, involuntary voyage of her ancestors, just as her employment in 1976 through a temporary job agency—"we regulars called it a slave market," Dana says with grouchy irony (p. 52)—operates as a benign ghostly version of institutional slavery's auction block.

In many ways *Kindred* departs from Octavia Butler's characteristic kind of fiction. Most of her work, from her first novel *Patternmaster* (1975) through *Clay's Ark* (1984), has been situated in the future, often a damaged future, and has focused on power relationships between "nor-mal" human beings (*Homo sapiens*) and human mutants, gifted with extraordinary mental power, who might generically be named *Homo superior*. More recently, in her prize-winning story "Bloodchild" (1984) and her novel *Dawn* (1987), Butler has shifted her attention to the intricate web of power and affection in the relationships between human beings and alien species. In all her science fiction she has produced fables that speak directly or indirectly to issues of cultural difference, whether sexual, racial, political, economic, or psychological. *Kindred* shares with Butler's other works an ideological interest in exploring relationships between the empowered and the powerless, but except for *Wild Seed* (1980), *Kindred* is her only novel situated in the past. And even *Wild Seed*
—set in seventeenth-century Africa, colonial New England, and antebellum Louisiana—is strongly mythical in flavor and is populated by some of the same long-lived, psychically advanced characters who appear in her futuristic novels. *Kindred* is technically a much sparer story; the psychic power that draws the central character back in time to the era of slavery remains in the novel's background, and the autobiographical voice of the modern descendant of, witness to, victim of American slavery is foregrounded. Moreover, apart from the single fantastic premise of instantaneous movement through time and space, *Kindred* is consistently realistic in presentation and depends on the author's reading of authentic slave narratives and her visits to the Talbot County, Maryland, sites of the novel. Butler herself, when interviewed by *Black Scholar*, denied that *Kindred* is science fiction since there is "absolutely no science in it." ²

The term "science fiction" is, however, notoriously resistant to definition and is popularly used to designate a wide range of imaginative literature inspired and patterned by the natural sciences (chemistry, physics, geology, astronomy, biology), by such social sciences as anthropology, sociology, and psychology, and by pseudo-sciences like parapsychology and Scientology. ³ The proportion of science-fictional texts based on scrupulously applied scientific principles rather than on faulty science, pseudo-science, or wishful science is probably quite small. If, for instance, all the narratives and films premised on "starships" and the fantastic notion of faster-than-light travel were denied the title of "science fiction," the canon would shrink dramatically. By the most conservative of definitions—those which emphasize the natural sciences, rigorously applied to fictional invention—*Kindred* is not science fiction. Butler's own preferred designation of *Kindred* as "a grim fantasy" is a more precise indicator of its literary form and its emotional tenor. The
exact generic label we assign *Kindred* may be, however, the least im-portant thing about it. Like Kafka's *Metamorphosis* or Anna Kavan's *Ice*, Butler's novel is an experiment that resists easy classification by blurring the usual boundaries of genre. Inevitably, readers will wonder what provoked the author to adapt the form of a fantastic travelogue to a restoration of the genre of slave-memoir.

******************************************

When she enrolled in a summer workshop for novice science fiction writers in 1970 at the age of twenty-three, Octavia Estelle Butler took a decisive step toward satisfying an ambition she had cherished since she was twelve. An only child whose father died when she was a baby, Butler was aware very early of women struggling to survive. Her maternal grandmother had stories to tell about long hours of work in the cane fields of Louisiana while raising seven children. Her mother, Octavia M. Butler, had been working since the age of ten and spent all her adult life earning a living as a housemaid. As the author told Veronica Mixon in an inter-view just before *Kindred* appeared, the experiences of the women in her family influenced her youthful reading and her earliest efforts at writing: "Their lives seemed so terrible to me at times—so devoid of joy or reward. I needed my fantasies to shield me from their world." The powerful imaginative impulse that produced *Kindred* had its origin in the escapist fantasies of a child who needed to find or invent alternative realities. By temperment and by virtue of the strict Baptist upbringing her mother enforced, Butler was reclusive; imaginary worlds solaced her for the pinched rewards of the actual world, and books took the place of friends.

*Kindred*, however, is not an escapist fantasy. If as a girl Butler needed to distance herself from the grimness of her
mother's life, she nevertheless always had her eyes open. What she saw as a child she later confronted and reshaped as a novelist. When her mother couldn't find or afford a babysitter, young Octavia was often taken along to work, as she told the interviewer from *Black Scholar*. Even then she observed the long arm of slavery: the degree to which her mother operated in white society as an invisible woman and, worse, the degree to which she accepted and internalized her status. "I used to see her going in back doors, being talked about while she was standing right there and basically being treated like a non-person, something beneath notice. . . . And I could see her later as I grew up. I could see her absorbing more of what she was hearing from the whites than I think even she would have wanted to absorb." Some of these childhood memories infiltrated the fiction she produced in her maturity; certainly, they shaped her purpose in *Kindred* in imagining the privations of earlier generations of black Americans who were in danger of being forgotten by the black middle class as well as ignored by white Americans. Butler's effort to recover something of the experience of the nineteenth-century ancestors of those who, like herself, grew up in the heady days of the 1960s civil rights movement was a homage both to those women in her family who still struggled for an identity and to those more distant relations whose identities had been lost. "So many relatives that I had never known, would never know" (p. 28), the contemporary black woman from California muses sadly early on in *Kindred* as she thinks of the bare names inked in her family Bible.

Although Dana's experiences when she is hurled into the midst of slave society are full of terror and pain, they also illuminate her past and freshen her understanding of those generations forced to be nonpersons. One of the protagonist's—and Butler's—achievements in traveling to the
past is to see individual slaves as people rather than as encrusted literary or sociological types. Perhaps most impressive is Sarah the cook, the stereotypical "mammy" of books and films, whose apparent acceptance of humiliation, Dana comes to understand, masks a deep anger over the master's sale of nearly all her children: "She was the kind of woman who would be held in contempt during the militant nineteen sixties. The house-nigger, the handkerchief-head, the female Uncle Tom—the frightened powerless woman who had already lost all she could stand to lose, and who knew as little about the freedom of the North as she knew about the hereafter" (p. 145). Here we see literary fantasy in the service of the recovery of historical and psychological realities. As fictional memoir, Kindred is Butler's contribution to the literature of memory every bit as much as it is an exercise in the fantastic imagination.

The artfulness of Kindred is the product of a single-minded and largely isolated literary apprenticeship. In her younger years Butler's relatives paid little attention to what she read, as long as it wasn't obscene. Her teachers were baffled by and unreceptive to the science fiction stories she occasionally submitted in English classes. Her schoolmates simply thought her tastes in reading and writing strange, and increasingly Butler kept her literary interests to herself. In her adolescence she immersed herself in the science-fictional worlds of Theodore Sturgeon, Leigh Brack-ett, and Ray Bradbury, and the absence of black women writers from the genre did not deter her own ambitions: "Frankly, it never occurred to me that I needed someone who looked like me to show me the way. I was ignorant and arrogant and persistent and the writing left me no choice at all."6

In the 1940s and 1950s no black writers and almost no women were publishing science fiction. Not surprisingly, few black readers—and, we can assume, very few black
girls—found much to interest them in the science fiction of the period, geared as it was toward white adolescent boys. Some of it was provocatively racist, including Robert Heinlein's *The Sixth Column* (1949), whose heroic protagonist in a future race war was unsubtly named Whitey. The highest tribute paid to a character of color in such novels was for the author to have him sacrifice his life for his white comrades, as an Asian soldier named Franklin Roosevelt Matsui does in *The Sixth Column*, as does the one black character in Leigh Brackett's story "The Vanishing Venusians" (1944). Other books tried resolutely to be "colorblind," imagining a future in which race no longer was a factor; such novels often embodied the white liberal fantasy of a single black character functioning amiably in a predominantly white so­ciety. Jan Rodricks, the last survivor on earth in Arthur C. Clarke's *Childhood's End* (1953), is a representative instance of the black character whose blackness supposedly doesn't matter; but the novel's one overt comment on race is a flippant allusion to a future reversal of South African apartheid in which whites are the victims of black discrimination—the stereotypical white conservative fantasy.

A diligent reader in the 1950s, searching for science fiction novels with something more than a patronizing image of black assimilation on white terms, could have turned up only a few texts in which black characters' blackness was acknowledged and allowed to shape the novel's thematic and ideological concerns. Perhaps the most interesting example is a chapter in a book that Butler read in her youth, Bradbury's *The Martian Chronicles* (1950). Titled "Way in the Middle of the Air," the chapter describes a mass emigration of black Southerners to Mars in the year 2003. The Southern economy and the cultural assumptions of white supremacy are devastated when the entire black populace unites to ensure
that all members of the community can pay their debts and arrive at the rocket base in time for the great exodus. Barefoot white boys report in astonishment this unanticipated strategy for a black Utopia: "Them that has helps them that hasn't! And that way they all get free!" In a speech that ironically skewers the myth of progress in the history of black Amer­ica, one petulant white man complains:

I can't figure why they left now. With things lookin' up. I mean, every day they got more rights. What they want, anyway? Here's the poll tax gone, and more and more states passin' anti-lynchin' bills, and all kinds of equal rights. What more they want? They make almost as good money as a white man, but there they go.8

"Way in the Middle of the Air" may be the single most incisive episode of black and white relations in science fiction by a white author. But its very rarity demonstrates how alien the territory of American science fiction in its so-called golden age after the second world war was for black readers and for aspiring writers like Octavia Butler.

Butler's formative years and her early career coincide with the years when American science fiction took down the "males only" sign over the entrance. Major expansions and redefinitions of the genre have been accomplished by such writers as Ursula K. LeGuin, Joanna Russ, Pamela Sargent, Alice Sheldon (writing under the pseudonym of James Tiptree, Jr.), Pamela Zoline, Marge Piercy, Suzy McKee Charnas, and Butler herself. The alien in many of the new fictions by women has been not a monstrous figure from a distant planet but the invisible alien within modern, familiar, human society: the woman as alien, sometimes more specifically, the black woman, or the Chicana, or the housewife, or the lesbian, or the woman in poverty, or the unmarried woman. Sheldon's famous story "The Women Men Don't See" (1974), about a mother and daughter who embark on a ship with extraterrestrials rather than remain unnoticed
and unvalued on earth, is a touchstone for the reconception of the old science-fictional motifs of estrangement and alienation. In a writer's forum Butler has commented on the paradoxical poverty of imagination in science-fictional representations of the human image: "Science fiction has long treated people who might or might not exist—extraterrestrials. Unfortunately, however, many of the same science fiction writers who started us thinking about the possibility of extraterrestrial life did nothing to make us think about here-at-home human variation." As American women writers have abandoned the character types that pre-dominated in science fiction for a richer plurality of human images, they have collectively written a new chapter in the genre's history.

But the dramatic numbers of women writers subverting and transforming the conventions, stereotypes, and thematic issues of science fiction have not been matched by an influx of black writers of similar proportions. Samuel R. Delany, the first and most prolific black American writer to publish science fiction, beginning in 1962 with *The Jewels of Aptor*, has specialized in stylish and complexly structured fictions more closely tied to European literary theory than to black experiences. Another of the handful of black North Americans writing in the allied genres of science fiction and heroic fantasy is Charles Saunders, a Pennsylvanian transplanted to Canada. Saunders's most distinctive literary innovation has been his effort to write fantasies set in Africa and based on historical research into precolonial cultures and myths. His hero Imaro appears in several novels and is meant to replace the Tarzan-image of the white noble savage with an authentic African hero; he has also produced some engaging short stories centered on a woman warrior of Dahomey named Dossouye. Most recently Jewelle Gomez has begun publishing a loosely connected set of fantasies
about an escaped slave from 1850 who becomes a vampire and extends her life over the next several centuries; the character functions, according to Gomez, as "a super heroic black woman who interprets our lives through a phenomenal perspective."\textsuperscript{12}

In an essay called "Why Blacks Don't Read Science Fiction," Saunders proposes that black writers of science fiction and fantasy remain few because the black readership has grown little since the 1950s. New readers of science fiction, he suggests, frequently come to the fiction by way of the nonprint media, and science fiction television and cinema remain overwhelmingly white and uninviting to young black audiences. Furthermore, black readers who share the common demographic characteristics of white science fiction readers (i.e., young, educated, middle-class) tend to be more interested in political and sociological works along with the fiction of black writers like James Baldwin and Toni Morrison. To them, science fiction and fantasy may well seem irrelevant to their main concerns.\textsuperscript{13}

Saunders concludes that, despite his own interests in African-based heroic fantasy, the prospects for black science fiction are dim. While welcoming the enlargement of the genre's racial horizons—and he singles out Butler's early fiction as the chief instance of a black presence in science fiction—he fears that a specifically black science fiction will share the fate of so-called blaxpoitation movies of the 1970s and be justifiably short-lived.

**************************

Perhaps Saunders would have been more sanguine about the possibility of serious black science fiction if \textit{Kindred} had been available when he wrote his essay. If any contemporary writer is likely to redraw science fiction's cultural boundaries and to attract new black readers—and perhaps writers—to
this most distinctive of twentieth-century genres, it is Octavia Butler. More consistently than any other black author, she has deployed the genre's conventions to tell stories with a political and sociological edge to them, stories that speak to issues, feelings, and historical truths arising out of Afro-American experience. In centering her fiction on women who lack power, suffer abuse, and are committed to claiming power over their own lives and to exercising that power harshly when necessary, Butler has not merely used science fiction as a "feminist didactic," in Beverly Friend's term, but she has generated her fiction out of a black feminist aesthetic. Her novels pointedly expose various chauvinisms (sexual, racial, and cultural), are enriched by a historical consciousness that shapes the depiction of enslavement both in the real past and in imaginary pasts and futures, and enact struggles for personal freedom and cultural pluralism.

At the same time, Butler has been eager to avoid turning her fiction into polemic. Science fiction is a richly metaphorical literature. Just as Mary Shelley in *Frankenstein* invented a monstrous child born from a male scientist's imagination as a metaphor for the exclusion of women from acts of creation, and just as Wells's *Time Machine* used hairy subterranean Morlocks and effete aboveground Eloi as metaphors for the upstairs-downstairs class divisions of Victorian England, so Butler has specialized in metaphors that dramatize the tyranny of one species or race or gender over another. But her work does not read like fiction composed by agenda. White writers, she has pointed out, tend to include black characters in science fiction only to illustrate a problem or as signposts to advertise the author's distaste for racism; black people in most science fiction are represented as "other." All her fiction stands in quiet re-sistance to the notion that a black character in a science
fiction novel is there for a reason. In a Butler novel the black protagonist is there, like the mountain, because she is there. Although she does not hesitate to harness the power of fiction as fable to create striking analogies to the oppressive realities of our own present world, Butler also peoples her imagined worlds with black characters as a matter of course. Events and lives are usually in crisis in her books, but she celebrates racial difference.

While Butler's frequent use of black women as protagonists has often been noticed, it is also important that there are always numbers of characters of color in her novels. There is enough of a critical mass of racial and sexual and cultural diversity in any Butler novel to make reading it different from the experience of reading the work of almost any other practicing science fiction writer. One of the exciting features of Kindred is that so much of the novel is attentive not to the exceptional situation of an isolated modern black woman in a white household under slavery but to her complex social and psychological relationships with the community of black slaves she joins. Despite the severe stresses under which they live, the slaves constitute a rich human society: Dana's proud and vulnerable ancestor Alice Greenwood; the mute housemaid Carrie; Sarah, the cook who nurses old grievances while kneading down the bread dough; young Nigel, whom Dana teaches to read from a stolen primer; Sam James the field hand, who begs Dana to teach his brother and sister; Alice's husband Isaac, mutilated and sold to Mississippi after a failed escape attempt; even Liza the sewing woman, who betrays Dana to the master and is punished by the other slaves for her complicity with the white owners. Although the black community is persistently fractured by the sudden removal of its members through either the calculated strategy or the mere whim of their white controllers, that community always patches itself back together, drawing from its common
suffering and common anger a common strength. It is the white characters in the novel who seem odd, isolated, pathetic, alien, problematic.

In some ways the most problematic white man in *Kindred* is not the Maryland slaveowner but the liberated, modern Californian married to Dana. Kevin Franklin is a good man. He loves Dana, loathes the chattel system that governs every feature of antebellum life in Maryland, and works on the underground railroad during the period when he is trapped in the past. Yet he is by gender and race implicated in the supremacist culture. Throughout the novel Butler ingeniously suggests parallels be­tween Rufus Weylin and Kevin Franklin: their facial expressions, their language, even after a time their accents merge in Dana's mind so that at times she mistakes one for the other.¹⁷ One of the novel's subtlest touches is the chapter in which Dana is obliged to become Rufus Weylin's secretary and handle his correspondence and bills; in 1976 Kevin had, unsuccessfully but still revealingly, tried to get his wife to type his manuscripts and write his letters for him. When both Kevin and Dana are in nineteenth-century Maryland at the same time the only way they can spend a night together is for them to make a public pretense of being master and slave and seemingly to accept the ethos of black women as the sexual property of white men. But as Dana realizes, the more often one plays such a role, the nearer the pretending comes to reality: "I felt almost as though I really was doing something shameful, happily play-ing whore for my supposed owner. I went away feeling uncomfortable, vaguely ashamed" (p. 97). And, she fears, Kevin begins to fit into the white, male, Southern routines far too easily. Shuttling between the two white men in her life, she is aware not only of the blood link between herself and Rufus but of the double link of gender and race that unites Rufus and Kevin. The convergence of these two white men in
Dana's life not only dramatizes the ease with which even a "progressive" white man falls into the cultural pattern of dominance, but suggests as well an uncanny synonymy of the words "husband" and "master."

The date of Dana's final return to Los Angeles is July 4, 1976, the bicentennial of the founding of the United States. Her fantastic journey becomes an occasion for meditating on American cultural history. What has been forgotten or trivialized or sentimentalized in the public celebrations of the past reemerges unvarnished in Dana's homecoming on the fourth of July. Dana comes back to southern California with a truer understanding of black history in America than the sanitized versions in the popular media had ever given her. Predictably, she scorns the image of the plantation derived from *Gone with the Wind,* but she also learns the inadequacy of even the best books as preparation for the first-hand experience of slavery. Dana's literacy, her education, and her historical knowledge sometimes lull her into a false sense of security. In one passage, she records her pleasure in the friendly atmosphere of the cook-house where the slaves gather to eat and talk, usually free from white oversight. There she observes "a girl and boy, sitting on the floor eating with their fingers. I was glad to see them there because I'd read about kids their age being rounded up and fed from troughs like pigs. Not everywhere, apparently. At least, not here" (p. 72). Although she does not name her literary source, almost certainly Dana is recalling an episode from chapter 5 of Frederick Douglass's 1845 *Narrative* (a work Butler read carefully as part of her research for *Kindred*) where Douglass describes feeding time at Colonel Lloyd's plantation:

Our food was coarse corn meal boiled. This was called mush. It was put into a large wooden tray or trough, and set down upon the ground. The children were then called, like so many pigs, and like so many pigs they would come and devour the mush; some with oyster-shells, others with pieces of shingle, some with naked hands,
Mistakenly, because the food and the treatment of children is better than Douglass's *Narrative* seemed to promise, Dana behaves as if the cook-house is a sanctuary. That error in judgment leads to her first vicious flogging when she is detected in the act of teaching slave children to read. After her second whipping by Rufus Weylin's father following her attempted flight from the plantation, she reflects angrily as another slave woman tries to salve her wounds, 'Nothing in my education or knowledge of the future had helped me to escape' (p. 177). Books had not taught her why so many slaves accepted their condition, nor had books defined the kind of bravery possible in the powerless and humiliating situation of being owned and in the face of the ruthless means by which owners protected their investments.

Films, Dana finds, are an even less reliable guide to the past. About the tendency of Hollywood production values to insulate viewers even from material filmed with purported historical or documentary intent, Dana is withering. She recalls witnessing the beating of a slave hunted out one night by white patrollers and how she crouched in the underbrush a few yards away from the man's young daughter. The slave's crime was being found in bed with his own free-born wife without written permission from his owner:

> I could literally smell his sweat, hear every ragged breath, every cry, every cut of the whip. I could see his body jerking, convulsing, straining against the rope as his screaming went on and on. My stomach heaved, and I had to force myself to stay where I was and keep quiet. Why didn't they stop!

> "Please, Master," the man begged. "For Godsake, Master, please ..."

I shut my eyes and tensed my muscles against an urge to vomit.

I had seen people beaten on television and in the movies. I had seen the too-red blood substitute streaked across their backs and
heard their well-rehearsed screams. But I hadn't lain nearby and smelled their sweat or heard them pleading and praying, shamed before their families and themselves. I was probably less prepared for the reality than the child crying not far from me. (p. 36)

At such moments of first-person intensity, *Kindred* reveals its own literary kinship with the memoirs of ex-slaves published in the nineteenth century, for Butler's greatest achievement in the novel is her collapsing of the genres of the fantastic travelogue and the slave narrative. Her incorporation into *Kindred* both of narrative strategies of the classic memoirs of former slaves and of occasional deliberate verbal and situational echoes of those texts establishes a degree of authenticity and seriousness rarely attained by contemporary writers mining the conventions of the Wellsian time-travel story.

*Reconstructing Womanhood*, Hazel V. Carby's feminist revision of the traditions of American black women's writing, contrasts the image of the slave woman as victim in men's slave memoirs with a very different image that emerges in such autobiographies as Harriet Jacobs's *Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl*, Lucy Delany's *From the Darkness Cometh Light*, and Mary Prince's *The History of Mary Prince, a West Indian Slave*. In such narratives, Carby argues, women define themselves as agents rather than as mere victims, and they record the brutality of their treatment by their owners in order to emphasize their resistance to victimization and their claim to freedom. Butler's Active autobiographer Dana extends that ideology and aesthetic of the slave woman's memoir into the late twentieth century. Much of *Kindred* is a record of endurance, but there are also numerous acts of heroism and humanity, culminating in the act of manslaughter in self-defense which finally liberates Dana, at terrible cost, from her tyrannical ancestor.19

As she discovers the terrible link to her own past which
requires her to keep the oppressive slavemaster alive until her own family is inaugurated, Dana works out the ethic of compromise which Harriet Jacobs tolerated to safeguard her children and herself. Despite personal repugnance and culturally induced shame, Jacobs compromised the sexual standards imposed on nineteenth-century women in order to maintain a central core of integrity and freedom of will; she reluctantly practiced a situational ethics dictated by the extreme circumstances which constrained the ethical choices of black women under slavery. As several black feminist commentators on Jacobs's memoir have recently argued, the crucial sentence around which our understanding of *Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl* must be fashioned is her retrospective revision of the ethical norms that govern a woman's choices and behaviors under systematic oppression: "Still, in looking back, calmly, on the events of my life, I feel that the slave woman ought not to be judged by the same standard as others."20 Butler's Dana must move painfully toward a similar ethical relativism as she discovers that the moral choices of a late twentieth-century black feminist cannot be exercised with impunity in the world of the slave state. At earlier stages of her experience in Maryland, she tells her white husband, she is able to cling precariously to the ethical imperatives of her own world, though even then her perspective and choices are bound to be fundamentally different from his:

You might be able to go through this whole experience as an observer. . . . I can understand that because most of the time, I'm still an observer. It's protection. It's nineteen seventy-six shielding and cushioning eighteen nineteen for me. But now and then . . . I can't maintain the distance. I'm drawn all the way into eighteen nineteen, and I don't know what to do. (p. 101)

The longer she remains in the nineteenth century, the thinner the protective cushioning becomes until Dana finds herself five years later (in Maryland time) divided against
herself, torn between absolute standards and pragmatic choices. The Dana of 1976 California finds it unthinkable that she would assist in the sexual exploitation of another black woman by a white man, but the Dana of 1824 Maryland finds herself in a moral trap. Rufus Weylin asks her to persuade Alice Greenwood, her own great-great-grandmother, to go to bed with him without compulsion. Although she knows that her family tree is traceable to a child that Rufus will one day father on Alice, Dana initially finds Rufus's proposal that she act as pander repulsive, and she angrily rejects it. But when Rufus threatens Dana that he will beat Alice—perhaps even beat her to death—if she refuses his advances and if Dana does not try to change Alice's mind, she is caught in Harriet Jacobs's dilemma: "He had all the low cunning of his class. No, I couldn't refuse to help the girl—help her avoid at least some pain. But she wouldn't think much of me for helping her this way. I didn't think much of myself" (p. 164). The choice demanded by the situation will satisfy neither Dana's own internal standards nor the larger feminist principle of sisterhood; she suffers the same shame that Jacobs felt, but she also adopts the compromise.

In the end, what may be most powerful and valuable for readers of *Kindred* is the simple reminder that all that history is not so very long ago. In foreshortening the distance between now and then, Butler focuses our attention on the continuity between past and present; the fantasy of traveling backwards in time becomes a lesson in historical realities. We may also be reminded that historical progress is never a sure thing; in one of her brief respites in 1976 between bouts of enslavement in the nineteenth century, Dana reads the memoirs of Jewish survivors of the Nazi death camps: "Stories of beatings, starvation, filth, disease, torture, every possible degradation. As though the Germans had been trying to do in only a few years what the Americans had worked at
for nearly two hundred" (p. 117). The systematic horrors of American slavery, we must remember, provide a model for later programmed oppression and gen-ocide. Like Dana and Kevin, the reader of Kindred may discover a closer kinship with the characters and events of the antebellum South than we often care to admit. And just as Dana feels compelled in the novel's epilogue to travel to contemporary Maryland and "touch solid evidence that those people existed" (p. 264), readers of this fantastic invention may also find their understanding of history enriched and deepened. In Kindred Octavia Butler has designed her own underground railroad be-tween past and present whose terminus is the reawakened imagination of the reader.

Notes


5. Beal, 15.

7. Two major works of post-World War II American science fiction use black characters to develop critical parables of American social history. George R. Stewart's *Earth Abides* (1949), imagining the evolution of a new culture in the aftermath of a biological catastrophe in North America, has as one of its protagonists a black matriarch who both mothers the new society and warns against the danger of taking directions for the future that might repeat the colonialist patterns of dominance and enslavement in the old culture. In *More Than Human* (1953), Theodore Sturgeon's three linked novellas about social outcasts with psychic powers, twin black girls with telekinetic powers help form the alternative human community the novelist calls *homo gestalt*. In both Sturgeon's and Stewart's books, however, the black characters are largely stereotypical and play secondary roles to white men.  


10. For a variety of studies of women writers' influence on
the development of science fiction, see the special issues on women and science fiction of the two major North American critical journals on science fiction, *Science-Fiction Studies* 7 (March 1980) and *Extrapolation* 23 (Spring 1982).

11. Charles Saunders's stories about Dossouye can be found in the first three volumes of Marion Zimmer Bradley's *Sword and Sorceress* anthologies (New York: Daw Books, 1984-86). In an interview Saunders has told how Imaro, a black variant on Robert Howard's pop-mythic figure of Conan the Barbarian, represents the fulfillment of his childhood fantasy of an alternative to the Africa of Johnny Weismuller: "Imaro is the man I always wished would come busting out of the Hollywood jungle to beat the hell out of Tarzan." See Jeffrey M. Elliot, "Charles R. Saunders: Kushite in the Woodpile," *Fantasy Review* 74 (December 1984):7-8.


15. Butler's 1984 story "Bloodchild" is a dazzling metaphor on cultural difference and enslavement. On another planet human beings who long ago fled persecution on their home world have entered a symbiotic relationship with the
indigenous species, a ten-foot-long centipede-like being which implants its eggs inside the human body for incubation. When the eggs hatch into grubs, the host's body must be slit open and the grubs removed before they begin feeding on the host's flesh; not everyone survives this torturous caesarean section, and the grisly details of the surgery are withheld from human children. In the period of the story the use of human beings as brooders has become regulated and the enslavement of the species is in what many people believe a benign phase. Nevertheless, although the alien who is the central figure in "Bloodchild" appears benevolent and gentle, at the crisis the human male whom she plans to impregnate is helpless to resist. "You're just her property," one of the other humans tells him. Published five years after Kindred, this story about gender, reproduction, and alienation can also be read as a sly allegory of the violations that historically occurred under the institution of chattel slavery, even in households run by "a good master."

16. Butler makes this analysis of the assumption that characters in science fiction need be identified as black only when race is an overt issue in the narrative: "What it really means is that to be black is to be abnormal. The norm is white, apparently, in the view of people who see things in that way. For them the only reason you would introduce a black character is to introduce this kind of abnormality. Usually, it's because you're telling a story about racism or at least about race. . . . What I want to do is pull in some good black writers who will write about black people and not just about how terrible it is to be hated." See Rosalie G. Harrison, "Sci Fi Visions: An Interview with Octavia Butler," Equal Opportunity Forum 8 (1980):32-33.

17. A similar blurring of past and present, of the identities of ancestral slaver and contemporary husband occurs throughout Gayl Jones's Corregidora (1975; rpt. Boston:


19. The conclusion of *Kindred* can be compared with the final episode of the other notable feminist time-travel novel of the 1970s, Marge Piercy's *Woman on the Edge of Time* (1976), in which Consuela Ramos kills her doctors both in self-defense and as a revolutionary act taken in the hope of bringing into being the Utopian future she has visited.
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I lost an arm on my last trip home. My left arm.

And I lost about a year of my life and much of the comfort and security I had not valued until it was gone. When the police released Kevin, he came to the hospital and stayed with me so that I would know I hadn't lost him too.

But before he could come to me, I had to convince the police that he did not belong in jail. That took time. The police were shad­ows who appeared intermittently at my bedside to ask me questions I had to struggle to understand.

"How did you hurt your arm?" they asked. "Who hurt you?" My at­tention was captured by the word they used: Hurt. As though I'd scratched my arm. Didn't they think I knew it was gone?

"Accident," I heard myself whisper. "It was an accident."

They began asking me about Kevin. Their words seemed to blur together at first, and I paid little attention. After a while, though, I replayed them and suddenly realized that these men were trying to blame Kevin for "hurting" my arm.

"No." I shook my head weakly against the pillow. "Not Kevin. Is he here? Can I see him?"

"Who then?" they persisted.

I tried to think through the drugs, through the distant pain, but there was no honest explanation I could give them—none they would believe.

"An accident," I repeated. "My fault, not Kevin's. Please let me see him."

I said this over and over until the vague police shapes let
me alone, until I awoke to find Kevin sitting, dozing beside my bed. I wondered briefly how long he had been there, but it didn't matter. The important thing was that he was there. I slept again, relieved.

Finally, I awoke feeling able to talk to him coherently and understand what he said. I was almost comfortable except for the strange throbbing of my arm. Of where my arm had been. I moved my head, tried to look at the empty place . . . the stump.

Then Kevin was standing over me, his hands on my face turning my head toward him.

He didn't say anything. After a moment, he sat down again, took my hand, and held it.

I felt as though I could have lifted my other hand and touched him. I felt as though I had another hand. I tried again to look, and this time he let me. Somehow, I had to see to be able to accept what I knew was so.

After a moment, I lay back against the pillow and closed my eyes. "Above the elbow," I said.

"They had to."

"I know. I'm just trying to get used to it." I opened my eyes and looked at him. Then I remembered my earlier visitors. "Have I got-ten you into trouble?"

"Me?"

"The police were here. They thought you had done this to me."

"Oh, that. They were sheriff's deputies. The neighbors called them when you started to scream. They questioned me, detained me for a while—that's what they call it!—but you
convinced them that they might as well let me go."

"Good. I told them it was an accident. My fault."

"There's no way a thing like that could be your fault."

"That's debatable. But it certainly wasn't your fault. Are you still in trouble?"

"I don't think so. They're sure I did it, but there were no witnesses, and you won't co-operate. Also, I don't think they can figure out how I could have hurt you . . . in the way you were hurt."

I closed my eyes again remembering the way I had been hurt—remembering the pain.

"Are you all right?" Kevin asked.

"Yes. Tell me what you told the police."

"The truth." He toyed with my hand for a moment silently. I looked at him, found him watching me.

"If you told those deputies the truth," I said softly, "you'd still be locked up—in a mental hospital."

He smiled. "I told as much of the truth as I could. I said I was in the bedroom when I heard you scream. I ran to the living room to see what was wrong, and I found you struggling to free your arm from what seemed to be a hole in the wall. I went to help you. That was when I realized your arm wasn't just stuck, but that, somehow, it had been crushed right into the wall."

"Not exactly crushed."

"I know. But that seemed to be a good word to use on them—to show my ignorance. It wasn't all that inaccurate either. Then they wanted me to tell them how such a thing
could happen. I said I didn't know . . . kept telling them I didn't know. And heaven help me, Dana, I don't know."

"Neither do I," I whispered. "Neither do I."

**The River**

The trouble began long before June 9, 1976, when I became aware of it, but June 9 is the day I remember. It was my twenty-sixth birthday. It was also the day I met Rufus—the day he called me to him for the first time.

Kevin and I had not planned to do anything to celebrate my birthday. We were both too tired for that. On the day before, we had moved from our apartment in Los Angeles to a house of our own a few miles away in Altadena. The moving was celebration enough for me. We were still unpacking—or rather, I was still unpacking. Kevin had stopped when he got his office in order. Now he was closeted there either loafing or thinking because I didn't hear his typewriter. Finally, he came out to the living room where I was sorting books into one of the big bookcases. Fiction only. We had so many books, we had to try to keep them in some kind of order.

"What's the matter?" I asked him.

"Nothing." He sat down on the floor near where I was working. "Just struggling with my own perversity. You know, I had half-a-dozen ideas for that Christmas story yesterday during the moving."

"And none now when there's time to write them down."

"Not a one." He picked up a book, opened it, and turned a few pages. I picked up another book and tapped him on the shoulder with it. When he looked up, surprised, I put a stack
of nonfiction down in front of him. He stared at it unhappily.

"Hell, why'd I come out here?"

"To get more ideas. After all, they come to you when you're busy."

He gave me a look that I knew wasn't as malevolent as it seemed. He had the kind of pale, almost colorless eyes that made him seem distant and angry whether he was or not. He used them to intimidate people. Strangers. I grinned at him and went back to work. After a moment, he took the nonfiction to another bookcase and began shelving it.

I bent to push him another box full, then straightened quickly as I began to feel dizzy, nauseated. The room seemed to blur and darken around me. I stayed on my feet for a moment holding on to a bookcase and wondering what was wrong, then finally, I collapsed to my knees. I heard Kevin make a wordless sound of surprise, heard him ask, "What happened?"

I raised my head and discovered that I could not focus on him. "Something is wrong with me," I gasped.

I heard him move toward me, saw a blur of gray pants and blue shirt. Then, just before he would have touched me, he vanished.

The house, the books, everything vanished. Suddenly, I was out-doors kneeling on the ground beneath trees. I was in a green place. I was at the edge of a woods. Before me was a wide tranquil river, and near the middle of that river was a child splashing, screaming . . .

Drowning!

I reacted to the child in trouble. Later I could ask questions, try to find out where I was, what had happened.
Now I went to help the child.

I ran down to the river, waded into the water fully clothed, and swam quickly to the child. He was unconscious by the time I reached him—a small red-haired boy floating, face down. I turned him over, got a good hold on him so that his head was above water, and towed him in. There was a red-haired woman waiting for us on the shore now. Or rather, she was running back and forth crying on the shore. The moment she saw that I was wading, she ran out, took the boy from me and carried him the rest of the way, feeling and examining him as she did.

"He's not breathing!" she screamed.

Artificial respiration. I had seen it done, been told about it, but I had never done it. Now was the time to try. The woman was in no condition to do anything useful, and there was no one else in sight. As we reached shore, I snatched the child from her. He was no more than four or five years old, and not very big.

I put him down on his back, tilted his head back, and began mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. I saw his chest move as I breathed into him. Then, suddenly, the woman began beating me.

"You killed my baby!" she screamed. "You killed him!"

I turned and managed to catch her pounding fists. "Stop it!" I shouted, putting all the authority I could into my voice. "He's alive!" Was he? I couldn't tell. Please God, let him be alive. "The boy's alive. Now let me help him." I pushed her away, glad she was a little smaller than I was, and turned my attention back to her son. Be-tween breaths, I saw her staring at me blankly. Then she dropped to her knees beside me, crying.
Moments later, the boy began breathing on his own—breathing and coughing and choking and throwing up and crying for his mother. If he could do all that, he was all right. I sat back from him, feeling light-headed, relieved. I had done it!

"He's alive!" cried the woman. She grabbed him and nearly smothered him. "Oh, Rufus, baby . . ."

Rufus. Ugly name to inflict on a reasonably nice-looking little kid.

When Rufus saw that it was his mother who held him, he clung to her, screaming as loudly as he could. There was nothing wrong with his voice, anyway. Then, suddenly, there was another voice.

"What the devil's going on here?" A man's voice, angry and demanding.

I turned, startled, and found myself looking down the barrel of the longest rifle I had ever seen. I heard a metallic click, and I froze, thinking I was going to be shot for saving the boy's life. I was going to die.

I tried to speak, but my voice was suddenly gone. I felt sick and dizzy. My vision blurred so badly I could not distinguish the gun or the face of the man behind it. I heard the woman speak sharply, but I was too far gone into sickness and panic to understand what she said.

Then the man, the woman, the boy, the gun all vanished.

I was kneeling in the living room of my own house again several feet from where I had fallen minutes before. I was back at home—wet and muddy, but intact. Across the room, Kevin stood frozen, staring at the spot where I had been. How long had he been there?
"Kevin?"

He spun around to face me. "What the hell . . . how did you get over there?" he whispered.

"I don't know."

"Dana, you . . ." He came over to me, touched me tentatively as though he wasn't sure I was real. Then he grabbed me by the shoulders and held me tightly. "What happened?"

I reached up to loosen his grip, but he wouldn't let go. He dropped to his knees beside me.

"Tell me!" he demanded.

"I would if I knew what to tell you. Stop hurting me."

He let me go, finally, stared at me as though he'd just recognized me. "Are you all right?"

"No." I lowered my head and closed my eyes for a moment. I was shaking with fear, with residual terror that took all the strength out of me. I folded forward, hugging myself, trying to be still. The threat was gone, but it was all I could do to keep my teeth from chattering.

Kevin got up and went away for a moment. He came back with a large towel and wrapped it around my shoulders. It comforted me somehow, and I pulled it tighter. There was an ache in my back and shoulders where Rufus's mother had pounded with her fists. She had hit harder than I'd realized, and Kevin hadn't helped.

We sat there together on the floor, me wrapped in the towel and Kevin with his arm around me calming me just by being there. After a while, I stopped shaking.
"Tell me now," said Kevin.

"What?"

"Everything. What happened to you? How did you . . . how did you move like that?"

I sat mute, trying to gather my thoughts, seeing the rifle again leveled at my head. I had never in my life panicked that way—never felt so close to death.

"Dana." He spoke softly. The sound of his voice seemed to put distance between me and the memory. But still . . .

"I don't know what to tell you," I said. "It's all crazy."

"Tell me how you got wet," he said. "Start with that."

I nodded. "There was a river," I said. "Woods with a river running through. And there was a boy drowning. I saved him. That's how I got wet." I hesitated, trying to think, to make sense. Not that what had happened to me made sense, but at least I could tell it coherently.

I looked at Kevin, saw that he held his expression carefully neutral. He waited. More composed, I went back to the beginning, to the first dizziness, and remembered it all for him—relived it all in detail. I even recalled things that I hadn't realized I'd noticed. The trees I'd been near, for instance, were pine trees, tall and straight with branches and needles mostly at the top. I had noticed that much somehow in the instant before I had seen Rufus. And I remembered something extra about Rufus's mother. Her clothing. She had worn a long dark dress that covered her from neck to feet. A silly thing to be wearing on a muddy riverbank. And she had spoken with an accent—a southern accent. Then there was the unforgettable gun, long and deadly.

Kevin listened without interrupting. When I was finished,
he took the edge of the towel and wiped a little of the mud from my leg. "This stuff had to come from somewhere," he said.

"You don't believe me?"

He stared at the mud for a moment, then faced me. "You know how long you were gone?"

"A few minutes. Not long."

"A few seconds. There were no more than ten or fifteen seconds between the time you went and the time you called my name."

"Oh, no . . ." I shook my head slowly. "All that couldn't have happened in just seconds."

He said nothing.

"But it was real! I was there!" I caught myself, took a deep breath, and slowed down. "All right. If you told me a story like this, I probably wouldn't believe it either, but like you said, this mud came from somewhere."

"Yes."

"Look, what did you see? What do you think happened?"

He frowned a little, shook his head. "You vanished." He seemed to have to force the words out. "You were here until my hand was just a couple of inches from you. Then, suddenly, you were gone. I couldn't believe it. I just stood there. Then you were back again and on the other side of the room."

"Do you believe it yet?"

"I reappeared wet, muddy, and scared to death."

"Yes."

"And I know what I saw, and what I did—my facts. They're no crazier than yours."

"I don't know what to think."

"I'm not sure it matters what we think. "What do you mean?"

"Well... it happened once. What if it happens again?"

"No. No, I don't think..."

"You don't know!" I was starting to shake again. "Whatever it was, I've had enough of it! It almost killed me!"

"Take it easy," he said. "Whatever happens, it's not going to do you any good to panic yourself again."

I moved uncomfortably, looked around. "I feel like it could happen again—like it could happen anytime. I don't feel secure here."

"You're just scaring yourself."

"No!" I turned to glare at him, and he looked so worried I turned away again. I wondered bitterly whether he was worried about my vanishing again or worried about my sanity. I still didn't think he believed my story. "Maybe you're right," I said. "I hope you are. Maybe I'm just like a victim of robbery or rape or something—a vic-tim who survives, but who doesn't feel safe any more." I shrugged. "I don't have a name for the thing that happened to me, but I don't feel safe any more."

He made his voice very gentle. "If it happens again, and if it's real, the boy's father will know he owes you thanks. He
won't hurt you."

"You don't know that. You don't know what could happen." I stood up unsteadily. "Hell, I don't blame you for humoring me." I paused to give him a chance to deny it, but he didn't. "I'm beginning to feel as though I'm humoring myself."

"What do you mean?"

"I don't know. As real as the whole episode was, as real as I know it was, it's beginning to recede from me somehow. It's becoming like something I saw on television or read about—like something I got second hand."

"Or like a . . . a dream?"

I looked down at him. "You mean a hallucination."

"All right."

"No! I know what I'm doing. I can see. I'm pulling away from it because it scares me so. But it was real."

"Let yourself pull away from it." He got up and took the muddy towel from me. "That sounds like the best thing you can do, whether it was real or not. Let go of it."

**The Fire**

1

I tried.

I showered, washed away the mud and the brackish water, put on clean clothes, combed my hair . . .

"That's a lot better," said Kevin when he saw me.
But it wasn't.

Rufus and his parents had still not quite settled back and become the "dream" Kevin wanted them to be. They stayed with me, shad-owy and threatening. They made their own limbo and held me in it. I had been afraid that the dizziness might come back while I was in the shower, afraid that I would fall and crack my skull against the tile or that I would go back to that river, wherever it was, and find myself standing naked among strangers. Or would I appear somewhere else naked and totally vulnerable?

I washed very quickly.

Then I went back to the books in the living room, but Kevin had almost finished shelving them.

"Forget about any more unpacking today," he told me. "Let's go get something to eat."

"Go?"

"Yes, where would you like to eat? Someplace nice for your birthday." "Here."

"But . . ."

"Here, really. I don't want to go anywhere."

"Why not?"

I took a deep breath. "Tomorrow," I said. "Let's go tomorrow." Somehow, tomorrow would be better. I would have a night's sleep between me and whatever had happened. And if nothing else hap-pened, I would be able to relax a little.

"It would be good for you to get out of here for a while," he said.
"No."

"Listen . . ."

"No!" Nothing was going to get me out of the house that night if I could help it.

Kevin looked at me for a moment—I probably looked as scared as I was—then he went to the phone and called out for chicken and shrimp.

But staying home did no good. When the food had arrived, when we were eating and I was calmer, the kitchen began to blur around me.

Again the light seemed to dim and I felt the sick dizziness. I pushed back from the table, but didn't try to get up. I couldn't have gotten up.

"Dana?"

I didn't answer.

"Is it happening again?"

"I think so." I sat very still, trying not to fall off my chair. The floor seemed farther away than it should have. I reached out for the table to steady myself, but before I could touch it, it was gone. And the distant floor seemed to darken and change. The linoleum tile became wood, partially carpeted. And the chair beneath me vanished.

*****************************************************************************

2

When my dizziness cleared away, I found myself sitting on a small bed sheltered by a kind of abbreviated dark green canopy. Beside me was a little wooden stand containing a battered old pocket knife, several marbles, and a lighted
candle in a metal holder. Before me was a red-haired boy. Rufus?

The boy had his back to me and hadn't noticed me yet. He held a stick of wood in one hand and the end of the stick was charred and smoking. Its fire had apparently been transferred to the draperies at the window. Now the boy stood watching as the flames ate their way up the heavy cloth.

For a moment, I watched too. Then I woke up, pushed the boy aside, caught the unburned upper part of the draperies and pulled them down. As they fell, they smothered some of the flames within themselves, and they exposed a half-open window. I picked them up quickly and threw them out the window.

The boy looked at me, then ran to the window and looked out. I looked out too, hoping I hadn't thrown the burning cloth onto a porch roof or too near a wall. There was a fireplace in the room; I saw it now, too late. I could have safely thrown the draperies into it and let them burn.

It was dark outside. The sun had not set at home when I was snatched away, but here it was dark. I could see the draperies a story below, burning, lighting the night only enough for us to see that they were on the ground and some distance from the nearest wall. My hasty act had done no harm. I could go home knowing that I had averted trouble for the second time.

I waited to go home.

My first trip had ended as soon as the boy was safe—had ended just in time to keep me safe. Now, though, as I waited, I realized that I wasn't going to be that lucky again.

I didn't feel dizzy. The room remained unblurred, undeniably real. I looked around, not knowing what to do.
The fear that had followed me from home flared now. What would happen to me if I didn't go back automatically this time? What if I was stranded here—wherever here was? I had no money, no idea how to get home.

I stared out into the darkness fighting to calm myself. It was not calming, though, that there were no city lights out there. No lights at all. But still, I was in no immediate danger. And wherever I was, there was a child with me—and a child might answer my questions more readily than an adult.

I looked at him. He looked back, curious and unafraid. He was not Rufus. I could see that now. He had the same red hair and slight build, but he was taller, clearly three or four years older. Old enough, I thought, to know better than to play with fire. If he hadn't set fire to his draperies, I might still be at home.

I stepped over to him, took the stick from his hand, and threw it into the fireplace. "Someone should use one like that on you," I said, "before you burn the house down."

I regretted the words the moment they were out. I needed this boy's help. But still, who knew what trouble he had gotten me into!

The boy stumbled back from me, alarmed. "You lay a hand on me, and I'll tell my daddy!" His accent was unmistakably southern, and before I could shut out the thought, I began wondering whether I might be somewhere in the South. Somewhere two or three thousand miles from home.

If I was in the South, the two- or three-hour time difference would explain the darkness outside. But wherever I was, the last thing I wanted to do was meet this boy's father. The man could have me jailed for breaking into his house—or he could shoot me for breaking in. There was something
specific for me to worry about. No doubt the boy could tell me about other things.

And he would. If I was going to be stranded here, I had to find out all I could while I could. As dangerous as it could be for me to stay where I was, in the house of a man who might shoot me, it seemed even more dangerous for me to go wandering into the night totally ignorant. The boy and I would keep our voices down, and we would talk.

"Don't you worry about your father," I told him softly. "You'll have plenty to say to him when he sees those burned draperies."

The boy seemed to deflate. His shoulders sagged and he turned to stare into the fireplace. "Who are you anyway?" he asked. "What are you doing here?"

So he didn't know either—not that I had really expected him to. But he did seem surprisingly at ease with me—much calmer than I would have been at his age about the sudden appearance of a stranger in my bedroom. I wouldn't even have still been in the bedroom. If he had been as timid a child as I was, he would probably have gotten me killed.

"What's your name?" I asked him.

"Rufus."

For a moment, I just stared at him. "Rufus?"

"Yeah. What's the matter?"

I wished I knew what was the matter—what was going on! "I'm all right," I said. "Look . . . Rufus, look at me. Have you ever seen me before?"

"No."
That was the right answer, the reasonable answer. I tried to make myself accept it in spite of his name, his too-familiar face. But the child I had pulled from the river could so easily have grown into this child—in three or four years.

"Can you remember a time when you nearly drowned?" I asked, feeling foolish.

He frowned, looked at me more carefully.

"You were younger," I said. "About five years old, maybe. Do you remember?"

"The river?" The words came out low and tentative as though he didn't quite believe them himself.

"You do remember then. It was you."

"Drowning . . . I remember that. And you . . . ?"

"I'm not sure you ever got a look at me. And I guess it must have been a long time ago . . . for you."

"No, I remember you now. I saw you."

I said nothing. I didn't quite believe him. I wondered whether he was just telling me what he thought I wanted to hear—though there was no reason for him to lie. He was clearly not afraid of me.

"That's why it seemed like I knew you," he said. "I couldn't remember—maybe because of the way I saw you. I told Mama, and she said I couldn't have really seen you that way."

"What way?"

"Well. . . with my eyes closed."

"With your—" I stopped. The boy wasn't lying; he was dreaming.
"It's true!" he insisted loudly. Then he caught himself, whispered, "That's the way I saw you just as I stepped in the hole."

"Hole?"

"In the river. I was walking in the water and there was a hole. I fell, and then I couldn't find the bottom any more. I saw you inside a room. I could see part of the room, and there were books all around —more than in Daddy's library. You were wearing pants like a man— the way you are now. I thought you were a man."

"Thanks a lot."

"But this time you just look like a woman wearing pants."

I sighed. "All right, never mind that. As long as you recognize me as the one who pulled you out of the river . . ."

"Did you? I thought you must have been the one."

I stopped, confused. "I thought you remembered."

"I remember seeing you. It was like I stopped drowning for a while and saw you, and then started to drawn again. After that Mama was there, and Daddy."

"And Daddy's gun," I said bitterly. "Your father almost shot me."

"He thought you were a man too—and that you were trying to hurt Mama and me. Mama says she was telling him not to shoot you, and then you were gone."

"Yes." I had probably vanished before the woman's eyes. What had she thought of that?

"I asked her where you went," said Rufus, "and she got mad and said she didn't know. I asked her again later, and she
hit me. And she never hits me."

I waited, expecting him to ask me the same question, but he said no more. Only his eyes questioned. I hunted through my own thoughts for a way to answer him.

"Where do you think I went, Rufe?"

He sighed, said disappointedly, "You're not going to tell me ei-ther."

"Yes I am—as best I can. But answer me first. Tell me where you think I went."

He seemed to have to decide whether to do that or not. "Back to the room," he said finally. "The room with the books."

"Is that a guess, or did you see me again?"

"I didn't see you. Am I right? Did you go back there?"

"Yes. Back home to scare my husband almost as much as I must have scared your parents."

"But how did you get there? How did you get here?"

"Like that." I snapped my fingers.

"That's no answer."

"It's the only answer I've got. I was at home; then suddenly, I was here helping you. I don't know how it happens—how I move that way—or when it's going to happen. I can't control it."

"Who can?"

"I don't know. No one." I didn't want him to get the idea that he could control it. Especially if it turned out that he really could.
"But . . . what's it like? What did Mama see that she won't tell me about?"

"Probably the same thing my husband saw. He said when I came to you, I vanished. Just disappeared. And then reappeared later."

He thought about that. "Disappeared? You mean like smoke?" Fear crept into his expression. "Like a ghost?"

"Like smoke, maybe. But don't go getting the idea that I'm a ghost. There are no ghosts."

"That's what Daddy says."

"He's right."

"But Mama says she saw one once."

I managed to hold back my opinion of that. His mother, after all . . . Besides, I was probably her ghost. She had had to find some ex-planation for my vanishing. I wondered how her more realistic hus-band had explained it. But that wasn't important. What I cared about now was keeping the boy calm.

"You needed help," I told him. "I came to help you. Twice. Does that make me someone to be afraid of?"

"I guess not." He gave me a long look, then came over to me, reached out hesitantly, and touched me with a sooty hand.

"You see," I said, "I'm as real as you are."

He nodded. "I thought you were. All the things you did . . . you had to be. And Mama said she touched you too."

"She sure did." I rubbed my shoulder where the woman had bruised it with her desperate blows. For a moment, the
soreness con-fused me, forced me to recall that for me, the woman's attack had come only hours ago. Yet the boy was years older. Fact then: Some-how, my travels crossed time as well as distance. Another fact: The boy was the focus of my travels—perhaps the cause of them. He had seen me in my living room before I was drawn to him; he couldn't have made that up. But I had seen nothing at all, felt nothing but sickness and disorientation.

"Mama said what you did after you got me out of the water was like the Second Book of Kings," said the boy.

"The what?"

"Where Elisha breathed into the dead boy's mouth, and the boy came back to life. Mama said she tried to stop you when she saw you doing that to me because you were just some nigger she had never seen before. Then she remembered Second Kings."

I sat down on the bed and looked over at him, but I could read nothing other than interest and remembered excitement in his eyes. "She said I was what?" I asked.

"Just a strange nigger. She and Daddy both knew they hadn't seen you before."

"That was a hell of a thing for her to say right after she saw me save her son's life."

Rufus frowned. "Why?"

I stared at him.

"What's wrong?" he asked. "Why are you mad?"

"Your mother always call black people niggers, Rufe?"

"Sure, except when she has company. Why not?"
His air of innocent questioning confused me. Either he really didn't know what he was saying, or he had a career waiting in Holly-wood. Whichever it was, he wasn't going to go on saying it to me.

"I'm a black woman, Rufe. If you have to call me something other than my name, that's it."

"But . . ."

"Look, I helped you. I put the fire out, didn't I?"

"Yeah."

"All right then, you do me the courtesy of calling me what I want to be called."

He just stared at me.

"Now," I spoke more gently, "tell me, did you see me again when the draperies started to burn? I mean, did you see me the way you did when you were drowning?"

It took him a moment to shift gears. Then he said, "I didn't see anything but fire." He sat down in the old ladder-back chair near the fireplace and looked at me. "I didn't see you until you got here. But I was so scared . . . it was kind of like when I was drowning . . . but not like anything else I can remember. I thought the house would burn down and it would be my fault. I thought I would die."

I nodded. "You probably wouldn't have died because you would have been able to get out in time. But if your parents are asleep here, the fire might have reached them before they woke up."

The boy stared into the fireplace. "I burned the stable once," he said. "I wanted Daddy to give me Nero—a horse I liked. But he sold him to Reverend Wyndham just because
Reverend Wyndham offered a lot of money. Daddy already has a lot of money. Anyway, I got mad and burned down the stable."

I shook my head wonderingly. The boy already knew more about revenge than I did. What kind of man was he going to grow up into? "Why did you set this fire?" I asked. "To get even with your father for something else?"

"For hitting me. See?" He turned and pulled up his shirt so that I could see the crisscross of long red welts. And I could see old marks, ugly scars of at least one much worse beating.

"For Godsake . . . !"

"He said I took money from his desk, and I said I didn't." Rufus shrugged. "He said I was calling him a liar, and he hit me."

"Several times."

"All I took was a dollar." He put his shirt down and faced me.

I didn't know what to say to that. The boy would be lucky to stay out of prison when he grew up—if he grew up. He went on,

"I started thinking that if I burned the house, he would lose all his money. He ought to lose it. It's all he ever thinks about." Rufus shuddered. "But then I remembered the stable, and the whip he hit me with after I set that fire. Mama said if she hadn't stopped him, he would have killed me. I was afraid this time he would kill me, so I wanted to put the fire out. But I couldn't. I didn't know what to do."

So he had called me. I was certain now. The boy drew me to him somehow when he got himself into more trouble than he could han-dle. How he did it, I didn't know. He apparently
didn't even know he was doing it. If he had, and if he had been able to call me volun-tarily, I might have found myself standing between father and son during one of Rufus's beatings. What would have happened then, I couldn't imagine. One meeting with Rufus's father had been enough for me. Not that the boy sounded like that much of a bargain either. But, "Did you say he used a whip on you, Rufe?"

"Yeah. The kind he whips niggers and horses with."

That stopped me for a moment. "The kind he whips . . . who?"

He looked at me warily. "I wasn't talking about you."

I brushed that aside. "Say blacks anyway. But . . . your father whips black people?"

"When they need it. But Mama said it was cruel and disgraceful for him to hit me like that no matter what I did. She took me to Bal-timore City to Aunt May's house after that, but he came and got me and brought me home. After a while, she came home too."

For a moment, I forgot about the whip and the "niggers." Balti-more City. Baltimore, Maryland? "Are we far from Baltimore now, Rufe?"

"Across the bay."

"But . . . we're still in Maryland, aren't we?" I had relatives in Maryland—people who would help me if I needed them, and if I could reach them. I was beginning to wonder, though, whether I would be able to reach anyone I knew. I had a new, slowly growing fear.

"Sure we're in Maryland," said Rufus. "How could you not know that."
"What's the date?"

"I don't know."

"The year! Just tell me the year!"

He glanced across the room toward the door, then quickly back at me. I realized I was making him nervous with my ignorance and my sudden intensity. I forced myself to speak calmly. "Come on, Rufe, you know what year it is, don't you?"

"It's . . . eighteen fifteen."

"When?"

"Eighteen fifteen."

I sat still, breathed deeply, calming myself, believing him. I did be-lieve him. I wasn't even as surprised as I should have been. I had al-ready accepted the fact that I had moved through time. Now I knew I was farther from home than I had thought. And now I knew why Rufus's father used his whip on "niggers" as well as horses.

I looked up and saw that the boy had left his chair and come closer to me.

"What's the matter with you?" he demanded. "You keep acting sick."

"It's nothing, Rufe. I'm all right." No, I was sick. What was I going to do? Why hadn't I gone home? This could turn out to be such a deadly place for me if I had to stay in it much longer. "Is this a plantation?" I asked.

"The Weylin plantation. My daddy's Tom Weylin."

"Weylin . . ." The name triggered a memory, something I hadn't thought of for years. "Rufus, do you spell your last
name, W-e-y-1-i-n?"

"Yeah, I think that's right."

I frowned at him impatiently. A boy his age should certainly be sure of the spelling of his own name—even a name like this with an unusual spelling.

"It's right," he said quickly.

"And . . . is there a black girl, maybe a slave girl, named Alice living around here somewhere?" I wasn't sure of the girl's last name. The memory was coming back to me in fragments.

"Sure. Alice is my friend."

"Is she?" I was staring at my hands, trying to think. Every time I got used to one impossibility, I ran into another.

"She's no slave, either," said Rufus. "She's free, born free like her mother."

"Oh? Then maybe somehow . . ." I let my voice trail away as my thoughts raced ahead of it fitting things together. The state was right, and the time, the unusual name, the girl, Alice . . .

"Maybe what?" prompted Rufus.

Yes, maybe what? Well, maybe, if I wasn't completely out of my mind, if I wasn't in the middle of the most perfect hallucination I'd ever heard of, if the child before me was real and was telling the truth, maybe he was one of my ancestors.

Maybe he was my several times great grandfather, but still vaguely alive in the memory of my family because his daughter had bought a large Bible in an ornately carved, wooden chest and had begun keep-ing family records in it.
My uncle still had it.

Grandmother Hagar. Hagar Weylin, born in 1831. Hers was the first name listed. And she had given her parents' names as Rufus Weylin and Alice Green-something Weylin.

"Rufus, what's Alice's last name?"

"Greenwood. What were you talking about? Maybe what?"

"Nothing. I . . . just thought I might know someone in her family."

"Do you?"

"I don't know. It's been a long time since I've seen the person I'm thinking of." Weak lies. But they were better than the truth. As young as the boy was, I thought he would question my sanity if I told the truth.

Alice Greenwood. How would she marry this boy? Or would it be marriage? And why hadn't someone in my family mentioned that Rufus Weylin was white? If they knew. Probably, they didn't. Hagar Weylin Blake had died in 1880, long before the time of any member of my family that I had known. No doubt most information about her life had died with her. At least it had died before it filtered down to me. There was only the Bible left.

Hagar had filled pages of it with her careful script. There was a record of her marriage to Oliver Blake, and a list of her seven children, their marriages, some grandchildren . . . Then someone else had taken up the listing. So many relatives that I had never known, would never know.

Or would I?

I looked over at the boy who would be Hagar's father.
There was nothing in him that reminded me of any of my relatives. Looking at him confused me. But he had to be the one. There had to be some kind of reason for the link he and I seemed to have. Not that I really thought a" blood relationship could explain the way I had twice been drawn to him. It wouldn't. But then, neither would anything else. What we had was something new, something that didn't even have a name. Some matching strangeness in us that may or may not have come from our being related. Still, now I had a special reason for being glad I had been able to save him. After all . . . after all, what would have happened to me, to my mother's family, if I hadn't saved him?

Was that why I was here? Not only to insure the survival of one accident-prone small boy, but to insure my family's survival, my own birth.

Again, what would have happened if the boy had drowned? Would he have drowned without me? Or would his mother have saved him somehow? Would his father have arrived in time to save him? It must be that one of them would have saved him somehow. His life could not depend on the actions of his unconceived descendant. No matter what I did, he would have to survive to father Hagar, or I could not exist. That made sense.

But somehow, it didn't make enough sense to give me any comfort. It didn't make enough sense for me to test it by ignoring him if I found him in trouble again—not that I could have ignored any child in trouble. But this child needed special care. If I was to live, if others were to live, he must live. I didn't dare test the paradox.

"You know," he said, peering at me, "you look a little like Alice's mother. If you wore a dress and tied your hair up, you'd look a lot like her." He sat down companionably beside
me on the bed.

"I'm surprised your mother didn't mistake me for her then," I said.

"Not with you dressed like that! She thought you were a man at first, just like I did—and like Daddy did."

"Oh." That mistake was a little easier to understand now.

"Are you sure you aren't related to Alice yourself?"

"Not that I know of," I lied. And I changed the subject abruptly. "Rufe, are there slaves here?"

He nodded. "Thirty-eight slaves, Daddy said." He drew his bare feet up and sat cross-legged on the bed facing me, still examining me with interest. "You're not a slave, are you?"

"No."

"I didn't think so. You don't talk right or dress right or act right. You don't even seem like a runaway."

"I'm not."

"And you don't call me 'Master' either."

I surprised myself by laughing. "Master?"

"You're supposed to." He was very serious. "You want me to call you black."

His seriousness stopped my laughter. What was funny, anyway? He was probably right. No doubt I was supposed to give him some title of respect. But "Master"?

"You have to say it," he insisted. "Or 'Young Master' or . . . or 'Mister' like Alice does. You're supposed to."
"No." I shook my head. "Not unless things get a lot worse than they are."

The boy gripped my arm. "Yes!" he whispered. "You'll get into trouble if you don't, if Daddy hears you."

I'd get into trouble if "Daddy" heard me say anything at all. But the boy was obviously concerned, even frightened for me. His father sounded like a man who worked at inspiring fear. "All right," I said. "If anyone else comes, I'll call you 'Mister Rufus.' Will that do?" If anyone else came, I'd be lucky to survive.

"Yes," said Rufus. He looked relieved. "I still have scars on my back where Daddy hit me with the whip."

"I saw them." It was time for me to get out of this house. I had done enough talking and learning and hoping to be transported home. It was clear that whatever power had used me to protect Rufus had not provided for my own protection. I had to get out of the house and to a place of safety before day came—if there was a place of safety for me here. I wondered how Alice's parents managed, how they survived.

"Hey!" said Rufus suddenly.

I jumped, looked at him, and realized that he had been saying something—something I had missed.

"I said what's your name?" he repeated. "You never told me."

Was that all? "Edana," I said. "Most people call me Dana."

"Oh, no!" he said softly. He stared at me the way he had when he thought I might be a ghost.

"What's wrong?"
"Nothing, I guess, but... well, you wanted to know if I had seen you this time before you got here the way I did at the river. Well, I didn't see you, but I think I heard you."

"How? When?"

"I don't know how. You weren't here. But when the fire started and I got so scared, I heard a voice, a man. He said, 'Dana?' Then he said, 'Is it happening again?' And someone else—you—whispered, 'I think so.' I heard you!"

I sighed wearily, longing for my own bed and an end to questions that had no answers. How had Rufus heard Kevin and me across time and space? I didn't know. I didn't even have time to care. I had other more immediate problems.

"Who was the man?" Rufus asked.

"My husband." I rubbed a hand across my face. "Rufe, I have to get out of here before your father wakes up. Will you show me the way downstairs so that I don't awaken anyone?"

"Where will you go?"

"I don't know, but I can't stay here." I paused for a moment wondering how much he could help me—how much he would help me. "I'm a long way from home," I said, "and I don't know when I'll be able to get back there. Do you know of anyplace I could go?"

Rufus uncrossed his legs and scratched his head. "You could go outside and hide until morning. Then you could come out and ask Daddy if you could work here. He hires free niggers sometimes."

"Does he? If you were free and black, do you think you'd want to work for him?"

He looked away from me, shook his head. "I guess not."
He's pretty mean sometimes."

"Is there someplace else I could go?"

He did some more thinking. "You could go to town and find work there."

"What's the name of the town?"

"Easton."

"Is it far?"

"Not so far. The niggers walk there sometimes when Daddy gives them a pass. Or maybe . . ."

"What?"

"Alice's mother lives closer. You could go to her, and she could tell you the best places to go to get work. You could stay with her too, maybe. Then I might see you again before you go home."

I was surprised he wanted to see me again. I hadn't had much con-tact with children since I'd been one myself. Somehow, I found my-self liking this one, though. His environment had left its unlikable marks on him, but in the ante bellum South, I could have found my-self at the mercy of someone much worse—could have been de-scended from someone much worse.

"Where can I find Alice's mother?" I asked.

"She lives in the woods. Come on outside, and I'll tell you how to get there."

He took his candle and went to the door of his room. The room's shadows moved eerily as he moved. I realized suddenly how easy it would be for him to betray me—to open the door and run away or shout an alarm.
Instead, he opened the door a crack and looked out. Then he turned and beckoned to me. He seemed excited and pleased, and only frightened enough to make him cautious. I relaxed, followed him quickly. He was enjoying himself—having an adventure. And, incidentally, he was playing with fire again, helping an intruder to escape undetected from his father's house. His father would probably take the whip to both of us if he knew.

Downstairs, the large heavy door opened noiselessly and we stepped into the darkness outside—the near darkness. There was a half-moon and several million stars lighting the night as they never did at home. Rufus immediately began to give me directions to his friend's house, but I stopped him. There was something else to be done first.

"Where would the draperies have fallen, Rufe? Take me to them."

He obeyed, taking me around a corner of the house to the side. There, what was left of the draperies lay smoking on the ground.

"If we can get rid of this," I said, "can you get your mother to give you new draperies without telling your father?"

"I think so," he said. "They hardly talk to each other anyway."

Most of the remnants of the drapes were cold. I stamped out the few that were still edged in red and threatening to flame up again. Then I found a fairly large piece of unburned cloth. I spread it out flat and filled it with smaller pieces and bits of ash and whatever dirt I scooped up along with them. Rufus helped me silently. When we were finished, I rolled the cloth into a tight bundle and gave it to him.

"Put it in your fireplace," I told him. "Watch to see that it
all burns before you go to sleep. But, Rufe . . . don't burn anything else."

He glanced downward, embarrassed. "I won't."

"Good. There must be safer ways of annoying your father. Now which way is it to Alice's house?"
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He pointed the way, then left me alone in the silent chilly night. I stood beside the house for a moment feeling frightened and lonely. I hadn't realized how comforting the boy's presence had been. Finally, I began walking across the wide grassy land that separated the house from the fields. I could see scattered trees and shadowy buildings around me. There was a row of small buildings off to one side almost out of sight of the house. Slave cabins, I supposed. I thought I saw someone moving around one of them, and for a moment, I froze behind a huge spreading tree. The figure vanished silently between two cabins—some slave, probably as eager as I was to avoid being caught out at night.

I skirted around a field of some grassy waist-high crop I didn't even try to identify in the dim light. Rufus had told me his short cut, and that there was another longer way by road. I was glad to avoid the road, though. The possibility of meeting a white adult here frightened me, more than the possibility of street violence ever had at home.

Finally, there was a stand of woods that looked like a solid wall of darkness after the moonlit fields. I stood before it for several seconds wondering whether the road wouldn't be a better idea after all.

Then I heard dogs barking—not too far away by their
sound—and in sudden fear, I plunged through a tangle of new young growth and into the trees. I wondered about thorns, poison ivy, snakes . . . I wondered, but I didn't stop. A pack of half-wild dogs seemed worse. Or perhaps a pack of tame hunting dogs used to tracking runaway slaves.

The woods were not as totally dark as they had seemed. I could see a little after my eyes grew accustomed to the dimness. I could see trees, tall and shadowy—trees everywhere. As I walked on, I began to wonder how I could be sure I was still going in the right direction. That was enough. I turned around—hoping that I still knew what "around" meant, and headed back toward the field. I was too much of a city woman.

I got back to the field all right, then veered left to where Rufus had said there was a road. I found the road and followed it, listening for the dogs. But now, only a few night birds and insects broke the silence—crickets, an owl, some other bird I had no name for. I hugged the side of the road, trying to suppress my nervousness and praying to go home.

Something dashed across the road so close to me that it almost brushed my leg. I froze, too terrified even to scream, then realized that it was just some small animal that I had frightened—a fox, perhaps, or a rabbit. I found myself swaying a little, swaying dizzily. I collapsed to my knees, desperately willing the dizziness to intensify, the transferral to come . . .

I had closed my eyes. When I opened them, the dirt path and the trees were still there. I got up wearily and began walking again.

When I had been walking for a while, I began to wonder whether I had passed the cabin without seeing it. And I began to hear noises— not birds or animals this time, not anything I
could identify at first. But whatever it was, it seemed to be coming closer. It took me a ridiculously long time to realize that it was the sound of horses moving slowly down the road toward me.

Just in time, I dove into the bushes.

I lay still, listening, shaking a little, wondering whether the approaching horsemen had seen me. I could see them now, dark, slowly moving shapes going in a direction that would eventually take them past me on toward the Weylin house. And if they saw me, they might take me along with them as their prisoner. Blacks here were assumed to be slaves unless they could prove they were free—unless they had their free papers. Paperless blacks were fair game for any white.

And these riders were white. I could see that in the moonlight as they came near. Then they turned and headed into the woods just a few feet from me. I watched and waited, keeping absolutely still until they had all gone past. Eight white men out for a leisurely ride in the middle of the night. Eight white men going into the woods in the area where the Greenwood cabin was supposed to be.

After a moment of indecision, I got up and followed them, moving carefully from tree to tree. I was both afraid of them and glad of their human presence. Dangerous as they could be to me, somehow, they did not seem as threatening as the dark shadowy woods with its strange sounds, its unknowns.

As I had expected, the men led me to a small log cabin in a moonlit clearing in the woods. Rufus had told me I could reach the Greenwood cabin by way of the road, but he hadn't told me the cabin sat back out of sight of the road. Maybe it didn't. Maybe this was someone else's cabin. I half hoped it was because if the people inside this cabin were black, they were almost certainly in for trouble.
Four of the riders dismounted and went to hit and kick the door. When no one answered their pounding, two of them began trying to break it down. It looked like a heavy door—one more likely to break the men's shoulders than it was to give. But apparently the latch used to keep it shut wasn't heavy. There was a sound of splintering wood, and the door swung inward. The four men rushed in with it, and a moment later, three people were shoved, almost thrown out of the cabin. Two of them—a man and woman—were caught by the riders outside who had dismounted, apparently expecting them. The third, a little girl dressed in something long and light colored, was allowed to fall to the ground and scramble away, ignored by the men. She moved to within a few yards of where I lay in the bushes near the edge of the clearing.

There was talk in the clearing now, and I began to distinguish words over the distance and through the unfamiliar accents.

"No pass," said one of the riders. "He sneaked off."

"No, Master," pleaded one of those from the cabin—clearly a black man speaking to whites. "I had a pass. I had . . ."

One of the whites hit him in the face. Two others held him, and he sagged between them. More talk.

"If you had a pass, where is it?"

"Don't know. Must have dropped it coming here."

They hustled the man to a tree so close to me that I lay flat on the ground, stiff with fear. With just a little bad luck, one of the whites would spot me, or, in the darkness, fail to spot me and step on me.
The man was forced to hug the tree, and his hands were tied to prevent him from letting go. The man was naked, apparently dragged from bed. I looked at the woman who still stood back beside the cabin and saw that she had managed to wrap herself in something. A blanket, perhaps. As I noticed it, one of the whites tore it from her. She said something in a voice so soft that all I caught was her tone of protest.

"Shut your mouth!" said the man who had taken her blanket. He threw it on the ground. "Who the hell do you think you are, anyway?"

One of the other men joined in. "What do you think you've got that we haven't seen before?"

There was raucous laughter.

"Seen more and better," someone else added.

There were obscenities, more laughter.

By now, the man had been securely tied to the tree. One of the whites went to his horse to get what proved to be a whip. He cracked it once in the air, apparently for his own amusement, then brought it down across the back of the black man. The man's body convulsed, but the only sound he made was a gasp. He took several more blows with no outcry, but I could hear his breathing, hard and quick.

Behind him, his child wept noisily against her mother's leg, but the woman, like her husband, was silent. She clutched the child to her and stood, head down, refusing to watch the beating.

Then the man's resolve broke. He began to moan—low gut-wrenching sounds torn from him against his will. Finally, he began to scream.

I could literally smell his sweat, hear every ragged breath,
every cry, every cut of the whip. I could see his body jerking, convulsing, straining against the rope as his screaming went on and on. My stom-ach heaved, and I had to force myself to stay where I was and keep quiet. Why didn't they stop!

"Please, Master," the man begged. "For Godsake, Master, please . . ."

I shut my eyes and tensed my muscles against an urge to vomit.

I had seen people beaten on television and in the movies. I had seen the too-red blood substitute streaked across their backs and heard their well-rehearsed screams. But I hadn't lain nearby and smelled their sweat or heard them pleading and praying, shamed be­fore their families and themselves. I was probably less prepared for the reality than the child crying not far from me. In fact, she and I were reacting very much alike. My face too was wet with tears. And my mind was darting from one thought to another, trying to tune out the whipping. At one point, this last cowardice even brought me something useful. A name for whites who rode through the night in the ante bellum South, breaking in doors and beating and otherwise torturing black people.


The man's screaming stopped.

After a moment, I looked up and saw that the patrollers were un­tying him. He continued to lean against the tree even when the rope was off him until one of the patrollers pulled him around and tied his hands in front of him. Then, still holding the other end of the rope, the patroller mounted his horse and rode away half-dragging his cap-tive behind him.
The rest of the patrol mounted and followed except for one who was having some kind of low-voiced discussion with the woman. Evidently, the discussion didn't go the way the man wanted because before he rode after the others, he punched the woman in the face exactly as her husband had been punched earlier. The woman collapsed to the ground. The patroller rode away and left her there.

The patrol and its stumbling captive headed back to the road, slanting off toward the Weylin house. If they had gone back exactly the way they came, they would have either gone over me or driven me from my cover. I was lucky—and stupid for having gotten so close. I wondered whether the captive black man belonged to Tom Weylin. That might explain Rufus's friendship with the child, Alice. That is, if this child was Alice. If this was the right cabin. Whether it was or not, though, the woman, unconscious and abandoned, was in need of help. I got up and went over to her.

The child, who had been kneeling beside her, jumped up to run away.

"Alice!" I called softly.

She stopped, peered at me through the darkness. She was Alice, then. These people were my relatives, my ancestors. And this place could be my refuge.
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"I'm a friend, Alice," I said as I knelt and turned the unconscious woman's head to a more comfortable-looking position. Alice watched me uncertainly, then spoke in a small whisphery voice.

"She dead?"
I looked up. The child was younger than Rufus-dark and slender and small. She wiped her nose on her sleeve and sniffed.

"No, she's not dead. Is there water in the house?"

"Yeah."

"Go get me some."

She ran into the cabin and returned a few seconds later with a gourd dipper of water. I wet the mother's face a little, washed blood from around her nose and mouth. From what I could see of her, she seemed to be about my age, slender like her child, like me, in fact. And like me, she was fine-boned, probably not as strong as she needed to be to survive in this era. But she was surviving, however painfully. Maybe she would help me learn how.

She regained consciousness slowly, first moaning, then crying out, "Alice! Alice!"

"Mama?" said the child tentatively.

The woman's eyes opened wider, and she stared at me. "Who are you?"

"A friend. I came here to ask for help, but right now, I'd rather give it. When you feel able to get up, I'll help you inside."

"I said who are you!" Her voice had hardened.

"My name is Dana. I'm a freewoman."

I was on my knees beside her now, and I saw her look at my blouse, my pants, my shoes—which for unpacking and working around the house happened to be an old pair of desert boots. She took a good look at me, then judged me.
"A runaway, you mean."

"That's what the patrollers would say because I have no papers. But I'm free, bora free, intending to stay free."

"You'll get me in trouble!"

"Not tonight. You've already had your trouble for tonight."

I hesitated, bit my lip, then said softly, "Please don't turn me away."

The woman said nothing for several seconds. I saw her glance over at her daughter, then touch her own face and wipe away blood from the corner of her mouth. "Wasn't going to turn you 'way," she said softly.

"Thank you."

I helped her up and into the cabin. Refuge then. A few hours of peace. Perhaps tomorrow night, I could go on behaving like the runa-way this woman thought I was. Perhaps from her, I could learn the quickest, safest way North.

The cabin was dark except for a dying fire in the fireplace, but the woman made her way to her bed without trouble.

"Alice!" she called out.

"Here I am, Mama."

"Put a log on the fire."

I watched the child obey, her long gown hanging dangerously near hot coals. Rufus's friend was at least as careless with fire as he was.

Rufus. His name brought back all my fear and confusion and longing to go home. Would I really have to go all the way to some northern state to find peace? And if I did, what kind
of peace would it be? The restricted North was better for blacks than the slave South, but not much better.

"Why did you come here?" the woman asked. "Who sent you?"

I stared into the fire frowning. I could hear her moving around be-hind me, probably putting on clothing. "The boy," I said softly. "Rufus Weylin."

The small noises stopped. There was silence for a moment. I knew I had taken a risk telling her about Rufus. Probably a foolish risk. I wondered why I had done it. "No one knows about me but him," I continued.

The fire began to flare up around Alice's small log. The log cracked and sputtered and filled the silence until Alice said, "Mister Rufe won't tell." She shrugged. "He never tells nothing."

And there in her words was a reason for the risk I had taken. I hadn't thought of it until now, but if Rufus was one to tell what he shouldn't, Alice's mother should know so that she could either hide me or send me away. I waited to see what she would say.

"You sure the father didn't see you?" she asked. And that had to mean that she agreed with Alice, that Rufus was all right. Tom Weylin had probably marked his son more than he knew with that whip.

"Would I be here if the father had seen me?" I asked.

"Guess not."

I turned to look at her. She wore a gown now, long and white like her daughter's. She sat on the edge of her bed watching me. There was a table near me made of thick smooth planks, and a bench made from a section of split log. I
sat down on the bench. "Does Tom Weylin own your husband?" I asked.

She nodded sadly. "You saw?"

"Yes."

"He shouldn't have come. I told him not to."

"Did he really have a pass?"

She gave a bitter laugh. "No. He won't get one either. Not to come see me. Mister Tom said for him to choose a new wife there on the plantation. That way, Mister Tom'll own all his children."

I looked at Alice. The woman followed my gaze. "He'll never own a child of mine," she said flatly.

I wondered. They seemed so vulnerable here. I doubted that this was their first visit from the patrol, or their last. In a place like this, how could the woman be sure of anything. And then there was his-tory. Rufus and Alice would get together somehow.

"Where are you from?" asked the woman suddenly. "The way you talk, you not from 'round here."

The new subject caught me by surprise and I almost said Los An-geles. "New York," I lied quietly. In 1815, California was nothing more than a distant Spanish colony—a colony this woman had proba-bly never heard of.

"That's a long way off," said the woman.

"My husband is there." Where had that lie come from? And I had said it with all the longing I felt for Kevin who was now too far away for me to reach through any effort of my own.
The woman came over and stood staring down at me. She looked tall and straight and grim and years older.

"They carried you off?" she asked.

"Yes." Maybe in a way I had been kidnapped.

"You sure they didn't get him too?"

"Just me. I'm sure."

"And now you're going back."

"Yes!" fiercely, hopefully. "Yes!" Lie and truth had merged.

There was silence. The woman looked at her daughter, then back at me. "You stay here until tomorrow night," she said. "Then there's another place you can head for. They'll let you have some food and . . . oh!" She looked contrite. "You must be hungry now. I'll get you some . . ."

"No, I'm not hungry. Just tired."

"Get into bed then. Alice, you too. There's room for all of us there . . . now." She went to the child and began brushing off some of the dirt Alice had brought in from outside. I saw her close her eyes for a moment, then glance at the door. "Dana . . . you said your name was Dana?"

"Yes."

"I forgot the blanket," she said. "I left it outside when . . . I left it outside."

"I'll get it," I said. I went to the door and looked outside. The blanket lay where the patroller had thrown it—on the ground not far from the house. I went over to pick it up, but just as I reached it, someone grabbed me and swung me around. Suddenly, I was facing a young white man,
broad-faced, dark-haired, stocky, and about half-a-foot taller than I was.

"What in hell . . . ?" he sputtered. "You . . . you're not the one." He peered at me as though he wasn't sure. Apparently, I looked enough like Alice's mother to confuse him—briefly. "Who are you?" he demanded. "What are you doing here?"

What to do? He held me easily, barely noticing my efforts to pull away. "I live here," I lied. "What are you doing here?"

I thought he'd be more likely to believe me if I sounded indignant.

Instead, he slapped me stunningly with one hand while he held me with the other. He spoke very softly. "You got no manners, nigger, I'll teach you some!"

I said nothing. My ears still rang from his blow, but I heard him say,

"You could be her sister, her twin sister, almost."

That seemed to be a good thing for him to think, so I kept silent. Silence seemed safest anyway.

"Her sister dressed up like a boy!" He began to smile. "Her runaway sister. I wonder what you're worth."

I panicked. Having him catch and hold me was bad enough. Now he meant to turn me in as a runaway . . . I dug the nails of my free hand into his arm and tore the flesh from elbow to wrist.

Surprise and pain made the man loosen his grip on me slightly, and I wrenched away.

I heard him yell, heard him start after me.

I ran mindlessly toward the cabin door only to find Alice's
mother there barring my way.

"Don't come in here," she whispered. "Please don't come in here."

I had no chance to go in. The man caught me, pulled me back­ward, threw me to the ground. He would have kicked me, but I rolled aside and jumped to my feet. Terror gave me speed and agility I never knew I had.

Again I ran, this time for the trees. I didn't know where I was going, but the sounds of the man behind me sent me zigzagging on. Now I longed for darker denser woods that I could lose myself in.

The man tackled me and brought me down hard. At first, I lay stunned, unable to move or defend myself even when he began hit­ting me, punching me with his fists. I had never been beaten that way before—would never have thought I could absorb so much punish­ment without losing consciousness.

When I tried to scramble away, he pulled me back. When I tried to push him away, he hardly seemed to notice. At one point, I did get his attention though. He had leaned down close to me, pinning me flat on my back. I raised my hands to his face, my fingers partly cov­ering his eyes. In that instant, I knew I could stop him, cripple him, in this primitive age, destroy him.

His eyes.

I had only to move my fingers a little and jab them into the soft tissues, gouge away his sight and give him more agony than he was giving me.

But I couldn't do it. The thought sickened me, froze my hands where they were. I had to do it! But I couldn't. . .
The man knocked my hands from his face and moved back from me—and I cursed myself for my utter stupidity. My chance was gone, and I'd done nothing. My squeamishness belonged in another age, but I'd brought it along with me. Now I would be sold into slavery because I didn't have the stomach to defend myself in the most effective way. Slavery! And there was a more immediate threat.

The man had stopped beating me. Now he simply kept a tight hold on me and looked at me. I could see that I had left a few scratches on his face. Shallow insignificant scratches. The man rubbed his hand across them, looked at the blood, then looked at me.

"You know you're going to pay for that, don't you?" he said.

I said nothing. Stupidity was what I would pay for, if anything.

"I guess you'll do as well as your sister," he said. "I came back for her, but you're just like her."

That told me who he probably was. One of the patrollers—the one who had hit Alice's mother, probably. He reached out and ripped my blouse open. Buttons flew everywhere, but I didn't move. I understood what the man was going to do. He was going to display some stupidity of his own. He was going to give me another chance to destroy him. I was almost relieved.

He tore loose my bra and I prepared to move. Just one quick lunge. Then suddenly, for no reason that I could see, he reared above me, fist drawn back to hit me again. I jerked my head aside, hit it on something hard just as his fist glanced off my jaw.

The new pain shattered my resolve, sent me scrambling
away again. I was only able to move a few inches before he pinned me down, but that was far enough for me to discover that the thing I had hit my head on was a heavy stick—a tree limb, perhaps. I grasped it with both hands and brought it down as hard as I could on his head.

He collapsed across my body.

I lay still, panting, trying to find the strength to get up and run. The man had a horse around somewhere. If I could find it... .

I dragged myself from beneath his heavy body and tried to stand up. Halfway up, I felt myself losing consciousness, falling back. I caught hold of a tree and willed myself to stay conscious. If the man came to and found me nearby, he would kill me. He would surely kill me! But I couldn't keep my hold on the tree. I fell, slowly it seemed, into a deep starless darkness.
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Pain dragged me back to consciousness. At first, it was all I was aware of; every part of my body hurt. Then I saw a blurred face above me—the face of a man—and I panicked.

I scrambled away, kicking him, clawing the hands that reached out for me, trying to bite, lunging up toward his eyes. I could do it now. I could do anything.

"Dana!"

I froze. My name? No patroller would know that.

"Dana, look at me for Godsake!"

Kevin! It was Kevin's voice! I stared upward, managed to
focus on him clearly at last. I was at home. I was lying on my own bed, bloody and dirty, but safe. Safe!

Kevin lay half on top of me, holding me, smearing himself with my blood and his own. I could see where I had scratched his face—so near the eye.

"Kevin, I'm sorry!"

"Are you all right now?"

"Yes. I thought . . . I thought you were the patroller."

"The what?"

"The . . . I'll tell you later. God, I hurt, and I'm so tired. But it doesn't matter. I'm home."

"You were gone two or three minutes this time. I didn't know what to think. You don't know how good it is to have you back again."

"Two or three minutes?"

"Almost three minutes. I watched the clock. But it seemed to be longer."

I closed my eyes in pain and weariness. It hadn't just seemed longer to me. I had been gone for hours and I knew it. But at that moment, I couldn't have argued it. I couldn't have argued anything. The surge of strength that helped me to fight when I thought I was fighting for my life was gone.

"I'm going to take you to the hospital," said Kevin. "I don't know how I'm going to explain you, but you need help."

"No."

He got up. I felt him lift me.

"No, Kevin, please."
"Listen, don't be afraid. I'll be with you."

"No. Look, all he did was hit me a few times. I'll be all right." Suddenly I had strength again, now that I needed it. "Kevin, I went from here the first time, and this second time. And I came back here. What will happen if I go from the hospital and come back there?"

"Probably nothing." But he had stopped. "No one who sees you leave or come back will believe it. And they wouldn't dare tell anybody."

"Please. Just let me sleep. That's all I need really—rest. The cuts and bruises will heal. I'll be fine."

He took me back to the bed, probably against his better judgment, and put me down. "How long was it for you?" he asked.

"Hours. But it was only bad at the end."

"Who did this to you?"

"A patroller. He . . . he thought I was a runaway." I frowned. "I have to sleep, Kevin. I'll make more sense in the morning, I promise." My voice trailed away.

"Dana!"

I jumped, tried to refocus my attention on him.

"Did he rape you?"

I sighed. "No. I hit him with a stick—knocked him out. Let me sleep."

"Wait a minute . . ."

I seemed to drift away from him. It became too much trouble for me to go on listening and trying to understand, too
much trouble to answer.

I sighed again and closed my eyes. I heard him get up and go away, heard water running somewhere. Then I slept.
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I was clean when I awoke before dawn the next morning. I was wearing an old flannel nightgown that I hadn't worn since Kevin and I were married and that I'd never worn in June. On one side of me was a canvas tote bag containing a pair of pants, a blouse, under-clothing, a sweater, shoes, and the biggest switchblade knife I had ever seen. The tote bag was tied to my waist with a length of cord. On the other side of me lay Kevin, still asleep. But he woke up when I kissed him.

"You're still here," he said with obvious relief, and he hugged me, reminding me painfully of a few bruises. Then he remembered, let me go, and switched on the light. "How do you feel?"

"Pretty well." I sat up, got out of bed, managed to stand up for a moment. Then I got back under the cover. "I'm healing."

"Good. You're rested, you're healing, now you can tell me what the hell happened to you. And what's a patroller? All I could think of was the Highway Patrol."

I thought back to my reading. "A patroller is . . . was a white man, usually young, often poor, sometimes drunk. He was a member of a group of such men organized to keep the blacks in line."

"What?"

"Patrollers made sure the slaves were where they were supposed to be at night, and they punished those who weren't.
They chased down runaways—for a fee. And sometimes they just raised hell, had a little fun terrorizing people who weren't allowed to fight back."

Kevin leaned on one elbow and looked down at me. "What are you talking about? Where were you?"

"In Maryland. Somewhere on the Eastern Shore if I understood Rufus."

"Maryland! Three thousand miles away in . . . in what? A few minutes?"

"More than three thousand miles. More than any number of miles." I moved to relieve pressure on an especially tender bruise. "Let me tell you all of it."

I remembered it for him in detail as I had the first time. Again, he listened without interrupting. This time when I finished, he just shook his head.

"This is getting crazier and crazier," he muttered.

"Not to me."

He glanced at me sidelong.

"To me, it's getting more and more believable. I don't like it. I don't want to be in the middle of it. I don't understand how it can be happening, but it's real. It hurts too much not to be. And . . . and my ancestors, for Godsake!"

"Maybe."

"Kevin, I can show you the old Bible."

"But the fact is, you had already seen the Bible. You knew about those people—knew their names, knew they were Marylanders, knew . . ."
"What the hell is that supposed to prove! That I was hallucinating and weaving in the names of my ancestors? I'd like to give you some of this pain that I must still be hallucinating."

He put an arm over my chest, resting it on unbruised flesh. After a while, he said, "Do you honestly believe you traveled back over a century in time and crossed three thousand miles of space to see your dead ancestors?"

I moved uncomfortably. "Yes," I whispered. "No matter how it sounds, no matter what you think, it happened. And you're not help-ing me deal with it by laughing."

"I'm not laughing."

"They were my ancestors. Even that damn parasite, the patroller, saw the resemblance between me and Alice's mother."

He said nothing.

"I'll tell you . . . I wouldn't dare act as though they weren't my ancestors. I wouldn't let anything happen to them, the boy or girl, if I could possibly prevent it."

"You wouldn't anyway."

"Kevin, take this seriously, please!"

"I am. Anything I can do to help you, I'll do."

"Believe me!"

He sighed. "It's like you just said."

"What?"

"I wouldn't dare act as though I didn't believe. After all, when you vanish from here, you must go someplace. If that
place is where you think it is—back to the ante bellum South—then we've got to find a way to protect you while you're there."

I moved closer to him, relieved, content with even such grudging acceptance. He had become my anchor, suddenly, my tie to my own world. He couldn't have known how much I needed him firmly on my side.

"I'm not sure it's possible for a lone black woman—or even a black man—to be protected in that place," I said. "But if you have an idea, I'll be glad to hear it."

He said nothing for several seconds. Then he reached over me into the canvas bag and brought out the switchblade. "This might im-prove your chances—if you can bring yourself to use it."

"I've seen it."

"Can you use it?"

"You mean, will I use it."

"That too."

"Yes. Before last night, I might not have been sure, but now, yes."

He got up, left the room for a moment, and came back with two wooden rulers. "Show me," he said.

I untied the cord of the canvas bag and got up, discovering sore muscles as I moved. I limped over to him, took one of the rulers, looked at it, rubbed my face groggily, and in a sudden slashing mo-tion, drew the ruler across his abdomen just as he was opening his mouth to speak.

"That's it," I said.
He frowned.

"Kevin, I'm not going to be in any fair fights."

He said nothing.

"You understand? I'm a poor dumb scared nigger until I get my chance. They won't even see the knife if I have my way. Not until it's too late."

He shook his head. "What else don't I know about you?"

I shrugged and got back into bed. "I've been watching the violence of this time go by on the screen long enough to have picked up a few things."

"Glad to hear it."

"It doesn't matter much."

He sat down next to where I lay. "What do you mean?"

"That most of the people around Rufus know more about real violence than the screenwriters of today will ever know."

"That's... debatable."

"I just can't make myself believe I can survive in that place. Not with a knife, not even with a gun."

He took a deep breath. "Look, if you're drawn back there again, what can you do but try to survive? You're not going to just let them kill you."

"Oh, they won't kill me. Not unless I'm silly enough to resist the other things they'd rather do—like raping me, throwing me into jail as a runaway, and then selling me to the highest bidder when they see that my owner isn't coming to claim me." I rubbed my forehead. "I almost wish I hadn't read
about it."

"But it doesn't have to happen that way. There were free blacks. You could pose as one of them."

"Free blacks had papers to prove they were free."

"You could have papers too. We could forge something . . . ."

"If we knew what to forge. I mean, a certificate of freedom is what we need, but I don't know what they looked like. I've read about them, but I've never seen one."

He got up and went to the living room. Moments later, he came back and dumped an armload of books on the bed. "I brought everything we had on black history," he said. "Start hunting."

There were ten books. We checked indexes and even leafed through some of the books page by page to be sure. Nothing. I hadn't really thought there would be anything in these books. I hadn't read them all, but I'd at least glanced through them before.

"We'll have to go to the library then," said Kevin. "We'll go today as soon as it's open."

"If I'm still here when it opens."

He put the books on the floor and got back under the cover. Then he lay there frowning at me. "What about the pass Alice's father was supposed to have?"

"A pass . . . that was just written permission for a slave to be somewhere other than at home at a certain time."

"Sounds like just a note."

"It is," I said. "You've got it! One of the reasons it was
against the law in some states to teach slaves to read and write was that they might escape by writing themselves passes. Some did escape that way." I got up, went to Kevin's office and took a small scratch pad and a new pen from his desk and the large atlas from his bookcase.

"I'm going to tear Maryland out," I told him as I returned.

"Go ahead. I wish I had a road atlas for you. The roads in it wouldn't exist in those days but it might show you the easiest way through the country."

"This one shows main highways. Shows a lot of rivers too, and in eighteen fifteen there were probably not many bridges." I looked closely at it, then got up again.

"What now?" asked Kevin.

"Encyclopedia. I want to see when the Pennsylvania Railroad built this nice long track through the peninsula. I'd have to go into Delaware to pick it up, but it would take me right into Pennsyl-vania."

"Forget it," he said. "Eighteen fifteen is too early for railroads."

I looked anyway and found that the Pennsylvania Railroad hadn't even been begun until 1846. I went back to bed and stuffed the pen, the map, and the scratch pad into my canvas bag.

"Tie that cord around you again," said Kevin.

I obeyed silently.

"I think we may have missed something," he said. "Getting home may be simpler for you than you realize."

"Getting home? Here?"
"Here. You may have more control over your returning than you think."

"I don't have any control at all."

"You might. Listen, remember the rabbit or whatever it was that you said ran across the road in front of you?"

"Yes."

"It scared you."

"Terrified me. For a second, I thought it was . . . I don't know, something dangerous."

"And your fear made you dizzy, and you thought you were coming home. Does fear usually make you dizzy?"

"No."

"I don't think it did this time either—at least not in any normal way. I think you were right. You did almost come home. Your fear almost sent you home."

"But . . . but I was afraid the whole time I was there. And I was scared half out of my mind while that patroller was beating me. But I didn't come home until I'd knocked him out—saved myself."

"Not too helpful."

"No."

"But look, was your fight with the patroller really over? You said you were afraid that if he found you there, passed out, he'd kill you."

"He would have, for revenge. I fought back, actually hurt him. I can't believe he'd let me get away with that."
"You may be right."

"I am right."

"The point is, you believe you are."

"Kevin . . ."

"Wait. Hear me out. You believed your life was in danger, that the patroller would kill you. And on your last trip, you believed your life was in danger when you found Rufus's father aiming a rifle at you."

"Yes."

"And even with the animal—you mistook it for something dan-gerous."

"But I saw it in time—just as a dark blur, but clearly enough to see that it was small and harmless. And I see what you're saying."

"That you might have been better off if your animal had been a snake. Your danger then—or assumed danger—might have sent you home before you ever met the patroller."

"Then . . . Rufus's fear of death calls me to him, and my own fear of death sends me home."

"So it seems."

"That doesn't really help, you know."

"It could."

"Think about it, Kevin. If the thing I'm afraid of isn't really dan-gerous—a rabbit instead of a snake—then I stay where I am. If it is dangerous, it's liable to kill me before I get home. Going home does take a while, you know. I have to get through the dizziness, the nausea . . ."
"Seconds."

"Seconds count when something is trying to kill you. I wouldn't dare put myself in danger in the hope of getting home before the ax fell. And if I got into trouble by accident, I wouldn't dare just wait passively to be saved. I might wind up coming home in pieces."

"Yes . . . I see your point."

I sighed. "So the more I think about it, the harder it is for me to believe I could survive even a few more trips to a place like that. There's just too much that could go wrong."

"Will you stop that! Look, your ancestors survived that era—sur-vived it with fewer advantages than you have. You're no less than they are."

"In a way I am."

"What way?"

"Strength. Endurance. To survive, my ancestors had to put up with more than I ever could. Much more. You know what I mean."

"No, I don't," he said with annoyance. "You're working yourself into a mood that could be suicidal if you're not careful."

"Oh, but I'm talking about suicide, Kevin—suicide or worse. For instance, I would have used your knife against that patroller last night if I'd had it. I would have killed him. That would have ended the immediate danger to me and I probably wouldn't have come home. But if that patroller's friends had caught me, they would have killed me. And if they hadn't caught me, they would probably have gone after Alice's mother. They . . . they may have anyway. So ei-ther I would have died, or I would have caused another innocent
"But the patroller was trying to . . ." He stopped, looked at me. "I see."

"Good."

There was a long silence. He pulled me closer to him. "Do I really look like that patroller?"

"No."

"Do I look like someone you can come home to from where you may be going?"

"I need you here to come home to. I've already learned that."

He gave me a long thoughtful look. "Just keep coming home," he said finally. "I need you here too."

The Fall
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I think Kevin was as lonely and out of place as I was when I met him, though he was handling it better. But then, he was about to escape.

I was working out of a casual labor agency—we regulars called it a slave market. Actually, it was just the opposite of slavery. The people who ran it couldn't have cared less whether or not you showed up to do the work they offered. They always had more job hunters than jobs anyway. If you wanted them to think about using you, you went to their office around six in the morning, signed in, and sat down to wait. Waiting with you were winos trying to work themselves into a few more bottles, poor women with children trying to
supplement their welfare checks, kids trying to get a first job, older people who'd lost one job too many, and usually a poor crazy old street lady who talked to herself constantly and who wasn't going to be hired no mat­ter what because she only wore one shoe.

You sat and sat until the dispatcher either sent you out on a job or sent you home. Home meant no money. Put another potato in the oven. Or in desperation, sell some blood at one of the store fronts down the street from the agency. I had only done that once.

Getting sent out meant the minimum wage—minus Uncle Sam's share—for as many hours as you were needed. You swept floors, stuffed envelopes, took inventory, washed dishes, sorted potato chips (really!), cleaned toilets, marked prices on merchandise . . . you did whatever you were sent out to do. It was nearly always mindless work, and as far as most employers were concerned, it was done by mind-less people. Nonpeople rented for a few hours, a few days, a few weeks. It didn't matter.

I did the work, I went home, I ate, and then slept for a few hours. Finally, I got up and wrote. At one or two in the morning, I was fully awake, fully alive, and busy working on my novel. During the day, I carried a little box of No Doz. I kept awake with them, but not very wide awake. The first thing Kevin ever said to me was, "Why do you go around looking like a zombie all the time?"

He was just one of several regular employees at an auto-parts warehouse where a group of us from the agency were doing an inven-tory. I was wandering around between shelves of nuts, bolts, hub-caps, chrome, and heaven knew what else checking other people's work. I had a habit of showing up every day and of being able to count, so the supervisor decided that zombie or not, I should check the
others. He was right. People came in after a hard night of drink-ing and counted five units per clearly-marked, fifty-unit container.

"Zombie?" I repeated looking up from a tray of short black wires at Kevin.

"You look like you sleepwalk through the day," he said. "Are you high on something or what?"

He was just a stock helper or some such bottom-of-the-ladder type. He had no authority over me, and I didn't owe him any expla-nations.

"I do my work," I said quietly. I turned back to the wires, counted them, corrected the inventory slip, initialed it, and moved down to the next shelf.

"Buz told me you were a writer," said the voice that I thought had gone away.

"Look, I can't count with you talking to me." I pulled out a tray full of large screws—twenty-five to a box.

"Take a break."

"Did you see that agency guy they sent home yesterday? He took one break too many. Unfortunately, I need this job."

"Are you a writer?"

"I'm a joke as far as Buz is concerned. He thinks people are strange if they even read books. Besides," I added bitterly, "what would a writer be doing working out of a slave market?"

"Keeping herself in rent and hamburgers, I guess. That's what I'm doing working at a warehouse."

I woke up a little then and really looked at him. He was an
unusual-looking white man, his face young, almost unlined, but his hair completely gray and his eyes so pale as to be almost colorless. He was muscular, well-built, but no taller than my own five-eight so that I found myself looking directly into the strange eyes. I looked away startled, wondering whether I had really seen anger there. Maybe he was more important in the warehouse than I had thought. Maybe he had some authority . . .

"Are you a writer?" I asked.

"I am now," he said. And he smiled. "Just sold a book. I'm getting out of here for good on Friday."

I stared at him with a terrible mixture of envy and frustration. "Congratulations."

"Look," he said, still smiling, "it's almost lunch time. Eat with me. I want to hear about what you're writing."

And he was gone. I hadn't said yes or no, but he was gone.

"Hey!" whispered another voice behind me. Buz. The agency clown when he was sober. Wine put him into some kind of trance, though, and he just sat and stared and looked retarded—which he wasn't, quite. He just didn't give a damn about anything, including himself. He drank up his pay and walked around in rags. Also, he never bathed. "Hey, you two gonna get together and write some books?" he asked, leering.

"Get out of here," I said breathing as shallowly as possible.

"You gonna write some poor-nography together!" He went away laughing.

Later, at one of the round rusting metal tables in the corner of the warehouse that served as the lunch area, I found out more about my new writer friend. Kevin Franklin, his name
was, and he'd not only gotten his book published, but he'd
made a big paperback sale. He could live on the money while
he wrote his next book. He could give up shitwork, hopefully
forever . . .

"Why aren't you eating?" he asked when he stopped for
breath. The warehouse was in a newly built industrial section
of Compton, far enough from coffee shops and hot dog stands
to discourage most of us from going out to eat. Some people
brought their lunches. Others bought them from the catering
truck. I had done neither. All I was having was a cup of the
free dishwater coffee available to all the warehouse workers.

"I'm on a diet," I said.

He stared at me for a moment, then got up, motioned me up. "Come on."

"Where?"

"To the truck if it's still there."

"Wait a minute, you don't have to . . ."

"Listen, I've been on that kind of diet."

"I'm all right," I lied, embarrassed. "I don't want anything."

He left me sitting there, went to the truck, and came back
with a hamburger, milk, a small wedge of apple pie.

"Eat," he said. "I'm still not rich enough to waste money, so
eat."

To my own surprise, I ate. I hadn't intended to. I was
caffeine jit-tery and surly and perfectly capable of wasting his
money. After all, I'd told him not to spend it. But I ate.

Buz sidled by. "Hey," he said, low-voiced. "Porn!" He
moved on.
"What?" said Kevin.

"Nothing," I said. "He's crazy." Then, "Thanks for the lunch."

"Sure. Now tell me, what is it you write?"

"Short stories, so far. But I'm working on a novel."

"Naturally. Have any of your stories sold?"

"Some. To little magazines no one ever heard of. The kind that pay in copies of the magazine."

He shook his head. "You're going to starve."

"No. After a while, I'll convince myself that my aunt and uncle were right."

"About what? That you should have been an accountant?"

I surprised myself again by laughing aloud. The food was reviving me. "They didn't think of accounting," I said. "But they would have approved of it. It's what they would call sensible. They wanted me to be a nurse, a secretary, or a teacher like my mother. At the very best, a teacher."

"Yes." He sighed. "I was supposed to be an engineer, myself."

"That's better, at least."

"Not to me."

"Well anyway, now you have proof that you were right."

He shrugged and didn't tell me what he would later—that his parents, like mine, were dead. They had died years before in an auto accident still hoping that he might come to his senses and become an engineer.
"My aunt and uncle said I could write in my spare time if I wanted to," I told him. "Meanwhile, for the real future, I was to take something sensible in school if I expected them to support me. I went from the nursing program into a secretarial major, and from there to elementary education. All in two years. It was pretty bad. So was I."

"What did you do?" he asked. "Flunk out?"

I choked on a piece of pie crust. "Of course not! I always got good grades. They just didn't mean anything to me. I couldn't manufacture enough interest in the subjects to keep me going. Finally, I got a job, moved away from home, and quit school. I still take extension classes at UCLA, though, when I can afford them. Writing classes."

"Is this the job you got?"

"No, I worked for a while at an aerospace company. I was just a clerk-typist, but I talked my way into their publicity office. I was doing articles for their company newspaper and press releases to send out. They were glad to have me do it once I showed them I could. They had a writer for the price of a clerk-typist."

"Sounds like something you could have stayed with and moved up."

"I meant to. Ordinary clerical work, I couldn't stand, but that was good. Then about a year ago, they laid off the whole department."

He laughed, but it sounded like sympathetic laughter.

Buz, coming back from the coffee machine muttered, "Chocolate and vanilla porn!"

I closed my eyes in exasperation. He always did that. Started a "joke" that wasn't funny to begin with, then beat it
to death. "God, I wish he'd get drunk and shut up!"

"Does getting drunk shut him up?" asked Kevin.

I nodded. "Nothing else will do it."

"No matter. I heard what he said this time."

The bell rang ending the lunch half-hour, and he grinned. He had a grin that completely destroyed the effect of his eyes. Then he got up and left.

But he came back. He came back all week at breaks, at lunch. My daily draw back at the agency gave me money enough to buy my own lunches—and pay my landlady a few dollars—but I still looked forward to seeing him, talking to him. He had written and published three novels, he told me, and outside members of his family, he'd never met anyone who'd read one of them. They'd brought so little money that he'd gone on taking mindless jobs like this one at the warehouse, and he'd gone on writing—unreasonably, against the advice of saner people. He was like me—a kindred spirit crazy enough to keep on trying. And now, finally . . .

"I'm even crazier than you," he said. "After all I'm older than you. Old enough to recognize failure and stop dreaming, so I'm told."

He was a prematurely gray thirty-four. He had been surprised to learn that I was only twenty-two.

"You look older," he said tactlessly.

"So do you," I muttered.

He laughed. "I'm sorry. But at least it looks good on you."

I wasn't sure what "it" was that looked good on me, but I was glad he liked it. His likes and dislikes were becoming
important to me. One of the women from the agency told me with typical slave-market candor that he and I were "the weirdest-looking couple" she had ever seen.

I told her, not too gently, that she hadn't seen much, and that it was none of her business anyway. But from then on, I thought of Kevin and I as a couple. It was pleasant thinking.

My time at the warehouse and his job there ended on the same day. Buz's matchmaking had given us a week together.

"Listen," said Kevin on the last day, "you like plays?"

"Plays? Sure. I wrote a couple while I was in high school. One-acters. Pretty bad."

"I did something like that myself." He took something from his pocket and held it out to me. Tickets. Two tickets to a hit play that had just come to Los Angeles. I think my eyes glittered.

"I don't want you to get away from me just because we won't be co-workers any more," he said. "Tomorrow evening?"

"Tomorrow evening," I agreed.

It was a good evening. I brought him home with me when it was over, and the night was even better. Sometime during the early hours of the next morning when we lay together, tired and content in my bed, I realized that I knew less about loneliness than I had thought— and much less than I would know when he went away.

**************************************************************************
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I decided not to go to the library with Kevin to look for
forgeable free papers. I was worried about what might happen if Rufus called me from the car while it was moving. Would I arrive in his time still moving, but without the car to protect me? Or would I arrive safe and still, but have trouble when I returned home—because this time the home I returned to might be the middle of a busy street?

I didn't want to find out. So while Kevin got ready to go to the library, I sat on the bed, fully dressed, stuffing a comb, a brush, and a bar of soap into my canvas bag. I was afraid I might be trapped in Rufus's time for a longer period if I went again. My first trip had lasted only a few minutes, my second a few hours. What was next? Days?

Kevin came in to tell me he was going. I didn't want him to leave me alone, but I thought I had done enough whining for one morning. I kept my fear to myself—or I thought I did.

"You feel all right?" he asked me. "You don't look so good."

I had just had my first look in the mirror since the beating, and I didn't think I looked so good either. I opened my mouth to reassure him, but before I could get the words out, I realized that something really was wrong. The room was beginning to darken and spin.

"Oh no," I moaned. I closed my eyes against the sickening dizziness. Then I sat hugging the canvas bag and waiting.

Suddenly, Kevin was beside me holding me. I tried to push him away. I was afraid for him without knowing why. I shouted for him to let me go.

Then the walls around me and the bed beneath me vanished. I lay sprawled on the ground under a tree. Kevin lay beside me still holding me. Between us was the canvas bag.
"Oh God!" I muttered, sitting up. Kevin sat up too and looked around wildly. We were in the woods again, and it was day this time. The country was much like what I remembered from my first trip, though there was no river in sight this time.

"It happened," said Kevin. "It's real!"

I took his hand and held it, glad of its familiarity. And yet I wished he were back at home. In this place, he was probably better protection for me than free papers would have been, but I didn't want him here. I didn't want this place to touch him except through me. But it was too late for that.

I looked around for Rufus, knowing that he must be nearby. He was. And the moment I saw him, I knew I was too late to get him out of trouble this time.

He was lying on the ground, his body curled in a small knot, his hands clutching one leg. Beside him was another boy, black, about twelve years old. All Rufus's attention seemed to be on his leg, but the other boy had seen us. He might even have seen us appear from nowhere. That might be why he looked so frightened now.

I stood up and went over to Rufus. He didn't see me at first. His face was twisted with pain and streaked with tears and dirt, but he wasn't crying aloud. Like the black boy, he looked about twelve years old.

"Rufus."

He looked up, startled. "Dana?"

"Yes." I was surprised that he recognized me after the years that had passed for him.

"I saw you again," he said. "You were on a bed. Just as I started to fall, I saw you."
"You did more than just see me," I said.

"I fell. My leg. . ."

"Who are you?" demanded the other boy.

"She's all right, Nigel," said Rufus. "She's the one I told you about. The one who put out the fire that time."

Nigel looked at me, then back at Rufus. "Can she fix your leg?"

Rufus looked at me questioningly.

"I doubt it," I said, "but let me see anyway." I moved his hands away and as gently as I could, pulled his pants leg up. His leg was discolored and swollen. "Can you move your toes?" I asked.

He tried, managed to move two toes feebly.

"It's broken," commented Kevin. He had come closer to look.

"Yes." I looked at the other boy, Nigel. "Where'd he fall from?"

"There." The boy pointed upward. There was a tree limb hanging high above us. A broken tree limb.

"You know where he lives?" I asked.

"Sure. I live there too."

The boy was probably a slave, I realized, the property of Rufus's family.

"You sure do talk funny," said Nigel.

"Matter of opinion," I said. "Look, if you care what happens to Rufus, you'd better go tell his father to send a . . ."
a wagon for him. He won't be walking anywhere."

"He could lean on me."

"No. The best way for him to go home is flat on his back—the least painful way, anyhow. You go tell Rufus's father that Rufus broke his leg. Tell him to send for the doctor. We'll stay with Rufus until you get back with the wagon."

"You?" He looked from me to Kevin, making no secret of the fact that he didn't find us all that trustworthy. "How come you're dressed like a man?" he asked me.

"Nigel," said Kevin quietly, "don't worry about how she's dressed. Just go get some help for your friend."

Friend?

Nigel gave Kevin a frightened glance, then looked at Rufus.

"Go, Nigel," whispered Rufus. "It hurts something awful. Say I said for you to go."

Nigel went, finally. Unhappily.

"What's he afraid of?" I asked Rufus. "Will he get into trouble for leaving you?"

"Maybe." Rufus closed his eyes for a moment in pain. "Or for letting me get hurt. I hope not. It depends on whether anybody's made Daddy mad lately."

Well, Daddy hadn't changed. I wasn't looking forward to meeting him at all. At least I wouldn't have to do it alone. I glanced at Kevin. He knelt down beside me to take a closer look at Rufus's leg.

"Good thing he was barefoot," he said. "A shoe would
have to be cut off that foot now."

"Who're you?" asked Rufus.

"My name's Kevin—Kevin Franklin."

"Does Dana belong to you now?"

"In a way," said Kevin. "She's my wife."

"Wife?" Rufus squealed.

I sighed. "Kevin, I think we'd better demote me. In this time . . ."

"Niggers can't marry white people!" said Rufus.

I laid a hand on Kevin's arm just in time to stop him from saying whatever he would have said. The look on his face was enough to tell me he should keep quiet.

"The boy learned to talk that way from his mother," I said softly. "And from his father, and probably from the slaves themselves."

"Learned to talk what way?" asked Rufus.

"About niggers," I said. "I don't like that word, remember? Try calling me black or Negro or even colored."

"What's the use of saying all that? And how can you be married to him?"

"Rufe, how'd you like people to call you white trash when they talk to you?"

"What?" He started up angrily, forgetting his leg, then fell back. "I am not trash!" he whispered. "You damn black. . ."

"Hush, Rufe." I put my hand on his shoulder to quiet him. Apparently I'd hit the nerve I'd aimed at. "I didn't say you
were trash. I said how'd you like to be called trash. I see you don't like it. I don't like being called nigger either."

He lay silent, frowning at me as though I were speaking a foreign language. Maybe I was.

"Where we come from," I said, "it's vulgar and insulting for whites to call blacks niggers. Also, where we come from, whites and blacks can marry."

"But it's against the law."

"It is here. But it isn't where we come from."

"Where do you come from?"

I looked at Kevin.

"You asked for it," he said.

"You want to try telling him?"

He shook his head. "No point."

"Not for you, maybe. But for me ..." I thought for a moment trying to find the right words. "This boy and I are liable to have a long association whether we like it or not. I want him to know."

"Good luck."

"Where do you come from?" repeated Rufus. "You sure don't talk like anybody I ever heard."

I frowned, thought, and finally shook my head. "Rufe, I want to tell you, but you probably won't understand. We don't understand ourselves, really."

"I already don't understand," he said. "I don't know how I can see you when you're not here, or how you get here, or anything. My leg hurts so much I can't even think about it."
"Let's wait then. When you feel better . . ."

"When I feel better, maybe you'll be gone. Dana, tell me!"

"All right, I'll try. Have you ever heard of a place called California?"

"Yeah. Mama's cousin went there on a ship."

Luck. "Well, that's where we're from. California. But . . . it's not the California your cousin went to. We're from a California that doesn't exist yet, Rufus. California of nineteen seventy-six."

"What's that?"

"I mean we come from a different time as well as a different place. I told you it was hard to understand."

"But what's nineteen seventy-six?"

"That's the year. That's what year it is for us when we're at home."

"But it's eighteen nineteen. It's eighteen nineteen everywhere. You're talking crazy."

"No doubt. This is a crazy thing that's happened to us. But I'm telling you the truth. We come from a future time and place. I don't know how we get here. We don't want to come. We don't belong here. But when you're in trouble, somehow you reach me, call me, and I come—although as you can see now, I can't always help you." I could have told him about our blood relationship. Maybe I would if I saw him again when he was older. For now, though, I had confused him enough.

"This is crazy stuff," he repeated. He looked at Kevin. "You tell me. Are you from California?"
Kevin nodded. "Yes."

"Then are you Spanish? California is Spanish."

"It is now, but it will be part of the United States eventually, just like Maryland or Pennsylvania."

"When?"

"It will become a state in eighteen fifty."

"But it's only eighteen nineteen. How could you know . . . ?" He broke off, looked from Kevin to me in confusion. "This isn't real," he said. "You're making it all up."

"It's real," said Kevin quietly.

"But how could it be?"

"We don't know. But it is."

He thought for a while looking from one to the other of us. "I don't believe you," he said.

Kevin made a sound that wasn't quite a laugh. "I don't blame you."

I shrugged. "All right, Rufe. I wanted you to know the truth, but I can't blame you for not being able to accept it either."

"Nineteen seventy-six," said the boy slowly. He shook his head and closed his eyes. I wondered why I had bothered to try to con-vince him. After all, how accepting would I be if I met a man who claimed to be from eighteen nineteen—or two thousand nineteen, for that matter. Time travel was science fiction in nineteen seventy-six. In eighteen nineteen—Rufus was right—it was sheer insanity. No one but a child would even have listened to Kevin and me talk about it.
"If you know California's going to be a state," said Rufus, "you must know some other things that are going to happen."

"We do," I admitted. "Some things. Not very much. We're not historians."

"But you ought to know everything if it already happened in your time."

"How much do you know about seventeen nineteen, Rufe?"

He stared at me blankly.

"People don't learn everything about the times that came before them," I said. "Why should they?"

He sighed. "Tell me something, Dana. I'm trying to believe you."

I dug back into the American history that I had learned both in and out of school. "Well, if this is eighteen nineteen, the President is James Monroe, right?"

"Yeah."

"The next President will be John Quincy Adams."

"When?"

I frowned, calling back more of the list of Presidents I had memo-rized for no particular reason when I was in school. "In eighteen twenty-four. Monroe had—will have—two terms."

"What else?"

I looked at Kevin.

He shrugged. "All I can think of is something I got from those books we looked through last night. In eighteen twenty, the Missouri Compromise opened the way for Missouri to
come into the Union as a slave state and Maine to come in as a free state. Do you have any idea what I'm talking about, Rufus?"

"No, sir."

"I didn't think so. Have you got any money?"

"Money? Me? No."

"Well, you've seen money, haven't you?"

"Yes, sir."

"Coins should have the year they were made stamped on them, even now."

"They do."

Kevin reached into his pocket and brought out a handful of change. He held it out to Rufus and Rufus picked out a few coins. "Nineteen sixty-five," he read, "nineteen sixty-seven, nineteen seventy-one, nineteen seventy. None of them say nineteen seventy-six."

"None of them say eighteen-anything either," said Kevin. "But here." He picked out a bicentennial quarter and handed it to Rufus.

"Seventeen seventy-six, nineteen seventy-six," the boy read. "Two dates."

"The country's two hundred years old in nineteen seventy-six," said Kevin. "Some of the money was changed to commemorate the anniversary. Are you convinced?"

"Well, I guess you could have made these yourself."

Kevin took back his money. "You might not know about Mis­sour-i, kid," he said wearily. "But you'd have made a good
Missourian."

"What?"

"Just a joke. Hasn't come into fashion yet."

Rufus looked troubled. "I believe you. I don't understand, like Dana said, but I guess I believe."

Kevin sighed. "Thank God."

Rufus looked up at Kevin and managed to grin. "You aren't as bad as I thought you'd be."

"Bad?" Kevin looked at me accusingly.

"I didn't tell him anything about you," I said.

"I saw you," said Rufus. "You were fighting with Dana just before you came here, or . . . it looked like fighting. Did you make all those marks on her face?"

"No, he didn't," I said quickly. "And he and I weren't fighting."

"Wait a minute," said Kevin. "How could he know about that?"

"Like he said." I shrugged. "He saw us before we got here. I don't know how he does it, but he's done it before." I looked down at Rufus. "Have you told anyone else about seeing me?"

"Just Nigel. Nobody else would believe me."

"Good. Best not to tell anyone else about us now either. Nothing about California or nineteen seventy-six." I took Kevin's hand and held it. "We're going to have to fit in as best we can with the people here for as long as we have to stay. That means we're going to have to play the roles you gave
us."

"You'll say you belong to him?"

"Yes. I want you to say it too if anyone asks you."

"That's better than saying you're his wife. Nobody would believe that."

Kevin made a sound of disgust. "I wonder how long we'll be stuck here," he muttered. "I think I'm getting homesick already."

"I don't know," I said. "But stay close to me. You got here because you were holding me. I'm afraid that may be the only way you can get home."

************************************
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Rufus's father arrived on a flat-bed wagon, carrying his familiar long rifle—an old muzzleloader, I realized. With him in the wagon was Nigel and a tall stocky black man. Tom Weylin was tall himself, but too lean to be as impressive as his massive slave. Weylin didn't look especially vicious or depraved. Right now, he only looked annoyed. We stood up as he climbed down from the wagon and came to face us.

"What happened here?" he asked suspiciously.

"The boy has broken his leg," said Kevin. "Are you his father?"

"Yes. Who are you?"

"My name's Kevin Franklin." He glanced at me, but caught himself and didn't introduce me. "We came across the two boys right after the accident happened, and I thought we should stay with your son until you came for him."
Weylin grunted and knelt to look at Rufus's leg. "Guess it's broken all right. Wonder how much that'll cost me."

The black man gave him a look of disgust that would surely have angered him if he had seen it.

"What were you doing climbing a damn tree?" Weylin demanded of Rufus.

Rufus stared at him silently.

Weylin muttered something I didn't quite catch. He stood up and gestured sharply to the black man. The man came forward, lifted Rufus gently, and placed him on the wagon. Rufus's face twisted in pain as he was lifted, and he cried out as he was lowered into the wagon. Kevin and I should have made a splint for that leg, I thought belatedly. I followed the black man to the wagon.

Rufus grabbed my arm and held it, obviously trying not to cry. His voice was a husky whisper.

"Don't go, Dana."

I didn't want to go. I liked the boy, and from what I'd heard of early nineteenth-century medicine, they were going to pour some whiskey down him and play tug of war with his leg. And he was going to learn brand new things about pain. If I could give him any comfort by staying with him, I wanted to stay.

But I couldn't.

His father had spoken a few private words with Kevin and was now climbing back up onto the seat of the wagon. He was ready to leave and Kevin and I weren't invited. That didn't say much for Weylin's hospitality. People in his time of widely scattered plantations and even more widely scattered hotels had a reputation for taking in strangers. But then, a
man who could look at his injured son and think of nothing but how much the doctor bill would be wasn't likely to be concerned about strangers.

"Come with us," pleaded Rufus. "Daddy, let them come."

Weylin glanced back, annoyed, and I tried gently to loosen Rufus's grip on me. After a moment, I realized that Weylin was looking at me—staring hard at me. Perhaps he was seeing my resemblance to Alice's mother. He couldn't have seen me clearly enough or long enough at the river to recognize me now as the woman he had once come so near shooting. At first, I stared back. Then I looked away, remembering that I was supposed to be a slave. Slaves lowered their eyes respectfully. To stare back was insolent. Or at least, that was what my books said.

"Come along and have dinner with us," Weylin told Kevin. "You may as well. Where were you going to stay the night, anyway?"

"Under the trees if necessary," said Kevin. He and I climbed onto the wagon beside the silent Nigel. "Not much choice, as I told you."

I looked at him, wondering what he had told Weylin. Then I had to catch myself as the black man prodded the horses forward.

"You, girl," Weylin said to me. "What's your name?"

"Dana, sir."

He turned to stare at me again, this time as though I'd said some-thing wrong. "Where do you come from?"

I glanced at Kevin, not wanting to contradict anything he had said. He gave me a slight nod, and I assumed I was free to make up my own lies. "I'm from New York."
Now the look he was giving me was really ugly, and I wondered whether he'd heard a New York accent recently and found mine a poor match. Or was I saying something wrong? I hadn't said ten words to him. What could be wrong?

Weylin looked sharply at Kevin, then turned around and ignored us for the rest of the trip.

We went through the woods to a road, and along the road past a field of tall golden wheat. In the field, slaves, mostly men, worked steadily swinging scythes with attached wooden racks that caught the cut wheat in neat piles. Other slaves, mostly women, followed them tying the wheat into bundles. None of them seemed to pay any attention to us. I looked around for a white overseer and was surprised not to see one. The Weylin house surprised me too when I saw it in daylight. It wasn't white. It had no columns, no porch to speak of. I was almost disappointed. It was a red-brick Georgian Colonial, boxy but handsome in a quiet kind of way, two and a half stories high with dormered windows and a chimney on each end. It wasn't big or imposing enough to be called a mansion. In Los Angeles, in our own time, Kevin and I could have afforded it.

As the wagon took us up to the front steps, I could see the river off to one side and some of the land I had run through a few hours—a few years—before. Scattered trees, unevenly cut grass, the row of cabins far off to one side almost hidden by the trees, the fields, the woods. There were other buildings lined up beside and behind the house opposite the slave cabins. As we stopped, I was almost sent off to one of these.

"Luke," said Weylin to the black man, "take Dana around back and get her something to eat."

"Yes, sir," said the black man softly. "Want me to take Marse Rufe upstairs first?"
"Do what I told you. I'll take him up."

I saw Rufus set his teeth. "I'll see you later," I whispered, but he wouldn't let go of my hand until I spoke to his father.

"Mr. Weylin, I don't mind staying with him. He seems to want me to."

Weylin looked exasperated. "Well, come on then. You can wait with him until the doctor comes." He lifted Rufus with no particular care, and strode up the steps to the house. Kevin followed him.

"You watch out," said the black man softly as I started after them.

I looked at him, surprised, not sure he was talking to me. He was.

"Marse Tom can turn mean mighty quick," he said. "So can the boy, now that he's growing up. Your face looks like maybe you had enough white folks' meanness for a while."

I nodded. "I have, all right. Thanks for the warning."

Nigel had come to stand next to the man, and I realized as I spoke that the two looked much alike, the boy a smaller replica of the man. Father and son, probably. They resembled each other more than Rufus and Tom Weylin did. As I hurried up the steps and into the house, I thought of Rufus and his father, of Rufus becoming his fa-ther. It would happen some day in at least one way. Someday Rufus would own the plantation. Someday, he would be the slaveholder, re-sponsible in his own right for what happened to the people who lived in those half-hidden cabins. The boy was literally growing up as I watched—growing up because I watched and because I helped to keep him safe. I was the worst possible guardian for him—a black to watch over him in a society that
considered blacks subhuman, a woman to watch over him in a society that considered women perennial children. I would have all I could do to look after myself. But I would help him as best I could. And I would try to keep friendship with him, maybe plant a few ideas in his mind that would help both me and the people who would be his slaves in the years to come. I might even be making things easier for Alice.

Now, I followed Weylin up the stairs to a bedroom—not the same one Rufus had occupied on my last trip. The bed was bigger, its full canopy and draperies blue instead of green. The room itself was bigger. Weylin dumped Rufus onto the bed, ignoring the boy's cries of pain. It did not look as though Weylin was trying to hurt Rufus. He just didn't seem to pay any attention to how he handled the boy—as though he didn't care.

Then, as Weylin was leading Kevin out of the room, a red-haired woman hurried in.

"Where is he?" she demanded breathlessly. "What happened?"

Rufus's mother. I remembered her. She pushed her way into the room just as I was putting Rufus's pillow under his head.

"What are you doing to him?" she cried. "Leave him alone!" She tried to pull me away from her son. She had only one reaction when Rufus was in trouble. One wrong reaction.

Fortunately for both of us, Weylin reached her before I forgot myself and pushed her away from me. He caught her, held her, spoke to her quietly.

"Margaret, now listen. The boy has a broken leg, that's all. There's nothing you can do for a broken leg. I've already sent for the doctor."
Maragret Weylin seemed to calm down a little. She stared at me. "What's she doing here?"

"She belongs to Mr. Kevin Franklin here." Weylin waved a hand presenting Kevin who, to my surprise, bowed slightly to the woman. "Mr. Franklin is the one who found Rufus hurt," Weylin continued. He shrugged. "Rufus wanted the girl to stay with him. Can't do any harm." He turned and walked away. Kevin followed him reluctantly.

The woman may have been listening as her husband spoke, but she didn't look as though she was. She was still staring at me, frowning at me as though she was trying to remember where she'd seen me before. The years hadn't changed her much, and, of course, they hadn't changed me at all. But I didn't expect her to remember. Her glimpse of me had been too brief, and her mind had been on other things.

"I've seen you before," she said.

Hell! "Yes, ma'am, you may have." I looked at Rufus and saw that he was watching us.

"Mama?" he said softly.

The accusing stare vanished, and the woman turned quickly to attend him. "My poor baby," she murmured, cradling his head in her hands. "Seems like everything happens to you, doesn't it? A broken leg!" She looked close to tears. And there was Rufus, swung from his father's indifference to his mother's sugary concern. I wondered whether he was too used to the contrast to find it dizzying.

"Mama, can I have some water?" he asked.

The woman turned to look at me as though I had offended her. "Can't you hear? Get him some water!"

"Yes, ma'am. Where shall I get it?"
She made a sound of disgust and rushed toward me. Or at least I thought she was rushing toward me. When I jumped out of her way, she kept right on going through the door that I had been standing in front of.

I looked after her and shook my head. Then I took the chair that was near the fireplace and put it beside Rufus's bed. I sat down and Rufus looked up at me solemnly.

"Did you ever break your leg?" he asked.

"No. I broke my wrist once, though."

"When they fixed it, did it hurt much?"

I drew a deep breath. "Yes."

"I'm scared."

"So was I," I said remembering. "But . . . Rufe, it won't take long. And when the doctor is finished, the worst will be over."

"Won't it still hurt after?"

"For a while. But it will heal. If you stay off it and give it a chance, it will heal."

Margaret Weylin rushed back into the room with water for Rufus and more hostility for me than I could see any reason for.

"You're to go out to the cookhouse and get some supper!" she told me as I got out of her way. But she made it sound as though she were saying, "You're to go straight to hell!" There was something about me that these people didn't like—except for Rufus. It wasn't just racial. They were used to black people. Maybe I could get Kevin to find out what it was.

"Mama, can't she stay?" asked Rufus.
The woman threw me a dirty look, then turned gentler eyes on her son. "She can come back later," she told him. "Your father wants her downstairs now."

More likely, it was his mother who wanted me downstairs now, and possibly for no more substantial reason than that her son liked me. She gave me another look, and I left the room. The woman would have made me uncomfortable even if she'd liked me. She was too much nervous energy compacted into too small a container. I didn't want to be around when she exploded. But at least she loved Rufus. And he must have been used to her fussing over him. He hadn't seemed to mind.

I found myself in a wide hallway. I could see the stairs a few feet away and I started toward them. Just then, a young black girl in a long blue dress came out of a door at the other end of the hall, she came toward me, staring at me with open curiosity. She wore a blue scarf on her head and she tugged at it as she came toward me.

"Could you tell me where the cookhouse is, please?" I said when she was near enough. She seemed a safer person to ask than Margaret Weylin.

Her eyes opened a little wider and she continued to stare at me. No doubt I sounded as strange to her as I looked.

"The cookhouse?" I said.

She looked me over once more, then started down the stairs without a word. I hesitated, finally followed her because I didn't know what else to do. She was a light-skinned girl no older than fourteen or fifteen. She kept looking back at me, frowning. Once she stopped and turned to face me, her hand tugging absently at her scarf, then moving lower to cover her mouth, and finally dropping to her
side again. She looked so frustrated that I realized something was wrong.

"Can you talk?" I asked.

She sighed, shook her head.

"But you can hear and understand."

She nodded, then plucked at my blouse, at my pants. She frowned at me. Was that the problem, then—hers and the Weylins'?

"They're the only clothes I have right now," I said. "My master will buy me some better ones sooner or later." Let it be Kevin's fault that I was "dressed like a man." It was probably easier for the people here to understand a master too poor or too stingy to buy me proper clothing than it would be for them to imagine a place where it was normal for women to wear pants.

As though to assure me that I had said the right thing, the girl gave me a look of pity, then took my hand and led me out to the cookhouse.

As we went, I took more notice of the house than I had before—more notice of the downstairs hall, anyway. Its walls were a pale green and it ran the length of the house. At the front, it was wide and bright with light from the windows beside and above the door. It was strewn with oriental rugs of different sizes. Near the front door, there was a wooden bench, a chair, and two small tables. Past the stairs the hall narrowed and at its end, there was a back door that we went through.

Outside was the cookhouse, a little white frame cottage not far behind the main house. I had read about outdoor kitchens and out-door toilets. I hadn't been looking forward to either.
Now, though, the cookhouse looked like the friendliest place I'd seen since I arrived. Luke and Nigel were inside eating from wooden bowls with what looked like wooden spoons. And there were two younger children, a girl and boy, sitting on the floor eating with their fingers. I was glad to see them there because I'd read about kids their age being rounded up and fed from troughs like pigs. Not everywhere, apparently. At least, not here.

There was a stocky middle-aged woman stirring a kettle that hung over the fire in the fireplace. The fireplace itself filled one whole wall. It was made of brick and above it was a huge plank from which hung a few utensils. There were more utensils off to one side hanging from hooks on the wall. I stared at them and realized that I didn't know the proper names of any of them. Even things as commonplace as that. I was in a different world.

The cook finished stirring her kettle and turned to look at me. She was as light-skinned as my mute guide—a handsome middle-aged woman, tall and heavy-set. Her expression was grim, her mouth turned down at the corners, but her voice was soft and low.

"Carrie," she said. "Who's this?"

My guide looked at me.

"My name is Dana," I said. "My master's visiting here. Mrs. Weylin told me to come out for supper."

"Mrs. Weylin?" The woman frowned at me.

"The red-haired woman—Rufus's mother." I didn't quite catch myself in time to say Mister Rufus. I didn't really see why I should have to say anything. How many Mrs. Weylins were there on the place anyway?
"Miss Margaret," said the woman, and under her breath, "Bitch!"

I stared at her in surprise thinking she meant me.

"Sarah!" Luke's tone was cautioning. He couldn't have heard what the cook said from where he was. Either she said it often, or he had read her lips. But at least now I understood that it was Mrs. Weylin—Miss Margaret—who was supposed to be the bitch.

The cook said nothing else. She got me a wooden bowl, filled it with something from a pot near the fire, and handed it to me with a wooden spoon.

Supper was corn meal mush. The cook saw that I was looking at it instead of eating it, and she misread my expression.

"That's not enough?" she asked.

"Oh, it's plenty!" I held my bowl protectively, fearful that she might give me more of the stuff. "Thank you."

I sat down at the end of a large heavy table across from Nigel and Luke. I saw that they were eating the same mush, though theirs had milk on it. I considered asking for milk on mine, but I didn't really think it would help.

Whatever was in the kettle smelled good enough to remind me that I hadn't had breakfast, hadn't had more than a few bites of dinner the night before. I was starving and Sarah was cooking meat—probably a stew. I took a bite of the mush and swallowed it without tasting it.

"We get better food later on after the white folks eat," said Luke. "We get whatever they leave."

Table scraps, I thought bitterly. Someone else's leftovers.
And, no doubt, if I was here long enough, I would eat them and be glad to get them. They had to be better than boiled meal. I spooned the mush into my mouth, quickly fanning away several large flies. Flies. This was an era of rampant disease. I wondered how clean our leftovers would be by the time they reached us.

"Say you was from New York?" asked Luke.

"Yes."

"Free state?"

"Yes," I repeated. "That's why I was brought here." The words, the questions made me think of Alice and her mother. I looked at Luke's broad face, wondering whether it would do any harm to ask about them. But how could I admit to knowing them—knowing them years ago—when I was supposed to be new here? Nigel knew I had been here before, but Sarah and Luke might not. It would be safer to wait—save my questions for Rufus.

"People in New York talk like you?" asked Nigel.

"Some do. Not all."


"No. I dress in what Master Kevin gives me to dress in." I wished they'd stop asking questions. I didn't want them to make me tell lies I might forget later. Best to keep my background as simple as possible.

The cook came over and looked at me, at my pants. She pinched up a little of the material, feeling it. "What cloth is this?" she asked.

Polyester double knit, I thought. But I shrugged. "I don't know."
She shook her head and went back to her pot.

"You know," I said to her back, "I think I agree with you about Miss Margaret."

She said nothing. The warmth I'd felt when I came into the room was turning out to be nothing more than the heat of the fire.

"Why you try to talk like white folks?" Nigel asked me.

"I don't," I said, surprised. "I mean, this is really the way I talk."

"More like white folks than some white folks."

I shrugged, hunted through my mind for an acceptable explanation. "My mother taught school," I said, "and . . ."

"A nigger teacher?"

I winced, nodded. "Free blacks can have schools. My mother talked the way I do. She taught me."

"You'll get into trouble," he said. "Marse Tom already don't like you. You talk too educated and you come from a free state."

"Why should either of those things matter to him? I don't belong to him."

The boy smiled. "He don't want no niggers 'round here talking better than him, putting freedom ideas in our heads."

"Like we so dumb we need some stranger to make us think about freedom," muttered Luke.

I nodded, but I hoped they were wrong. I didn't think I had said enough to Weylin for him to make that kind of judgment. I hoped he wasn't going to make that kind of judgment. I
wasn't good at accents. I had deliberately decided not to try to assume one. But if that meant I was going to be in trouble every time I opened my mouth, my life here would be even worse than I had imagined.

"How can Marse Rufe see you before you get here?" Nigel asked.

I choked down a swallow of mush. "I don't know," I said. "But I wish to heaven he couldn't!"

*********************************************************
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I stayed in the cookhouse when I finished eating because it was near the main house, and because I thought I could make it from the cookhouse into the hall if I started to feel dizzy—just in case. Wherever Kevin was in the house, he would hear me if I called from the hallway.

Luke and Nigel finished their meal and went to the fireplace to say something privately to Sarah. At that moment, Carrie, the mute, slipped me bread and a chunk of ham. I looked at it, then smiled at her gratefully. When Luke and Nigel took Sarah out of the room with them, I feasted on a shapeless sandwich. In the middle of it, I caught myself wondering about the ham, wondering how well it had been cooked. I tried to think of something else, but my mind was full of vaguely remembered horror stories of the diseases that ran wild during this time. Medicine was just a little better than witchcraft. Malaria came from bad air. Surgery was performed on struggling wide-awake patients. Germs were question marks even in the minds of many doctors. And people casually, unknowingly ingested all kinds of poorly preserved ill-cooked food that could make them sick or kill them.
Horror stories.

Except that they were true, and I was going to have to live with them for as long as I was here. Maybe I shouldn't have eaten the ham, but if I hadn't, it would be the table leavings later. I would have to take some chances.

Sarah came back with Nigel and gave him a pot of peas to shell. Life went on around me as though I wasn't there. People came into the cookhouse—always black people—talked to Sarah, lounged around, ate whatever they could put their hands on until Sarah shouted at them and chased them away. I was in the middle of asking her whether there was anything I could do to help out when Rufus began to scream. Nineteenth-century medicine was apparently at work.

The walls of the main house were thick and the sound seemed to come from a long way off—thin high-pitched screaming. Carrie, who had left the cookhouse, now ran back in and sat down beside me with her hands covering her ears.

 Abruptly, the screaming stopped and I moved Carrie's hands gently. Her sensitivity surprised me. I would have thought she would be used to hearing people scream in pain. She listened for a moment, heard nothing, then looked at me.

"He probably fainted," I said. "That's best. He won't feel the pain for a while."

She nodded dully and went back out to whatever she had been doing.

"She always did like him," remarked Sarah into the silence. "He kept the children from bothering her when she was little."

I was surprised. "Isn't she a few years older than he is?"
"Born the year before him. Children listened to him though. He's white."

"Is Carrie your daughter?"

Sarah nodded. "My fourth baby. The only one Marse Tom let me keep." Her voice trailed away to a whisper.

"You mean he...he sold the others?"

"Sold them. First my man died—a tree he was cutting fell on him. Then Marse Tom took my children, all but Carrie. And, bless God, Carrie ain't worth much as the others 'cause she can't talk. People think she ain't got good sense."

I looked away from her. The expression in her eyes had gone from sadness—she seemed almost ready to cry—to anger. Quiet, almost frightening anger. Her husband dead, three children sold, the fourth defective, and her having to thank God for the defect. She had reason for more than anger. How amazing that Weylin had sold her children and still kept her to cook his meals. How amazing that he was still alive. I didn't think he would be for long, though, if he found a buyer for Carrie.

As I was thinking, Sarah turned and threw a handful of something into the stew or soup she was cooking. I shook my head. If she ever decided to take her revenge, Weylin would never know what hit him.

"You can peel these potatoes for me," she said.

I had to think a moment to remember that I had offered my help. I took the large pan of potatoes that she was handing me and a knife and a wooden bowl, and I worked silently, sometimes peeling, and sometimes driving away the bothersome flies. Then I heard Kevin outside calling me. I had to make myself put the potatoes down calmly and cover
them with a cloth Sarah had left on the table. Then I went to him without haste, without any sign of the eagerness or relief I felt at having him nearby again. I went to him and he looked at me strangely.

"Are you all right?"

"Fine now."

He reached for my hand, but I drew back, looking at him. He dropped his hand to his side. "Come on," he said wearily. "Let's go where we can talk."

He led the way past the main house away from the slave cabins and other buildings, away from the small slave children who chased each other and shouted and didn't understand yet that they were slaves.

We found a huge oak with branches thick as separate trees spread wide to shade a large area. A handsome lonely old tree. We sat beside it putting it between ourselves and the house. I settled close to Kevin, relaxing, letting go of tension I had hardly been aware of. We said nothing for a while, as he leaned back and seemed to let go of tensions of his own.

Finally, he said, "There are so many really fascinating times we could have gone back to visit."

I laughed without humor. "I can't think of any time I'd like to go back to. But of all of them, this must be one of the most dangerous—for me anyway."

"Not while I'm with you."

I glanced at him gratefully.

"Why did you try to stop me from coming?"

"I was afraid for you."
"For me!"

"At first, I didn't know why. I just had the feeling you might be hurt trying to come with me. Then when you were here, I realized that you probably couldn't get back without me. That means if we're separated, you're stranded here for years, maybe for good."

He drew a deep breath and shook his head. "There wouldn't be anything good about that."

"Stay close to me. If I call, come quick."

He nodded, and after a while said, "I could survive here, though, if I had to. I mean if . . ."

"Kevin, no ifs. Please."

"I only mean I wouldn't be in the danger you would be in."

"No." But he'd be in another kind of danger. A place like this would endanger him in a way I didn't want to talk to him about. If he was stranded here for years, some part of this place would rub off on him. No large part, I knew. But if he survived here, it would be because he managed to tolerate the life here. He wouldn't have to take part in it, but he would have to keep quiet about it. Free speech and press hadn't done too well in the ante bellum South. Kevin wouldn't do too well either. The place, the time would either kill him outright or mark him somehow. I didn't like either possibility.

"Dana."

I looked at him.

"Don't worry. We arrived together and we'll leave together."

I didn't stop worrying, but I smiled and changed the
"How's Rufus? I heard him screaming."

"Poor kid. I was glad when he passed out. The doctor gave him some opium, but the pain seemed to reach him right through it. I had to help hold him."

"Opium...will he be all right?"

"The doctor thought so. Although I don't know how much a doctor's opinion is worth in this time."

"I hope he's right. I hope Rufus has used up all his bad luck just in getting the set of parents he's stuck with."

Kevin lifted one arm and turned it to show me a set of long bloody scratches.

"Margaret Weylin," I said softly.

"She shouldn't have been there," he said. "When she finished with me, she started on the doctor. 'Stop hurting my baby!'"

I shook my head. "What are we going to do, Kevin? Even if these people were sane, we couldn't stay here among them."

"Yes we can."

I turned to stare at him.

"I made up a story for Weylin to explain why we were here—and why we were broke. He offered me a job."

"Doing what?"

"Tutoring your little friend. Seems he doesn't read or write any better than he climbs trees."

"But... doesn't he go to school?"
"Not while that leg is healing. And his father doesn't want him to fall any farther behind than he already is."

"Is he behind others his age?"

"Weylin seemed to think so. He didn't come right out and say it, but I think he's afraid the kid isn't very bright."

"I'm surprised he cares one way or the other, and I think he's wrong. But for once Rufus's bad luck is our good luck. I doubt that we'll be here long enough for you to collect any of your salary, but at least while we're here, we'll have food and shelter."

"That's what I thought when I accepted."

"And what about me?"

"You?"

"Weylin didn't say anything about me?"

"No. Why should he? If I stay here, he knows you stay too."

"Yes." I smiled. "You're right. If you didn't remember me in your bargaining, why should he? I'll bet he won't forget me though when he has work that needs to be done."

"Wait a minute, you don't have to work for him. You're not sup-posed to belong to him."

"No, but I'm here. And I'm supposed to be a slave. What's a slave for, but to work? Believe me, he'll find something for me to do—or he would if I didn't plan to find my own work before he gets around to me."

He frowned. "You want to work?"

"I want to . . . I have to make a place for myself here.
That means work. I think everyone here, black and white, will resent me if I don't work. And I need friends. I need all the friends I can make here, Kevin. You might not be with me when I come here again. If I come here again."

"And unless that kid gets a lot more careful, you will come here again."

I sighed. "It looks that way."

"I hate to think of your working for these people." He shook his head. "I hate to think of you playing the part of a slave at all."

"We knew I'd have to do it."

He said nothing.

"Call me away from them now and then, Kevin. Just to remind them that whatever I am, they don't own me . . . yet."

He shook his head again angrily in what looked like a refusal, but I knew he'd do it.

"What lies did you tell Weylin about us?" I asked him. "The way people ask questions around here, we'd better make sure we're both telling the same story."

For several seconds, he said nothing.

"Kevin?"

He took a deep breath. "I'm supposed to be a writer from New York," he said finally. "God help us if we meet any New Yorkers. I'm traveling through the South doing research for a book. I have no money because I drank with the wrong people a few days ago and was robbed. All I have left is you. I bought you before I was robbed because you could read and write. I thought you could help me in my work as well as be
of use otherwise."

"Did he believe that?"

"It's possible that he did. He was already pretty sure you could read and write. That's one reason he seemed so suspicious and mis-trustful. Educated slaves aren't popular around here."

I shrugged. "So Nigel has been telling me."

"Weylin doesn't like the way you talk. I don't think he's had much education himself, and he resents you. I don't think he'll bother you—I wouldn't stay here if I did. But keep out of his way as much as you can."

"Gladly. I plan to fit myself into the cookhouse if I can. I'm going to tell Sarah you want me to learn how to cook for you."

He gave a short laugh. "I'd better tell you the rest of the story I told Weylin. If Sarah hears it all, she might teach you how to put a little poison in my food."

I think I jumped.

"Weylin was warning me that it was dangerous to keep a slave like you—educated, maybe kidnapped from a free state—as far north as this. He said I ought to sell you to some trader heading for Georgia or Louisiana before you ran away and I lost my investment. That gave me the idea to tell him I planned to sell you in Louisiana be-cause that was where my journey ended—and I'd heard I could make a nice profit on you down there.

"That seemed to please him and he told me I was right—prices were better in Louisiana if I could hold on to you until I got you there. So I said educated or not, you weren't likely to run away from me because I'd promised to
take you back to New York with me and set you free. I told him you didn't really want to leave me right now anyway. He got the idea."

"You make yourself sound disgusting."

"I know. I think I was trying to at the end—trying to see whether anything I did to you could make me someone he wouldn't want any-where near his kid. I think he did cool a little toward me when I said I'd promised you freedom, but he didn't say anything."

"What were you trying to do? Lose the job you'd just gotten?"

"No, but while I was talking to him, all I could think was that you might be coming back here alone someday. I kept trying to find the humanity in him to reassure myself that you would be all right."

"Oh, he's human enough. If he were of a little higher social class, he might even have been disgusted enough with your bragging not to want you around. But he wouldn't have had the right to stop you from betraying me. I'm your private property. He'd respect that."

"You call that human? I'm going to do all I can to see that you never come here alone again."

I leaned back against the tree, watching him. "Just in case I do, Kevin, let's take out some insurance."

"What?"

"Let me help you with Rufus as much as I can. Let's see what we can do to keep him from growing up into a red-haired version of his father."
But for three days I didn't see Rufus. Nor did anything happen to bring on the dizziness that would tell me I was going home at last. I helped Sarah as well as I could. She seemed to warm up to me a little and she was patient with my ignorance of cooking. She taught me and saw to it that I ate better. No more corn meal mush once she re-alized I didn't like it. ("Why didn't you say something?" she asked me.) Under her direction, I spent God knows how long beating biscuit dough with a hatchet on a well-worn tree stump. ("Not so hard! You ain't driving nails. Regular, like this . . .") I cleaned and plucked a chicken, prepared vegetables, kneaded bread dough, and when Sarah was weary of me, helped Carrie and the other house servants with their work. I kept Kevin's room clean. I brought him hot water to wash and shave with, and I washed in his room. It was the only place I could go for privacy. I kept my canvas bag there and went there to avoid Margaret Weylin when she came rubbing her fingers over dustless furniture and looking under rugs on well-swept floors. Differences be damned, I did know how to sweep and dust no matter what century it was. Margaret Weylin complained because she couldn't find anything to complain about. That, she made painfully clear to me the day she threw scalding hot coffee at me, screaming that I had brought it to her cold.

So I hid from her in Kevin's room. It was my refuge. But it was not my sleeping place.

I had been given sleeping space in the attic where most of the house servants slept. It apparently never occurred to anyone that I should sleep in Kevin's room. Weylin knew what kind of relationship Kevin was supposed to have with me, and he made it clear that he didn't care. But our sleeping arrangement told us that he expected discretion—or we
assumed it did. We co-operated for three days. On the fourth day, Kevin caught me on my way out to the cookhouse and took me to the oak tree again.

"Are you having trouble with Margaret Weylin?" he asked.

"Nothing I can't handle," I said, surprised. "Why?"

"I heard a couple of the house servants talking, just saying vaguely that there was trouble. I thought I should find out for sure."

I shrugged, said, "I think she resents me because Rufus likes me. She probably doesn't want to share her son with anyone. Heaven help him when he gets a little older and tries to break away. Also, I don't think Margaret likes educated slaves any better than her husband does."

"I see. I was right about him, by the way. He can barely read and write. And she's not much better." He turned to face me squarely. "Did she throw a pot of hot coffee on you?"

I looked away. "It doesn't matter. Most of it missed anyway."

"Why didn't you tell me? She could have hurt you."

"She didn't."

"I don't think we should give her another chance."

I looked at him. "What do you want to do?"

"Get out of here. We don't need money badly enough for you to put up with whatever she plans to do next."

"No, Kevin. I had a reason for not telling you about the coffee."

"I'm wondering what else you haven't told me."
"Nothing important." My mind went back over some of Margaret's petty insults. "Nothing important enough to make me leave."

"But why? There's no reason for . . ."

"Yes there is. I've thought about it, Kevin. It isn't the money that I care about, or even having a roof over my head. I think we can survive here together no matter what. But I don't think I have much chance of surviving here alone. I've told you that."

"You won't be alone. I'll see to it."

"You'll try. Maybe that will be enough. I hope so. But if it isn't, if I do have to come here alone, I'll have a better chance of surviving if I stay here now and work on the insurance we talked about. Rufus. He'll probably be old enough to have some authority when I come again. Old enough to help me. I want him to have as many good memories of me as I can give him now."

"He might not remember you past the day you leave here."

"He'll remember."

"It still might not work. After all, his environment will be influencing him every day you're gone. And from what I've heard, it's common in this time for the master's children to be on nearly equal terms with the slaves. But maturity is supposed to put both in their 'places.' "

"Sometimes it doesn't. Even here, not all children let themselves be molded into what their parents want them to be."

"You're gambling. Hell, you're gambling against history."

"What else can I do? I've got to try, Kevin, and if trying
means taking small risks and putting up with small humiliations now so that I can survive later, I'll do it."

He drew a deep breath and let it out in a near whistle. "Yeah. I guess I don't blame you. I don't like it, but I don't blame you."

I put my head on his shoulder. "I don't like it either. God, I hate it! That woman is priming herself for a nervous breakdown. I just hope she doesn't have it while I'm here."

Kevin shifted his position a little and I sat up. "Let's forget about Margaret for a moment," he said. "I also wanted to talk to you about that. . . that place where you sleep."

"Oh."

"Yes, oh. I finally got up to see it. A rag pallet on the floor, Dana!"

"Did you see anything else up there?"

"What? What else should I have seen?"

"A lot of rag pallets on the floor. And a couple of corn-shuck mattresses. I'm not being treated any worse than any other house servant, Kevin, and I'm doing better than the field hands. Their pallets are on the ground. Their cabins don't even have floors, and most of them are full of fleas."

There was a long silence. Finally, he sighed. "I can't do anything for the others," he said, "but I want you out of that attic. I want you with me."

I sat up and stared down at my hands. "You don't know how I've wanted to be with you. I keep imagining myself waking up at home some morning—alone."

"Not likely. Not unless something threatens you or
endangers you during the night."

"You don't know that for sure. Your theory could be wrong. Maybe there's some kind of limit on how long I can stay here. Maybe a bad dream would be enough to send me home. Maybe anything."

"Maybe I should test my theory."

That stopped me. I realized he was talking about endangering me himself, or at least making me believe my life was in danger—scaring the hell out of me. Scaring me home. Maybe.

I swallowed. "That might be a good idea, but I don't think you should have mentioned it to me—warned me. Besides . . . I'm not sure you could scare me enough. I trust you."

He covered one of my hands with his own. "You can go on trust-ing me. I won't hurt you."

"But . . ."

"I don't have to hurt you. I can arrange something that will scare you before you have time to think about it. I can handle it."

I accepted that, began to think maybe he really could get us home. "Kevin, wait until Rufus's leg is healed."

"So long?" he protested. "Six weeks, maybe more. Hell, in a soci-ety as backward as this, who knows whether the leg will heal at all?"

"Whatever happens, the boy will live. He still has to father a child. And that means he'll probably have time to call me here again, with or without you. Give me the chance I need, Kevin, to reach him and make a haven for myself here."
"All right," he said sighing. "We'll wait awhile. But you won't do your waiting in that attic. You're moving into my room tonight."

I thought about that. "All right. Getting you home with me when I go is the one thing more important to me than staying with Rufus. It's worth getting kicked off the plantation for."

"Don't worry about that. Weylin doesn't care what we do."

"But Margaret will care. I've seen her using that limited reading ability of hers on her Bible. I suspect that in her own way, she's a fairly moral woman."

"You want to know how moral she is?"

His tone made me frown. "What do you mean?"

"If she chases me any harder, she and I will wind up playing a scene from that Bible she reads. The scene between Potiphar's wife and Joseph."

I swallowed. That woman! But I could see her in my mind's eye. Long thick red hair piled high on her head, fine smooth skin. Whatever her emotional problems, she wasn't ugly.

"I'm moving in tonight, all right," I said.

He smiled. "If we're quiet about it, they might not even bother to notice. Hell, I saw three little kids playing in the dirt back there who look more like Weylin than Rufus does. Margaret's had a lot of practice at not noticing."

I knew which children he meant. They had different mothers, but there was a definite family resemblance between them. I'd seen Margaret Weylin slap one of them hard across the face. The child had done nothing more than toddle into her path. If she was willing to punish a child for her husband's
sins, would she be any less willing to punish me if she knew that I was where she wanted to be with Kevin? I tried not to think about it.

"We still might have to leave," I said. "No matter what these people have to accept from each other, they might not be willing to tolerate 'immorality' from us."

He shrugged. "If we have to leave, we leave. There's a limit to what you should put up with even to get your chance with the boy. We'll work our way to Baltimore. I should be able to get some kind of job there."

"If we go to a city, how about Philadelphia?"

"Philadelphia?"

"Because it's in Pennsylvania. If we leave here, let it be for a free state."

"Oh. Yes, I should have thought of that myself. Look . . . Dana, we might have to go to one of the free states, anyway."

He hesitated. "I mean if it turns out we can't get home the way we think we can. I'll probably become an unnecessary expense to Weylin when Rufus's leg heals. Then we'd have to make a home for ourselves somewhere. That probably won't happen, but it's a possibility."

I nodded.

"Now let's go get whatever belongs to you out of that attic." He stood up. "And, Dana, Rufus says his mother is going out visiting today. He'd like to see you while she's gone."

"Why didn't you tell me sooner? A start finally!"

Later that day, as I was mixing some corn-bread batter for Sarah, Carrie came to get me. She made a sign to Sarah that I
had already learned to understand. She wiped the side of her face with one hand as though rubbing something off. Then she pointed to me.

"Dana," said Sarah over her shoulder, "one of the white folks wants you. Go with Carrie."

I went. Carrie led me up to Rufus's room, knocked, and left me there. I went in and found Rufus in bed with his leg sandwiched between the two boards of a wooden splint and held straight by a device of rope and cast iron. The iron weight looked like something borrowed from Sarah's kitchen—a heavy little hooked thing I'd once seen her hang meat on to roast. But it apparently served just as well to keep Rufus's leg in traction.

"How are you feeling?" I asked as I sat down in the chair beside his bed.

"It doesn't hurt as much as it did," he said. "I guess it's getting well. Kevin said . . . Do you care if I call him Kevin?"

"No, I think he wants you to."

"I have to call him Mr. Franklin when Mama is here. Anyway, he said you're working with Aunt Sarah."

_Aunt_ Sarah? Well, that was better than Mammy Sarah, I supposed. "I'm learning her way of cooking."

"She's a good cook, but . . . does she hit you?"

"Of course not." I laughed.

"She had a girl in there a while back, and she used to hit her. The girl finally asked Daddy to let her go back to the fields. That was right after Daddy sold Aunt Sarah's boys, though. Aunt Sarah was mad at everybody then."
"I don't blame her," I said.

Rufus glanced at the door, then said low-voiced, "Neither do I. Her boy Jim was my friend. He taught me how to ride when I was little. But Daddy sold him anyway." He glanced at the door again and changed the subject. "Dana, can you read?"

"Yes."

"Kevin said you could. I told Mama, and she said you couldn't."

I shrugged. "What do you think?"

He took a leather-bound book from under his pillow. "Kevin brought me this from downstairs. Would you read it to me?"

I fell in love with Kevin all over again. Here was the perfect ex-cuse for me to spend a lot of time with the boy. The book was Robinson Crusoe. I had read it when I was little, and I could re-member not really liking it, but not quite being able to put it down. Crusoe had, after all, been on a slave-trading voyage when he was shipwrecked.

I opened the book with some apprehension, wondering what ar-chaic spelling and punctuation I would face. I found the expected f's for s's and a few other things that didn't turn up as often, but I got used to them very quickly. And I began to get into Robinson Crusoe. As a kind of castaway myself, I was happy to escape into the fictional world of someone else's trouble.

I read and read and drank some of the water Rufus's mother had left for him, and read some more. Rufus seemed to enjoy it. I didn't stop until I thought he was falling asleep. But even then, as I put the book down, he opened his eyes.
and smiled.

"Nigel said your mother was a school teacher."

"She was."

"I like the way you read. It's almost like being there watching ev-erything happen."

"Thank you."

"There's a lot more books downstairs."

"I've seen them." I had also wondered about them. The Weylins didn't seem to be the kind of people who would have a library.

"They belonged to Miss Hannah," explained Rufus obligingly. "Daddy was married to her before he married Mama, but she died. This place used to be hers. He said she read so much that before he married Mama, he made sure she didn't like to read."

"What about you?"

He moved uncomfortably. "Reading's too much trouble. Mr. Jennings said I was too stupid to learn anyway."

"Who's Mr. Jennings?"

"He's the schoolmaster."

"Is he?" I shook my head in disgust. "He shouldn't be. Listen, do you think you're stupid?"

"No." A small hesitant no. "But I read as good as Daddy does already. Why should I have to do more than that?"

"You don't have to. You can stay just the way you are. Of course, that would give Mr. Jennings the satisfaction of thinking he was right about you. Do you like him?"
"Nobody likes him."

"Don't be so eager to satisfy him then. And what about the boys you go to school with? It is just boys, isn't it—no girls?"

"Yeah."

"Well look at the advantage they're going to have over you when you grow up. They'll know more than you. They'll be able to cheat you if they want to. Besides," I held up *Robinson Crusoe*, "look at the pleasure you'll miss."

He grinned. "Not with you here. Read some more."

"I don't think I'd better. It's getting late. Your mother will be home soon."

"No she won't. Read."

I sighed. "Rufe, your mother doesn't like me. I think you know that."

He looked away. "We have a little more time," he said. "Maybe you'd better not read though. I forget to listen for her when you read."

I handed him the book. "You read me a few lines."

He accepted the book, looked at it as though it were his enemy. After a moment, he began to read haltingly. Some words stopped him entirely and I had to help. After two painful paragraphs, he stopped and shut the book in disgust. "You can't even tell it's the same book when I read it," he said.

"Let Kevin teach you," I said. "He doesn't believe you're stupid, and neither do I. You'll learn all right." Unless he really did have some kind of problem—poor vision or some learning disability that people in this time would see as
stubbornness or stupidity. Unless. What did I know about teaching children? All I could do was hope the boy had as much potential as I thought he did.

I got up to go—then sat down again, remembering another unanswered question. "Rufe, what ever happened to Alice?"

"Nothing." He looked surprised.

"I mean . . . the last time I saw her, her father had just been beaten because he went to see her and her mother."

"Oh. Well, Daddy was afraid he'd run off, so he sold him to a trader."

"Sold him . . . does he still live around here?"

"No, the trader was headed south. To Georgia, I think."

"Oh God." I sighed. "Are Alice and her mother still here?"

"Sure. I still see them—when I can walk."

"Did they have any trouble because I was with them that night?" That was as near as I dared to come to asking what had happened to my would-be enslaver.

"I don't think so. Alice said you came and went away quick."

"I went home. I can't tell when I'm going to do that. It just happens."

"Back to California?"

"Yes."

"Alice didn't see you go. She said you just went into the woods and didn't come back."

"That's good. Seeing me vanish would have frightened
her." Alice was keeping her mouth closed too then—or her mother was. Alice might not know what happened. Clearly there were things that even a friendly young white could not be told. On the other hand, if the pa-troller himself hadn't spread the word about me or taken revenge on Alice and her mother, maybe he was dead. My blow could have killed him, or someone could have finished him after I went home. If they had, I didn't want to know about it.

I got up again. "I have to go, Rufe. I'll see you again whenever I can."

"Dana?"

I looked down at him.

"I told Mama who you were. I mean that you were the one who saved me from the river. She said it wasn't true, but I think she really believed me. I told her because I thought it might make her like you better."

"It hasn't that I've noticed."

"I know." He frowned. "Why doesn't she like you? Did you do something to her?"

"Not likely! After all, what would happen to me if I did something to her?"

"Yeah. But why doesn't she like you?"

"You'll have to ask her."

"She won't tell me." He looked up solemnly. "I keep thinking you're going to go home—that somebody will come and tell me you and Kevin are gone. I don't want you to go. But I don't want you to get hurt here either."

I said nothing.
"You be careful," he said softly.

I nodded and left the room. Just as I reached the stairs, Tom Weylin came out of his bedroom.

"What are you doing up here?" he demanded.

"Visiting Mister Rufus," I said. "He asked to see me."

"You were reading to him!"

Now I knew how he happened to come out just in time to catch me. He had been eavesdropping, for Godsake. What had he expected to hear? Or rather, what had he heard that he shouldn't have? About Alice, perhaps. What would he make of that? For a moment my mind raced, searching for excuses, explanations. Then I realized I wouldn't need them. I would have met him outside Rufus's door if he had stayed long enough to hear about Alice. He had probably heard me addressing Rufus a little too familiarly. Nothing worse. I had de-liberately not said anything damaging about Margaret because I thought her own attitude would damage her more in her son's eyes than anything I could say. I made myself face Weylin calmly.

"Yes, I was reading to him," I admitted. "He asked me to do that too. I think he was bored lying in there with nothing to do."

"I didn't ask you what you thought," he said.

I said nothing.

He walked me farther from Rufus's door, then stopped and turned to look hard at me. His eyes went over me like a man sizing up a woman for sex, but I got no message of lust from him. His eyes, I noticed, not for the first time, were almost as pale as Kevin's. Rufus and his mother had bright green eyes. I liked the green better, some-how.
"How old are you?" he asked.

"Twenty-six, sir."

"You say that like you're sure."

"Yes, sir. I am."

"What year were you born?"

"Seventeen ninety-three." I had figured that out days ago thinking that it wasn't a part of my personal history I should hesitate over if someone asked. At home, a person who hesitated over his birthdate was probably about to he. As I spoke though, I realized that here, a person might hesitate over his birthdate simply because he didn't know it. Sarah didn't know hers.

"Twenty-six then," said Weylin. "How many children have you had?"

"None." I kept my face impassive, but I couldn't keep myself from wondering where these questions were leading.

"No children by now?" He frowned. "You must be barren then."

I said nothing. I wasn't about to explain anything to him. My fertility was none of his business, anyway.

He stared at me a little longer, making me angry and uncomfortable, but I concealed my feelings as well as I could.

"You like children though, don't you?" he asked. "You like my boy."

"Yes, sir, I do."

"Can you cipher too—along with your reading and
writing?"

"Yes, sir."

"How'd you like to be the one to do the teaching?"

"Me?" I managed to frown . . . managed not to laugh aloud with relief. Tom Weylin wanted to buy me. In spite of all his warnings to Kevin of the dangers of owning educated, Northern-born slaves, he wanted to buy me. I pretended not to understand. "But that's Mr. Franklin's job."

"Could be your job."

"Could it?"

"I could buy you. Then you'd live here instead of traveling around the country without enough to eat or a place to sleep."

I lowered my eyes. "That's for Mr. Franklin to say."

"I know it is, but how do you feel about it?"

"Well . . . no offense, Mr. Weylin, I'm glad we stopped here, and as I said, I like your son. But I'd rather stay with Mr. Franklin."

He gave me an unmistakable look of pity. "If you do, girl, you'll live to regret it." He turned and walked away.

I stared after him believing in spite of myself that he really felt sorry for me.

That night I told Kevin what had happened, and he wondered too.

"Be careful, Dana," he said, unwittingly echoing Rufus. "Be as careful as you can."
I was careful. As the days passed, I got into the habit of being careful. I played the slave, minded my manners probably more than I had to because I wasn't sure what I could get away with. Not much, as it turned out.

Once I was called over to the slave cabins—the quarter—to watch Weylin punish a field hand for the crime of answering back. Weylin ordered the man stripped naked and tied to the trunk of a dead tree. As this was being done—by other slaves—Weylin stood whirling his whip and biting his thin lips. Suddenly, he brought the whip down across the slave's back. The slave's body jerked and strained against its ropes. I watched the whip for a moment wondering whether it was like the one Weylin had used on Rufus years before. If it was, I un-derstood completely why Margaret Weylin had taken the boy and fled. The whip was heavy and at least six feet long, and I wouldn't have used it on anything living. It drew blood and screams at every blow. I watched and listened and longed to be away. But Weylin was making an example of the man. He had ordered all of us to watch the beating—all the slaves. Kevin was in the main house somewhere, probably not even aware of what was happening.

The whipping served its purpose as far as I was concerned. It scared me, made me wonder how long it would be before I made a mistake that would give someone reason to whip me. Or had I al-ready made that mistake?

I had moved into Kevin's room, after all. And though that would be perceived as Kevin's doing, I could be made to suffer for it. The fact that the Weylins didn't seem to notice my move gave me no real comfort. Their lives and mine were so separate that it might take them several days to realize that I had abandoned my place in the attic. I always got up before they did to get water and live coals from the cookhouse to
start Kevin's fire. Matches had apparently not been invented yet. Neither Sarah nor Rufus had ever heard of them.

By now, the manservant Weylin had assigned to Kevin ignored him completely, and Kevin and his room were left to me. It took us twice as long to get a fire started, and it took me longer to carry water up and down the stairs, but I didn't care. The jobs I had assigned myself gave me legitimate reason for going in and out of Kevin's room at all hours, and they kept me from being assigned more disagreeable work. Most important to me, though, they gave me a chance to preserve a little of 1976 amid the slaves and slave-holders.

After washing and watching Kevin bloody his face with the straight razor he had borrowed from Weylin, I would go down to help Sarah with breakfast. Whole mornings went by without my see-ing either of the Weylins. At night, I helped clean up after supper and prepare for the next day. So, like Sarah and Carrie, I rose before the Weylins and went to bed after them. That gave me several days of peace before Margaret Weylin discovered that she had another reason to dislike me.

She cornered me one day as I swept the library. If she had walked in two minutes earlier, she would have caught me reading a book. "Where did you sleep last night?" she demanded in the strident ac-cusing voice she reserved for slaves.

I straightened to face her, rested my hands on the broom. How lovely it would have been to say, None of your business, bitch! In- stead, I spoke softly, respectfully. "In Mr. Franklin's room, ma'am." I didn't bother to lie because all the house servants knew. It might even have been one of them who alerted Margaret. So now what would happen?

Margaret slapped me across the face.
I stood very still, gazed down at her with frozen calm. She was three or four inches shorter than I was and proportionately smaller. Her slap hadn't hurt me much. It had simply made me want to hurt her. Only my memory of the whip kept me still.

"You filthy black whore!" she shouted. "This is a Christian house!"

I said nothing.

"I'll see you sent to the quarter where you belong!"

Still I said nothing. I looked at her.

"I won't have you in my house!" She took a step back from me. "You stop looking at me that way!" She took another step back.

It occurred to me that she was a little afraid of me. I was an un-known, after all—an unpredictable new slave. And maybe I was a lit-tle too silent. Slowly, deliberately, I turned my back and went on sweeping.

I kept an eye on her, though, without seeming to. After all, she was as unpredictable as I was. She could pick up a candlestick or a vase and hit me with it. And whip or no whip, I wasn't going to stand passively and let her really hurt me.

But she made no move toward me. Instead, she turned and rushed away. It was a hot day, muggy and uncomfortable. No one else was moving very fast except to wave away flies. But Margaret Weylin still rushed everywhere. She had little or nothing to do. Slaves kept her house clean, did much of her sewing, all her cooking and washing. Carrie even helped her put her clothes on and take them off. So Mar-garet supervised—ordered people to do work they were already
doing, criticized their slowness and laziness even when they were quick and industrious, and in general, made trouble. Weylin had married a poor, uneducated, nervous, startlingly pretty young woman who was determined to be the kind of person she thought of as a lady. That meant she didn't do "menial" work, or any work at all, apparently. I had no one to compare her to except her guests who seemed, at least, to be calmer. But I suspected that most women of her time found enough to do to keep themselves comfortably busy whether they thought of themselves as "ladies" or not. Margaret, in her boredom, simply rushed around and made a nuisance of herself.

I finished my work in the library, wondering all the while whether Margaret had gone to her husband about me. Her husband, I feared. I remembered the expression on his face when he had beaten the field hand. It hadn't been gleeful or angry or even particularly interested. He could have been chopping wood. He wasn't sadistic, but he didn't shrink from his "duties" as master of the plantation. He would beat me bloody if he thought I had given him reason, and Kevin might not even find out until too late.

I went up to Kevin's room, but he wasn't there. I heard him when I passed Rufus's room and I would have gone in, but a moment later, I heard Margaret's voice. Repelled, I went back downstairs and out to the cookhouse.

Sarah and Carrie were alone when I went in, and I was glad of that. Sometimes old people and children lounged there, or house ser­vants or even field hands stealing a few moments of leisure. I liked to listen to them talk sometimes and fight my way through their accents to find out more about how they survived lives of slavery. Without knowing it, they prepared me to survive. But now I wanted only Sarah and Carrie. I could say what I felt around them, and it
wouldn't get back to either of the Weylins.

"Dana," Sarah greeted me, "you be careful. I spoke for you today. I don't want you making me out to be a liar!"

I frowned. "Spoke for me? To Miss Margaret?"

Sarah gave a short harsh laugh. "No! You know I don't say no more to her than I can help. She's got her house, and I got my kitchen."

I smiled and my own trouble receded a little. Sarah was right. Margaret Weylin kept out of her way. Talk between them was brief and confined usually to meal planning.

"Why do you dislike her so if she doesn't bother you?" I asked.

Sarah gave me the look of silent rage that I had not seen since my first day on the plantation. "Whose idea you think it was to sell my babies?"

"Oh." She had not mentioned her lost children since that first day either.

"She wanted new furniture, new china dishes, fancy things you see in that house now. What she had was good enough for Miss Hannah, and Miss Hannah was a real lady. Quality. But it wasn't good enough for white-trash Margaret. So she made Marse Tom sell my three boys to get money to buy things she didn't even need!"

"Oh." I couldn't think of anything else to say. My trouble seemed to shrink and become not worth mentioning. Sarah was silent for a while, her hands kneading bread dough automatically, maybe with a little more vigor than necessary. Finally she spoke again.

"It was Marse Tom I spoke to for you."
I jumped. "Am I in trouble?"

"Not by anything I said. He just wanted to know how you work and are you lazy. I told him you wasn't lazy. Told him you didn't know how to do some things—and, girl, you come here not knowing how to do nothing, but I didn't tell him that. I said if you don't know how to do something, you find out. And you work. I tell you to do something, I know it's going to be done. Marse Tom say he might buy you."

"Mr. Franklin won't sell me."

She lifted her head a little and literally looked down her nose at me. "No. Guess he won't. Anyway, Miss Margaret don't want you here."

I shrugged.

"Bitch," muttered Sarah monotonously. Then, "Well, greedy and mean as she is, at least she don't bother Carrie much."

I looked at the mute girl eating stew and corn bread left over from the table of the whites. "Doesn't she, Carrie?"

Carrie shook her head and kept eating.

"Course," said Sarah, turning away from the bread dough, "Carrie don't have nothing Miss Margaret wants."

I just looked at her.

"You're caught between," she said. "You know that don't you?"

"One man ought to be enough for her."

"Don't matter what ought to be. Matters what is. Make him let you sleep in the attic again."
"Make him!"

"Girl . . ." She smiled a little. "I see you and him together some-times when you think nobody's looking. You can make him do just about anything you want him to do."

Her smile surprised me. I would have expected her to be disgusted with me—or with Kevin.

"Fact," she continued, "if you got any sense, you'll try to get him to free you now while you still young and pretty enough for him to listen."

I looked at her appraisingly—large dark eyes set in a full unlined face several shades lighter than my own. She had been pretty herself not long ago. She was still an attractive woman. I spoke to her softly. "Were you sensible, Sarah? Did you try when you were younger?"

She stared hard at me, her large eyes suddenly narrowed. Finally, she walked away without answering.

**************************************************
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I didn't move to the quarter. I took some cookhouse advice that I'd once heard Luke give to Nigel. "Don't argue with white folks," he had said. "Don't tell them 'no.' Don't let them see you mad. Just say 'yes, sir.' Then go 'head and do what you want to do. Might have to take a whippin' for it later on, but if you want it bad enough, the whippin' won't matter much."

There were a few whip marks on Luke's back, and I'd twice heard Tom Weylin swear to give them company. But he hadn't. And Luke went about his business, doing pretty much as he pleased. His business was keeping the field hands in line. Called the driver, he was a kind of black overseer.
And he kept this relatively high position in spite of his attitude. I decided to develop a similar attitude—though with less risk to myself, I thought. I had no intention of taking a whipping if I could avoid it, and I was sure Kevin could protect me if he was nearby when I needed him.

Anyway, I ignored Margaret's ravings and continued to disgrace her Christian house.

And nothing happened.

Tom Weylin was up early one morning and he caught me stumbling, still half-asleep, out of Kevin's room. I froze, then made myself relax.

"Morning, Mr. Weylin."

He almost smiled—came as near to smiling as I'd ever seen. And he winked.

That was all. I knew then that if Margaret got me kicked out, it wouldn't be for doing a thing as normal as sleeping with my master. And somehow, that disturbed me. I felt almost as though I really was doing something shameful, happily playing whore for my supposed owner. I went away feeling uncomfortable, vaguely ashamed.

Time passed. Kevin and I became more a part of the household, familiar, accepted, accepting. That disturbed me too when I thought about it. How easily we seemed to acclimatize. Not that I wanted us to have trouble, but it seemed as though we should have had a harder time adjusting to this particular segment of history—adjusting to our places in the household of a slaveholder. For me, the work could be hard, but was usually more boring than physically wear-ing. And Kevin complained of boredom, and of having to be sociable with a steady stream of ignorant pretentious guests who visited the Weylin house. But for drop-ins from another
century, I thought we had had a remarkably easy time. And I was perverse enough to be bothered by the ease.

"This could be a great time to live in," Kevin said once. "I keep thinking what an experience it would be to stay in it—go West and watch the building of the country, see how much of the Old West mythology is true."

"West," I said bitterly. "That's where they're doing it to the Indians instead of the blacks!"

He looked at me strangely. He had been doing that a lot lately.

Tom Weylin caught me reading in his library one day. I was supposed to be sweeping and dusting. I looked up, found him watching me, closed the book, put it away, and picked up my dust cloth. My hand was shaking.

"You read to my boy," he said. "I let you do that. But that's enough reading for you."

There was a long silence and I said tardily, "Yes, sir."

"In fact, you don't even have to be in here. Tell Carrie to do this room."

"Yes, sir."

"And stay away from the books!"

"Yes, sir."

Hours later in the cookhouse, Nigel asked me to teach him to read.

The request surprised me, then I was ashamed of my surprise. It seemed such a natural request. Years before, Nigel had been chosen to be Rufus's companion. If Rufus had been a better student, Nigel might already know how to read.
As it was, Nigel had learned to do other things. At a husky thirteen, he could shoe a horse, build a cabinet, and plot to escape to Pennsylvania someday. I should have offered to teach him to read long before he asked me.

"You know what's going to happen to both of us if we get caught?" I asked him.

"You scared?" he asked.

"Yes. But that doesn't matter. I'll teach you. I just wanted to be sure you knew what you were getting into."

He turned away from me, lifted his shirt in the back so that I could see his scars. Then he faced me again. "I know," he said.

That same day, I stole a book and began to teach him.

And I began to realize why Kevin and I had fitted so easily into this time. We weren't really in. We were observers watching a show. We were watching history happen around us. And we were actors. While we waited to go home, we humored the people around us by pretending to be like them. But we were poor actors. We never really got into our roles. We never forgot that we were acting.

This was something I tried to explain to Kevin on the day the children broke through my act. It suddenly became very important that he understand.

The day was miserably hot and muggy, full of flies, mosquitoes and the bad smells of soapmaking, the outhouses, fish someone had caught, unwashed bodies. Everybody smelled, black and white. Nobody washed enough or changed clothes often enough. The slaves worked up a sweat and the whites sweated without working. Kevin and I didn't have enough clothes or any deodorant at all, so often, we
smelled too. Surprisingly, we were beginning to get used to it.

Now we were walking together away from the house and the quarter. We weren't heading for our oak tree because by then, if Margaret Weylin saw us there, she sent someone with a job for me. Her husband may have stopped her from throwing me out of the house, but he hadn't stopped her from becoming a worse nuisance than ever. Sometimes Kevin countermanded her orders, claiming that he had work for me. That was how I got a little rest and gave Nigel some extra tutoring. Now, though, we were headed for the woods to spend some time together.

But before we got away from the buildings, we saw a group of slave children gathered around a tree stump. These were the children of the field hands, children too young to be of much use in the fields themselves. Two of them were standing on the wide flat stump while others stood around watching.

"What are they doing?" I asked.

"Playing some game, probably." Kevin shrugged.

"It looks as though . . ."

"What?"

"Let's get closer. I want to hear what they're saying."

We approached them from one side so that neither the children on the tree stump nor those on the ground were facing us. They went on with their play as we watched and listened.

"Now here a likely wench," called the boy on the stump. He gestured toward the girl who stood slightly behind him. "She cook and wash and iron. Come here, gal. Let the folks see you." He drew the girl up beside him. "She young and
strong," he continued. "She worth plenty money. Two hundred dollars. Who bid two hundred dollars?"

The little girl turned to frown at him. "I'm worth more than two hundred dollars, Sammy!" she protested. "You sold Martha for five hundred dollars!"

"You shut your mouth," said the boy. "You ain't supposed to say nothing. When Marse Tom bought Mama and me, we didn't say nothing."

I turned and walked away from the arguing children, feeling tired and disgusted. I wasn't even aware that Kevin was following me until he spoke.

"That's the game I thought they were playing," he said. "I've seen them at it before. They play at field work too."

I shook my head. "My God, why can't we go home? This place is diseased."

He took my hand. "The kids are just imitating what they've seen adults doing," he said. "They don't understand . . ."

"They don't have to understand. Even the games they play are preparing them for their future—and that future will come whether they understand it or not."

"No doubt."

I turned to glare at him and he looked back calmly. It was a what-do-you-want-me-to-do-about-it kind of look. I didn't say anything because, of course, there was nothing he could do about it.

I shook my head, rubbed my hand across my brow. "Even knowing what's going to happen doesn't help," I said. "I know some of those kids will live to see freedom—after they've slaved away their best years. But by the time freedom
comes to them, it will be too late. Maybe it's already too late."

"Dana, you're reading too much into a kids' game."

"And you're reading too little into it. Anyway . . . anyway, it's not their game."

"No." He glanced at me. "Look, I won't say I understand how you feel about this because maybe that's something I can't understand. But as you said, you know what's going to happen. It already has happened. We're in the middle of history. We surely can't change it. If anything goes wrong, we might have all we can do just to survive it. We've been lucky so far."

"Maybe." I drew a deep breath and let it out slowly. "But I can't close my eyes."

Kevin frowned thoughtfully. "It's surprising to me that there's so little to see. Weylin doesn't seem to pay much attention to what his people do, but the work gets done."

"You think he doesn't pay attention. Nobody calls you out to see the whippings."

"How many whippings?"

"One that I've seen. One too goddamn many!"

"One is too many, yes, but still, this place isn't what I would have imagined. No overseer. No more work than the people can manage . . ."

". . . no decent housing," I cut in. "Dirt floors to sleep on, food so inadequate they'd all be sick if they didn't keep gardens in what's supposed to be their leisure time and steal from the cookhouse when Sarah lets them. And no rights and the possibility of being mistreated or sold away from their
families for any reason—or no reason. Kevin, you don't have to beat people to treat them brutally."

"Wait a minute," he said. "I'm not minimizing the wrong that's being done here. I just. . ."

"Yes you are. You don't mean to be, but you are." I sat down against a tall pine tree pulling him down beside me. We were in the woods now. Not far to one side of us was a group of Weylin's slaves who were cutting down trees. We could hear them, but we couldn't see them. I assumed that meant they couldn't see us either—or hear us over the distance and their own noise. I spoke to Kevin again.

"You might be able to go through this whole experience as an observer," I said. "I can understand that because most of the time, I'm still an observer. It's protection. It's nineteen seventy-six shielding and cushioning eighteen nineteen for me. But now and then, like with the kids' game, I can't maintain the distance. I'm drawn all the way into eighteen nineteen, and I don't know what to do. I ought to be doing something though. I know that."

"There's nothing you could do that wouldn't eventually get you whipped or killed!"

I shrugged.

"You. . . you haven't already done anything, have you?"

"Just started to teach Nigel to read and write," I said. "Nothing more subversive than that."

"If Weylin catches you and I'm not around . . ."

"I know. So stay close. The boy wants to learn, and I'm going to teach him."

He raised one leg against his chest and leaned forward
looking at me. "You think someday he'll write his own pass and head North, don't you?"

"At least he'll be able to."

"I see Weylin was right about educated slaves."

I turned to look at him.

"Do a good job with Nigel," he said quietly. "Maybe when you're gone, he'll be able to teach others."

I nodded solemnly.

"I'd bring him in to learn with Rufus if people weren't so good at listening at doors in that house. And Margaret is always wandering in and out."

"I know. That's why I didn't ask you." I closed my eyes and saw the children playing their game again. "The ease seemed so frighten-ing," I said. "Now I see why."

"What?"

"The ease. Us, the children . . . I never realized how easily people could be trained to accept slavery."

********************************************************************************
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I said good-bye to Rufus the day my teaching finally did get me into trouble. I didn't know I was saying good-bye, of course—didn't know what trouble was waiting for me in the cookhouse where I was to meet Nigel. I thought there was trouble enough in Rufus's room.

I was there reading to him. I had been reading to him regularly since his father caught me that first time. Tom Weylin didn't want me reading on my own, but he had
ordered me to read to his son. Once he had told Rufus in my presence, "You ought to be ashamed of yourself! A nigger can read better than you!"

"She can read better than you too," Rufus had answered.

His father had stared at him coldly, then ordered me out of the room. For a second I was afraid for Rufus, but Tom Weylin left the room with me.

"Don't go to him again until I say you can," he told me.

Four days passed before he said I could. And again he chastised Rufus before me.

"I'm no schoolmaster," he said, "but I'll teach you if you can be taught. I'll teach you respect."

Rufus said nothing.

"You want her to read to you?"

"Yes, sir."

"Then you got something to say to me."

"I... I'm sorry, Daddy."

"Read," said Weylin to me. He turned and left the room.

"What exactly are you supposed to be sorry for?" I asked when Weylin was gone. I spoke very softly.

"Talking back," said Rufus. "He thinks everything I say is talking back. So I don't say very much to him."

"I see." I opened the book and began to read.

We had finished Robinson Crusoe long ago, and Kevin had chosen a couple of other familiar books from the library. We had already gone through the first, Pilgrim's Progress.
Now we were working on *Gulliver's Travels*. Rufus's own reading was improving slowly under Kevin's tutoring, but he still enjoyed being read to.

On my last day with him, though, as on a few others, Margaret came in to listen—and to fidget and to fiddle with Rufus's hair and to pet him while I was reading. As usual, Rufus put his head on her lap and accepted her caresses silently. But today, apparently, that was not enough.

"Are you comfortable?" she asked Rufus when I had been reading for a few moments. "Does your leg hurt?" His leg was not healing as I thought it should have. After nearly two months, he still couldn't walk.

"I feel all right, Mama," he said.

Suddenly, Margaret twisted around to face me. "Well?" she demanded.

I had paused in my reading to give her a chance to finish. I lowered my head and began to read again.

About sixty seconds later, she said, "Baby, you hot? You want me to call Virgie up here to fan you?" Virgie was about ten—one of the small house servants often called to fan the whites, run errands for them, carry covered dishes of food between the cookhouse and the main house, and serve the whites at their table.

"I'm all right, Mama," said Rufus.

"Why don't you go on?" snapped Margaret at me. "You're supposed to be here to read, so read!"

I began to read again, biting off the words a little.

"Are you hungry, baby?" asked Margaret a moment later. "Aunt Sarah's just made a cake. Wouldn't you like a piece?"
I didn't stop this time. I just lowered my voice a little and read automatically, tonelessly.

"I don't know why you want to listen to her," Margaret said to Rufus. "She's got a voice like a fly buzzing."

"I don't want no cake, Mama."

"You sure? You ought to see the fine white icing Sarah put on it."

"I want to hear Dana read, that's all."

"Well, there she is, reading. If you can call it that."

I let my voice grow progressively softer as they talked.

"I can't hear her with you talking," Rufus said.

"Baby, all I said was. . ."

"Don't say nothing!" Rufus took his head off her lap. "Go away and stop bothering me!"

"Rufus!" She sounded hurt rather than angry. And in spite of the situation, this sounded like real disrespect to me. I stopped reading and waited for the explosion. It came from Rufus.

"Go away, Mama!" he shouted. "Just leave me alone!"

"Be still," she whispered. "Baby, you'll make yourself sick."

Rufus turned his head and looked at her. The expression on his face startled me. For once, the boy looked like a smaller replica of his father. His mouth was drawn into a thin straight line and his eyes were coldly hostile. He spoke quietly now as Weylin sometimes did when he was angry. "You're making me sick, Mama. Get away from me!"
Margaret got up and dabbed at her eyes. "I don't see how you can talk to me that way," she said. "Just because of some nigger . . ."

Rufus just looked at her, and finally she left the room.

He relaxed against his pillows and closed his eyes. "I get so tired of her sometimes," he said.

"Rufe . . . ?"

He opened weary, friendly eyes and looked at me. The anger was gone.

"You'd better be careful," I said. "What if your mother told your father you talked to her that way?"

"She never tells." He grinned. "She'll be back after while to bring me a piece of cake with fine white icing."

"She was crying."

"She always cries. Read, Dana."

"Do you talk to her that way often?"

"I have to, or she won't leave me alone. Daddy does it too."

I took a deep breath, shook my head, and plunged back into *Gulliver's Travels.*

Later, as I left Rufus, I passed Margaret on her way back to his room. Sure enough, she was carrying a large slice of cake on a plate.

I went downstairs and out to the cookhouse to give Nigel his read-ing lesson.

Nigel was waiting. He already had our book out of its hiding place and was spelling out words to Carrie. That
surprised me because I had offered Carrie a chance to learn with him, and she had refused. Now though, the two of them, alone in the cookhouse, were so in-volved in what they were doing that they didn't even notice me until I shut the door. They looked up then, wide-eyed with fear. But they relaxed when they saw it was only me. I went over to them.

"Do you want to learn?" I asked Carrie.

The girl's fear seemed to return and she glanced at the door.

"Aunt Sarah's afraid for her to learn," said Nigel. "Afraid if she learns, she might get caught at it, and then be whipped or sold."

I lowered my head, sighed. The girl couldn't talk, couldn't com-municate at all except in the inadequate sign language she had in-vented—a language even her mother only half-understood. In a more rational society, an ability to write would be of great help to her. But here, the only people who could read her writing would be those who might punish her for being able to write. And Nigel. And Nigel.

I looked from the boy to the girl. "Shall I teach you, Carrie?" If I did and her mother caught me, I might be in more trouble than if Tom Weylin caught me. I was afraid to teach her both for her sake and for mine. Her mother wasn't a woman I wanted to offend or to hurt, but my conscience wouldn't let me refuse her if she wanted to learn.

Carrie nodded. She wanted to learn all right. She turned away from us for a moment, did something to her dress, then turned back with a small book in her hand. She too had stolen from the library. Her book was a volume of English history illustrated with a few drawings which she pointed out to me.

I shook my head. "Either hide it or put it back," I told her.
"It's too hard for you to begin with. The one Nigel and I are using was written for people just starting to learn." It was an old speller—probably the one Weylin's first wife had been taught from.

Carrie's fingers caressed one of the drawings for a moment. Then she put the book back into her dress.

"Now," I said, "find something to do in case your mother comes in. I can't teach you in here. We'll have to find someplace else to meet."

She nodded, looking relieved, and went over to sweep the other side of the room.

"Nigel," I said softly when she was gone, "I surprised you when I came in here, didn't I?"

"Didn't know it was you."

"Yes. It could have been Sarah, couldn't it?"

He said nothing.

"I teach you in here because Sarah said I could, and because the Weylins never seem to come out here."

"They don't. They send us out here to tell Sarah what they want. Or to tell her to come to them."

"So you can learn here, but Carrie can't. We might have trouble no matter how careful we are, but we don't have to ask for it."

He nodded.

"By the way, what does your father think of my teaching you?"

"I don't know. I didn't tell him you was."
Oh God. I took a shaky breath. "But he does know, doesn't he?"

"Aunt Sarah probably told him. He never said nothing to me though."

If anything went wrong, there would be blacks to take their revenge on me when the whites finished. When would I ever go home? Would I ever go home? Or if I had to stay here, why couldn't I just turn these two kids away, turn off my conscience, and be a coward, safe and comfortable?

I took the book from Nigel and handed him my own pencil and a piece of paper from my tablet. "Spelling test," I said quietly.

He passed the test. Every word right. To my surprise as well as his, I hugged him. He grinned, half-embarrassed, half-pleased. Then I got up and put his test paper into the hot coals of the hearth. It burst into flames and burned completely. I was always careful about that, and I always hated being careful. I couldn't help contrasting Nigel's lessons with Rufus's. And the contrast made me bitter.

I turned to go back to the table where Nigel was waiting. In that moment, Tom Weylin opened the door and stepped in.

It wasn't supposed to happen. For as long as I had been on the plantation, it had not happened—no white had come into the cook-house. Not even Kevin. Nigel had just agreed with me that it didn't happen.

But there stood Tom Weylin staring at me. He lowered his gaze a little and frowned. I realized that I was still holding the old speller. I'd gotten up with it in my hand and I hadn't put it down. I even had one finger in it holding my place.

I withdrew my finger and let the book close. I was in for a
beating now. Where was Kevin? Somewhere inside the house, probably. He might hear me if I screamed—and I would be screaming shortly, any-way. But it would be better if I could just get past Weylin and run into the house.

Weylin stood squarely in front of the door. "Didn't I tell you I didn't want you reading!"

I said nothing. Clearly, nothing I could say would help. I felt my-self trembling, and I tried to be still. I hoped Weylin couldn't see. And I hoped Nigel had had the sense to get the pencil off the table. So far, I was the only one in trouble. If it could just stay that way . . .

"I treated you good," said Weylin quietly, "and you pay me back by stealing from me! Stealing my books! Reading!"

He snatched the book from me and threw it on the floor. Then he grabbed me by the arm and dragged me toward the door. I managed to twist around to face Nigel and mouth the words, "Get Kevin." I saw Nigel stand up.

Then I was out of the cookhouse. Weylin dragged me a few feet, then pushed me hard. I fell, knocked myself breathless. I never saw where the whip came from, never even saw the first blow coming. But it came—like a hot iron across my back, burning into me through my light shirt, searing my skin . . .

I screamed, convulsed. Weylin struck again and again, until I couldn't have gotten up at gunpoint.

I kept trying to crawl away from the blows, but I didn't have the strength or the co-ordination to get far. I may have been still scream-ing or just whimpering, I couldn't tell. All I was really aware of was the pain. I thought Weylin meant to kill me. I thought I would die on the ground there with a mouth full of dirt and blood and a white man cursing and
lecturing as he beat me. By then, I almost wanted to die. Anything to stop the pain.

I vomited. And I vomited again because I couldn't move my face away.

I saw Kevin, blurred, but somehow still recognizable. I saw him running toward me in slow motion, running. Legs churning, arms pumping, yet he hardly seemed to be getting closer.

Suddenly, I realized what was happening and I screamed—I think I screamed. He had to reach me. He had to!

And I passed out.

The Fight

1

We never really moved in together, Kevin and I. I had a sardine-can sized apartment on Crenshaw Boulevard and he had a bigger one on Olympic not too far away. We both had books shelved and stacked and boxed and crowding out the furniture. Together, we would never have fitted into either of our apartments. Kevin did suggest once that I get rid of some of my books so that I'd fit into his place.

"You're out of your mind!" I told him.

"Just some of that book-club stuff that you don't read."

We were at my apartment then, so I said, "Let's go to your place and I'll help you decide which of your books you don't read. I'll even help you throw them out."
He looked at me and sighed, but he didn't say anything else. We just sort of drifted back and forth between our two apartments and I got less sleep than ever. But it didn't seem to bother me as much as it had before. Nothing seemed to bother me much. I didn't love the agency now, but, on the other hand, I didn't kick the furniture in the morning anymore, either.

"Quit," Kevin told me. "I'll help you out until you find a better job."

If I hadn't already loved him by then, that would have done it. But I didn't quit. The independence the agency gave me was shaky, but it was real. It would hold me together until my novel was finished and I was ready to look for something more demanding. When that time came, I could walk away from the agency not owing anybody. My memory of my aunt and uncle told me that even people who loved me could demand more of me than I could give—and expect their demands to be met simply because I owed them.

I knew Kevin wasn't that way. The situation was completely different. But I kept my job.

Then about four months after we'd met, Kevin said, "How would you feel about getting married?"

I shouldn't have been surprised, but I was. "You want to marry me?"

"Yeah, don't you want to marry me?" He grinned. "I'd let you type all my manuscripts."

I was drying our dinner dishes just then, and I threw the dish towel at him. He really had asked me to do some typing for him three times. I'd done it the first time, grudgingly, not telling him how much I hated typing, how I did all but the final drafts of my stories in longhand. That was why I was
with a blue-collar agency instead of a white-collar agency. The second time he asked, though, I told him, and I refused. He was annoyed. The third time when I refused again, he was angry. He said if I couldn't do him a little favor when he asked, I could leave. So I went home.

When I rang his doorbell the next day after work, he looked surprised. "You came back."

"Didn't you want me to?"

"Well... sure. Will you type those pages for me now?"

"No."

"Damnit, Dana...!"

I stood waiting for him to either shut the door or let me in. He let me in.

And now he wanted to marry me.

I looked at him. Just looked, for a long moment. Then I looked away because I couldn't think while I was watching him. "You, uh... don't have any relatives or anything who'll give you a hard time about me, do you?" As I spoke, it occurred to me that one of the reasons his proposal surprised me was that we had never talked much about our families, about how his would react to me and mine to him. I hadn't been aware of us avoiding the subject, but somehow, we'd never gotten around to it. Even now, he looked surprised.

"The only close relative I've got left is my sister," he said. "She's been trying to marry me off and get me 'settled down' for years. She'll love you, believe me."

I didn't, quite. "I hope she does," I said. "But I'm afraid my aunt and uncle won't love you."
He turned to face me. "No?"

I shrugged. "They're old. Sometimes their ideas don't have very much to do with what's going on now. I think they're still waiting for me to come to my senses, move back home, and go to secretarial school."

"Are we going to get married?"

I went to him. "You know damn well we are."

"You want me to go with you when you talk to your aunt and uncle?"

"No. Go talk to your sister if you want to. Brace yourself though. She might surprise you."

She did. And braced or not, he wasn't ready for his sister's reaction.

"I thought I knew her," he told me afterward. "I mean, I did know her. But I guess we've lost touch more than I thought."

"What did she say?"

"That she didn't want to meet you, wouldn't have you in her house—or me either if I married you." He leaned back on the shabby purple sofa that had come with my apartment and looked up at me. "And she said a lot of other things. You don't want to hear them."

"I believe you."

He shook his head. "The thing is, there's no reason for her to react this way. She didn't even believe the garbage she was handing me—or didn't used to. It's as though she was quoting someone else. Her husband, probably. Pompous little bastard. I used to try to like him for her sake."
"Her husband is prejudiced?"

"Her husband would have made a good Nazi. She used to joke about it—though never when he could hear."

"But she married him."

"Desperation. She would have married almost anybody." He smiled a little. "In high school, she and this friend of hers spent all their time together because neither of them could get a boy friend. The other girl was black and fat and homely, and Carol was white and fat and homely. Half the time, we couldn't figure out whether she lived at the girl's house or the girl lived with us. My friends knew them both, but they were too young for them—Carol's three years older than I am. Anyway, she and this girl sort of comforted each other and fell off their diets together and planned to go to the same college so they wouldn't have to break up the partnership. The other girl really went, but Carol changed her mind and trained to become a dental assistant. She wound up marrying the first dentist she ever worked for—a smug little reactionary twenty years older than she was. Now she lives in a big house in La Canada and quotes clichéd bigotry at me for wanting to marry you."

I shrugged, not knowing what to say. I-told-you-so? Hardly. "My mother's car broke down in La Canada once," I told him. "Three people called the police on her while she was waiting for my uncle to come and get her. Suspicious character. Five-three, she was. About a hundred pounds. Real dangerous."

"Sounds like the reactionary moved to the right town."

"I don't know, that was back in nineteen sixty just before my mother died. Things may have improved by now."

"What did your aunt and uncle say about me, Dana?"
I looked at my hands, thinking about all they had said, paring it down wearily. "I think my aunt accepts the idea of my marrying you because any children we have will be light. Lighter than I am, any-way. She always said I was a little too 'highly visible.'"

He stared at me.

"You see? I told you they were old. She doesn't care much for white people, but she prefers light-skinned blacks. Figure that out. Anyway, she 'forgives' me for you. But my uncle doesn't. He's sort of taken this personally."

"Personally, how?"

"He . . . well, he's my mother's oldest brother, and he was like a father to me even before my mother died because my father died when I was a baby. Now . . . it's as though I've rejected him. Or at least that's the way he feels. It bothered me, really. He was more hurt than mad. Honestly hurt. I had to get away from him."

"But, he knew you'd marry some day. How could a thing as natural as that be a rejection?"

"I'm marrying you." I reached up and twisted a few strands of his straight gray hair between my fingers. "He wants me to marry someone like him—someone who looks like him. A black man."

"Oh."

"I was always close to him. He and my aunt wanted kids, and they couldn't have any. I was their kid."

"And now?"

"Now . . . well, they have a couple of apartment houses over in Pasadena—small places, but nice. The last thing my
uncle said to me was that he'd rather will them to his church than leave them to me and see them fall into the white hands. I think that was the worst thing he could think of to do to me. Or he thought it was the worst thing."

"Oh hell," muttered Kevin. "Look, are you sure you still want to marry me?"

"Yes. I wish . . . never mind, just yes. Definitely, yes."

"Then let's go to Vegas and pretend we haven't got relatives."

So we drove to Las Vegas, got married, and gambled away a few dollars. When we came home to our bigger new apartment, we found a gift—a blender—from my best friend, and a check from *The Atlantic* waiting for us. One of my stories had finally made it.

**************************************************
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I awoke.

I was lying flat on my stomach, my face pressed uncomfortably against something cold and hard. My body below the neck rested on something slightly softer. Slowly, I became aware of sunlight and shadow, of shapes.

I lifted my head, started to sit up, and my back suddenly caught fire. I fell forward, hit my head hard on the bare floor of the bath-room. My bathroom. I was home.

"Kevin?"

I listened. I could have looked around, but I didn't want to.

"Kevin?"
I got up, aware that my eyes were streaming muddy tears, aware of the pain. God, the pain! For several seconds, all I could do was lean against the wall and bear it.

Slowly, I discovered that I wasn't as weak as I had thought. In fact, by the time I was fully conscious, I wasn't weak at all. It was only the pain that made me move slowly, carefully, like a woman three times my age.

I could see now that I had been lying with my head in the bathroom and my body in the bedroom. Now I went into the bathroom and turned on the water to fill the tub. Warm water. I don't think I could have stood hot. Or cold.

My blouse was stuck to my back. It was cut to pieces, really, but the pieces were stuck to me. My back was cut up pretty badly too from what I could feel. I had seen old photographs of the backs of people who had been slaves. I could remember the scars, thick and ugly. Kevin had always told me how smooth my skin was . . .

I took off my pants and shoes and got into the tub still wearing my blouse. I would let the water soften it until I could ease it from my back.

In the tub, I sat for a long while without moving, without thinking, listening for what I knew I would not hear elsewhere in the house. The pain was a friend. Pain had never been a friend to me before, but now it kept me still. It forced reality on me and kept me sane.

But Kevin . . .

I leaned forward and cried into the dirty pink water. The skin of my back stretched agonizingly, and the water got pinker.

And it was all pointless. There was nothing I could do. I
had no control at all over anything. Kevin might as well be dead. Abandoned in 1819, Kevin was dead. Decades dead, perhaps a century dead.

Maybe I would be called back again, and maybe he would still be there waiting for me and maybe only a few years would have passed for him, and maybe he would be all right... But what had he said once about going West watching history happen?

By the time my wounds had softened and my rag of a blouse had come unstuck from them, I was exhausted. I felt the weakness now that I hadn't felt before. I got out of the tub and dried myself as best I could, then stumbled into the bedroom and fell across the bed. In spite of the pain, I fell asleep at once.

The house was dark when I awoke, and the bed was empty except for me. I had to remember why all over again. I got up stiffly, pain-fully, and went to find something that would make me sleep again quickly. I didn't want to be awake. I barely wanted to be alive. Kevin had gotten a prescription for some pills once when he was having trouble sleeping.

I found what was left of them. I was about to take two of them when I got a look at myself in the medicine cabinet mirror. My face had swollen and was puffy and old-looking. My hair was in tangled patches, brown with dirt and matted with blood. In my semi-hysterical state earlier, I had not thought to wash it.

I put the pills down and climbed back into the tub. This time I turned on the shower and somehow managed to wash my hair. Raising my arms hurt. Bending forward hurt. The shampoo that got into my cuts hurt. I started slowly, wincing, grimacing. Finally I got angry and moved vigorously in spite of the pain.
When I looked passably human again, I took some aspirins. They didn't help much, but I was sane enough now to know that I had something to do before I could afford to sleep again.

I needed a replacement for my lost canvas bag. Something that didn't look too good for a "nigger" to be carrying. I finally settled on an old denim gym bag that I'd made and used back in high school. It was tough and roomy like the canvas bag, and faded enough to look properly shabby.

I would have put in a long dress this time if I'd had one. All I had, though, were a couple of bright filmy evening dresses that would have drawn attention to me, and, under the circumstances, made me look ridiculous. Best to go on being the woman who dressed like a man.

I rolled up a couple of pairs of jeans and stuffed them into the bag. Then shoes, shirts, a wool sweater, comb, brush, tooth paste and tooth brush—Kevin and I had really missed those—two large cakes of soap, my washcloth, the bottle of aspirins—if Rufus called me while my back was sore, I would need them—my knife. The knife had come back with me because I happened to be wearing it in a makeshift leather sheath at my ankle. I didn't know whether to be glad or not that I hadn't had a chance to use it against Weylin. I might have killed him. I had been angry enough, frightened enough, humiliated enough to try. Then if Rufus called me again, I would have to answer for the killing. Or maybe Kevin would have to answer for it. I was suddenly very glad that I had left Weylin alive. Kevin was in for enough trouble. And, too, when I saw Rufus again—if I saw him again—I would need his help. I wouldn't be likely to get it if I had killed his father—even a father he didn't like.

I stuffed another pencil, pen, and scratch pad into the bag. I was slowly emptying Kevin's desk. All my things were still
packed. And I found a compact paperback history of slavery in America that might be useful. It listed dates and events that I should be aware of, and it contained a map of Maryland.

The bag was too full to close completely by the time everything was in, but I tied it shut with its own rope drawstring, and tied the drawstring around my arm. I couldn't have stood anything tied around my waist.

Then, incongruously, I was hungry. I went to the kitchen and found half-a-box of raisins and a full can of mixed nuts. To my surprise, I finished both, then slept again easily.

It was morning when I awoke, and I was still at home. My back hurt whenever I moved. I managed to spray it with an ointment Kevin had used for sunburn. The whip lacerations hurt like burns. The ointment cooled them and seemed to help. I had the feeling I should have used something stronger, though. Heaven knew what kind of infection you could get from a whip kept limber with oil and blood. Tom Weylin had ordered brine thrown onto the back of the field hand he had whipped. I could remember the man screaming as the solution hit him. But his wounds had healed without infection.

As I thought of the field hand, I felt strangely disoriented. For a moment, I thought Rufus was calling me again. Then I realized that I wasn't really dizzy—only confused. My memory of a field hand being whipped suddenly seemed to have no place here with me at home.

I came out of the bathroom into the bedroom and looked around. Home. Bed—without canopy—dresser, closet, electric light, television, radio, electric clock, books. Home. It didn't have anything to do with where I had been. It was real. It was where I belonged.

I put on a loose dress and went out to the front yard. The
tiny blue-haired woman who lived next door noticed me and wished me a good morning. She was on her hands and knees digging in her flower garden and obviously enjoying herself. She reminded me of Margaret Weylin who also had flowers. I had heard Margaret's guests compliment her on her flowers. But, of course, she didn't take care of them herself . . .

Today and yesterday didn't mesh. I felt almost as strange as I had after my first trip back to Rufus—caught between his home and mine.

There was a Volvo parked across the street and there were powerlines overhead. There were palm trees and paved streets. There was the bathroom I had just left. Not a hole-in-the-ground privy toilet that you had to hold your breath to go into, but a bathroom.

I went back into the house and turned the radio on to an all-news station. There, eventually, I learned that it was Friday, June 11, 1976. I'd gone away for nearly two months and come back yesterday—the same day I left home. Nothing was real.

Kevin could be gone for years even if I went after him today and brought him back tonight.

I found a music station and turned the radio up loud to drown out my thinking.

The time passed and I did more unpacking, stopping often, taking too many aspirins. I began to bring some order to my own office. Once I sat down at my typewriter and tried to write about what had happened, made about six attempts before I gave up and threw them all away. Someday when this was over, if it was ever over, maybe I would be able to write about it.

I called my favorite cousin in Pasadena—my father's
sister's daughter—and had her buy groceries for me. I told her I was sick and Kevin wasn't around. Something about my tone must have reached her. She didn't ask any questions.

I was still afraid to leave the house, walking or driving. Driving, I could easily kill myself, and the car could kill other people if Rufus called me from it at the wrong time. Walking, I could get dizzy and fall while crossing the street. Or I could fall on the sidewalk and attract attention. Someone could come to help me—a cop, anyone. Then I could be guilty of taking someone else back with me and stranding them.

My cousin was a good friend. She took one look at me and recommended a doctor she knew. She also advised me to send the police after Kevin. She assumed that my bruises were his work. But when I swore her to silence, I knew she would be silent. She and I had grown up keeping each other's secrets.

"I never thought you'd be fool enough to let a man beat you," she said as she left. She was disappointed in me, I think.

"I never thought I would either," I whispered when she was gone.

I waited inside the house with my denim bag always nearby. The days passed slowly, and sometimes I thought I was waiting for something that just wasn't going to happen. But I went on waiting.

I read books about slavery, fiction and nonfiction. I read everything I had in the house that was even distantly related to the subject—even Gone With the Wind, or part of it. But its version of happy darkies in tender loving bondage was more than I could stand.

Then, somehow, I got caught up in one of Kevin's World War II books—a book of excerpts from the recollections of
concentration camp survivors. Stories of beatings, starvation, filth, disease, torture, every possible degradation. As though the Germans had been trying to do in only a few years what the Americans had worked at for nearly two hundred.

The books depressed me, scared me, made me stuff Kevin's sleeping pills into my bag. Like the Nazis, ante bellum whites had known quite a bit about torture—quite a bit more than I ever wanted to learn.
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I had been at home for eight days when the dizziness finally came again. I didn't know whether to curse it for my own sake or welcome it for Kevin's—not that it mattered what I did.

I went to Rufus's time fully clothed, carrying my denim bag, wearing my knife. I arrived on my knees because of the dizziness, but I was immediately alert and wary.

I was in the woods either late in the day or early in the morning. The sun was low in the sky and surrounded as I was by trees, I had no reference point to tell me whether it was rising or setting. I could see a stream not far from me, running between tall trees. Off to my opposite side was a woman, black, young—just a girl, really—with her dress torn down the front. She was holding it together as she watched a black man and a white man fighting.

The white man's red hair told me who he must be. His face was already too much of a mess to tell me. He was losing his fight—had already lost it. The man he was fighting was his size with the same slender build, but in spite of the black man's slenderness, he looked wiry and strong. He had probably been conditioned by years of hard work. He didn't
seem much affected when Rufus hit him, but he was killing Rufus.

Then it occurred to me that he might really be doing just that—killing the only person who might be able to help me find Kevin. Killing my ancestor. What had happened here seemed obvious. The girl, her torn dress. If everything was as it seemed, Rufus had earned his beating and more. Maybe he had grown up to be even worse than I had feared. But no matter what he was, I needed him alive—for Kevin's sake and for my own.

I saw him fall, get up, and be knocked down again. This time, he got up more slowly, but he got up. I had a feeling he'd done a lot of getting up. He wouldn't be doing much more.

I went closer, and the woman saw me. She called out something I didn't quite understand, and the man turned his head to look at her. Then he followed her gaze to me. Just then, Rufus hit him on the jaw.

Surprisingly, the black man stumbled backward, almost fell. But Rufus was too tired and hurt to follow up his advantage. The black man hit him one more solid blow, and Rufus collapsed. There was no question of his getting up this time. He was out cold.

As I approached, the black man reached down and caught Rufus by the hair as though to hit him again. I stepped up to the man quickly. "What will they do to you if you kill him?" I said.

The man twisted around to glare at me.

"What will they do to the woman if you kill him?" I asked.

That seemed to reach him. He released Rufus and stood
straight to face me. "Who's going to say I did anything to him?" His voice was low and threatening, and I began to wonder whether I might wind up joining Rufus unconscious on the ground.

I made myself shrug. "You'll say yourself what you did if they ask you right. So will the woman."

"What are you going to say?"

"Not a word if I can help it. But . . . I'm asking you not to kill him."

"You belong to him?"

"No. It's just that he might know where my husband is. And I might be able to get him to tell me."

"Your husband . . . ?" He looked me over from head to foot. "Why you go 'round dressed like a man?"

I said nothing. I was so tired of answering that question that I wished I had risked going out to buy a long dress. I looked down at Rufus's bloody face and said, "If you leave him here now, it will be a long while before he can send anyone after you. You'll have time to get away."

"You think you'd want him alive if you was her?" He gestured to-ward the woman.

"Is she your wife?"

"Yeah."

He was like Sarah, holding himself back, not killing in spite of anger I could only imagine. A lifetime of conditioning could be over-come, but not easily. I looked at the woman. "Do you want your husband to kill this man?"

She shook her head and I saw that her face was swollen on
one side. "While ago, I could have killed him myself," she said. "Now . . . Isaac, let's just get away!"

"Get away and leave her here?" He stared at me, suspicious and hostile. "She sure don't talk like no nigger I ever heard. Talks like she been mighty close with the white folks—for a long time."

"She talks like that 'cause she comes from a long way off," said the girl.

I looked at her in surprise. Tall and slender and dark, she was. A little like me. Maybe a lot like me.

"You're Dana, aren't you?" she asked.

"Yes . . . how did you know?"

"He told me about you." She nudged Rufus with her foot. "He used to talk about you all the time. And I saw you once, when I was little."

I nodded. "You're Alice, then. I thought so."

She nodded and rubbed her swollen face. "I'm Alice." And she looked at the black man with pride. "Alice Jackson now."

I tried to see her again as the thin, frightened child I remembered— the child I had seen only two months before. It was impossible. But I should have been used to the impossible by now—just as I should have been used to white men preying on black women. I had Weylin as my example, after all. But somehow, I had hoped for better from Rufus. I wondered whether the girl was pregnant with Hagar already.

"My name was Greenwood when you saw me last," Alice continued. "I married Isaac last year . . . just before Mama died."
"She died then?" I caught myself visualizing a woman my age dying, even though I knew that was wrong. But still, the woman must have died fairly young. "I'm sorry," I said. "She tried to help me."

"She helped lot of folks," said Isaac. "She used to treat this little no-good bastard better than his own people treated him." He kicked Rufus hard in the side.

I winced and wished I could move Rufus out of his reach. "Alice,"

I said, "wasn't Rufus a friend of yours? I mean . . . did he just grow out of the friendship or what?"

"Got to where he wanted to be more friendly than I did," she said. "He tried to get Judge Holman to sell Isaac South to keep me from marrying him."

"You're a slave?" I said to Isaac, surprised. "My God, you'd better get out of here."

Isaac gave Alice a look that said very clearly, You talk too much. Alice answered the look.

"Isaac, she's all right. She got a whipping once for teaching a slave how to read. Tom Weylin was the one whipped her."

"I want to know what she's going to do when we leave," said Isaac.

"I'm going to stay with Rufus," I told him. "When he comes to, I'm going to help him home—as slowly as possible. I'm not going to tell him where you went because I won't know."

Isaac looked at Alice, and she tugged at his arm. "Let's go!" she urged.

"But . . ."
"You can't whip everybody! Let's go!"

He seemed on the verge of going when I said, "Isaac, if you want me to, I can write you a pass. It doesn't have to be to where you're really going, but it might help you if you're stopped."

He looked at me with no trust at all, then turned and walked away without answering.

Alice hesitated, spoke softly to me. "Your man went away," she said. "He waited a long time for you, then he left."

"Where did he go?"

"Somewhere North. I don't know. Mister Rufe knows. You got to be careful, though. Mister Rufe gets mighty crazy sometimes."

"Thank you."

She turned and followed Isaac, leaving me alone with the unconscious Rufus—alone to wonder where she and Isaac would go. North to Pennsylvania? I hoped so. And where had Kevin gone? Why had he gone anywhere? What if Rufus wouldn't help me find him? Or what if I didn't stay in this time long enough to find him? Why couldn't he have waited . . . ?
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I knelt down beside Rufus and rolled him over onto his back. His nose was bleeding. His split lip was bleeding. I thought he had prob-ably lost a few teeth, but I didn't look closely enough to be sure. His face was a lumpy mess, and he would be looking out of a couple of black eyes for a while. All in all, though, he probably looked worse off than he was. No doubt he had some bruises that I couldn't see without
undressing him, but I didn't think he was badly hurt. He would be in some pain when he came to, but he had earned that.

I sat on my knees, watching him, first wishing he would hurry and regain consciousness, then wanting him to stay unconscious so that Alice and her husband could get a good start. I looked at the stream, thinking that a little cold water might bring him around faster. But I stayed where I was. Isaac's life was at stake. If Rufus was vindictive enough, he could surely have the man killed. A slave had no rights, and certainly no excuse for striking a white man.

If it was possible, if Rufus was in any way still the boy I had known, I would try to keep him from going after Isaac at all. He looked about eighteen or nineteen now. I would be able to bluff and bully him a little. It shouldn't take him long to realize that he and I needed each other. We would be taking turns helping each other now. Neither of us would want the other to hesitate. We would have to learn to co-operate with each other—to make compromises.

"Who's there?" said Rufus suddenly. His voice was weak, barely audible.

"It's Dana, Rufe."

"Dana?" He opened his swollen eyes a little wider. "You came back!"

"You keep trying to get yourself killed. I keep coming back."

"Where's Alice?"

"I don't know. I don't even know where we are. I'll help you get home, though, if you'll point the way."

"Where did she go?"
"I don't know, Rufe."

He tried to sit up, managed to raise himself about six inches before he fell back, groaning. "Where's Isaac?" he muttered. "That's the son-of-a-bitch I want to catch up with."

"Rest awhile," I said. "Get your strength back. You couldn't catch him now if he was standing next to you."

He moaned and felt his side gingerly. "He's going to pay!"

I got up and walked toward the stream.

"Where are you going?" he called.

I didn't answer.

"Dana? Come back here! Dana!"

I could hear his increasing desperation. He was hurt and alone except for me. He couldn't even get up, and I seemed to be abandoning him. I wanted him to experience a little of that fear.

"Dana!"

I dug the washcloth out of my denim bag, wet it, and took it back to him. Kneeling beside him, I began wiping blood from his face.

"Why didn't you tell me that's where you were going?" he said petulantly. He was panting and holding his side.

I watched him, wondering how much he had really grown up.

"Dana, say something!"

"I want you to say something."

He squinted at me. "What?" I was leaning close to him, and
I caught a whiff of his breath when he spoke. He had been drinking. He didn't seem drunk, but he had definitely been drinking. That worried me, but there was nothing I could do about it. I didn't dare wait until he was completely sober.

"I want you to tell me about the men who attacked you," I said.


"The men you were drinking with," I improvised. "They were strangers—white men. They got you drinking, then tried to rob you." Kevin's old story was coming in handy.

"What in hell are you talking about? You know Isaac Jackson did this to me!" The words came out in a harsh whisper.

"All right, Isaac beat you up," I agreed. "Why?"

He glared at me without answering.

"You raped a woman—or tried to—and her husband beat you up," I said. "You're lucky he didn't kill you. He would have if Alice and I hadn't talked him out of it. Now what are you going to do to repay us for saving your life?"

The bewilderment and anger left his face, and he stared at me blankly. After a while, he closed his eyes and I went over to rinse my washcloth. When I got back to him, he was trying—and failing—to stand up. Finally, he collapsed back panting and holding his side. I wondered whether he was hurt more than he appeared to be—hurt in-side. His ribs, perhaps.

I knelt beside him again and wiped the rest of the blood and dirt from his face. "Rufe, did you manage to rape that girl?"

He looked away guiltily.
"Why would you do such a thing? She used to be your friend."

"When we were little, we were friends," he said softly. "We grew up. She got so she'd rather have a buck nigger than me!"

"Do you mean her husband?" I asked. I managed to keep my voice even.

"Who in hell else would I mean!"

"Yes." I gazed down at him bitterly. Kevin had been right. I'd been foolish to hope to influence him. "Yes," I repeated. "How dare she choose her own husband. She must have thought she was a free woman or something."

"What's that got to do with it?" he demanded. Then his voice dropped to almost a whisper. "I would have taken better care of her than any field hand could. I wouldn't have hurt her if she hadn't just kept saying no."

"She had the right to say no."

"We'll see about her rights!"

"Oh? Are you planning to hurt her more? She just helped me save your life, remember?"

"She'll get what's coming to her. She'll get it whether I give it to her or not." He smiled. "If she ran off with Isaac, she'll get plenty."

"Why? What do you mean?"

"She did run off with Isaac, then?"

"I don't know. Isaac figured I was on your side so he didn't trust me enough to tell me what they were going to do."
"He didn't have to. Isaac just attacked a white man. He's not going back to Judge Holman after doing that. Some other nigger might, but not Isaac. He's run away, and Alice is with him, helping him to escape. Or at least, that's the way the Judge will see it."

"What will happen to her?"

"Jail. A good whipping. Then they'll sell her."

"She'll be a slave?"

"Her own fault."

I stared at him. Heaven help Alice and Isaac. Heaven help me. If Rufus could turn so quickly on a life-long friend, how long would it take him to turn on me?

"I don't want her being sold South, though," he whispered. "Her fault or not, I don't want her dying in some rice swamp."

"Why not?" I asked bitterly. "Why should it matter to you?"

"I wish it didn't."

I frowned down at him. His tone had changed suddenly. Was he going to show a little humanity then? Did he have any left to show?

"I told her about you," he said.

"I know. She recognized me."

"I told her everything. Even about you and Kevin being married. Especially about that."

"What will you do, Rufe, if they bring her back?"

"Buy her. I've got some money."
"What about Isaac?"

"To hell with Isaac!" He said it too vehemently and hurt his side. His face twisted in pain.

"So you'll be rid of the man and have possession of the woman just as you wanted," I said with disgust. "Rape rewarded."

He turned his head toward me and peered at me through swollen eyes. "I begged her not to go with him," he said quietly. "Do you hear me, I begged her!"

I said nothing. I was beginning to realize that he loved the woman —to her misfortune. There was no shame in raping a black woman, but there could be shame in loving one.

"I didn't want to just drag her off into the bushes," said Rufus. "I never wanted it to be like that. But she kept saying no. I could have had her in the bushes years ago if that was all I wanted."

"I know," I said.

"If I lived in your time, I would have married her. Or tried to." He began trying to get up again. He seemed stronger now, but in pain. I sat watching him, but not helping. I was not eager for him to recover and go home—not until I was sure what story he would tell when he got there.

Finally, the pain seemed to overwhelm him and he lay down again. "What did that bastard do to me?" he whispered.

"I could go and get help for you," I said. "If you tell me which way to go."

"Wait." He caught his breath and coughed and the coughing hurt him badly. "Oh God," he moaned.
"I think you've got broken ribs," I said.

"I wouldn't be surprised. I guess you'd better go."

"All right. But, Rufe. . . white men attacked you. You hear?"

He said nothing.

"You said people would be going after Isaac anyway. All right then, so be it. But let him—and Alice—have a chance. They've given you one."

"It won't make any difference whether I tell or not. Isaac's a runaway. They'll have to answer for that, no matter what."

"Then your silence won't matter."

"Except to give them the start you want them to have."

I nodded. "I do want them to have it."

"You'll trust me, then?" He was watching me very closely. "If I say I won't tell, you'll believe me?"

"Yes." I paused for a moment. "We should never lie to each other, you and I. It wouldn't be worthwhile. We both have too much opportunity for retaliation."

He turned his face away from me. "You talk like a damn book."

"Then I hope Kevin did a good job of teaching you to read."

"You . . . !" He caught my arm in a grip I could have broken, but I let him hold on. "You threaten me, I'll threaten you. Without me, you'll never find Kevin."

"I know that."
"Then don't threaten me!"

"I said we were dangerous to each other. That's more a reminder than a threat." Actually, it was more a bluff.

"I don't need reminders or threats from you."

I said nothing.

"Well? Are you going to go get some help for me?"

Still I said nothing. I didn't move.

"You go through those trees," he said pointing. "There's a road out there, not too far away. Go left on the road and then just follow it until you come to our place."

I listened to his directions knowing that I would use them sooner or later. But we had to have an understanding first, he and I. He didn't have to admit that we had one. He could keep his pride if that was what he thought was at stake. But he did have to behave as though he understood me. If he refused, he was going to get a lot more pain now. And maybe later when Kevin was safe and Hagar had at least had a chance to be born—I might never find out about that—I would walk away from Rufus and leave him to get out of his own trouble.

"Dana!"

I looked at him. I had let my attention wander.

"I said she'll . . . they'll get their time. White men attacked me."

"Good, Rufe." I laid a hand on his shoulder. "Look, your father will listen to me, won't he? I don't know what he saw last time I went home."

"He doesn't know what he saw either. Whatever it was,
he's seen it before—that time at the river—and he didn't believe it then, either. But he'll listen to you. He might even be a little afraid of you."

"That's better than the other way around. I'll get back as quickly as I can."
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The road was farther away than I had expected. As it got darker—the sun was setting, not rising—I tore pages from my scratch pad and stuck them on trees now and then to mark my trail. Even then I worried that I might not be able to find my way back to Rufus.

When I reached the road, I pulled up some bushes and made a kind of barricade speckled with bits of white paper. That would stop me at the right place when I came back—if no one moved it mean­while.

I followed the road until it was dark, followed it through woods, through fields, past a large house much finer than Weylin's. No one bothered me. I hid behind a tree once when two white men rode past. They might not have paid any attention to me, but I didn't want to take the chance. And there were three black women walking with large bundles balanced on their heads.

"'Evenin','" they said as I passed them.

I nodded and wished them a good evening. And I walked faster, wondering suddenly what the years had done to Luke and Sarah, to Nigel and Carrie. The children who had played at selling each other might already be working in the fields now. And what would time have done to Margaret Weylin? I doubted that it had made her any easier to live with.
Finally, after more woods and fields, the plain square house was before me, its downstairs windows full of yellow light. I was startled to catch myself saying wearily, "Home at last."

I stood still for a moment between the fields and the house and reminded myself that I was in a hostile place. It didn't look alien any longer, but that only made it more dangerous, made me more likely to relax and make a mistake.

I rubbed my back, touched the several long scabs to remind myself that I could not afford to make mistakes. And the scabs forced me to remember that I had been away from this place for only a few days. Not that I had forgotten—exactly. But it was as though during my walk I had been getting used to the idea that years had passed for these people since I had seen them last. I had begun to feel—feel, not think—that a great deal of time had passed for me too. It was a vague feeling, but it seemed right and comfortable. More comfortable than trying to keep in mind what was really happening. Some part of me had apparently given up on time-distorted reality and smoothed things out. Well, that was all right, as long as it didn't go too far.

I continued on toward the house, mentally prepared now, I hoped, to meet Tom Weylin. But as I approached, a tall thin shadow of a white man came toward me from the direction of the quarter.

"Hey there," he called. "What are you doing out here?" His long steps closed the distance between us quickly, and in a moment, he stood peering down at me. "You don't belong here," he said. "Who's your master?"

"I've come to get help for Mister Rufus," I said. And then, feeling suddenly doubtful because he was a stranger, I asked, "This is still where he lives, isn't it?"
The man did not answer. He continued to peer at me. I wondered whether it was my sex or my accent that he was trying to figure out. Or maybe it was the fact that I hadn't called him sir or master. I'd have to begin that degrading nonsense again. But who was this man, anyway?

"He lives here." An answer, finally. "What's wrong with him?"

"Some men beat him. He can't walk."

"Is he drunk?"

"Uh . . . no, sir, not quite."

"Worthless bastard."

I jumped a little. The man had spoken softly, but there was no mistaking what he had said. I said nothing.

"Come on," he ordered, and led me into the house. He left me standing in the entrance hall and went to the library where I supposed Weylin was. I looked at the wooden bench a few steps from me, the settee, but although I was tired, I didn't sit down. Margaret Weylin had once caught me sitting there tying my shoe. She had screamed and raged as though she'd caught me stealing her jewelry. I didn't want to renew my acquaintance with her in another scene like that. I didn't want to renew my acquaintance with her at all, but it seemed inevitable.

There was a sound behind me and I turned in quick apprehension. A young slave woman stood staring at me. She was light-skinned, blue-kerchiefed, and very pregnant.

"Carrie?" I asked.

She ran to me, caught me by the shoulders for a moment, and looked into my face. Then she hugged me.
The white stranger chose that moment to come out of the library with Tom Weylin.

"What's going on here?" demanded the stranger.

Carrie moved away from me quickly, head down, and I said, "We're old friends, sir."

Tom Weylin, grayer, thinner, grimmer-looking than ever, came over to me. He stared at me for a moment, then turned to face the stranger. "When did you say his horse came in, Jake?"

"About an hour ago."

"That long . . . you should have told me."

"He's taken that long and longer before."

Weylin sighed, glanced at me. "Yes. But I think it might be more serious this time. Carrie!"

The mute woman had been walking away toward the back door. Now, she turned to look at Weylin.

"Have Nigel bring the wagon around front."

She gave the half-nod, half-curtsey that she reserved for whites and hurried away.

Something occurred to me as she was going and I spoke to Weylin. "I think Mister Rufus might have broken ribs. He wasn't coughing blood so his lungs are probably all right, but it might be a good idea for me to bandage him a little before you move him." I had never bandaged anything worse than a cut finger in my life, but I did remember a little of the first aid I had learned in school. I hadn't thought to act when Rufus broke his leg, but I might be able to help now.

"You can bandage him when we get him here," said
Weylin. And to the stranger, "Jake, you send somebody for the doctor."

Jake took a last disapproving look at me and went out the back door after Carrie.

Weylin went out the front door without another word to me and I followed, trying to remember how important it was to bandage broken ribs—that is, whether it was worth "talking back" to Weylin about. I didn't want Rufus badly injured, even though he deserved to be. Any injury could be dangerous. But from what I could remember, bandaging the ribs was done mostly to relieve pain. I wasn't sure whether I remembered that because it was true or because I wanted to avoid any kind of confrontation with Weylin. I didn't have to touch the scabs on my back to be conscious of them.

A tall stocky slave drove a wagon around to us and I got on the back while Weylin took the seat beside the driver. The driver glanced back at me and said softly, "How are you, Dana?"

"Nigel?"

"It's me," he said grinning. "Grown some since you seen me last, I guess."

He had grown into another Luke—a big handsome man bearing little resemblance to the boy I remembered.

"You keep your mouth shut and watch the road," said Weylin. Then to me, "You've got to tell us where to go."

It would have been a pleasure to tell him where to go, but I spoke civilly. "It's a long way from here," I said. "I had to pass someone else's house and fields on my way to you."

"The judge's place. You could have got help there."
"I didn't know." And wouldn't have tried if I had known. I wondered, though, whether this was the Judge Holman who would soon be sending men out to chase Isaac. It seemed likely.

"Did you leave Rufus by the side of the road?" Weylin asked.

"No, sir. He's in the woods."

"You sure you know where in the woods?"

"Yes, sir."

"You'd better."

He said nothing else.

I found Rufus with no particular difficulty and Nigel lifted him as gently and as easily as Luke once had. On the wagon, he held his side, then he held my hand. Once, he said, "I'll keep my word."

I nodded and touched his forehead in case he couldn't see me nodding. His forehead was hot and dry.

"He'll keep his word about what?" asked Weylin.

He was looking back at me, so I frowned and looked perplexed and said, "I think he has a fever as well as broken ribs, sir."

Weylin made a sound of disgust. "He was sick yesterday, puking all over. But he would get up and go out today. Damn fool!"

And he fell silent again until we reached his house. Then, as Nigel carried Rufus inside and up the stairs, Weylin steered me into his for-bidden library. He pushed me close to a whale-oil lamp, and there, in the bright yellow light, he
stared at me silently, critically until I looked toward the door.

"You're the same one, all right," he said finally. "I didn't want to believe it."

I said nothing.

"Who are you?" he demanded. "What are you?"

I hesitated not knowing what to answer because I didn't know how much he knew. The truth might make him decide I was out of my mind, but I didn't want to be caught in a lie.

"Well!"

"I don't know what you want me to say," I told him. "I'm Dana. You know me."

"Don't tell me what I know!"

I stood silent, confused, frightened. Kevin wasn't here now. There was no one for me to call if I needed help.

"I'm someone who may have just saved your son's life," I said softly. "He might have died out there sick and injured and alone."

"And you think I ought to be grateful?"

Why did he sound angry? And why shouldn't he be grateful? "I can't tell you how you ought to feel, Mr. Weylin."

"That's right. You can't."

There was a moment of silence that he seemed to expect me to fill. Eagerly, I changed the subject. "Mr. Weylin, do you know where Mr. Franklin went?"

Oddly, that seemed to reach him. His expression softened a little. "Him," he said. "Damn fool."
"Where did he go?"

"Somewhere North. I don't know. Rufus has some letters from him." He gave me another long stare. "I guess you want to stay here."

He sounded as though he was giving me a choice, which was surprising because he didn't have to. Maybe gratitude meant something to him after all.

"I'd like to stay for a while," I said. Better to try to reach Kevin from here than go wandering around some Northern city trying to find him. Especially since I had no money, and since I was still so ignorant of this time.

"You got to work for your keep," said Weylin. "Like you did before."

"Yes, sir."

"That Franklin comes back, he'll stop here. He came back once-hoping to find you, I think."

"When?"

"Last year sometime. You go up and stay with Rufus until the doctor comes. Take care of him."

"Yes, sir." I turned to go.

"That seems to be what you're for, anyway," he muttered.

I kept going, glad to get away from him. He had known more about me than he wanted to talk about. That was clear from the questions he hadn't asked. He had seen me vanish twice now. And Kevin and Rufus had probably told him at least something about me. I wondered how much. And I wondered what Kevin had said or done that made him a "damn fool."
Whatever it was, I'd learn about it from Rufus. Weylin was too dangerous to question.

I sponged Rufus off as best I could and bandaged his ribs with pieces of cloth that Nigel brought me. The ribs were very tender on the left side. Rufus said the bandage made breathing a little less pain-ful, though, and I was glad of that. But he was still sick. His fever was still with him. And the doctor didn't come. Rufus had fits of coughing now and then, and that seemed to be agonizing to him be-cause of his ribs. Sarah came in to see him—and to hug me—and she was more alarmed at the marks of his beating than at his ribs or his fever. His face was black and blue and deformed-looking with its lumpy swellings.

"He will fight," she said angrily. Rufus opened his puffy slits of eyes and looked at her, but she went on anyway. "I've seen him pick a fight just out of meanness," she said. "He's out to get himself killed!"

She could have been his mother, caught between anger and con-cern and not knowing which to express. She took away the basin Nigel had brought me and returned it full of clean cool water.

"Where's his mother?" I asked her softly as she was leaving.

She drew back from me a little. "Gone."

"Dead?"

"Not yet." She glanced at Rufus to see whether he was listening. His face was turned away from us. "Gone to Baltimore," she whis-pered. "I'll tell you 'bout it tomorrow."
I let her go without questioning her further. It was enough to know that I would not be suddenly attacked. For once, there would be no Margaret to protect Rufus from me.

He was thrashing about weakly when I went back to him. He cursed the pain, cursed me, then remembered himself enough to say he didn't mean it. He was burning up.

"Rufe?"

He moved his head from side to side and did not seem to hear me. I dug into my denim bag and found the plastic bottle of aspirin—a big bottle nearly full. There was enough to share.

"Rufe!"

He squinted at me.

"Listen, I have medicine from my own time." I poured him a glass of water from the pitcher beside his bed, and shook out two aspirin tablets. "These could lower your fever," I said. "They might ease your pain too. Will you take them?"

"What are they?"

"They're called aspirin. In my time, people use them against head-ache, fever, other kinds of pain."

He looked at the two tablets in my hand, then at me. "Give them to me."

He had trouble swallowing them and had to chew them up a little.

"My Lord," he muttered. "Anything tastes that bad must be good for you."

I laughed and wet a cloth in the basin to bathe his face. Nigel came in with a blanket and told me the doctor was held
up at a difficult childbirth. I was to stay the night with Rufus.

I didn't mind. Rufus was in no condition to take an interest in me. I would have thought it would be more natural, though, for Nigel to stay. I asked him about it.

"Marse Tom knows about you," said Nigel softly. "Marse Rufe and Mister Kevin both told him. He figures you know enough to do some doctoring. More than doctoring, maybe. He saw you go home."

"I know."

"I saw it too."

I looked up at him—he was a head taller than me now—and saw nothing but curiosity in his eyes. If my vanishing had frightened him, the fear was long dead. I was glad of that. I wanted his friendship.

"Marse Tom says you s'pose to take care of him and you better do a good job. Aunt Sarah says you call her if you need help."

"Thanks. Thank her for me."

He nodded, smiled a little. "Good thing for me you showed up. I want to be with Carrie now. It's so close to her time."

I grinned. "Your baby, Nigel? I thought it might be."

"Better be mine. She's my wife."

"Congratulations."

"Marse Rufe paid a free preacher from town to come and say the same words they say for white folks and free niggers. Didn't have to jump no broomstick."

I nodded, remembering what I'd read about the slaves'
marriage ceremonies. They jumped broomsticks, sometimes backward, some-times forward, depending on local custom; or they stood before their master and were pronounced husband and wife; or they followed any number of other practices even to hiring a minister and having things done as Nigel had. None of it made any difference legally, though. No slave marriage was legally binding. Even Alice's marriage to Isaac was merely an informal agreement since Isaac was a slave, or had been a slave. I hoped now that he was a free man well on his way to Pennsylvania.

"Dana?"

I looked up at Nigel. He had whispered my name so softly I had hardly heard him.

"Dana, was it white men?"


But he wasn't as co-operative as I had been with Sarah. "Was it Isaac?"

I nodded, hoping he would be satisfied and let the subject drop.

"Did he get away?"

Another nod.

He left me, looking relieved.

I stayed up with Rufus until he managed to fall asleep. The aspi-rins did seem to help. Then I wrapped myself in the blanket, pulled the room's two chairs together in front of the fireplace, and settled in as comfortably as I could. It wasn't bad.
The doctor arrived late the next morning to find Rufus's fever gone. The rest of his body was still bruised and sore, and his ribs still kept him breathing shallowly and struggling not to cough, but even with that, he was much less miserable. I had gotten him a breakfast tray from Sarah, and he had invited me to share the large meal she had prepared. I ate hot biscuits with butter and peach preserve, drank some of his coffee, and had a little cold ham. It was good and filling. He had the eggs, the rest of the ham, the corn cakes. There was too much of everything, and he didn't feel like eating very much. Instead, he sat back and watched me with amusement.

"Daddy'd do some cussin' if he came in here and found us eating together," he said.

I put down my biscuit and reined in whatever part of my mind I'd left in 1976. He was right.

"What are you doing then? Trying to make trouble?"

"No. He won't bother us. Eat."

"The last time someone told me he wouldn't bother me, he walked in and beat the skin off my back."

"Yeah. I know about that. But I'm not Nigel. If I tell you to do something, and he doesn't like it, he'll come to me about it. He won't whip you for following my orders. He's a fair man."

I looked at him, startled.

"I said fair," he repeated. "Not likable."

I kept quiet. His father wasn't the monster he could have been with the power he held over his slaves. He wasn't a monster at all. Just an ordinary man who sometimes did the monstrous things his society said were legal and proper. But I had seen no particular fairness in him. He did as he pleased. If you told him he wasn't being fair, he would whip you for
talking back. At least the Tom Weylin I had known would have. Maybe he had mellowed.

"Stay," said Rufus. "No matter what you think of him, I won't let him hurt you. And it's good to eat with someone I can talk to for a change."

That was nice. I began to eat again, wondering why he was in such a good mood this morning. He had come a long way from his anger the night before—from threatening not to tell me where Kevin was.

"You know," said Rufus thoughtfully, "you still look mighty young. You pulled me out of that river thirteen or fourteen years ago, but you look like you would have been just a kid back then."

Uh-oh. "Kevin didn't explain that part, I guess."

"Explain what?"

I shook my head. "Just. . . let me tell you how it's been for me. I can't tell you why things are happening as they are, but I can tell you the order of their happening." I hesitated, gathering my thoughts. "When I came to you at the river, it was June ninth, nineteen seventy-six for me. When I got home, it was still the same day. Kevin told me I had only been gone a few seconds."

"Seconds . . . ?"

"Wait. Let me tell it all to you at once. Then you can have all the time you need to digest it and ask questions. Later, on that same day, I came to you again. You were three or four years older and busy trying to set the house afire. When I went home, Kevin told me only a few minutes had passed. The next morning, June tenth, I came to you because you'd fallen out of a tree. . . . Kevin and I came to you. I was here
nearly two months. But when I went home, I found that I had lost only a few minutes or hours of June tenth."

"You mean after two months, you . . ."

"I arrived home on the same day I had left. Don't ask me how. I don't know. After eight days at home, I came back here." I faced him silently for a moment. "And, Rufe, now that I'm here, now that you're safe, I want to find my husband."

He absorbed this slowly, frowning as though he was translating it from another language. Then he waved vaguely toward his desk—a new larger desk than he had had on my last visit. The old one had been nothing more than a little table. This one had a roll-top and plenty of drawer space both above and below the work surface.

"His letters are in the middle drawer there. You can have them if you want them. They have his addresses . . . But Dana, you're saying while I've been growing up, somehow, time has been almost standing still for you."

I was at the desk hunting through the cluttered drawer for the letters. "It hasn't stood still," I said. "I'm sure my last two visits here have aged me quite a bit, no matter what my calendar at home says." I found the letters. Three of them—short notes on large pieces of paper that had been folded, sealed with sealing wax, and mailed without an envelope. "Here's my Philadelphia address," Kevin said in one. "If I can get a decent job, I'll be here for a while." That was all, except for the address. Kevin wrote books, but he'd never cared much for writing letters. At home he tried to catch me in a good mood and get me to take care of his correspondence for him.

"I'll be an old man," said Rufus, "and you'll still come to
me looking just like you do now."

I shook my head. "Rufe, if you don't start being more careful, you'll never live to be an old man. Now that you're grown up, I might not be able to help you much. The kind of trouble you get into as a man might be as overwhelming to me as it is to you."

"Yes. But this time thing . . ."

I shrugged.

"Damnit, there must be something mighty crazy about both of us, Dana. I never heard of anything like this happening to anybody else."

"Neither have I." I looked at the other two letters. One from New York, and one from Boston. In the Boston one, he was talking about going to Maine. I wondered what was driving him farther and farther north. He had been interested in the West, but Maine . . . ?

"I'll write to him," said Rufus. "I'll tell him you're here. He'll come running back."

"I'll write him, Rufe."

"I'll have to mail the letter."

"All right."

"I just hope he hasn't already taken off for Maine."

Weylin opened the door before I could answer. He brought in another man who turned out to be the doctor, and my leisure time was over. I put Kevin's letters back into Rufus's desk—that seemed the best place to keep them—took away the breakfast tray, brought the doctor the empty basin he asked for, stood by while the doctor asked Weylin whether I
had any sense or not and whether I could be trusted to answer simple questions accurately.

Weylin said yes twice without looking at me, and the doctor asked his questions. Was I sure Rufus had had a fever? How did I know? Had he been delirious? Did I know what delirious meant? Smart nigger, wasn't I?

I hated the man. He was short and slight, black-haired and black-eyed, pompous, condescending, and almost as ignorant medically as I was. He guessed he wouldn't bleed Rufus since the fever seemed to be gone—bleed him! He guessed a couple of ribs were broken, yes. He rebandaged them sloppily. He guessed I could go now; he had no more use for me.

I escaped to the cookhouse.

"What's the matter with you?" asked Sarah when she saw me.

I shook my head. "Nothing important. Just a stupid little man who may be one step up from spells and good luck charms."

"What?"

"Don't pay any attention to me, Sarah. Do you have anything for me to do out here? I'd like to stay out of the house for a while."

"Always something to do out here. You have anything to eat?"

I nodded.

She lifted her head and gave me one of her down-the-nose looks. "Well, I put enough on his tray. Here. Knead this dough."
She gave me a bowl of bread dough that had risen and was ready to be kneaded down. "He all right?" she asked.

"He's healing."

"Was Isaac all right?"

I glanced at her. "Yes."

"Nigel said he didn't think Marse Rufe told what happened."

"He didn't. I managed to talk him out of it."

She laid a hand on my shoulder for a moment. "I hope you stay around for a while, girl. Even his daddy can't talk him out of much these days."

"Well, I'm glad I was able to. But look, you promised to tell me about his mother."

"Not much to tell. She had two more babies—twins. Sickly little things. They lingered awhile, then died one after the other. She almost died too. She went kind of crazy. The birth had left her pretty bad off anyhow—sick, hurt inside. She fought with Marse Tom, got so she'd scream at him every time she saw him—cussin' and goin' on. She was hurtin' most of the time, couldn't get out of bed. Finally, her sister came and got her, took her to Baltimore."

"And she's still there?"

"Still there, still sick. Still crazy, for all I know. I just hope she stays there. That overseer, Jake Edwards, he's a cousin of hers, and he's all the mean low white trash we need around here."

Jake Edwards was the overseer then. Weylin had begun hiring overseers. I wondered why. But before I could ask, two
house servants came in and Sarah deliberately turned her back to me, ending the conversation. I began to understand what had happened later, though, when I asked Nigel where Luke was.

"Sold," said Nigel quietly. And he wouldn't say anything more. Rufus told me the rest.

"You shouldn't have asked Nigel about that," he told me when I mentioned the incident.

"I wouldn't have, if I'd known." Rufus was still in bed. The doctor had given him a purgative and left. Rufus had poured the purgative into his chamber pot and ordered me to tell his father he'd taken it. He had had his father send me back to him so that I could write my letter to Kevin. "Luke did his work," I said. "How could your father sell him?"

"He worked all right. And the hands would work hard for him—mostly without the cowhide. But sometimes he didn't show much sense." Rufus stopped, began a deep breath, caught himself and grimaced in pain. "You're like Luke in some ways," he continued. "So you'd better show some sense yourself, Dana. You're on your own this time."

"But what did he do wrong? What am I doing wrong?"

"Luke . . . he would just go ahead and do what he wanted to no matter what Daddy said. Daddy always said he thought he was white. One day maybe two years after you left, Daddy got tired of it. New Orleans trader came through and Daddy said it would be better to sell Luke than to whip him until he ran away."

I closed my eyes remembering the big man, hearing again his advice to Nigel on how to defy the whites. It had caught up with him. "Do you think the trader took him all the way to New Orleans?" I asked.
"Yeah. He was getting a load together to ship them down there."

I shook my head. "Poor Luke. Are there cane fields in Louisiana now?"

"Cane, cotton, rice, they grow plenty down there."

"My father's parents worked in the cane fields there before they went to California. Luke could be a relative of mine."

"Just make sure you don't wind up like him."

"I haven't done anything."

"Don't go teaching nobody else to read."

"Oh."

"Yes, oh. I might not be able to stop Daddy if he decided to sell you."

"Sell me! He doesn't own me. Not even by the law here. He doesn't have any papers saying he owns me."

"Dana, don't talk stupid!"

"But. . . ."

"In town, once, I heard a man brag how he and his friends had caught a free black, tore up his papers, and sold him to a trader."

I said nothing. He was right, of course. I had no rights—not even any papers to be torn up.

"Just be careful," he said quietly.

I nodded. I thought I could escape from Maryland if I had to. I didn't think it would be easy, but I thought I could do it. On the other hand, I didn't see how even someone much...
wiser than I was in the ways of the time could escape from Louisiana, surrounded as they would be by water and slave states. I would have to be careful, all right, and be ready to run if I seemed to be in any danger of being sold.

"I'm surprised Nigel is still here," I said. Then I realized that might not be a very bright thing to say even to Rufus. I would have to learn to keep more of my thoughts to myself.

"Oh, Nigel ran away," said Rufus. "Patrollers brought him back, though, hungry and sick. They had whipped him, and Daddy whipped him some more. Then Aunt Sarah doctored him and I talked Daddy into letting me keep him. I think my job was harder. I don't think Daddy relaxed until Nigel married Carrie. Man marries, has children, he's more likely to stay where he is."

"You sound like a slaveholder already."

He shrugged.

"Would you have sold Luke?"

"No! I liked him."

"Would you sell anyone?"

He hesitated. "I don't know. I don't think so."

"I hope not," I said watching him. "You don't have to do that kind of thing. Not all slaveholders do it."

I took my denim bag from where I had hidden it under his bed, and sat down at his desk to write the letter, using one of his large sheets of paper with my pen. I didn't want to bother dipping the quill and steel pen on his desk into ink.

"Dear Kevin, I'm back. And I want to go North too . . ."

"Let me see your pen when you're finished," said Rufus.
"All right."

I went on writing, feeling myself strangely near tears. It was as though I was really talking to Kevin. I began to believe I would see him again.

"Let me see the other things you brought with you," said Rufus.

I swung the bag onto his bed. "You can look," I said, and continued writing. Not until I was finished with the letter did I look up to see what he was doing.

He was reading my book.

"Here's the pen," I said casually, and I waited to grab the book the moment he put it down. But instead of putting it down, he ig-nored the pen and looked up at me.

"This is the biggest lot of abolitionist trash I ever saw."

"No it isn't," I said. "That book wasn't even written until a cen-tury after slavery was abolished."

"Then why the hell are they still complaining about it?"

I pulled the book down so that I could see the page he had been reading. A photograph of Sojourner Truth stared back at me solemn-eyed. Beneath the picture was part of the text of one of her speeches.

"You're reading history, Rufe. Turn a few pages and you'll find a white man named J. D. B. DeBow claiming that slavery is good be-cause, among other things, it gives poor whites someone to look down on. That's history. It happened whether it offends you or not. Quite a bit of it offends me, but there's nothing I can do about it." And there was other history that he must not read. Too much of it hadn't happened yet. Sojourner Truth, for instance, was still a slave. If someone
bought her from her New York owners and brought her South before the Northern laws could free her, she might spend the rest of her life picking cotton. And there were two important slave children right here in Maryland. The older one, living here in Talbot County, would be called Frederick Douglass after a name change or two. The second, growing up a few miles south in Dorchester County was Harriet Ross, eventually to be Harriet Tubman. Someday, she was going to cost Eastern Shore plantation owners a huge amount of money by guiding three hundred of their runaway slaves to freedom. And farther down in Southampton, Virginia, a man named Nat Turner was biding his time. There were more. I had said I couldn't do anything to change history. Yet, if history could be changed, this book in the hands of a white man—even a sympathetic white man—might be the thing to change it.

"History like this could send you down to join Luke," said Rufus. "Didn't I tell you to be careful!"

"I wouldn't have let anyone else see it." I took it from his hand, spoke more softly. "Or are you telling me I shouldn't trust you ei-ther?"

He looked startled. "Hell, Dana, we have to trust each other. You said that yourself. But what if my daddy went through that bag of yours. He could if he wanted to. You couldn't stop him."

I said nothing.

"You've never had a whipping like he'd give you if he found that book. Some of that reading . . . He'd take you to be another Den-mark Vesey. You know who Vesey was?"

"Yes." A freedman who had plotted to free others violently.
"You know what they did to him?"

"Yes."

"Then put that book in the fire."

I held the book for a moment, then opened it to the map of Maryland. I tore the map out.

"Let me see," said Rufus.

I handed him the map. He looked at it and turned it over. Since there was nothing on the back but a map of Virginia, he handed it back to me. "That will be easier to hide," he said. "But you know if a white man sees it, he'll figure you mean to use it to escape."

"I'll take my chances."

He shook his head in disgust.

I tore the book into several pieces and threw it onto the hot coals in his fireplace. The fire flared up and swallowed the dry paper, and I found my thoughts shifting to Nazi book burnings. Repressive societies always seemed to understand the danger of "wrong" ideas.

"Seal your letter," said Rufus. "There's wax and a candle on the desk there. I'll send the letter as soon as I can get to town."

I obeyed inexpertly, dripping hot wax on my fingers.

"Dana...?"

I glanced at him, caught him watching me with unexpected intensity. "Yes?"

His eyes seemed to slide away from mine. "That map is still bothering me. Listen, if you want me to get that letter to town
soon, you put the map in the fire too."

I turned to face him, dismayed. More blackmail. I had thought that was over between us. I had hoped it was over; I needed so much to trust him. I didn't dare stay with him if I couldn't trust him.

"I wish you hadn't said that, Rufe," I told him quietly. I went over to him, fighting down anger and disappointment and began putting the things that he had scattered back into my bag.

"Wait a minute." He caught my hand. "You get so damned cold when you're mad. Wait!"

"For what?"

"Tell me what you're mad about."

What, indeed? Could I make him see why I thought his blackmail was worse than my own? It was. He threatened to keep me from my husband if I did not submit to his whim and destroy a paper that might help me get free. I acted out of desperation. He acted out of whimsy or anger. Or so it seemed.

"Rufe, there are things we just can't bargain on. This is one of them."

"You're going to tell me what we can't bargain on?" He sounded more surprised than indignant.

"You're damn right I am." I spoke very softly. "I won't bargain away my husband or my freedom!"

"You don't have either to bargain."

"Neither do you."

He stared at me with at least as much confusion as anger,
and that was encouraging. He could have let his temper flare, could have driven me from the plantation very quickly. "Look," he said through his teeth, "I'm trying to help you!"

"Are you?"

"What do you think I'm doing? Listen, I know Kevin tried to help you. He made things easier for you by keeping you with him. But he couldn't really protect you. He didn't know how. He couldn't even protect himself. Daddy almost had to shoot him when you disappeared. He was fighting and cursing . . . at first Daddy didn't even know why. I'm the one who helped Kevin get back on the place."

"You?"

"I talked Daddy into seeing him again—and it wasn't easy. I may not be able to talk him into anything for you if he sees that map."

"I see."

He waited, watching me. I wanted to ask him what he would do with my letter if I didn't burn the map. I wanted to ask, but I didn't want to hear an answer that might send me out to face another patrol or earn another whipping. I wanted to do things the easy way if I could. I wanted to stay here and let a letter go to Boston and bring Kevin back to me.

So I told myself the map was more a symbol than a necessity anyway. If I had to go, I knew how to follow the North Star at night. I had made a point of learning. And by day, I knew how to keep the rising sun to my right and the setting sun to my left.

I took the map from Rufus's desk and dropped it into the fire-place. It darkened, then burst into flame.

"I can manage without it, you know," I said quietly.
"No need for you to," said Rufus. "You'll be all right here. You're home."

Isaac and Alice had four days of freedom together. On the fifth day, they were caught. On the seventh day, I found out about it. That was the day Rufus and Nigel took the wagon into town to mail my letter and take care of some business of their own. I had heard nothing of the runaways and Rufus seemed to have forgotten about them. He was feeling better, looking better. That seemed to be enough for him. He came to me just before he left and said, "Let me have some of your aspirins. I might need them the way Nigel drives."

Nigel heard and called out, "Marse Rufe, you can drive. I'll just sit back and relax while you show me how to go smooth over a bumpy road."

Rufus threw a clod of dirt at him, and he caught it, laughing, and threw it back just missing Rufus. "See there?" Rufus told me. "Here I am all crippled up and he's taking advantage."

I laughed and got the aspirins. Rufus never took anything from my bag without asking—though he could have easily done so.

"You sure you feel well enough to go to town?" I asked as I gave them to him.

"No," he said, "but I'm going." I didn't find out until later that a visitor had brought him word of Alice and Isaac's capture. He was going to get Alice.

And I went to the laundry yard to help a young slave named Tess to beat and boil the dirt out of a lot of heavy
smelly clothes. She had been sick, and I had promised her I
would help. My work was still pretty much whatever I
wanted it to be. I felt a little guilty about that. No other
slave—house or field—had that much freedom. I worked
where I pleased, or where I saw that others needed help.
Sarah sent me to do one job or another sometimes, but I didn't
mind that. In Margaret's absence, Sarah ran the house—and
the house servants. She spread the work fairly and managed
the house as efficiently as Margaret had, but without much of
the tension and strife Margaret generated. She was resented,
of course, by slaves who made every effort to avoid jobs they
didn't like. But she was also obeyed.

"Lazy niggers!" she would mutter when she had to get after
someone.

I stared at her in surprise when I first heard her say it.
"Why should they work hard?" I asked. "What's it going to
get them?"

"It'll get them the cowhide if they don't," she snapped. "I
ain't goin' to take the blame for what they don't do. Are you?"

"Well, no, but. . ."

"I work. You work. Don't need somebody behind us all the
time to make us work."

"When the time comes for me to stop working and get out
of here, I'll do it."

She jumped, looked around quickly. "You got no sense
some-times! Just talk all over your mouth!"

"We're alone."

"Might not be alone as we look. People listen around here.
And they talk too."
I said nothing.

"You do what you want to do—or think you want to do. But you keep it to yourself."

I nodded. "I hear."

She lowered her voice to a whisper. "You need to look at some of the niggers they catch and bring back," she said. "You need to see them—starving, 'bout naked, whipped, dragged, bit by dogs. . . . You need to see them."

"I'd rather see the others."

"What others?"

"The ones who make it. The ones living in freedom now."

"If any do."

"They do."

"Some say they do. It's like dying, though, and going to heaven. Nobody ever comes back to tell you about it."

"Come back and be enslaved again?"

"Yeah. But still . . . This is dangerous talk! No point to it anyway."

"Sarah, I've seen books written by slaves who've run away and lived in the North."

"Books!" She tried to sound contemptuous but sounded uncertain instead. She couldn't read. Books could be awesome mysteries to her, or they could be dangerous time-wasting nonsense. It depended on her mood. Now her mood seemed to flicker between curiosity and fear. Fear won. "Foolishness!" she said. "Niggers writing books!"

"But it's true. I've seen . . ."
"Don't want to hear no more 'bout it!" She had raised her voice sharply. That was unusual, and it seemed to surprise her as much as it surprised me. "Don't want to hear no more," she repeated softly. "Things ain't bad here. I can get along."

She had done the safe thing—had accepted a life of slavery because she was afraid. She was the kind of woman who might have been called "mammy" in some other household. She was the kind of woman who would be held in contempt during the militant nineteen sixties. The house-nigger, the handkerchief-head, the female Uncle Tom—the frightened powerless woman who had already lost all she could stand to lose, and who knew as little about the freedom of the North as she knew about the hereafter.

I looked down on her myself for a while. Moral superiority. Here was someone even less courageous than I was. That comforted me somehow. Or it did until Rufus and Nigel drove into town and came back with what was left of Alice.

It was late when they got home—almost dark. Rufus ran into the house shouting for me before I realized he was back. "Dana! Dana, get down here!"

I came out of his room—my new refuge when he wasn't in it—and hurried down the stairs.

"Come on, come on!" he urged.

I said nothing, followed him out the front door not knowing what to expect. He led me to the wagon where Alice lay bloody, filthy, and barely alive.

"Oh my God," I whispered.

"Help her!" demanded Rufus.

I looked at him, remembering why Alice needed help. I didn't say anything, and I don't know what expression I was
wearing, but he took a step back from me.

"Just help her!" he said. "Blame me if you want to, but help her!"

I turned to her, straightened her body gently, feeling for broken bones. Miraculously, there didn't seem to be any. Alice moaned and cried out weakly. Her eyes were open, but she didn't seem to see me.

"Where will you put her?" I asked Rufus. "In the attic?"

He lifted her gently, carefully, and carried her up to his bedroom.

Nigel and I followed him up, saw him place the girl on his bed. Then he looked up at me questioningly.

"Tell Sarah to boil some water," I told Nigel. "And tell her to send some clean cloth for bandages. Clean cloth." How clean would it be? Not sterile, of course, but I had just spent the day cooking clothes in lye soap and water. That surely got them clean.

"Rufe, get me something to cut these rags off her."

Rufus hurried out, came back with a pair of his mother's scissors.

Most of Alice's wounds were new, and the cloth came away from them easily. Those that had dried and stuck to the cloth, I left alone. Warm water would soften them.

"Rufe, have you got any kind of antiseptic?"

"Anti-what?"

I looked at him. "You've never heard of it?"

"No. What is it?"
"Never mind. I could use a salt solution, I guess."

"Brine? You want to use that on her back?"

"I want to use it wherever she's hurt."

"Don't you have anything in your bag better than that?"

"Just soap, which I intend to use. Find it for me, will you? Then... hell, I shouldn't be doing this. Why didn't you take her to the doctor?"

He shook his head. "The judge wanted her sold South—for spite, I guess. I had to pay near twice what she's worth to get her. That's all the money I had, and Daddy won't pay for a doctor to fix niggers. Doc knows that."

"You mean your father just lets people die when maybe they could be helped?"

"Die or get well. Aunt Mary—you know, the one who watches the kids?"

"Yes." Aunt Mary didn't watch the kids. Old and crippled, she sat in the shade with a switch and threatened them with gory murder if they happened to misbehave right in front of her. Otherwise, she ignored them and spent her time sewing and mumbling to herself, con-tentedly senile. The children cared for each other.

"Aunt Mary does some doctoring," said Rufus. "She knows herbs. But I thought you'd know more."

I turned to look at him in disbelief. Sometimes the poor woman barely knew her name. Finally I shrugged. "Get me some brine."

"But... that's what Daddy uses on field hands," he said. "It hurts them worse than the beating sometimes."
"It won't hurt her as badly as an infection would later."

He frowned, came to stand protectively close to the girl. "Who fixed up your back?"

"I did. No one else was around."

"What did you do?"

"I washed it with plenty of soap and water, and I put medicine on it. Here, brine will have to be my medicine. It should be just as good." Please, heaven, let it be as good. I only half knew what I was doing. Maybe old Mary and her herbs weren't such a bad idea after all—if I could be sure of catching her in one of her saner moments. But no. Ignorant as I knew I was, I trusted myself more than I trusted her. Even if I couldn't do any more good than she could, I was at least less likely to do harm.

"Let me see your back," said Rufus.

I hesitated, swallowed a few indignant words. He spoke out of love for the girl—a destructive love, but a love, nevertheless. He needed to know that it was necessary to hurt her more and that I had some idea what I was doing. I turned my back to him and raised my shirt a little. My cuts were healed or nearly healed.

He didn't speak or touch me. After a moment, I put my shirt down.

"You didn't get the big thick scars some of the hands get," he ob­served.

"Keloids. No, thank God, I'm not subject to them. What I've got is bad enough."

"Not as bad as she'll have."
"Get the salt, Rufe."

He nodded and went away.
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I did my best for Alice, hurt her as little as possible, got her clean and bandaged the worst of her injuries—the dog bites.

"Looks like they just let the dogs chew on her," said Rufus angrily. He had to hold her for me while I cleaned the bites, gave them special attention. She struggled and wept and called for Isaac, until I was almost sick at having to cause her more pain. I swallowed and clenched my teeth against threatening nausea. When I spoke to Rufus, it was more to calm myself than to get information.

"What did they do with Isaac, Rufe? Give him back to the judge?"

"Sold him to a trader—fellow taking slaves overland to Missis-sippi."

"Oh God."

"He'd be dead if I'd spoken up."

I shook my head, located another bite. I wanted Kevin. I wanted desperately to go home and be out of this. "Did you mail my letter, Rufe?"

"Yeah."

Good. Now if only Kevin would come quickly.

I finished with Alice and gave her, not aspirins, but sleeping pills. She needed rest after days of running, after the dogs and the whip-ping. After Isaac.
Rufus left her in his bed. He simply climbed in beside her.

"Rufe, for Godsake!"

He looked at me, then at her. "Don't talk foolishness. I'm not going to put her on the floor."

"But . . ."

"And I'm sure not going to bother her while she's hurt like this."

"Good," I said relieved, believing him. "Don't even touch her if you can help it."

"All right."

I cleaned up the mess I had made and left them. Finally, I made my way to my pallet in the attic, and lay down wearily.

But tired as I was, I couldn't sleep. I thought of Alice, and then of Rufus, and I realized that Rufus had done exactly what I had said he would do: Gotten possession of the woman without having to bother with her husband. Now, somehow, Alice would have to accept not only the loss of her husband, but her own enslavement. Rufus had caused her trouble, and now he had been rewarded for it. It made no sense. No matter how kindly he treated her now that he had destroyed her, it made no sense.

I lay turning, twisting, holding my eyes closed and trying first to think, then not to think. I was tempted to squander two more of my sleeping pills to buy myself relief.

Then Sarah came in. I could see her vaguely outlined in the moon-light that came through the window. I whispered her name, trying not to awaken anyone.

She stepped over the two children who slept nearest to me
and made her way over to my corner. "How's Alice?" she asked softly.

"I don't know. She'll probably be all right. Her body will any-way."

Sarah sat down on the end of my pallet. "I'd have come in to see her," she said, "but then I'd have to see Marse Rufe too. Don't want to see him for a while."

"Yeah."

"They cut off the boy's ears."

I jumped. "Isaac?"

"Yeah. Cut them both off. He fought. Strong boy, even if he didn't show much sense. The judge's son hit him, and he struck back. And he said some things he shouldn't have said."

"Rufus said they sold him to a Mississippi trader."

"Did. After they got through with him. Nigel told me 'bout it—how they cut him, beat him. He'll have to do some healing 'fore he can go to Mississippi or anywhere else."

"Oh God. All because our little jackass here drank too much and decided to rape somebody!"

She hushed me with a sharp hiss. "You got to learn to watch what you say! Don't you know there's folks in this house who love to carry tales?"

I sighed. "Yes."

"You ain't no field nigger, but you still a nigger. Marse Rufe can get mad and make things mighty hard for you."

"I know. All right." Luke's being sold must have frightened her badly. He used to be the one who hushed her.
"Marse Rufe keeping Alice in his room?"

"Yes."

"Lord, I hope he'll let her 'lone. Tonight, anyway."

"I think he will. Hell, I think he'll be gentle and patient with her now that he's got her."

"Huh!" A sound of disgust. "What'll you do now?"

"Me? Try to keep the girl clean and comfortable until she gets well."

"I don't mean that."

I frowned. "What do you mean?"

"She'll be in. You'll be out."

I stared at her, tried to see her expression. I couldn't, but I decided she was serious. "It's not like that, Sarah. She's the only one he seems to want. And me, I'm content with my husband."

There was a long silence. "Your husband . . . was that Mister Kevin?"

"Yes."

"Nigel said you and him was married. I didn't believe it."

"We kept quiet about it because it's not legal here."

"Legal!" Another sound of disgust. "I guess what Marse Rufe done to that girl is legal."

I shrugged.

"Your husband . . . he'd get in trouble every now and then 'cause he couldn't tell the difference 'tween black and white.
I grinned. "I'm not why. He was like that when I married him—or I wouldn't have married him. Rufus just sent him a letter telling him to come back and get me."

She hesitated. "You sure Marse Rufe sent it?"

"He said he did."

"Ask Nigel." She lowered her voice. "Sometimes Marse Rufe says what will make you feel good—not what's true."

"But... he'd have no reason to lie about it."

"Didn't say he was lyin'. Just said ask Nigel."

"All right."

She was silent for a moment, then, "You think he'll come back for you, Dana, your... husband?"

"I know he will." He would. Surely he would.

"He ever beat you?"

"No! Of course not!"

"My man used to. He'd tell me I was the only one he cared about. Then, next thing I knew, he'd say I was looking at some other man, and he'd go to hittin'."

"Carrie's father?"

"No... my oldest boy's father. Miss Hannah, her father. He al-wa-ways said he'd free me in his will, but he didn't. It was just another lie." She stood up, joints creaking. "Got to get some rest." She started away. "Don't you forget now, Dana. Ask Nigel."

"Yes."
I asked Nigel the next day, but he didn't know. Rufus had sent him on an errand. When Nigel saw Rufus again, it was at the jail where Rufus had just bought Alice.

"She was standing up then," he said remembering. "I don't know how. When Marse Rufe was ready to go, he took her by the arm, and she fell over and everybody around laughed. He had paid way too much for her and anybody could see she was more dead than alive. Folks figured he didn't have much sense."

"Nigel, do you know how long it would take a letter to reach Bos­ton?" I asked.

He looked up from the silver he was polishing. "How would I know that?" He began rubbing again. "Like to find out though— follow it and see." He spoke very softly.

He said things like that now and then when Weylin gave him a hard time, or when the overseer, Edwards, tried to order him around. This time, I thought it was Edwards. The man had stomped out of the cookhouse as I was going in. He would have knocked me down if I hadn't jumped out of his way. Nigel was a house servant and Ed­wards wasn't supposed to bother him, but he did.

"What happened?" I asked.

"Old bastard swears he'll have me out in the field. Says I think too much of myself." I thought of Luke and shuddered. "Maybe you'd better take off some time soon."

"Carrie."
"Yes."

"Tried to run once. Followed the Star. If not for Marse Rufe, I would have been sold South when they caught me." He shook his head. "I'd probably be dead by now."

I went away from him not wanting to hear any more about running away—and being caught. It was pouring rain outside, but before I reached the house I saw that the hands were still in the fields, still hoeing corn.

I found Rufus in the library going over some papers with his father. I swept the hall until his father left the room. Then I went in to see Rufus.

Before I could open my mouth, he said, "Have you been up to check on Alice?"

"I'll go in a moment. Rufe, how long does it take for a letter to go from here to Boston?"

He lifted an eyebrow. "Someday, you're going to call me Rufe down here and Daddy is going to be standing right behind you."

I looked back in sudden apprehension and Rufus laughed. "Not today," he said. "But someday, if you don't remember."

"Hell," I muttered. "How long?"

He laughed again. "I don't know, Dana. A few days, a week, two weeks, three . . ." He shrugged.

"His letters were dated," I said. "Can you remember when you received the one from Boston?"

He thought about it, finally shook his head. "No, Dana, I just didn't pay any attention. You better go look in on Alice."

I went, annoyed, but silent. I thought he could have given
me a decent estimate if he had wanted to. But it didn't really matter. Kevin would receive the letter and he could come to get me. I couldn't re-ally doubt that Rufus had sent it. He didn't want to lose my good will anymore than I wanted to lose his. And this was such a small thing.

Alice became a part of my work—an important part. Rufus had Nigel and a young field hand move another bed into Rufus's room—a small low bed that could be pushed under Rufus's bed. We had to move Alice from Rufus's bed for his comfort as well as hers, because for a while, Alice was a very young child again, incontinent, barely aware of us unless we hurt her or fed her. And she did have to be fed —spoonful by spoonful.

Weylin came in to look at her once, while I was feeding her.

"Damn!" he said to Rufus. "Kindest thing you could do for her would be to shoot her."

I think the look Rufus gave him scared him a little. He went away without saying anything else.

I changed Alice's bandages, always checking for signs of infection, always hoping not to find any. I wondered what the incubation period was for tetanus or—or for rabies. Then I tried to make myself stop wondering. The girl's body seemed to be healing slowly, but cleanly. I felt superstitious about even thinking about diseases that would surely kill her. Besides, I had enough real worries just keeping her clean and helping her grow up all over again. She called me Mama for a while.

"Mama, it hurts."

She knew Rufus, though. Mister Rufus. Her friend. He said she crawled into his bed at night.
In one way, that was all right. She was using the pot again. But in, another . . .

"Don't look at me like that," said Rufus when he told me. "I wouldn't bother her. It would be like hurting a baby."

Later it would be like hurting a woman. I suspected that wouldn't bother him at all.

As Alice progressed, she became a little more reserved with him. He was still her friend, but she slept in her trundle bed all night. And I ceased to be "Mama."

One morning when I brought her breakfast, she looked at me and said, "Who are you?"

"I'm Dana," I said. "Remember?" I always answered her questions.

"No."

"How do you feel?"

"Kind of stiff and sore." She put a hand down to her thigh where a dog had literally torn away a mouthful. "My leg hurts."

I looked at the wound. She would have a big ugly scar there for the rest of her life, but the wound still seemed to be healing all right —no unusual darkening or swelling. It was as though she had just noticed this specific pain in the same way she had just noticed me.

"Where is this?" she asked.

The way she was just really noticing a lot of things. "This is the Weylin house," I said. "Mister Rufus's room."

"Oh." She seemed to relax, content, no longer curious. I didn't push her. I had already decided I wouldn't. I thought
she would re-turn to reality when she was strong enough to face it. Tom Weylin in his loud silence, clearly thought she was hopeless. Rufus never said what he thought. But like me, he didn't push her.

"I almost don't want her to remember," he said once. "She could be like she was before Isaac. Then maybe . . ." He shrugged.

"She remembers more every day," I said. "And she asks ques-tions."

"Don't answer her!"

"If I don't, someone else will. She'll be up and around soon."

He swallowed. "All this time, it's been so good . . ."

"Good?"

"She hasn't hated me!"

********************************************************************
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Alice continued to heal and to grow. She came down to the cook-house with me for the first time on the day Carrie had her baby.

Alice had been with us for three weeks. She might have been twelve or thirteen mentally now. That morning, she had told Rufus she wanted to sleep in the attic with me. To my surprise, Rufus had agreed. He hadn't wanted to, but he had done it. I thought, not for the first time, that if Alice could manage to go on not hating him, there would be very little she couldn't ask of him. If.

Now, slowly, cautiously, she followed me down the stairs.
She was weak and thinner than ever, looking like a child in one of Margaret Weylin's old dresses. But boredom had driven her from her bed.

"I'll be glad when I get well," she muttered as she paused on a step. "I hate to be like this."

"You're getting well," I said. I was a little ahead of her, watching to see that she did not stumble. I had taken her arm at the top of the stairs, but she had tried to pull away.

"I can walk."

I let her walk.

We got to the cookhouse just as Nigel did, but he was in a bigger hurry. We stood aside and let him rush through the door ahead of us.

"Huh!" said Alice as he went by. "'Scuse me!"

He ignored her. "Aunt Sarah," he called, "Aunt Sarah, Carrie's having pains!"

Old Mary had been the midwife of the plantation before her age caught up with her. Now, the Weylins may have expected her to go on doctoring the slaves, but the slaves knew better. They helped each other as best they could. I hadn't seen Sarah called to help with a birth before, but it was natural that she should be called to this one. She dropped a pan of corn meal and started to follow Nigel out.

"Can I help?" I asked.

She looked at me as though she'd just noticed me. "See to the sup-per," she said. "I was going to send somebody in to finish cooking, but you can, can't you?"

"Yes."
"Good." She and Nigel hurried away. Nigel had a cabin away from the quarter, not far from the cookhouse. A neat wood-floored brick-chimneyed cabin that he had built for himself and Carrie. He had shown it to me. "Don't have to sleep on rags up in the attic no more," he'd said. He'd built a bed and two chairs. Rufus had let him hire his time, work for other whites in the area, until he had money enough to buy the things he couldn't make. It had been a good investment for Rufus. Not only did he get part of Nigel's earnings, but he got the assurance that Nigel, his only valuable piece of property, was not likely to run away again soon.

"Can I go see?" Alice asked me.

"No," I said reluctantly. I wanted to go myself, but Sarah didn't need either of us getting in her way. "No, you and I have work to do here. Can you peel potatoes?"

"Sure."

I sat her down at the table and gave her a knife and some potatoes to peel. The scene reminded me of my own first time in the cook-house when I had sat peeling potatoes until Kevin called me away. Kevin might have my letter by now. He almost surely did. He might already be on his way here.

I shook my head and began cutting up a chicken. No sense tormenting myself.

"Mama used to make me cook," said Alice. She frowned as though trying to remember. "She said I'd have to be cooking for my husband." She frowned again, and I almost cut myself trying to watch her. What was she remembering?

"Dana?"

"Yes?"

"Don't you have a husband? I remember once . . ."
something about you having a husband."

"I do. He's up North now."

"He free?"

"Yes."

"Good to marry a freeman. Mama always said I should."

Mama was right, I thought. But I said nothing.

"My father was a slave, and they sold him away from her. She said marrying a slave is almost bad as being a slave." She looked at me. "What's it like to be a slave?"

I managed not to look surprised. It hadn't occurred to me that she didn't realize she was a slave. I wondered how she had explained her presence here to herself.

"Dana?"

I looked at her.

"I said what's it like to be a slave?"

"I don't know." I took a deep breath. "I wonder how Carrie is do-ing—in all that pain, and not even able to scream."

"How could you not know what it's like to be a slave. You are one."

"I haven't been one for very long."

"You were free?"

"Yes."

"And you let yourself be made a slave? You should run away."

I glanced at the door. "Be careful how you say things like
that. You could get into trouble." I felt like Sarah, cautioning.

"Well it's true."

"Sometimes it's better to keep the truth to yourself."

She stared at me with concern. "What will happen to you?"

"Don't worry about me, Alice. My husband will help me get free." I went to the door to look out toward Carrie's cabin. Not that I expected to see anything. I just wanted to distract Alice. She was getting too close, "growing" too fast. Her life would change so much for the worse when she remembered. She would be hurt more, and Rufus would do much of the hurting. And I would have to watch and do nothing.

"Mama said she'd rather be dead than be a slave," she said.

"Better to stay alive," I said. "At least while there's a chance to get free." I thought of the sleeping pills in my bag and wondered just how great a hypocrite I was. It was so easy to advise other people to live with their pain.

Suddenly, she threw the potato she had been peeling into the fire.

I jumped, looked at her." Why'd you do that?"

"There's things you ain't saying."

I sighed.

"I'm here too," she said. "Been here a long time." She narrowed her eyes. "Am I a slave too?"

I didn't answer.

"I said am I a slave?"

"Yes."
She had risen half off the bench, her whole body demanding that I answer her. Now that I had, she sat down again heavily, her back and shoulders rounded, her arms crossed over her stomach hugging herself. "But I'm supposed to be free. I was free. Born free!"

"Yes."

"Dana, tell me what I don't remember. Tell me!"

"It will come back to you."

"No, you tell—"

"Oh, hush, will you!"

She drew back a little in surprise. I had shouted at her. She probably thought I was angry—and I was. But not at her. I wanted to pull her back from the edge of a cliff. It was too late though. She would have to take her fall.

“I’ll tell you whatever you want to know," I said wearily. "But believe me, you don't want to know as much as you think you do."

"Yes I do!"

I sighed. "All right. What do you want to know?"

She opened her mouth, then frowned and closed it again. Finally, "There's so much . . . I want to know everything, but I don't know where to start. Why am I a slave?"

"You committed a crime."

"A crime? What'd I do?"

"You helped a slave to escape." I paused. "Do you realize that in all the time you've been here, you never asked me how you were hurt?"
That seemed to touch something in her. She sat blank-faced for several seconds, then frowned and stood up. I watched her carefully. If she was going to have hysterics, I wanted her to have them where she was, out of sight of the Weylins. There were too many things she could say that Tom Weylin in particular would resent.

"They beat me," she whispered. "I remember. The dogs, the rope . . . They tied me behind a horse and I had to run, but I couldn't . . . Then they beat me. . . . But. . . but. . ."

I walked over to her, stood in front of her, but she seemed to look through me. She had that same look of pain and confusion she'd had when Rufus brought her from town.

"Alice?"

She seemed not to hear me. "Isaac?" she whispered. But it was more a soundless moving of her lips than a whisper. Then,

"**Isaac!**" An explosion of sound. She bolted for the door. I let her take about three steps before I grabbed her.

"Let go of me! Isaac! **Isaac!**"

"Alice, stop. You'll make me hurt you." She was struggling against me with all her feeble strength.

"They cut him! They cut off his ears!"

I had been hoping she hadn't seen that. "Alice!" I held her by the shoulders and shook her.

"I've got to get away," she wept. "Find Isaac."

"Maybe. When you can walk more than ten steps without getting tired."

She stopped her struggles, stared at me through streaming
tears. "Where'd they send him?"

"Mississippi."

"Oh Jesus . . ." She collapsed against me, crying. She would have fallen if I hadn't held her and half-dragged and half-carried her back to the bench. She sat slumped where I put her, crying, praying, curs-ing. I sat with her for a while, but she didn't tire, or at least, she didn't stop. I had to leave her to finish preparing supper. I was afraid I would anger Weylin and get Sarah into trouble if I didn't. There would be trouble enough in the house now that Alice had her mem-ory back, and somehow, it had become my job to ease troubles—first Rufus's, now Alice's—as best I could.

I finished the meal somehow, though my mind wasn't on it. There was the soup that Sarah had left simmering; fish to fry; ham that had been rock-hard before Sarah soaked it, then boiled it; chicken to fry and corn bread and gravy to make; Alice's forgotten potatoes to finish; bread to bake in the little brick oven alongside the fireplace; vegetables, including salad; a sugary peach dessert—Weylin raised peaches; a cake that Sarah had already made, thank God; and both coffee and tea. There would be company to help eat it all. There usu-ally was. And they would all eat too much. It was no wonder the main medicines of this era were laxatives.

I got the food ready, almost on time, then had to hunt down the two little boys whose job it was to ferry it from cookhouse to table and then serve it. When I found them, they wasted some time staring at the now silent Alice, then they grumbled because I made them wash. Finally, my washhouse friend Tess, who also worked in the main house, ran out and said, "Marse Tom say get food on the table!"

"Is the table set?"
"Been set! Even though you didn't say nothin'."

Oops. "I'm sorry, Tess. Here, help me out." I thrust a covered dish of soup into her hands. "Carrie is having her baby now and Sarah's gone to help her. Take that in, would you?"

"And come back for more?"

"Please."

She hurried away. I had helped her with the washing several times — had done as much of it as I could myself recently because Weylin had casually begun taking her to bed, and had hurt her. Apparently, she paid her debts.

I went out to the well and got the boys just as they were starting a water fight.

"If you two don't get yourselves into the house with that food . . . !"

"You sound just like Sarah."

"No I don't. You know what she'd be saying. You know what she'd be doing too. Now move! Or I'll get a switch and really be like her."

Dinner was served. Somehow. And it was all edible. There may have been more of it if Sarah had been cooking, but it wouldn't have tasted any better. Sarah had managed to overcome my uncertainty, my ignorance of cooking on an open hearth and teach me quite a bit.

As the meal progressed and the leftovers began to come back, I tried to get Alice to eat. I fixed her a plate but she pushed it away, turned her back to me.

She had sat either staring into space or resting her head on
the table for hours. Now, finally, she spoke.

"Why didn't you tell me?" she asked bitterly. "You could have said something, got me out of his room, his bed . . . Oh Lord, his bed! And he may as well have cut my Isaac's ears off with his own hand."

"He never told anyone Isaac beat him."

"Shit!"

"It's true. He never did because he didn't want you to get hurt. I know because I was with him until he got back on his feet. I took care of him."

"If you had any sense, you would have let him die!"

"If I had, it wouldn't have kept you and Isaac from being caught. It might have gotten you both killed though if anyone guessed what Isaac had done."

"Doctor-nigger," she said with contempt. "Think you know so much. Reading-nigger. White-nigger! Why didn't you know enough to let me die?"

I said nothing. She was getting angrier and angrier, shouting at me. I turned away from her sadly, telling myself it was better, safer for her to vent her feelings on me than on anyone else.

Along with her shouting now, I could hear the thin faint cries of a baby.
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Carrie and Nigel named their thin, wrinkled, brown son, Jude. Nigel did a lot of strutting and happy babbling until Weylin told him to shut up and get back to work on the
covered passageway he was supposed to be building to connect the house and the cookhouse. A few days after the baby's birth, though, Weylin called him into the library and gave him a new dress for Carrie, a new blanket, and a new suit of clothes for himself.

"See," Nigel told me later with some bitterness. "'Cause of Carrie and me, he's one nigger richer." But before the Weylins, he was properly grateful.

"Thank you, Marse Tom. Yes, sir. Sure do thank you. Fine clothes, yes, sir . . ."

Finally he escaped back to the covered passageway.

Meanwhile, in the library, I heard Weylin tell Rufus, "You should have been the one to give him something—instead of wasting all your money on that worthless girl."

"She's well!" Rufus answered. "Dana got her well. Why do you say she's worthless?"

"Because you're going to have to whip her sick again to get what you want from her!"

Silence.

"Dana should have been enough for you. She's got some sense." He paused. "Too much sense for her own good, I'd say, but at least she wouldn't give you trouble. She's had that Franklin fellow to teach her a few things."

Rufus walked away from him without answering. I had to get away from the library door where I had been eavesdropping very quickly as I heard him approach. I ducked into the dining room and came out again just as he was passing by.

"Rufe."
He gave me a look that said he didn't want to be bothered, but he stopped anyway.

"I want to write another letter."

He frowned. "You've got to be patient, Dana. It hasn't been that long."

"It's been over a month."

"Well . . . I don't know. Kevin could have moved again, could have done anything. I think you should give him a little more time to answer."

"Answer what?" asked Weylin. He'd done what Rufus had predicted—come up behind us so silently that I hadn't noticed him.

Rufus glanced at his father sourly. "Letter to Kevin Franklin telling him she's here."

"She wrote a letter?"

"I told her to write it. Why should I do it when she can?"

"Boy, you don't have the sense you—" He cut off abruptly. "Dana, go do your work!"

I left wondering whether Rufus had shown lack of sense by letting me write the letter—instead of writing it himself—or by sending it. After all, if Kevin never came back for me, Weylin's property was increased by one more slave. Even if I proved not to be very useful, he could always sell me.

I shuddered. I had to talk Rufus into letting me write another letter. The first one could have been lost or destroyed or sent to the wrong place. Things like that were still happening in 1976. How much worse might they be in this horse-and-buggy era? And surely Kevin would give up on
me if I went home without him again—left him here for more long years. If he hadn't already given up on me.

I tried to put that thought out of my mind. It came to me now and then even though everything people told me seemed to indicate that he was waiting. Still waiting.

I went out to the laundry yard to help Tess. I had come to almost welcome the hard work. It kept me from thinking. White people thought I was industrious. Most blacks thought I was either stupid or too intent on pleasing the whites. I thought I was keeping my fears and doubts at bay as best I could, and managing to stay relatively sane.

I caught Rufus alone again the next day—in his room this time where we weren't likely to be interrupted. But he wouldn't listen when I brought up the letter. His mind was on Alice. She was stronger now, and his patience with her was gone. I had thought that eventually, he would just rape her again—and again. In fact, I was surprised that he hadn't already done it. I didn't realize that he was planning to involve me in that rape. He was, and he did.

"Talk to her, Dana," he said once he'd brushed aside the matter of my letter. "You're older than she is. She thinks you know a lot. Talk to her!"

He was sitting on his bed staring into the cold fireplace. I sat at his desk looking at the clear plastic pen I had loaned him. He'd used half its ink already. "What the hell have you been writing with this?" I asked.

"Dana, listen to me!"

I turned to face him. "I heard you."

"Well?"

"I can't stop you from raping the woman, Rufe, but I'm not
going to help you do it either."

"You want her to get hurt?"

"Of course not. But you've already decided to hurt her, haven't you?"

He didn't answer.

"Let her go, Rufe. Hasn't she suffered enough because of you?" He wouldn't. I knew he wouldn't.

His green eyes glittered. "She'll never get away from me again. Never!" He drew a deep breath, let it out slowly. "You know, Daddy wants me to send her to the fields and take you."

"Does he?"

"He thinks all I want is a woman. Any woman. So you, then. He says you'd be less likely to give me trouble."

"Do you believe him?"

He hesitated, managed to smile a little. "No."

I nodded. "Good."

"I know you, Dana. You want Kevin the way I want Alice. And you had more luck than I did because no matter what happens now, for a while he wanted you too. Maybe I can't ever have that—both wanting, both loving. But I'm not going to give up what I can have."

"What do you mean, 'no matter what happens now?' "

"What in hell do you think I mean? It's been five years! You want to write another letter. Did you ever think maybe he threw the first letter out? Maybe he got like Alice—wanted to be with one of his own kind."
I said nothing. I knew what he was doing—trying to share his pain, hurt me as he was hurting. And of course, he knew just where I was vulnerable. I tried to keep a neutral expression, but he went on.

"He told me once that you two had been married for four years. That means he's been here away from you even longer than you've been together. I doubt if he'd have waited as long as he did if you weren't the only one who could get him back to his home time. But now . . . who knows. The right woman could make this time mighty sweet to him."

"Rufe, nothing you say to me is going to ease your way with Alice."

"No? How about this: You talk to her—talk some sense into her—or you're going to watch while Jake Edwards beats some sense into her!"

I stared at him in revulsion. "Is that what you call love?"

He was on his feet and across the room to me before I could take another breath. I sat where I was, watching him, feeling frightened, and suddenly very much aware of my knife, of how quickly I could reach it. He wasn't going to beat me. Not him, not ever.

"Get up!" he ordered. He didn't order me around much, and he'd never done it in that tone. "Get up, I said!"

I didn't move.

"I've been too easy on you," he said. His voice was suddenly low and ugly. "I treated you like you were better than the ordinary niggers. I see I made a mistake!"

"That's possible," I said. "I'm waiting for you to show me I made a mistake."
For several seconds, he stood frozen, towering over me, glaring down as though he meant to hit me. Finally, though, he relaxed, leaned against his desk. "You think you're white!" he muttered. "You don't know your place any better than a wild animal."

I said nothing.

"You think you own me because you saved my life!"

And I relaxed, glad not to have to take the life I had saved—glad not to have to risk other lives, including my own.

"If I ever caught myself wanting you like I want her, I'd cut my throat," he said.

I hoped that problem would never arise. If it did, one of us would do some cutting all right.

"Help me, Dana."

"I can't."

"You can! You and nobody else. Go to her. Send her to me. I'll have her whether you help or not. All I want you to do is fix it so I don't have to beat her. You're no friend of hers if you won't do that much!"

Of hers! He had all the low cunning of his class. No, I couldn't re-fuse to help the girl—help her avoid at least some pain. But she wouldn't think much of me for helping her this way. I didn't think much of myself.

"Do it!" hissed Rufus.

I got up and went out to find her.

She was strange now, erratic, sometimes needing my friendship, trusting me with her dangerous longings for freedom, her wild plans to ran away again; and sometimes
hating me, blaming me for her trouble.

One night in the attic, she was crying softly and telling me something about Isaac. She stopped suddenly and asked, "Have you heard from your husband yet, Dana?"

"Not yet."

"Write another letter. Even if you have to do it in secret."

"I'm working on it."

"No sense in you losing your man too."

Yet moments later for no reason that I could see, she attacked me, "You ought to be ashamed of yourself, whining and crying after some poor white trash of a man, black as you are. You always try to act so white. White nigger, turning against your own people!"

I never really got used to her sudden switches, her attacks, but I put up with them. I had taken her through all the other stages of healing, and somehow, I couldn't abandon her now. Most of the time, I couldn't even get angry. She was like Rufus. When she hurt, she struck out to hurt, others. But she had been hurting less as the days passed, and striking out less. She was healing emotionally as well as physically. I had helped her to heal. Now I had to help Rufus tear her wounds open again.

She was at Carrie's cabin watching Jude and two other older babies someone had left with her. She had no regular duties yet, but like me, she had found her own work. She liked children, and she liked sewing. She would take the coarse blue cloth Weylin bought for the slaves and make neat sturdy clothing of it while small children played around her feet. Weylin complained that she was like old Mary with the children and the sewing, but he brought her his clothing to be
mended. She worked better and faster than the slave woman who had taken over much of old Mary's sewing—and if she had an enemy on the plantation, it was that woman, Liza, who was now in danger of being sent to more onerous work.

I went into the cabin and sat down with Alice before the cold fireplace. Jude slept beside her in the crib Nigel had made for him. The other two babies were awake lying naked on blankets on the floor quietly playing with their feet.

Alice looked up at me, then held up a long blue dress. "This is for you," she said. "I'm sick of seeing you in them pants."

I looked down at my jeans. "I'm so used to dressing like this, I forget sometimes. At least it keeps me from having to serve at the table."

"Serving ain't bad." She'd done it a few times. "And if Mister Tom wasn't so stingy, you'd have had a dress a long time ago. Man loves a dollar more than he loves Jesus."

That, I believed literally. Weylin had dealings with banks. I knew because he complained about them. But I had never known him to have any dealings with churches or hold any kind of prayer meeting in his home. The slaves had to sneak away in the night and take their chances with the patrollers if they wanted to have any kind of religious meeting.

"Least you can look like a woman when your man comes for you," Alice said.

I drew a deep breath. "Thanks."

"Yeah. Now tell me what you come here to say . . . that you don't want to say."

I looked at her, startled.
"You think I don't know you after all this time? You got a look that says you don't want to be here."

"Yes. Rufus sent me to talk to you." I hesitated. "He wants you tonight."

Her expression hardened. "He sent you to tell me that?"

"No."

She waited, glaring at me, silently demanding that I tell her more.

I said nothing.

"Well! What did he send you for then?"

"To talk you into going to him quietly, and to tell you you'd be whipped this time if you resist."

"Shit! Well, all right, you told me. Now get out of here before I throw this dress in the fireplace and light it."

"I don't give a damn what you do with that dress."

Now it was her turn to be startled. I didn't usually talk to her that way, even when she deserved it.


"I mean to."

"You might look ahead a little though. Ahead and in all three directions."

"What are you talking about?"

"Well, it looks as though you have three choices. You can go to him as he orders; you can refuse, be whipped, and then have him take you by force; or you can run away again."
She said nothing, bent to her sewing and drew the needle in quick neat tiny stitches even though her hands were shaking. I bent down to play with one of the babies—one who had forgotten his own feet and crawled over to investigate my shoe. He was a fat curious little boy of several months who began trying to pull the buttons off my blouse as soon as I picked him up.

"He go' pee all over you in a minute," said Alice. "He likes to let go just when somebody's holding him."

I put the baby down quickly—just in time, as it turned out.

"Dana?"

I looked at her.

"What am I going to do?"

I hesitated, shook my head. "I can't advise you. It's your body." "Not mine." Her voice had dropped to a whisper.

"Not mine, his. He paid for it, didn't he?"

"Paid who? You?"

"You know he didn't pay me! Oh, what's the difference? Whether it's right or wrong, the law says he owns me now. I don't know why he hasn't already whipped the skin off me. The things I've said to him . . ."

"You know why."

She began to cry. "I ought to take a knife in there with me and cut his damn throat." She glared at me. "Now go tell him that! Tell him I'm talking 'bout killing him!"

"Tell him yourself."

"Do your job! Go tell him! That's what you for—to help
white folks keep niggers down. That's why he sent you to me. They be calling you mammy in a few years. You be running the whole house when the old man dies."

I shrugged and stopped the curious baby from sucking on my shoe string.

"Go tell on me, Dana. Show him you the kind of woman he needs, not me."

I said nothing.

"One white man, two white men, what difference do it make?"

"One black man, two black men, what difference does that make?"

"I could have ten black men without turning against my own."

I shrugged again, refusing to argue with her. What could I win?

She made a wordless sound and covered her face with her hands. "What's the matter with you?" she said wearily. "Why you let me run you down like that? You done everything you could for me, maybe even saved my life. I seen people get lockjaw and die from way less than I had wrong with me. Why you let me talk about you so bad?"

"Why do you do it?"

She sighed, bent her body into a "c" as she crouched in the chair. "Because I get so mad . . . I get so mad I can taste it in my mouth. And you're the only one I can take it out on—the only one I can hurt and not be hurt back."

"Don't keep doing it," I said. "I have feelings just like you
do."

"Do you want me to go to him?"

"I can't tell you that. You have to decide."

"Would you go to him?"

I glanced at the floor. "We're in different situations. What I'd do doesn't matter."

"*Would you go to him?*

"No."

"Even though he's just like your husband?"

"He isn't."

"But . . . All right, even though you don't . . . don't hate him like I do?"

"Even so."

"Then I won't go either."

"What will you do?"

"I don't know. Run away?"

I got up to leave.

"Where you going?" she asked quickly.

"To stall Rufus. If I really work at it, I think I can get him to let you off tonight. That will give you a start."

She dropped the dress to the floor and came out of her chair to grab me. "No, Dana! Don't go." She drew a deep breath, then seemed to sag. "I'm lying. I can't run again. I can't. You be hungry and cold and sick out there, and so tired you can't walk. Then they find you and set dogs on you . . ."
My Lord, the dogs . . ." She was silent for a moment. "I'm going to him. He knew I would sooner or later. But he don't know how I wish I had the nerve to just kill him!"
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She went to him. She adjusted, became a quieter more subdued person. She didn't kill, but she seemed to die a little.

Kevin didn't come to me, didn't write. Rufus finally let me write another letter—payment for services rendered, I supposed—and he mailed it for me. Yet another month went by, and Kevin didn't reply.

"Don't worry about it," Rufus told me. "He probably did move again. We'll be getting a letter from him in Maine any day now."

I didn't say anything. Rufus had become talkative and happy, openly affectionate to a quietly tolerant Alice. He drank more than he should have sometimes, and one morning after he'd really over-done it, Alice came downstairs with her whole face swollen and bruised.

That was the morning I stopped wondering whether I should ask him to help me go North to find Kevin. I wouldn't have expected him to give me money, but he could have gotten me some damned official-looking free papers. He could even have gone with me, at least to the Pennsylvania State Line. Or he could have stopped me cold.

He had already found the way to control me—by threatening others. That was safer than threatening me directly, and it worked. It was a lesson he had no doubt learned from his father. Weylin, for in-stance, had known just how far to push Sarah. He had sold only three of her
children—left her one to live for and protect. I didn't doubt now that he could have found a buyer for Carrie, afflicted as she was. But Carrie was a useful young woman. Not only did she work hard and well herself, not only had she produced a healthy new slave, but she had kept first her mother, and now her husband in line with no effort at all on Weylin's part. I didn't want to find out how much Rufus had learned from his father's handling of her.

I longed for my map now. It contained names of towns I could write myself passes to. No doubt some of the towns on it didn't exist yet, but at least it would have given me a better idea of what was ahead. I would have to take my chances without it.

Well, at least I knew that Easton was a few miles to the north, and that the road that ran past the Weylin house would take me to it. Unfortunately, it would also take me through a lot of open fields—places where it would be nearly impossible to hide. And pass or no pass, I would hide from whites if I could.

I would have to carry food—johnnycake, smoked meat, dried fruit, a bottle of water. I had access to what I needed. I had heard of runaway slaves starving before they reached freedom, or poisoning-themselves because they were as ignorant as I was about which wild plants were edible.

In fact, I had read and heard enough scare stories about the fate of runaways to keep me with the Weylins for several days longer than I meant to stay. I might not have believed them, but I had the example of Isaac and Alice before me. Fittingly, then, it was Alice who gave me the push I needed.

I was helping Tess with the wash—sweating and stirring dirty clothes as they boiled in their big iron pot—when Alice came to me, 'crept to me, looking back over her shoulder, her
eyes wide with what I read as fear.

"You look at this," she said to me, not even glancing at Tess who had stopped pounding a pair of Weylin's pants to watch us. She trusted Tess. "See," she said. "I been looking where I wasn't s'pose to look—in Mister Rufe's bed chest. But what I found don't look like it ought to be there."

She took two letters from her apron pocket. Two letters, their seals broken, their faces covered with my handwriting.

"Oh my God," I whispered.

"Yours?"

"Yes."

"Thought so. I can read some words. Got to take these back now."

"Yes."

She turned to go.

"Alice."

"Yeah?"

"Thanks. Be careful when you put them back."

"You be careful too," she said. Our eyes met and we both knew what she was talking about.

I left that night.

I collected the food and "borrowed" one of Nigel's old hats, to pull down over my hair—which wasn't very long, luckily. When I asked Nigel for the hat, he just looked at me for a long moment, then got it for me. No questions. I didn't think he expected to see it again.
I stole a pair of Rufus's old trousers and a worn shirt. My jeans and shirts were too well known to Rufus's neighbors, and the dress Alice had made me looked too much like the dresses every other slave woman on the place wore. Besides, I had decided to become a boy. In the loose shabby, but definitely male clothing I had chosen, my height and my contralto voice would get me by. I hoped.

I packed everything I could into my denim bag and left it in its place on my pallet where I normally used it as a pillow. My freedom of movement was more useful to me now than it had ever been. I could go where I wanted to and no one said, "What are you doing here? Why aren't you working?" Everyone assumed I was working. Wasn't I the industrious stupid one who always worked?

So I was left alone, allowed to make my preparations. I even got a chance to prowl through Weylin's library. Finally, at day's end, I went to the attic with the other house servants and lay down to wait until they were asleep. That was my mistake.

I wanted the others to be able to say they saw me go to bed. I wanted Rufus and Tom Weylin to waste time looking around the plantation for me tomorrow when they realized they hadn't seen me for a while. They wouldn't do that if some house servant—one of the children, perhaps—said, "She never went to bed last night."

Overplanning.

I got up when the others had been quiet for some time. It was about midnight, and I knew I could be past Easton before morning. I had talked to others who had walked the distance. Before the sun rose, though, I'd have to find a place to hide and sleep. Then I could write myself a pass to one of the other places whose names and general locations I had
learned in Weylin's library. There was a place near the county line called Wye Mills. Beyond that, I would veer northeast, slanting toward the plantation of a cousin of Weylin's and toward Delaware to travel up the highest part of the peninsula. In that way, I hoped to avoid many of the rivers. I had a feeling they were what would make my trip long and difficult.

I crept away from the Weylin house, moving through the darkness with even less confidence than I had felt when I fled to Alice's house months before. Years before. I hadn't known quite as well then what there was to fear. I had never seen a captured runaway like Alice. I had never felt the whip across my own back. I had never felt a man's fists.

I felt almost sick to my stomach with fear, but I kept walking. I stumbled over a stick that lay in the road and first cursed it, then picked it up. It felt good in my hand, solid. A stick like this had saved me once. Now, it quenched a little of my fear, gave me confidence. I walked faster, moving into the woods alongside the road as soon as I passed Weylin's fields.

The way was north toward Alice's old cabin, toward the Holman plantation, toward Easton which I would have to skirt. The walking was easy, at least. This was flat country with only a few barely noticeable rolling hills to break the monotony. The road ran through thick dark woods that were probably full of good places to hide. And the only water I saw flowed in streams so tiny they barely wet my feet. That wouldn't last, though. There would be rivers.

I hid from an old black man who drove a wagon pulled by a mule. He went by humming tunelessly, apparently fearing neither pa-trollers nor any other dangers of the night. I envied his calmness.
I hid from three white men who rode by on horseback. They had a dog with them, and I was afraid it would smell me and give me away. Luckily, the wind was in my favor, and it went on its way. Another dog found me later, though. It came racing toward me through a field and over a rail fence, barking and growling. I turned to meet it almost without thinking, and clubbed it down as it lunged at me.

I wasn't really afraid. Dogs with white men frightened me, or dogs in packs—Sarah had told me of runaways who had been torn to pieces by the packs of dogs used to hunt them. But one lone dog didn't seem to be much of a threat.

As it turned out, the dog was no threat at all. I hit it, it fell, then got up and limped away yelping. I let it go, glad I hadn't had to hurt it worse. I liked dogs normally.

I hurried on, wanting to be out of sight if the dog's noise brought people out to investigate. The experience did make me a little more confident of my ability to defend myself, though, and the natural night noises disturbed me less.

I reached the town and avoided what I could see of it—a few shad­owy buildings. I walked on, beginning to tire, beginning to worry that dawn was not far away. I couldn't tell whether my worrying was le-gitimate or came from my desire to rest. Not for the first time, I wished I had been wearing a watch when Rufus called me.

I pushed myself on until I could see that the sky really was grow­ing light. Then, as I looked around wondering where I could find shelter for the day, I heard horses. I moved farther from the road and crouched in a thick growth of bushes, grasses, and young trees. I was used to hiding now, and no more afraid than I had been when I'd hidden before. No one had spotted me yet.
There were two horsemen moving slowly up the road toward me. Very slowly. They were looking around, peering through the dimness into the trees. I could see that one of them was riding a light colored horse. A gray horse, I saw as it drew closer, a . . .

I jumped. I managed not to gasp, but I did make that one small involuntary movement. And a twig that I hadn't noticed snapped under me.

The horsemen stopped almost in front of me, Rufus on the gray he usually rode, and Tom Weylin on a darker animal. I could see them clearly now. They were looking for me—already! They shouldn't even have known yet that I was gone. They couldn't have known—unless someone told them. Someone must have seen me leaving, someone other than Rufus or Tom Weylin. They would simply have stopped me. It must have been one of the slaves. Someone had betrayed me. And now, I had betrayed myself.

"I heard something," said Tom Weylin.

And Rufus, "So did I. She's around here somewhere."

I shrank down, tried to make myself smaller without moving enough to make more noise.

"Damn that Franklin," I heard Rufus say.
"You're damning the wrong man," said Weylin.

Rufus let that go unanswered.

"Look over there!" Weylin was pointing away from me, pointing into the woods ahead of me. He headed his horse over to investigate what he had seen—and frightened out a large bird.

Rufus's eyes were better. He ignored his father and headed
straight for me. He couldn't have seen me, couldn't have seen anything other than a possible hiding place. He plunged his horse into the bushes that hid me, plunged it in to either trample me or drive me out.

He drove me out. I threw myself to one side away from the horse's hooves.

Rufus let out a whoop and swung down literally on top of me. I fell under his weight, and the fall twisted my club out of my hand, set it in just the right position for me to fall on.

I heard my stolen shirt tear, felt the splintered wood scrape my side . . .

"She's here!" called Rufus. "I've got her!"

He would get something else too if I could reach my knife. I twisted downward toward the ankle sheath with him still on top of me. My side was suddenly aflame with pain.

"Come help me hold her," he called.

His father strode over and kicked me in the face.

That held me, all right. From far away, I could hear Rufus shout-strangely soft shouting—"You didn't have to do that!"

Weylin's reply was lost to me as I drifted into unconsciousness.
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I awoke tied hand and foot, my side throbbing rhythmically, my jaw not throbbing at all. The pain there was a steady scream. I probed with my tongue and found that two teeth on the right side were gone.
I had been thrown over Rufus's horse like a grain sack, head and feet hanging, blood dripping from my mouth onto the familiar boot that let me know it was Rufus I rode with.

I made a noise, a kind of choked moan, and the horse stopped. I felt Rufus move, then I was lifted down, placed in the tall grass beside the road. Rufus looked down at me.

"You damn fool," he said softly. He took his handkerchief and wiped blood from my face. I winced away, tears suddenly filling my eyes at the startlingly increased pain.

"Fool!" repeated Rufus.

I closed my eyes and felt the tears run back into my hair.

"You give me your word you won't fight me, and I'll untie you."

After a while, I nodded. I felt his hands at my wrists, at my ankles.

"What's this?"

He had found my knife, I thought. Now he would tie me again. That's what I would have done in his place. I looked at him.

He was untying the empty sheath from my ankle. Just a piece of rough-cut, poorly sewn leather. I had apparently lost the knife in my struggle with him. No doubt, though, the shape of the sheath told him what it had held. He looked at it, then at me. Finally, he nodded grimly and, with a sharp motion, threw the sheath away.

"Get up."

I tried. In the end, he had to help me. My feet were numb from being tied, and were just coming back to painful life. If
Rufus decided to make me run behind his horse, I would be dragged to death.

He noticed that I was holding my side as he half-carried me back to his horse, and he stopped to move my hand and look at the wound.

"Scratch," he pronounced. "You were lucky. Going to hit me with a stick, were you? And what else were you going to do?"

I said nothing, thought of him sending his horse charging over the spot I had barely leaped from in time.

As I leaned against his horse, he wiped more blood from my face, one hand firmly holding the top of my head so that I couldn't wince away. I bore it somehow.

"Now you've got a gap in your teeth," he observed. "Well, if you don't laugh big, nobody'll notice. They weren't the teeth right in front."

I spat blood and he never realized that I had made my comment on such good luck.

"All right," he said, "let's go."

I waited for him to tie me behind the horse or throw me over it grain-sack fashion again. Instead, he put me in front of him in the saddle. Not until then did I see Weylin waiting for us a few paces down the road.

"See there," the old man said. "Educated nigger don't mean smart nigger, do it?" He turned away as though he didn't expect an answer. He didn't get one.

I sat stiffly erect, holding my body straight somehow until Rufus said, "Will you lean back on me before you fall off! You got more pride than sense."
He was wrong. At that moment, I couldn't manage any pride at all. I leaned back against him, desperate for any support I could find, and closed my eyes.

He didn't say anything more for a long while—not until we were nearing the house. Then,

"You awake, Dana?"

I sat straight. "Yes."

"You're going to get the cowhide," he said. "You know that."

Somehow, I hadn't known. His gentleness had lulled me. Now the thought of being hurt even more terrified me. The whip, again. "No!"

Without thinking about it or intending to do it, I threw one leg over and slid from the horse. My side hurt, my mouth hurt, my face was still bleeding, but none of that was as bad as the whip. I ran toward the distant trees.

Rufus caught me easily and held me, cursing me, hurting me. "You take your whipping!" he hissed. "The more you fight, the more he'll hurt you."

He? Was Weylin to whip me, then, or the overseer, Edwards?

"Act like you've got some sense!" demanded Rufus as I struggled.

What I acted like was a wild woman. If I'd had my knife, I would surely have killed someone. As it was, I managed to leave scratches and bruises on Rufus, his father, and Edwards who was called over to help. I was totally beyond reasoning. I had never in my life wanted so desperately to kill another human being.
They took me to the barn and tied my hands and raised whatever they had tied them to high over my head. When I was barely able to touch the floor with my toes, Weylin ripped my clothes off and began to beat me.

He beat me until I swung back and forth by my wrists, half-crazy with pain, unable to find my footing, unable to stand the pressure of hanging, unable to get away from the steady slashing blows . . .

He beat me until I tried to make myself believe he was going to kill me. I said it aloud, screamed it, and the blows seemed to emphasize my words. He would kill me. Surely, he would kill me if I didn't get away, save myself, go home!

It didn't work. This was only punishment, and I knew it. Nigel had borne it. Alice had borne worse. Both were alive and healthy. I wasn't going to die—though as the beating went on, I wanted to. Anything to stop the pain! But there was nothing. Weylin had ample time to finish whipping me.

I was not aware of Rufus untying me, carrying me out of the barn and into Carrie's and Nigel's cabin. I was not aware of him directing Alice and Carrie to wash me and care for me as I had cared for Alice. That, Alice told me about later—how he demanded that everything used on me be clean, how he insisted on the deep ugly wound in my side—the scratch—being carefully cleaned and bandaged.

He was gone when I awoke, but he left me Alice. She was there to calm me and feed me pills that I saw were my own inadequate aspirins, and to assure me that my punishment was over, that I was all right. My face was almost too swollen for me to ask for salt water to wash my mouth. After several tries, though, she understood and brought it to me.

"Just rest," she said. "Carrie and me'll take care of you as
good as you took care of me."

I didn't try to answer. Her words touched something in me, though, started me crying silently. We were both failures, she and I. We'd both run and been brought back, she in days, I in only hours. I probably knew more than she did about the general layout of the Eastern Shore. She knew only the area she'd been born and raised in, and she couldn't read a map. I knew about towns and rivers miles away—and it hadn't done me a damned bit of good! What had Wey-lin said? That educated didn't mean smart. He had a point. Nothing in my education or knowledge of the future had helped me to escape. Yet in a few years an illiterate runaway named Harriet Tubman would make nineteen trips into this country and lead three hundred fugitives to freedom. What had I done wrong? Why was I still slave to a man who had repaid me for saving his life by nearly killing me. Why had I taken yet another beating. And why . . . why was I so frightened now—frightened sick at the thought that sooner or later, I would have to run again?

I moaned and tried not to think about it. The pain of my body was enough for me to contend with. But now there was a question in my mind that had to be answered.

Would I really try again? Could I?

I moved, twisted myself somehow, from my stomach onto my side. I tried to get away from my thoughts, but they still came.

*See how easily slaves are made?* they said.

I cried out as though from the pain of my side, and Alice came to ease me into a less agonizing position. She wiped my face with a cool damp cloth.

"I'll try again," I said to her. And I wondered why I was
saying it, boasting, maybe lying.

"What?" she asked.

My swollen face and mouth were still distorting my speech. I would have to repeat the words. Maybe they would give me courage if I said them often enough.

"I'll try again." I spoke as slowly and as clearly as I could.

"You rest!" Her voice was suddenly rough, and I knew she had understood. "Time enough later for talking. Go to sleep."

But I couldn't sleep. The pain kept me awake; my own thoughts kept me awake. I caught myself wondering whether I would be sold to some passing trader this time... or next time... I longed for my sleeping pills to give me oblivion, but some small part of me was glad I didn't have them. I didn't quite trust myself with them just now. I wasn't quite sure how many of them I might take.
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Liza, the sewing woman, fell and hurt herself. Alice told me all about it. Liza was bruised and battered. She lost some teeth. She was black and blue all over. Even Tom Weylin was concerned.

"Who did it to you?" he demanded. "Tell me, and they'll be punished!"

"I fell," she said sullenly. "Fell on the stairs."

Weylin cursed her for a fool and told her to get out of his sight.

And Alice, Tess, and Carrie concealed their few scratches and gave Liza quiet meaningful glances. Glances that Liza
turned away from in anger and fear.

"She heard you get up in the night," Alice told me. "She got up after you and went straight to Mister Tom. She knew better than to go to Mister Rufe. He might have let you go. Mister Tom never let a nigger go in his life."

"But why?" I asked from my pallet. I was stronger now, but Rufus had forbidden me to get up. For once, I was glad to obey. I knew that when I got up, Tom Weylin would expect me to work as though I were completely well. Thus, I had missed Liza's "accident" com-pletely.

"She did it to get at me," said Alice. "She would have liked it better if I had been the one slipping out at night, but she hates you too— almost as much. She figures I would have died if not for you."

I was startled. I had never had a serious enemy—someone who would go out of her way to get me hurt or killed. To slaveholders and patrollers, I was just one more nigger, worth so many dollars. What they did to me didn't have much to do with me personally. But here was a woman who hated me and who, out of sheer malice, had nearly killed me.

"She'll keep her mouth shut next time," said Alice. "We let her know what would happen to her if she didn't. Now she's more scared of us than of Mister Tom."

"Don't get yourselves into trouble over me," I said.

"Don't be telling us what to do," she replied.

********************************************************************************
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The first day I was up, Rufus called me to his room and handed me a letter—from Kevin to Tom Weylin.
"Dear Tom," it said, "There may be no need for this letter
since I hope to reach you ahead of it. If I'm held up, however,
I want you—and Dana—to know that I'm coming. Please tell
her I'm coming."

It was Kevin's handwriting—slanted, neat, clear. In spite of
the years of note taking and longhand drafts, his writing had
never gone to hell the way mine had. I looked blankly at
Rufus.

"I said once that Daddy was a fair man," he said. "You all
but laughed out loud."

"He wrote to Kevin about me?"

"He did after...after..."

"After he learned that you hadn't sent my letters?"

His eyes widened with surprise, then slowly took on a look
of understanding. "So that's why you ran. How did you find
out?"

"By being curious." I glanced at the bed chest. "By
satisfying my curiosity."

"You could be whipped for snooping through my things."

I shrugged, and small pains shot through my scabby
shoulders.

"I never even saw that they had been moved. I'll have to
watch you better from now on."

"Why? Are you planning to hide more lies from me?"

He jumped, started to get up, then sat back down heavily
and rested one polished boot on his bed. "Watch what you
say, Dana. There are things I won't take, even from you."
"You lied," I repeated deliberately. "You lied to me over and over. Why, Rufe?"

It took several seconds for his anger to dissolve and be replaced by something else. I watched him at first, then looked away, uncomfortably. "I wanted to keep you here," he whispered. "Kevin hates this place. He would have taken you up North."

I looked at him again and let myself understand. It was that destructive single-minded love of his. He loved me. Not the way he loved Alice, thank God. He didn't seem to want to sleep with me. But he wanted me around—someone to talk to, someone who would listen to him and care what he said, care about him.

And I did. However little sense it made, I cared. I must have. I kept forgiving him for things . . .

I stared out the window guiltily, feeling that I should have been more like Alice. She forgave him nothing, forgot nothing, hated him as deeply as she had loved Isaac. I didn't blame her. But what good did her hating do? She couldn't bring herself to run away again or to kill him and face her own death. She couldn't do anything at all except make herself more miserable. She said, "My stomach just turns every time he puts his hands on me!" But she endured. Eventually, she would bear him at least one child. And as much as I cared for him, I would not have done that. I couldn't have. Twice, he had made me lose control enough to try to kill him. I could get that angry with him, even though I knew the consequences of killing him. He could drive me to a kind of unthinking fury. Somehow, I couldn't take from him the kind of abuse I took from others. If he ever raped me, it wasn't likely that either of us would survive.

Maybe that was why we didn't hate each other. We could
hurt each other too badly, kill each other too quickly in hatred. He was like a younger brother to me. Alice was like a sister. It was so hard to watch him hurting her—to know that he had to go on hurting her if my family was to exist at all. And, at the moment, it was hard for me to talk calmly about what he had done to me.

"North," I said finally. "Yes, at least there I could keep the skin on my back."

He sighed. "I never wanted Daddy to whip you. But hell, don't you know you got off easy! He didn't hurt you nearly as much as he's hurt others."

I said nothing.

"He couldn't let a runaway go without some punishment. If he did, there'd be ten more taking off tomorrow. He was easy on you, though, because he figured your running away was my fault."

"It was."

"It was your own fault! If you had waited . . ."

"For what! You were the one I trusted. I did wait until I found out what a liar you were!"

He took the charge without anger this time. "Oh hell, Dana . . . all right! I should have sent the letters. Even Daddy said I should have sent them after I promised you I would. Then he said I was a damn fool for promising." He paused. "But that promise was the only thing that made him send for Kevin. He didn't do it out of grati-tude to you for helping me. He did it because I had given my word. If not for that, he would have kept you here until you went home. If you're going to go home this time."

We sat together in silence for a moment.
"Daddy's the only man I know," he said softly, "who cares as much about giving his word to a black as to a white."

"Does that bother you?"

"No! It's one of the few things about him I can respect."

"It's one of the few things about him you should copy."

"Yeah." He took his foot off the bed. "Carrie's bringing a tray up here so we can eat together."

That surprised me, but I just nodded.

"Your back doesn't hurt much, does it?"

"Yes."

He stared out the window miserably until Carrie arrived with the tray.
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I went back to helping Sarah and Carrie the next day. Rufus said I didn't have to, but as tedious as the work was, I could stand it easier than I could stand more long hours of boredom. And now that I knew Kevin was coming, my back and side didn't seem to hurt as much.

Then Jake Edwards came in to destroy my new-found peace. It was amazing how much misery the man could cause doing the same job Luke had managed to do without hurting anyone.

"You!" he said to me. He knew my name. "You go do the wash. Tess is going to the fields today."

Poor Tess. Weylin had tired of her as a bed mate and passed her casually to Edwards. She had been afraid Edwards
would send her to the fields where he could keep an eye on her. With Alice and I in the house, she knew she could be spared. She had cried with the fear that she would be spared. "You do everything they tell you," she wept, "and they still treat you like an old dog. Go here, open your legs; go there, bust your back. What they care! I ain't s'pose to have no feelin's!" She had sat with me crying while I lay on my stomach sweating and hurting and knowing I wasn't as bad off as I thought I was.

I would be a lot worse off now, though, if I obeyed Edwards. He had no right to give me orders, and he knew it. His authority was over the field hands. But today, Rufus and Tom Weylin had gone into town leaving Edwards in charge, leaving him several hours to show us how "important" he was. I'd heard him outside the cookhouse trying to bully Nigel. And I'd heard Nigel's answer, first placating—"I'm just doing what Marse Tom told me to do." Finally threatening—"Marse Jake, you put your hands on me, you go' get hurt. Now that's all!"

Edwards backed off. Nigel was big and strong and not one to make idle threats. Also, Rufus tended to back Nigel, and Weylin tended to back Rufus. Edwards had cursed Nigel, then come into the cookhouse to bother me. I had neither the size nor the strength to frighten him, especially now. But I knew what a day of washing would do to my back and side. I'd had enough pain, surely.

"Mr. Edwards, I'm not supposed to be washing. Mister Rufus told me not to." It was a lie, but Rufus would back me too. In some ways, I could still trust him.

"You lyin' nigger, you do what I tell you to do!" Edwards loomed over me. "You think you been whipped? You don't know what a whippin' is yet!" He carried his whip around
with him. It was like part of his arm—long and black with its lead-weighted butt. He dropped the coil of it free.

And I went out, God help me, and tried to do the wash. I couldn't face another beating so soon. I just couldn't.

When Edwards was gone, Alice came out of Carrie's cabin and began to help me. I felt sweat on my face mingling with silent tears of frustration and anger. My back had already begun to ache dully, and I felt dully ashamed. Slavery was a long slow process of dulling.

"You stop beatin' them clothes 'fore you fall over," Alice told me. "I'll do this. You go back to the cookhouse."

"He might come back," I said. "You might get in trouble." It wasn't her trouble I was worried about; it was mine. I didn't want to be dragged out of the cookhouse and whipped again.

"Not me," she said. "He knows where I sleep at night."

I nodded. She was right. As long as she was under Rufus's protection, Edwards might curse her, but he wouldn't touch her. Just as he hadn't touched Tess—until Weylin was finished with her.

"Thanks, Alice, but . . ."

"Who's that?"

I looked around. There was a white man, gray-bearded and dusty, riding around the side of the main house toward us. I thought at first that it was the Methodist minister. He was a friend and sometime dinner guest of Tom Weylin in spite of Weylin's indifference to religion. But no children gathered around this man as he rode. The kids always mobbed the minister—and his wife too when he brought her along. The couple dispensed candy and "safe" Bible verses ("Servants, be obedient to them that are your masters . . ."). The kids got
candy for repeating the verses.

I saw two little girls staring at the gray-bearded stranger, but no one approached him or spoke to him. He rode straight back to us, stopped, sat looking at both of us uncertainly.

I opened my mouth to tell him the Weylins weren't home, but in that moment, I got a good look at him. I dropped one of Rufus's good white shirts into the dirt and stumbled over to the fence.

"Dana?" he said softly. The question mark in his voice scared me. Didn't he know me? Had I changed so much? He hadn't, beard or no beard.

"Kevin, get down. I can't reach you up there."

And he was off the horse and over the laundry yard fence, pulling me to him before I could take another breath.

The dull ache in my back and shoulders roared to life. Suddenly, I was struggling to get away from him. He let me go, confused.

"What the . . . ?"

I went to him again because I couldn't keep away, but I caught his arms before he could get them around me. "Don't. My back is sore."

"Sore from what?"

"From running away to find you. Oh, Kevin . . ."

He held me—gently now—for several seconds, and I thought if we could just go home then, at that moment, everything would be all right.

Finally, Kevin stood back from me a little, looked at me without letting me go. "Who beat you?" he asked quietly.
'I told you, I ran away.'

'Who?' he insisted. 'Was it Weylin again?'

'Kevin, forget it.'

'Forget . . . ?'

'Yes! Please forget it. I might have to live here again someday.' I shook my head. 'Hate Weylin all you want to. I do. But don't do anything to him. Let's just get out of here.'

'It was him then.'

'Yes!'

He turned slowly and stared toward the main house. His face was lined and grim where it wasn't hidden by the beard. He looked more than ten years older than when I had last seen him. There was a jagged scar across his forehead—the remnant of what must have been a bad wound. This place, this time, hadn't been any kinder to him than it had been to me. But what had it made of him? What might he be willing to do now that he would not have done before?

'Kevin, please, let's just go.'

He turned that same hard stare on me.

'Do anything to them and I'll suffer for it,' I whispered urgently. 'Let's go! Now!'

He stared at me a moment longer, then sighed, rubbed his hand across his forehead. He looked at Alice, and because he didn't speak to her, just kept looking, I turned to look at her too.

She was watching us—watching dry-eyed, but with more pain than I had ever seen on another person's face. My husband had come to me, finally. Hers would not be coming
to her. Then the look was gone and her mask of toughness was in place again.

"You better do like she says," she told Kevin softly. "Get her out of here while you can. No telling what our 'good masters' will do if you don't."

"You're Alice, aren't you?" asked Kevin.

She nodded as she would not have to Weylin or Rufus. They would have gotten a dull dry "yes, sir." "Used to see you 'round here sometimes," she said. "Back when things made sense."

He made a sound, not quite a laugh. "Was there ever such a time?" He glanced at me, then back at her again, comparing. "Good Lord," he murmured to himself. Then to her, "You going to be all right here, finishing this work by yourself?"

"Go' be fine," she said. "Just get her out of here."

He finally seemed convinced. "Get your things," he told me.

I almost told him to forget about my things. Extra clothing, medi-cine, tooth brush, pens, paper, whatever. But here, some of those things were irreplacesable. I climbed the fence, went to the house and up to the attic as quickly as I could and stuffed everything into my bag. Somehow, I got out again without being seen, without having to answer questions.

At the laundry yard fence, Kevin waited, feeding something to his mare. I looked at the mare, wondering how tired she was. How far could she carry two people before she had to rest? How far could Kevin go before he had to rest? I looked at him as I reached him and could read weariness now in the dusty lines of his face. I wondered how fast he had
traveled to reach me. When had he slept last?

For a moment, we stood wasting time, staring at each other. We couldn't help it—I couldn't anyway. New lines and all, he was so damned beautiful.

"It's been five years for me," he said.

"I know," I whispered.

Abruptly, he turned away. "Let's go! Let's put this place behind us for good."

Please, God. But not very likely. I turned to say good-bye to Alice, called her name once. She was beating a pair of Rufus's pants, and she kept beating them with no break in her rhythm to indicate that she had heard me.

"Alice!" I called louder.

She did not turn, did not stop her beating and beating of those pants, though I was certain now that she heard me. Kevin laid a hand on my shoulder and I glanced at him, then again at her. "Good-bye, Alice," I said, this time not expecting any answer. There was none.

Kevin mounted and helped me up behind him. As we headed away, I leaned against Kevin's sweaty back and waited for the regular thump of her beating to fade. But we could still hear it faintly when we met Rufus on the road.

Rufus was alone. I was glad of that, at least. But he stopped a few feet ahead of us, frowning, deliberately blocking our way.

"Oh hell," I muttered.

"You were just going to leave," Rufus said to Kevin. "No thanks, nothing at all, just take her and go."
Kevin stared at him silently for several seconds—stared until Rufus began to look uncomfortable instead of indignant.

"That's right," Kevin said.

Rufus blinked. "Look," he said in a milder tone, "look, why don't you stay for dinner. My father will be back by then. He'd want you to stay."

"You can tell your father—!"

I dug my fingers into Kevin's shoulder, cutting off the rush of words before they became insulting in content as well as in tone. "Tell him we were in a hurry," Kevin finished.

Rufus did not move from blocking our path. He looked at me.

"Good-bye, Rufe," I said quietly.

And without warning, with no perceptible change in mood, Rufus turned slightly and trained his rifle on us. I knew a little about firearms now. It wasn't wise for any but the most trusted slaves to show an interest in them, but then I had been trusted before I ran away. Rufus's gun was a flintlock, a long slender Kentucky rifle. He had even let me fire it a couple of times . . . before. And I had looked down the barrel of one like it for his sake. This one, however, was aimed more at Kevin. I stared at it, then at the young man holding it. I kept thinking I knew him, and he kept proving to me that I didn't.

"Rufe, what are you doing!" I demanded.

"Inviting Kevin to dinner," he said. And to Kevin, "Get down. I think Daddy might want to talk to you."

People kept warning me about him, dropping hints that he was meaner than he seemed to be. Sarah had warned me and most of the time, she loved him like one of the sons she had
lost. And I had seen the marks he occasionally left on Alice. But he had never been that way with me—not even when he was angry enough to be. I had never feared him as I'd feared his father. Even now, I wasn't as frightened as I probably should have been. I wasn't frightened for myself. That was why I challenged him.

"Rufe, if you shoot anybody, it better be me."

"Dana, shut up!" said Kevin.

"You think I won't?" said Rufus.

"I think if you don't, I'll kill you."

Kevin got down quickly and hauled me down. He didn't understand the kind of relationship Rufus and I had—how dependent we were on each other. Rufus understood though.

"No need for any talk of killing," he said gently—as though he was quieting an angry child. And then to Kevin in a more normal tone, "I just think Daddy might have something to say to you."

"About what?" Kevin asked.

"Well. . . about her keep, maybe."

"My keep!" I exploded, pulling away from Kevin. "My keep! I've worked, worked hard every day I've been here until your father beat me so badly I couldn't work! You people owe me! And you, Goddamnit, owe me more than you could ever pay!"

He swung the rifle to where I wanted it. Straight at me. Now I would either goad him into shooting me or shame him into letting us go—or possibly, I would go home. I might go home wounded, or even dead, but one way or another, I would be away from this time, this place. And if I went home,
Kevin would go with me. I caught his hand and held it.

"What are you going to do, Rufe? Keep us here at gun
point so you can rob Kevin?"

"Get back to the house," he said. His voice had gone hard.

Kevin and I looked at each other, and I spoke softly.

"I already know all I ever want to find out about being a
slave," I told him. "I'd rather be shot than go back in there."

"I won't let them keep you," Kevin promised. "Come on."

"No!" I glared at him. "You stay or go as you please. I'm
not going back in that house!"

Rufus cursed in disgust. "Kevin, put her over your shoulder
and bring her in."

Kevin didn't move. I would have been amazed if he had.

"Still trying to get other people to do your dirty work for
you, aren't you, Rufe?" I said bitterly. "First your father, now
Kevin. To think I wasted my time saving your worthless life!"
I stepped toward the mare and caught her reins as though to
remount. At that moment, Rufus's composure broke.

"You're not leaving!" he shouted. He sort of crouched
around the gun, clearly on the verge of firing. "Damn you,
you're not leaving me!"

He was going to shoot. I had pushed him too far. I was
Alice all over again, rejecting him. Terrified in spite of
myself, I dove past the mare's head, not caring how I fell as
long as I put something between myself and the rifle.

I hit the ground—not too hard—tried to scramble up, and
found that I couldn't. My balance was gone. I heard
shouting—Kevin's voice, Rufus's voice . . . Suddenly, I saw
the gun, blurred, but seemingly only inches from my head. I hit at it and missed. It wasn't quite where it appeared to be. Everything was distorted, blurred.

"Kevin!" I screamed. I couldn't leave him behind again—not even if my scream made Rufus fire.

Something landed heavily on my back and I screamed again, this time in pain. Everything went dark.

**The Storm**

1

Home.

I couldn't have been unconscious for more than a minute. I came to on the living room floor to find Kevin bending over me. There was no one for me to mistake him for this time. It was him, and he was home. We were home. My back felt as though I'd taken another beating, but it didn't matter. I'd gotten us home without either of us being shot.

"I'm sorry," said Kevin.

I focused on him clearly. "Sorry about what?"

"Doesn't your back hurt?"

I lowered my head, rested it on my hand. "It hurts."

"I fell on you. Between Rufus and the horse and you screaming, I don't know how it happened, but..."

"Thank God it did happen. Don't be sorry, Kevin, you're here. You'd be stranded again if you hadn't fallen on me."

He sighed, nodded. "Can you get up? I think I'd hurt you more by lifting you than you'd hurt yourself by walking."
I got up slowly, cautiously, found that it didn't hurt any more to stand than it did to lie down. My head was clear now, and I could walk without trouble.

"Go to bed," said Kevin. "Get some rest."

"Come with me."

Something of the expression he'd had when we met in the laundry yard came back to him and he took my hands.

"Come with me," I repeated softly.

"Dana, you're hurt. Your back . . ."

"Hey."

He stopped, pulled me closer.

"Five years?" I whispered.

"That long. Yes."

"They hurt you." I fingered the scar on his forehead.

"That's nothing. It healed years ago. But you . . ."

"Please come with me."

He did. He was so careful, so fearful of hurting me. He did hurt me, of course. I had known he would, but it didn't matter. We were safe. He was home. I'd brought him back. That was enough.

Eventually, we slept.

He wasn't in the room when I awoke. I lay still listening until I heard him opening and closing doors in the kitchen. And I heard him cursing. He had a slight accent, I realized. Nothing really noticeable, but he did sound a little like Rufus and Tom Weylin. Just a little.
I shook my head and tried to put the comparison out of my mind. He sounded as though he were looking for something, and after five years didn't know where to find it. I got up and went to help.

I found him fiddling with the stove, turning the burners on, staring into the blue flame, turning them off, opening the oven, peering in. He had his back to me and didn't see or hear me. Before I could say anything, he slammed the oven door and stalked away shaking his head. "Christ," he muttered. "If I'm not home yet, maybe I don't have a home."

He went into the dining room without noticing me. I stayed where I was, thinking, remembering.

I could recall walking along the narrow dirt road that ran past the Weylin house and seeing the house, shadowy in twilight, boxy and familiar, yellow light showing from some of the windows—Weylin was surprisingly extravagant with his candles and oil. I had heard that other people were not. I could recall feeling relief at seeing the house, feeling that I had come home. And having to stop and correct myself, remind myself that I was in an alien, dangerous place. I could recall being surprised that I would come to think of such a place as home.

That was more than two months ago when I went to get help for Rufus. I had been home to 1976, to this house, and it hadn't felt that homelike. It didn't now. For one thing, Kevin and I had lived here together for only two days. The fact that I'd had eight extra days here alone didn't really help. The time, the year, was right, but the house just wasn't familiar enough. I felt as though I were losing my place here in my own time. Rufus's time was a sharper, stronger reality. The work was harder, the smells and tastes were stronger, the danger was greater, the pain was worse . . . Rufus's time demanded things of me that had never been demanded
before, and it could easily kill me if I did not meet its demands. That was a stark, powerful reality that the gentle conveniences and luxuries of this house, of now, could not touch.

And if I felt that way after spending only short periods in the past, what must Kevin be feeling after five years. His white skin had saved him from much of the trouble I had faced, but still, he couldn't have had an easy time.

I found him in the living room trying knobs on the television set. It was new to us, that television, like the house. The on/off switch was under the screen out of sight, and Kevin clearly didn't remember.

I went to it, reached under, and switched the set on. There was a public service announcement on advising women to see their doctors and take care of themselves while they were pregnant.

"Turn it off," said Kevin.

I obeyed.

"I saw a woman die in childbirth once," he said.

I nodded. "I never saw it, but I kept hearing about it happening. It was pretty common back then, I guess. Poor medical care or none at all."

"No, medical care had nothing to do with the case I saw. This woman's master strung her up by her wrists and beat her until the baby came out of her—dropped onto the ground."

I swallowed, looked away rubbing my wrists. "I see." Would Wey-lin have done such a thing to one of his pregnant slave women, I wondered. Probably not. He had more business sense than that. Dead mother, dead baby—dead loss. I'd heard stories, though, about other slaveholders who
didn't care what they did. There was a woman on Weylin's plantation whose former master had cut three fingers from her right hand when he caught her writing. She had a baby nearly every year, that woman. Nine so far, seven surviving. Weylin called her a good breeder, and he never whipped her. He was selling off her children, though, one by one.

Kevin stared at the blank TV screen, then turned away with a bit-ter laugh. "I feel like this is just another stopover," he said. "A little less real than the others, maybe."

"Stopover?"

"Like Philadelphia. Like New York and Boston. Like that farm in Maine . . ."

"You did get to Maine, then?"

"Yes. Almost bought a farm there. Would have been a stupid mis-take. Then a friend in Boston forwarded me Weylin's letter. Home at last, I thought, and you . . ." He looked at me. "Well. I got half of what I wanted. You're still you."

I went to him with relief that surprised me. I hadn't realized how much I'd worried, even now, that I might not be "still me" as far as he was concerned.

"Everything is so soft here," he said, "so easy. . ."

"I know."

"It's good. Hell, I wouldn't go back to some of the pestholes I've lived in for pay. But still. . ."

We were walking through the dining room, through the hall. We stopped at my office and he went in to look at the map of the United States that I had on the wall. "I kept going farther and farther up the east coast," he said. "I guess I
would have wound up in Canada next. But in all my traveling, do you know the only time I ever felt relieved and eager to be going to a place?"

"I think so," I said quietly.

"It was when . . ." He stopped, realizing what I had said, and frowned at me.

"It was when you went back to Maryland," I said. "When you visited the Weylins to see whether I was there."

He looked surprised, but strangely pleased. "How could you know that?"

"It's true, isn't it?"

"It's true."

"I felt it the last time Rufus called me. I've got no love at all for that place, but so help me, when I saw it again, it was so much like coming home that it scared me."

Kevin stroked his beard. "I grew this to come back."

"Why?"

"To disguise myself. You ever hear of a man named Denmark Vesey?"

"The freedman who plotted rebellion down in South Carolina."

"Yes. Well, Vesey never got beyond the planning stage, but he scared the hell out of a lot of white people. And a lot of black people suffered for it. Around that time, I was accused of helping slaves to escape. I barely got out ahead of the mob."

"Were you at the Weylins' then?"
"No, I had a job teaching school." He rubbed the scar on his fore-head. "I'll tell you all about it, Dana, but some other time. Now, somehow, I've got to fit myself back into nineteen seventy-six. If I can."

"You can."

He shrugged.

"One more thing. Just one."

He looked at me questioningly.

"Were you helping slaves to escape?"

"Of course I was! I fed them, hid them during the day, and when night came, I pointed them toward a free black family who would feed and hide them the next day."

I smiled and said nothing. He sounded angry, almost defensive about what he had done.

"I guess I'm not used to saying things like that to people who un-derstand them," he said.

"I know. It's enough that you did what you did."

He rubbed his head again. "Five years is longer than it sounds. So much longer."

We went on to his office. Both our offices were ex-bedrooms in the solidly built old frame house we had bought. They were big comfort-able rooms that reminded me a little of the rooms in the Weylin house.

No. I shook my head, denying the impression. This house was nothing like the Weylin house. I watched Kevin look around his office. He circled the room, stopping at his desk, at the file cabinets, at the book cases. He stood for a moment looking at the shelf filled with copies of The Water of
Meribah, his most successful novel—the novel that had bought us this house. He touched a copy as though to take it down, then left it and drifted back to his typewriter. He fumbled with that for a moment, remembered how to turn it on, then looked at the stack of blank paper beside it and turned it off again. Abruptly, he brought his fist down hard on it.

I jumped at the sudden sound. "You'll break it, Kevin."

"What difference would that make?"

I winced, remembered my own attempts to write when I'd been home last. I had tried and tried and only managed to fill my waste-basket.

"What am I going to do?" said Kevin, turning his back on the typewriter. "Christ, if I can't feel anything even in here . . ."

"You will. Give yourself time."

He picked up his electric pencil sharpener, examined it as though he did not know what it was, then seemed to remember. He put it down, took a pencil from a china cup on the desk, and put it in the sharpener. The little machine obligingly ground the pencil to a fine point. Kevin stared at the point for a moment, then at the sharpener.

"A toy," he said. "Nothing but a damned toy."

"That's what I said when you bought it," I told him. I tried to smile and make it a joke, but there was something in his voice that scared me.

With a sudden slash of his hand, he knocked both the sharpener and the cup of pencils from his desk. The pencils scattered and the cup broke. The sharpener bounced hard on the bare floor, just missing the rug. I unplugged it quickly.
"Kevin . . ." He stalked out of the room before I could finish. I ran after him, caught his arm. "Kevin!"

He stopped, glared at me as though I was some stranger who had dared to lay hands on him.

"Kevin, you can't come back all at once any more than you can leave all at once. It takes time. After a while, though, things will fall into place."

His expression did not change.

I took his face between my hands and looked into his eyes, now truly cold. "I don't know what it was like for you," I said, "being gone so long, having so little control over whether you'd ever get back. I can't really know, I guess. But I do know . . . that I almost didn't want to be alive when I thought I'd left you behind for good. But now that you're back . . ."

He pulled away from me and walked out of the room. The expression on his face was like something I'd seen, something I was used to seeing on Tom Weylin. Something closed and ugly.

I didn't go after him when I left his office. I didn't know what to do to help him, and I didn't want to look at him and see things that reminded me of Weylin. But because I went to the bedroom, I found him.

He was standing beside the dresser looking at a picture of himself —himself as he had been. He had always hated having his picture taken, but I had talked him into this one, a close-up of the young face under a cap of thick gray hair, dark brows, pale eyes . . .

I was afraid he would throw the picture down, smash it as he had tried to smash the pencil sharpener. I took it from his hand. He let it go easily and turned to look at himself in the
dresser mirror. He ran a hand through his hair, still thick and gray. He would probably never be bald. But he looked old now; the young face had changed more than could be accounted for by the new lines in his face or the beard.

"Kevin?"

He closed his eyes. "Leave me alone for a while, Dana," he said softly. "I just need to be by myself and get used to ... to things again."

There was suddenly a loud, house-shaking sonic boom and Kevin jumped back against the dresser looking around wildly.

"Just a jet passing overhead," I told him.

He gave me what almost seemed to be a look of hatred, then brushed past me, went to his office and shut the door.

I left him alone. I didn't know what else to do—or even whether there was anything I could do. Maybe this was something he had to work out for himself. Maybe it was something that only time could help. Maybe anything. But I felt so damned helpless as I looked down the hall at his closed door. Finally, I went to bathe, and that hurt enough to hold my attention for a while. Then I checked my denim bag, put in a bottle of antiseptic, Kevin's large bottle of Excedrin, and an old pocket knife to replace the switchblade. The knife was large and easily as deadly as the switchblade I had lost, but I wouldn't be able to use it as quickly, and I would have a harder time surprising an opponent with it. I considered taking a kitchen knife of some kind instead, but I thought one big enough to be effective would be too hard to hide. Not that any kind of knife had been very effective for me so far. Having one just made me feel safer.

I dropped the knife into the bag and replaced soap, tooth
paste, some clothing, a few other things. My thoughts went back to Kevin. Did he blame me for the five years he had lost, I wondered. Or if he didn't now, would he when he tried to write again? He would try. Writing was his profession. I wondered whether he had been able to write during the five years, or rather, whether he had been able to publish. I was sure he had been writing. I couldn't imagine either of us going for five years without writing. Maybe he'd kept a journal or something. He had changed—in five years he couldn't help changing. But the markets he wrote for hadn't changed. He might have a frustrating time for a while. And he might blame me.

It had been so good seeing him again, loving him, knowing his exile was ended. I had thought everything would be all right. Now I wondered if anything would be all right.

I put on a loose dress and went to the kitchen to see what we could make a meal of—if I could get Kevin to eat. The chops I had put out to defrost over two months ago were still icy. How long had we been away, then? What day was it? Somehow, neither of us had bothered to find out.

I turned on the radio and found a news station—tuned in right in the middle of a story about the war in Lebanon. The war there was worse. The President was ordering an evacuation of nonofficial Americans. That sounded like what he had been ordering on the day Rufus called me. A moment later, the announcer mentioned the day, confirming what I had thought. I had been away for only a few hours. Kevin had been away for eight days. Nineteen seventy-six had not gone on without us.

The news switched to a story about South Africa—blacks rioting there and dying wholesale in battles with police over the policies of the white supremacist government.
I turned off the radio and tried to cook the meal in peace. South African whites had always struck me as people who would have been happier living in the nineteenth century, or the eighteenth. In fact, they were living in the past as far as their race relations went. They lived in ease and comfort supported by huge numbers of blacks whom they kept in poverty and held in contempt. Tom Weylin would have felt right at home.

After a while, the smell of food brought Kevin out of his office, but he ate in silence.

"Can't I help?" I asked finally.

"Help with what?"

There was an edge to his voice that made me wary. I didn't answer.

"I'm all right," he said grudgingly.

"No you're not."

He put his fork down. "How long were you away this time?"

"A few hours. Or just over two months. Take your pick."

"There was a newspaper in my office. I was reading it. I don't know how old it is, but . . ."

"It's today's paper. It came the morning Rufus called me last. That's this morning if you want to believe the calendar. June eight-eenth."

"It doesn't matter. I wasted my time reading that paper. I didn't know what the hell it was talking about most of the time."

"It's like I said. The confusion doesn't go away all at once."
It doesn't for me either."

"It was so good coming home at first."

"It was good. It still is."

"I don't know. I don't know anything."

"You're in too much of a hurry. You . . . " I stopped, realized I was swaying a little on my chair. "Oh God, no!" I whispered.

"I suppose I am," said Kevin. "I wonder how people just out of prison manage to readjust."

"Kevin, go get my bag. I left it in the bedroom."

"What? Why. . . ?"

"Go, Kevin!"

He went, understanding finally. I sat still, praying that he would come back in time. I could feel tears streaming down my face. So soon, so soon . . . Why couldn't I have had just a few days with him—a few days of peace at home?

I felt something pressed into my hands and I grasped it. My bag. I opened my eyes to the dark blur of it, and the larger blur of Kevin standing near me. I was suddenly afraid of what he might do.

"Get away, Kevin!"

He said something, but suddenly, there was too much noise for me to hear him—even if he had still been there.

******************************************************************
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There was water, rain pouring down on me. I was sitting in
mud clutching my bag.

I got up sheltering my bag as much as I could so that eventually, I'd have something dry to change into. I looked around grimly for Rufus.

I couldn't find him. I peered through the dim gray light, looked around until I realized where I was. I could see the familiar boxy Weylin house in the distance, yellow light at one window. At least there would be no long walk for me this time. In this storm, that was something to be grateful for. But where was Rufus? If he was in trouble inside the house, why had I arrived outside?

I shrugged and started toward the house. If he was there, it would be stupid for me to waste time out here. Not that I could get any wetter.

I tripped over him.

He was lying face down in a puddle so deep the water almost covered his head. Face down.

I grabbed him and pulled him out of the water and over to a tree that would shelter us a little from the rain. A moment later, there was thunder and a flash of lightning, and I dragged him away from the tree again. With his ability to draw bad luck I didn't want to take chances.

He was alive. As I moved him, he threw up on himself and partly on me. I almost joined him. He began to cough and mutter and I realized that he was either drunk or sick. More probably drunk. He was also heavy. He didn't look any bigger than he had when I saw him last, but he was soaking wet now, and he was beginning to struggle feebly.

I had been dragging him toward the house while he was still. Now, I dropped him in disgust and went to the house
alone. Some stronger, more tolerant person could drag or carry him the rest of the way.

   Nigel answered the door, stood peering down at me. "Who the devil . . . ?"

   "It's Dana, Nigel."

   "Dana?" He was suddenly alert. "What happened? Where's Marse Rufe?"

   "Out there. He was too heavy for me."

   "Where?"

   I looked back the way I had come and could not see Rufus. If he had flipped himself over again . . .

   "Damn!" I muttered. "Come on." I led him back to the gray lump —still face up—that was Rufus. "Watch it," I said. "He threw up on me."

   Nigel picked Rufus up like a sack of grain, threw him over his shoulder, and strode back to the house in such quick long strides that I had to run to keep up. Rufus threw up again down Nigel's back, but Nigel paid no attention. The rain washed them both fairly clean before we reached the house.

   Inside, we met Weylin who was coming down the stairs. He stopped short as he saw us. "You!" he said, staring at me.

   "Hello, Mr. Weylin," I said wearily. He looked bent and old-thinner than ever. He walked with a cane.

   "Is Rufus all right? Is he . . . ?"

   "He's alive," I said. "I found him unconscious, face down in a ditch. A little more and he would have drowned."

   "If you're here, I suppose he would have." The old man
looked at Nigel. "Take him up to his room and put him to bed. Dana, you . . ." He stopped, looked at my dripping, clinging—to him—immodestly short dress. It was the kind of loose smocklike garment that little children of both sexes wore before they were old enough to work. It clearly offended Weylin more than my pants ever had. "Haven't you got something decent to put on?" he asked.

I looked at my wet bag. "Decent, maybe, but probably not dry."

"Go put on what you've got, then come back down to the library."

He wanted to talk to me, I thought. Just what I needed at the end of a long jumbled day. Weylin didn't talk to me normally except to give orders. When he did, it was always harrowing. There was so much that I couldn't say; he took offense so easily.

I followed Nigel up the stairs, then went on to the narrow, ladderlike attic stairs. My old corner was empty so I went there to put my bag down and search through it. I found a nearly dry shirt and a pair of Levi's that were wet only at the ankles. I dried myself, changed, combed my hair, and spread out some of my wettest clothing to dry. Then I went down to Weylin. I had learned not to worry about leaving my things in the attic. Other house servants examined them. I knew that because I had caught them at it now and then. But nothing was ever missing.

Apprehensively, I went through the library door.

"You look as young as you ever did," Weylin complained sourly when he saw me.

"Yes, sir." I'd agree with anything he said if it would get me away from him sooner.
"What happened to you there? Your face."

I touched the scab. "That's where you kicked me, Mr. Weylin."

He had been sitting in a worn old arm chair, but now he surged out of it like a young man, his cane a blunt wooden sword before him. "What are you talking about! It's been six years since I've seen you."

"Yes, sir."

"Well!"

"For me, it's only been a few hours." I thought Rufus and Kevin had probably told him enough to enable him to understand, whether he believed or not. And perhaps he did understand. He seemed to get angrier."

"Who in hell ever said you were an educated nigger? You can't even tell a decent lie. Six years for me is six years for you!"

"Yes, sir." Why did he bother to ask me questions? Why did I bother to answer them?

He sat down again and leaned forward, one hand resting on his cane. His voice was softer, though, when he spoke. "That Franklin get back home all right?"

"Yes, sir." What would happen if I asked him where he thought that home was? But no, he had done at least one decent thing for Kevin and me, no matter what he was. I met his eyes for a moment. "Thank you."

"I didn't do it for you."

My temper flared suddenly. "I don't give a damn why you did it! I'm just telling you, one human being to another, that
I'm grateful. Why can't you leave it at that!"

The old man's face went pale. "You want a good whipping!" he said. "You must not have had one for a while."

I said nothing. I realized then, though, that if he ever hit me again, I would break his scrawny neck. I would not endure it again.

Weylin leaned back in his chair. "Rufus always said you didn't know your place any better than a wild animal," he muttered. "I al­ways said you were just another crazy nigger."

I stood watching him.

"Why'd you help my son again?" he asked.

I settled down a little, shrugged. "Nobody ought to die the way he would have—lying in a ditch, drowning in mud and whiskey and his own vomit."

"Stop it!" Weylin shouted. "I'll take the cowhide to you myself! I'll . . ." He fell silent, gasped for breath. His face was still dead white. He'd make himself really sick if he didn't regain some of his old control.

I dropped back into indifference. "Yes, sir."

After a moment he had control of himself. In fact, he sounded perfectly calm again. "You and Rufus had some trouble when you saw him last."

"Yes, sir." Having Rufus try to shoot me had been troublesome.

"I hoped you would go on helping him. You know there's always a home for you here if you do."

I smiled a little in spite of myself. "Bad nigger that I am, eh?"
"Is that the way you think of yourself?"

I laughed bitterly. "No. I don't kid myself much. Your son is still alive, isn't he?"

"You're bad enough. I don't know any other white man who would put up with you."

"If you can manage to put up with me a little more humanely, I'll go on doing what I can for Mister Rufus."

He frowned. "Now what are you talking about?"

"I'm saying the day I'm beaten just once more, your son is on his own."

His eyes widened, perhaps in surprise. Then he began to tremble. I had never before seen a man literally trembling with anger. "You're threatening him!" he stammered. "By God, you are crazy!"

"Crazy or sane, I mean what I say." My back and side ached as though to warn me, but for the moment, I wasn't afraid. He loved his son no matter how he behaved toward him, and he knew I could do as I threatened. "At the rate Mister Rufus has accidents," I said, "he might live another six or seven years without me. I wouldn't count on more than that."

"You damned black bitch!" He shook his cane at me like an extended forefinger. "If you think you can get away with making threats . . . giving orders . . ." He ran out of breath and began gasping again. I watched without sympathy, wondering whether he was already sick. "Get out!" he gasped. "Go to Rufus. Take care of him. If anything happens to him, I'll flay you alive!"

My aunt used to say things like that to me when I was little and did something to annoy her—"Girl, I'm going to skin you
alive!" And she'd get my uncle's belt and use it on me. But it had never oc­curred to me that anyone could make such a threat and mean it liter­ally as Weylin meant it now. I turned and left him before he could see that my courage had vanished. He could get help from his neighbors, from the patrollers, probably even from whatever police officials the area had. He could do anything he wanted to to me, and I had no en­forceable rights. None at all.
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Rufus was sick again. When I reached his room I found him lying in bed shaking violently while Nigel tried to keep him wrapped in blankets.

"What's wrong with him?" I asked.

"Nothing," said Nigel. "Got the ague again, I guess."

"Ague?"

"Yeah, he's had it before. He'll be all right."

He didn't look all right to me. "Has anyone gone for the doctor?"

"Marse Tom don't hardly get Doc West for ague. He says all the doc knows is bleeding and blistering and purging and puking and mak­ing folks sicker than they was to start."

I swallowed, remembered the pompous little man I had disliked so. "Is the doctor really that bad, Nigel?"

"He gave me some stuff once, nearly killed me. From then on, I just let Sarah doctor me when I'm sick. 'Least she don't dose niggers like they was horses or mules."

I shook my head and went close to Rufus's bed. He looked
miser-able, seemed to be in pain. I tried to think what the ague might be; the word was familiar, but I couldn't remember what I'd heard or read about it.

Rufus looked up at me, red-eyed, and tried to smile, though the grimace he managed was far from pleasant. To my surprise, his at-tempt touched me. I hadn't expected to still care about him except for my own and my family's sake. I didn't want to care.

"Idiot," I muttered down at him.

He managed to look hurt.

I looked at Nigel, wondered whether the disease could be as unim-portant as he thought. Would he think it was important if he had been the one on his back shaking?

Nigel was busy plucking his wet shirt away from his skin. No one had given him a chance to change his clothes, I realized.

"Nigel, I'll stay here if you want to go dry off," I said.

He looked up, smiled at me. "You go away for six years," he said, "then come back and fit right in. It's like you never left."

"Every time I go I keep hoping I'll never come back."

He nodded. "But at least you get some time of freedom."

I looked away, feeling strangely guilty that, yes, I did get some time of freedom. Not enough, but probably more than Nigel would ever know. I didn't like feeling guilty about it. Then something bit me on my ear and I forgot my guilt. As I slapped at my ear, I remembered, finally, what the ague was.

Malaria.
I wondered dully whether the mosquito that had just bitten me was carrying the disease. In my reading I'd come across a lot of in­formation on malaria and none of it led me to believe the disease was as harmless as Nigel seemed to think. It might not kill, but it weak­ened and it re­curred and it could lower one's resistance to other dis­eases. Also, with Rufus lying exposed as he was to new mosquito attacks, the disease could be spread over the plantation and beyond.

"Nigel, is there anything we can hang up to keep the mosquitoes off him?"

"Mosquitoes! He wouldn't feel it if twenty mosquitoes bit him now."

"No, but the rest of us would be feeling it eventually."

"What do you mean?"

"Does anyone else have it now?"

"Don't think so. Some of the children are sick, but I think they have something wrong with their faces—one side all swollen up."

Mumps? Never mind. "Well, let's see if we can keep this from spreading. Is there any kind of mosquito netting—or whatever people use here?"

"Sure, for white folks. But. . ."

"Would you get some? With the help of the canopy, we should be able to enclose him completely."

"Dana, listen!"

I looked at him.

"What do mosquitoes have to do with the ague?"
I blinked, stared at him in surprise. He didn't know. Of course he didn't. Doctors of the day didn't know. Which probably meant that Nigel wouldn't believe me when I told him. After all, how could a thing as tiny as a mosquito make anybody sick? "Nigel, you know where I'm from, don't you?"

He gave me something that wasn't quite a smile. "Not New York."

"No."

"I know where Marse Rufe said you was from."

"It shouldn't be that hard for you to believe him. You've seen me go home at least once."

"Twice."

"Well?"

He shrugged. "I can't say. If I hadn't seen . . . the way you go home, I'd just figure you were one crazy nigger. But I haven't ever seen anybody do what you did. I don't want to believe you, but I guess I do."

"Good." I took a deep breath. "Where I'm from, people have learned that mosquitoes carry ague. They bite someone who's sick with it, then later they bite healthy people and give them the dis-ease."

"How?"

"They suck blood from the sick and . . . pass on some of that blood when they bite a healthy person. Like a mad dog that bites a man and drives the man mad." No talk about micro-organisms. Nigel not only wouldn't believe me, he might decide I really was crazy.

"Doc says it's something in the air that spreads
ague—something off bad water and garbage. A miasma, he called it."

"He's wrong. He's wrong about the bleeding and purging and the rest, he was wrong when he dosed you, and he's wrong now. It's a wonder any of his patients survive."

"I heard he was good and quick when it comes to cutting off legs or arms."

I had to look at Nigel to see whether he was making a grisly joke. He wasn't. "Get the mosquito net," I said wearily. "Let's do what we can to keep that butcher away from here."

He nodded and went away. I wondered whether or not he believed me, but it didn't really matter. It wouldn't cost anyone anything to take this small precaution.

I looked down at Rufus to see that he had stopped trembling and closed his eyes. His breathing was regular and I thought he was asleep.

"Why do you keep trying to kill yourself?" I said softly.

I hadn't expected an answer so I was surprised when he spoke quietly. "Most of the time, living just isn't worth the trouble."

I sat down next to his bed. "It never occurred to me that you might really want to die."

"I don't." He opened his eyes, looked at me, then shut them again and covered them with his hands. "But if your eyes and your head and your leg hurt the way mine do, dying might start to look good."

"Your eyes hurt?"

"When I look around."
"Did they hurt before when you had ague?"

"No. This isn't ague. Ague is bad enough. My leg feels like it's coming off, and my head . . . !"

He scared me. His pain seemed to increase and he twisted his body as though to move away from it, then untwisted quickly and lay panting.

"Rufe, I'm going to get your father. If he sees how sick you are, he'll send for the doctor."

He seemed to be too involved with his own pain to answer. I didn't want to leave him until Nigel came back, though I had no idea what I could do for him. My problem was solved when Weylin came in with Nigel.

"What is all this about mosquitoes giving people ague?" he demanded.

"We may be able to forget about that," I said. "This doesn't look like malaria. Ague. He's in a lot of pain. I think someone should go for the doctor."

"You're doctor enough for him."

"But . . . " I stopped, took a deep breath, made myself calm down. Rufus was groaning behind me. "Mr. Weylin, I'm no doctor. I don't have any idea what's wrong with him. Whatever professional help is available, you should get it for him."

"Should I now?"

"His life may be at stake."

Weylin's mouth was set in a straight hard line. "If he dies, you die, and you won't die easy."

"You already said that. But no matter what you do to me,
your son will still be dead. Is that what you want?"

"You do your job," he said stubbornly, "and he'll live. You're something different. I don't know what—witch, devil, I don't care. Whatever you are, you just about brought a girl back to life when you came here last, and she wasn't even the one you came to help. You come out of nowhere and go back into nowhere. Years ago, I would have sworn there couldn't even be anybody like you. You're not natural! But you can feel pain—and you can die. Remember that and do your job. Take care of your master."

"But, I tell you. . ."

He walked out of the room and shut the door behind him.
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We got the mosquito netting and used it, just in case. Nigel said Weylin didn't really mind letting us have it. He just didn't want to hear any more damned nonsense about mosquitoes. He didn't like to be taken for a fool.

"He's as close to being scared of you as he's ever been of any-thing," said Nigel. "I think he'd rather try to kill you than admit it though."

"I don't see any sign of fear in him."

"You don't know him the way I do." Nigel paused. "Could he kill you, Dana?"

"I don't know. It's possible."

"We better get Marse Rufe well then. Sarah has a kind of tea she makes that kind of helps the ague. Maybe it will help whatever Marse Rufe has now."
"Would you ask her to brew up a pot?"

He nodded and went out.

Sarah came upstairs with Nigel to bring Rufus the tea and to see me. She looked old now. Her hair was streaked with gray and her face lined. She walked with a limp.

"Dropped a kettle on my foot," she said. "Couldn't walk at all for a while." She gave me the feeling that everyone was getting older, passing me by. She brought me roast beef and bread to eat.

Rufus had a fever now. He didn't want the tea, but I coaxed and bullied until he swallowed it. Then we all waited, but all that hap-pened was that Rufus's other leg began to hurt. His eyes bothered him most because moving them hurt him, and he couldn't help following my movements or Nigel's around the room. Finally, I put a cool damp cloth over them. That seemed to help. He still had a lot of pain in his joints—his arms, his legs, everywhere. I thought I could ease that, so I took his candle and went up to the attic for my bag. I was just in time to catch a little girl trying to get the top off my Excedrin bottle. It scared me. She could just as easily have chosen the sleeping pills. The attic wasn't as safe a place as I had thought.

"No, honey, give those to me."

"They yours?"

"Yes."

"They candy?"

Good Lord. "No, they're medicine. Nasty medicine."

"Ugh!" she said, and handed them back to me. She went back to her pallet next to another child. They were new
children. I wondered whether the two little boys who had preceded them had been sold or sent to the fields.

I took the Excedrin, what was left of the aspirin, and the sleeping pills back down with me. I would have to keep them somewhere in Rufus's room or eventually one of the kids would figure out how to get the safety caps off.

Rufus had thrown off the damp cloth and was knotted on his side in pain when I got back to him. Nigel had lain down on the floor before the fireplace and gone to sleep. He could have gone back to his cabin, but he had asked me if I wanted him to stay since this was my first night back, and I'd said yes.

I dissolved three aspirins in water and tried to get Rufus to drink it. He wouldn't even open his mouth. So I woke Nigel, and Nigel held him down while I held his nose and poured the bad-tasting solution into his mouth as he gasped for air. He cursed us both, but after a while he began to feel a little better. Temporarily.

It was a bad night. I didn't get much sleep. Nor was I to get much for six days and nights following. Whatever Rufus had, it was terrible. He was in constant pain, he had fever—once I had to call Nigel to hold him while I tied him down to keep him from hurting himself. I gave him aspirins—too many, but not as many as he wanted. I made him take broth and soup and fruit and vegetable juices. He didn't want them. He never wanted to eat, but he didn't want Nigel holding him down either. He ate.

Alice came in now and then to relieve me. Like Sarah, she looked older. She also looked harder. She was a cool, bitter older sister to the girl I had known.

"Folks treat her bad because of Marse Rufe," Nigel told
me. "They figure if she's been with him this long, she must like it."

    And Alice said contemptuously, "Who cares what a bunch of niggers think!"

    "She lost two babies," Nigel told me. "And the one she's got left is sickly."

    "White babies," Alice said. "Look more like him than me. Joe is even red-headed." Joe was the single survivor. I almost cried when I heard that. No Hagar yet. I was so tired of this going back and forth; I wanted so much for it to be over. I couldn't even feel sorry for the friend who had fought for me and taken care of me when I was hurt. I was too busy feeling sorry for myself.

    On the third day of his illness, Rufus's fever left him. He was weak and several pounds lighter, but so relieved to be rid of the fever and the pain that nothing else mattered. He thought he was getting well. He wasn't.

    The fever and the pain returned for three more days and he got a rash that itched and eventually peeled . . .

    At last, he got well and stayed well. I prayed that whatever his dis-ease had been, I wouldn't get it, wouldn't ever have to care for any-one else who had it. A few days after the worst of his symptoms had disappeared, I was allowed to sleep in the attic. I collapsed gratefully onto the pallet Sarah had made me there, and it felt like the world's softest bed. I didn't awaken until late the next morning after long hours of deep, unbroken sleep. I was still a little groggy when Alice came running up the steps and into the attic to get me.

    "Marse Tom is sick," she said. "Marse Rufe wants you to come."
"Oh no," I muttered. "Tell him to send for the doctor."

"Already sent for. But Marse Tom is having bad pains in his chest."

The significance of that filtered through to me slowly. "Pains in his chest?"

"Yeah. Come on. They in the parlor."

"God, that sounds like a heart attack. There's nothing I can do."

"Just come. They want you."

I pulled on a pair of pants and threw on a shirt as I ran. What did these people want from me? Magic? If Weylin was having a heart attack, he was going to either recover or die without my help.

I ran down the stairs and into the parlor where Weylin lay on a sofa, ominously still and silent.

"Do something!" Rufus pleaded. "Help him!" His voice sounded as thin and weak as he looked. His sickness had left its marks on him. I wondered how he had gotten downstairs.

Weylin wasn't breathing, and I couldn't find a pulse. For a moment, I stared at him, undecided, repelled, not wanting to touch him again, let alone breathe into him. Then quelling disgust, I began mouth to mouth resuscitation and external heart massage—what did they call it? Cardiopulmonary resuscitation. I knew the name, and I'd seen someone doing it on television. Beyond that, I was completely ignorant. I didn't even know why I was trying to save Weylin. He wasn't worth it. And I didn't know if CPR could do any good in an era when there was no ambulance to call, no one to take over for me even if I somehow got Weylin's heart going—which I didn't expect to do.
Which I didn't do.

Finally, I gave up. I looked around to see Rufus on the floor near me. I didn't know whether he had sat down or fallen, but I was glad he was sitting now.

"I'm sorry, Rufe. He's dead."

"You let him die?"

"He was dead when I got here. I tried to bring him back the way I brought you back when you were drowning. I failed."

"You let him die."

He sounded like a child about to cry. His illness had weakened him so, I thought he might cry. Even healthy people cried and said irrational things when their parents died.

"I did what I could, Rufe. I'm sorry."

"Damn you to hell, you let him die!" He tried to lunge at me, succeeded only in falling over. I moved to help him up, but stopped when he tried to push me away.

"Send Nigel to me," he whispered. "Get Nigel."

I got up and went to find Nigel. Behind me, I heard Rufus say once more, "You just let him die."

**************************

Things were happening too fast for me. I was almost glad to find myself put back to work with Sarah and Carrie, ignored by Rufus. I needed time to catch up with myself—and catch up with life on the plantation. Carrie and
Nigel had three sons now, and Nigel had never mentioned it to me because the youngest was two years old. He had forgotten that I didn't know. I was with him once, as he watched them playing. "It's good to have children," he said softly. "Good to have sons. But it's so hard to see them be slaves."

I met Alice's thin pale little boy and saw with relief that in spite of the way she talked, she obviously loved the child.

"I keep thinking I might wake up and find him cold like the others," she said one day in the cookhouse.

"What did they die of?" I asked.

"Fevers. The doctor came and bled them and purged them, but they still died."

"He bled and purged babies?"

"They were two and three. He said it would break the fever. And it did. But they . . . they died anyway."

"Alice, if I were you, I wouldn't ever let that man near Joe."

She looked at her son sitting on the floor of the cookhouse eating mush and milk. He was five years old and he looked almost white in spite of Alice's dark skin. "I never wanted no doctor near the other two," said Alice. "Marse Rufe sent for him—sent for him and made me let him kill my babies."

Rufus's intentions had been good. Even the doctor's intentions had probably been good. But all Alice knew was that her children were dead and she blamed Rufus. Rufus himself was to teach me about that attitude.

On the day after Weylin was buried, Rufus decided to punish me for letting the old man die. I didn't know whether
he honestly believed I had done such a thing. Maybe he just needed to hurt someone. He did lash out at others when he was hurt; I had already seen that.

So on the morning after the funeral, he sent the current overseer, a burly man named Evan Fowler, to get me from the cookhouse. Jake Edwards had either quit or been fired sometime during my six-year absence. Fowler came to tell me I was to work in the fields.

I didn't believe it, even when the man pushed me out of the cookhouse. I thought he was just another Jake Edwards throwing his weight around. But outside, Rufus stood waiting, watching. I looked at him, then back at Fowler.

"This the one?" Fowler asked Rufus.

"That's her," said Rufus. And he turned and went back into the main house.

Stunned, I took the sicklelike corn knife Fowler thrust into my hands and let myself be herded out toward the cornfield. Herded. Fowler got his horse and rode a little behind me as I walked. It was a long walk. The cornfield wasn't where I'd left it. Apparently, even in this time, planters practiced some form of crop rotation. Not that that mattered to me. What in the world could I do in a cornfield?

I glanced back at Fowler. "I've never done field work before," I told him. "I don't know how."

"You'll learn," he said. He used the handle of his whip to scratch his shoulder.

I began to realize that I should have resisted, should have refused to let Fowler bring me out here where only other slaves could see what happened to me. Now it was too late. It was going to be a grim day.
Slaves were walking down rows of corn, chopping the stalks down with golf-swing strokes of their knives. Two slaves worked a row, moving toward each other. Then they gathered the stalks they had cut and stood them in bunches at opposite ends of the row. It looked easy, but I suspected that a day of it could be backbreaking.

Fowler dismounted and pointed toward a row.

"You chop like the others," he said. "Just do what they do. Now get to work." He shoved me toward the row. There was already someone at the other end of it working toward me. Someone quick and strong, I hoped, because I doubted that I would be quick or strong for a while. I hoped that the washing and the scrubbing at the house and the factory and warehouse work back in my own time had made me strong enough just to survive.

I raised the knife and chopped at the first stalk. It bent over, partially cut.

At almost the same moment, Fowler lashed me hard across the back.

I screamed, stumbled, and spun around to face him, still holding my knife. Unimpressed, he hit me across the breasts.

I fell to my knees and doubled over in a blaze of pain. Tears ran down my face. Even Tom Weylin hadn't hit slave women that way—any more than he'd kicked slave men in the groin. Fowler was an animal. I glared up at him in pain and hatred.

"Get up!" he said.

I couldn't. I didn't think anything could make me get up just then—until I saw Fowler raising his whip again.

Somehow, I got up.
"Now do what the others do," he said. "Chop close to the ground. Chop hard!"

I gripped the knife, felt myself much more eager to chop him.

"All right," he said. "Try it and get it over with. I thought you was supposed to be smart."

He was a big man. He hadn't impressed me as being very quick, but he was strong. I was afraid that even if I managed to hurt him, I wouldn't hurt him enough to keep him from killing me. Maybe I should make him try to kill me. Maybe it would get me out of this Godawful place where people punished you for helping them. Maybe it would get me home. But in how many pieces? Fowler would take the knife away from me and give it back edge first.

I turned and slashed furiously at the corn stalk, then at the next. Behind me, Fowler laughed.

"Maybe you got some sense after all," he said.

He watched me for a while, urging me on, literally cracking the whip. By the time he left, I was sweating, shaking, humiliated. I met the woman who had been working toward me and she whispered, "Slow down! Take a lick or two if you have to. You kill yourself today, he'll push you to kill yourself every day."

There was sense in that. Hell, if I went on the way I had been, I wouldn't even last through today. My shoulders were already begin­ning to ache.

Fowler came back as I was gathering the cut stalks. "What the devil do you think you're doing!" he demanded. "You ought to be halfway down the next row by now." He hit me across the back as I bent down. "Move! You're not in the
cookhouse getting fat and lazy now. Move!

He did that all day. Coming up suddenly, shouting at me, ordering me to go faster no matter how fast I went, cursing me, threatening me. He didn't hit me that often, but he kept me on edge because I never knew when a blow would fall. It got so just the sound of his coming terrified me. I caught myself cringing, jumping at the sound of his voice.

The woman in my row explained, "He's always hard on a new nigger. Make 'em go fast so he can see how fast they can work. Then later on if they slow down, he whip 'em for gettin' lazy."

I made myself slow down. It wasn't hard. I didn't think my shoul-ders could have hurt much worse if they'd been broken. Sweat ran down into my eyes and my hands were beginning to blister. My back hurt from the blows I'd taken as well as from sore muscles. After a while, it was more painful for me to push myself than it was for me to let Fowler hit me. After a while, I was so tired, I didn't care either way. Pain was pain. After a while, I just wanted to lie down between the rows and not get up again.

I stumbled and fell, got up and fell again. Finally, I lay face-down in the dirt, unable to get up. Then came a welcome blackness. I could have been going home or dying or passing out; it made no difference to me. I was going away from the pain. That was all.
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I was on my back when I came to and there was a white face float-ing just above me. For a wild moment, I thought it was Kevin, thought I was home. I said his name eagerly.
"It's me, Dana."

Rufus's voice. I was still in hell. I closed my eyes, not caring what would happen next.

"Dana, get up. You'll be hurt more if I carry you than if you walk."

The words echoed strangely in my head. Kevin had said something like that to me once. I opened my eyes again to be sure it was Rufus.

It was. I was still in the cornfield, still lying in the dirt.

"I came to get you," said Rufus. "Not soon enough, I guess."

I struggled to my feet. He offered a hand to help me, but I ignored it. I brushed myself off a little and followed him down the row toward his horse. From there, we rode together back to the house without a word passing between us. At the house, I went straight to the well, got a bucket of water, carried it up the stairs somehow, then washed, spread antiseptic on my new cuts, and put on clean clothes. I had a headache that eventually drove me down to Rufus's room for some Excedrin. Rufus had used all the aspirins.

Unfortunately, he was in his room.

"Well, you're no good in the fields," he said when he saw me. "That's clear."

I stopped, turned, and stared at him. Just stared. He had been sitting on his bed, leaning back against the headboard, but now he straightened, faced me.

"Don't do anything stupid, Dana."

"Right," I said softly. "I've done enough stupid things. How
many times have I saved your life so far?" My aching head sent me to his desk where I had left the Excedrin. I shook three of them into my hand. I had never taken so many before. I had never needed so many before. My hands were trembling.

"Fowler would have given you a good whipping if I hadn't stopped him," said Rufus. "That's not the first beating I've saved you from."

I had my Excedrin. I turned to leave the room.

"Dana!"

I stopped, looked at him. He was thin and weak and hollow-eyed; his illness had left its marks on him. He probably couldn't have carried me to his horse if he'd tried. And he couldn't stop me from leaving now—I thought.

"You walk away from me, Dana, you'll be back in the fields in an hour!"

The threat stunned me. He meant it. He'd send me back out. I stood staring at him, not with anger now, but with surprise—and fear. He could do it. Maybe later, I would have a chance to make him pay, but for now, he could do as he pleased. He sounded more like his father than himself. In that moment, he even looked like his father.

"Don't you ever walk away from me again!" he said. Strangely, he began to sound a little afraid. He repeated the words, spacing them, emphasizing each one. "Don't you ever walk away from me again!"

I stood where I was, my head throbbing, my expression as neutral as I could make it. I still had some pride left.

"Get back in here!" he said.
I stood there for a moment longer, then went back to his desk and sat down. And he wilted. The look I associated with his father vanished. He was himself again—whoever that was.

"Dana, don't make me talk to you like that," he said wearily. "Just do what I tell you."

I shook my head, unable to think of anything safe to say. And I guess I wilted. To my shame, I realized I was almost crying. I needed desperately to be alone. Somehow, I kept back the tears.

If he noticed, he didn't say anything. I remembered I still had the Excedrin tablets in my hand, and I took them, swallowed them without water, hoping they'd work quickly, steady me a little. Then I looked at Rufus, saw that he'd lain back again. Was I supposed to stay and watch him sleep?

"I don't see how you can swallow those things like that," he said, rubbing his throat. There was a long silence, then another command. "Say something! Talk to me!"

"Or what?" I asked. "Are you going to have me beaten for not talking to you?"

He muttered something I didn't quite hear.

"What?"

Silence. Then a rush of bitterness from me.

"I saved your life, Rufus! Over and over again." I stopped for a moment, caught my breath. "And I tried to save your father's life. You know I did. You know I didn't kill him or let him die."

He moved uncomfortably, wincing a little. "Give me some of your medicine," he said.
Somehow, I didn't throw the bottle at him. I got up and handed it to him.

"Open it," he said. "I don't want to be bothered with that damn top."

I opened it, shook one tablet into his hand, and snapped the top back on.

He looked at the tablet. "Only one?"

"These are stronger than the others," I said. And also, I wanted to hang on to them for as long as I could. Who knew how many more times he would make me need them. The ones I had taken were beginning to help me already.

"You took three," he said petulantly.

"I needed three. No one has been beating you."

He looked away from me, put the one into his mouth. He still had to chew tablets before he could swallow them. "This tastes worse than the others," he complained.

I ignored him, put the bottle away in the desk.

"Dana?"

"What?"

"I know you tried to help Daddy. I know."

"Then why did you send me to the field? Why did I have to go through all that, Rufe?"

He shrugged, winced, rubbed his shoulders. He still had plenty of sore muscles, apparently. "I guess I just had to make somebody pay. And it seemed that . . . well, people don't die when you're taking care of them."

"I'm not a miracle worker."
"No. Daddy thought you were, though. He didn't like you, but he thought you could heal better than a doctor."

"Well I can't. Sometimes I'm less likely to kill than the doctor, that's all."

"Kill?"

"I don't bleed or purge away people's strength when they need it most. And I know enough to try to keep a wound clean."

"Is that all?"

"That's enough to save a few lives around here, but no, it's not all. I know a little about some diseases. Only a little."

"What do you know about . . . about a woman who's been hurt in childbearing?"

"Been hurt how?" I wondered whether he meant Alice.

"I don't know. The doctor said she wasn't to have any more and she did. The babies died and she almost died. She hasn't been well since."

Now I knew who he was talking about. "Your mother?"

"Yes. She's coming home. I want you to take care of her."

"My God! Rufe, I don't know anything about problems like that! Believe me, nothing at all." What if the woman died in my care. He'd have me beaten to death!

"She wants to come home, now that . . . She wants to come home."

"I can't care for her. I don't know how." I hesitated. "Your mother doesn't like me anyway, Rufe. You know that as well as I do." She hated me. She'd make my life hell out of pure
"There's no one else I'd trust," he said. "Carrie's got her own family now. I'd have to take her out of her cabin away from Nigel and the boys . . ."

"Why?"

"Mama has to have someone with her through the night. What if she needed something?"

"You mean I'd have to sleep in her room?"

"Yes. She'd never have a servant sleep in her room before. Now, though, she's gotten used to it."

"She won't get used to me. I'm telling you, she won't have me." Please heaven!

"I think she will. She's older now, not so full of fire. You give her her laudanum when she needs it and she won't give you much trouble."

"Laudanum?"

"Her medicine. She doesn't need it so much for pain anymore, Aunt May says. But she still needs it."

Since laudanum was an opium extract, I didn't doubt that she still needed it. I was going to have a drug addict on my hands. A drug addict who hated me. "Rufe, couldn't Alice . . ."

"No!" A very sharp no. It occurred to me that Margaret Weylin had more reason to hate Alice than she did to hate me.

"Alice will be having another baby in a few months anyway," said Rufus.
"She will? Then maybe . . ." I shut my mouth, but the thought went on. Maybe this one would be Hagar. Maybe for once, I had something to gain by staying here. If only . . .

"Maybe what?"

"Nothing. It doesn't matter. Rufe, I'm asking you not to put your mother in my care, for her sake and for mine."

He rubbed his forehead. "I'll think about it, Dana, and talk to her. Maybe she remembers someone she'd like. Let me sleep now. I'm still so damn weak."

I started out of the room.

"Dana."

"Yes?" What now?

"Go read a book or something. Don't do any more work today."

"Read a book?"

"Do whatever you want to."

In other words, he was. sorry. He was always sorry. He would have been amazed, uncomprehending if I refused to forgive him. I remem-bered suddenly the way he used to talk to his mother. If he couldn't get what he wanted from her gently, he stopped being gentle. Why not? She always forgave him.

************************************
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Margaret Weylin wanted me. She was thin and pale and weak and older than her years. Her beauty had gone to a kind of fragile gauntness. As I was reintroduced to her, she sipped
at her little bottle of dark brownish-red liquid and smiled beneficently.

Nigel carried her up to her room. She could walk a little, but she couldn't manage the stairs. Sometime later, she wanted to see Nigel's children. She was sugary sweet with them. I couldn't remember her being that way with anyone but Rufus before. Slave children hadn't interested her unless her husband had fathered them. Then her interest had been negative. But she gave Nigel's sons candy and they loved her.

She asked to see another slave—one I didn't know—and then wept a little when she heard that one had been sold. She was full of sweetness and charity. It scared me a little. I couldn't quite believe she'd changed that much.

"Dana, can you still read the way you used to?" she asked me.

"Yes, ma'am."

"I wanted you because I remembered how well you read."

I kept my expression neutral. If she didn't remember what she had thought of my reading, I did.

"Read the Bible to me," she said.

"Now?" She had just had her breakfast. I hadn't had anything yet, and I was hungry.

"Now, yes. Read the Sermon on the Mount."

That was the beginning of my first full day with her. When she was tired of hearing me read, she thought of other things for me to do. Her laundry, for instance. She wouldn't trust anyone else to do it. I wondered whether she had already found out that Alice generally did the laundry. And there was cleaning. She didn't believe her room had been swept and
dusted until she saw me do it. She didn't believe Sarah understood how she wanted dinner prepared until I went down, got Sarah, and brought her back with me to receive instructions. She had to talk to Carrie and Nigel about the cleaning. She had to inspect the boy and girl who served at the table. In short, she had to prove that she was running her own house again. It had gone along without her for years, but she was back now.

She decided to teach me to sew. I had an old Singer at home and I could sew well enough with it to take care of my needs and Kevin's. But I thought sewing by hand, especially sewing for "pleasure" was slow torture. Margaret Weylin never asked me whether I wanted to learn though. She had time to fill, and it was my job to help her fill it. So I spent long tedious hours trying to imitate her tiny, straight, even stitches, and she spent minutes ripping out my work and lecturing me none too gently on how bad it was.

As the days passed, I learned to take longer than necessary when she sent me on errands. I learned to tell lies to get away from her when I thought I was about to explode. I learned to listen silently while she talked and talked and talked . . . mostly about how much better things were in Baltimore than here. I never learned to like sleeping on the floor of her room, but she wouldn't permit the trundle bed to be brought in. She honestly didn't see that it was any hardship for me to sleep on the floor. Niggers always slept on the floor.

Troublesome as she was, though, Margaret Weylin had mellowed. She didn't have the old bursts of temper any more. Maybe it was the laudanum.

"You're a good girl," she said to me once as I sat near her bed stitching at a slip cover. "Much better than you used to be. Someone must have taught you to behave."
"Yes, ma'am." I didn't even look up.

"Good. You were impudent before. There's nothing worse than an impudent nigger."

"Yes, ma'am."

She depressed me, bored me, angered me, drove me crazy. But my back healed completely while I was with her. The work wasn't hard and she never complained about anything but my sewing. She never threatened me or tried to have me whipped. Rufus said she was pleased with me. That seemed to surprise even him. So I endured her quietly. By now, I knew enough to realize when I was well off. Or I thought I did.

"You ought to see yourself," Alice told me one day as I was hiding out in her cabin—the cabin Rufus had had Nigel build her just before the birth of her first child.

"What do you mean?" I asked.

"Marse Rufe really put the fear of God in you, didn't he?"

"Fear of... What are you talking about?"

"You run around fetching and carrying for that woman like you love her. And half a day in the fields was all it took."

"Hell, Alice, leave me alone. I've been listening to nonsense all morning. I don't need yours."

"You don't want to hear me, get out of here. The way you always suckin' up to that woman is enough to make anybody sick."

I got up and went to the cookhouse. There were times when it was stupid to expect reason from Alice, times when it did no good to point out the obvious.
There were two field hands in the cookhouse. One young man who had a broken leg splinted and obviously healing crooked, and one old man who didn't do much work any more. I could hear them be-fore I went in.

"I know Marse Rufe'll get rid of me if he can," said the young man. "I ain't no good to him. His daddy would have got rid of me."

"Won't nobody buy me," said the old man. "I was burnt out long time ago. It's you young ones got to worry."

I went into the cookhouse and the young man who had his mouth open to speak closed it quickly, looking at me with open hostility. The old man simply turned his back. I'd seen slaves do that to Alice. I hadn't noticed them doing it to me before. Suddenly, the cookhouse was no more comfortable than Alice's cabin had been. It might have been different if Sarah or Carrie had been there, but they weren't. I left the cookhouse and went back toward the main house, feeling lonely.

Once I was inside, though, I wondered why I had crept away like that. Why hadn't I fought back? Alice accusing me was ridiculous, and she knew it. But the field hands . . . They just didn't know me, didn't know how loyal I might be to Rufus or Margaret, didn't know what I might report.

And if I told them, how likely would they be to believe me?

But still. . .

I went down the hall and toward the stairs slowly, wondering why I hadn't tried to defend myself—at least tried. Was I getting so used to being submissive?

Upstairs, I could hear Margaret Weylin thumping on the
floor with her cane. She didn't use the cane much for walking because she hardly ever walked. She used it to call me.

I turned and went back out of the house, out toward the woods. I had to think. I wasn't getting enough time to myself. Once—God knows how long ago—I had worried that I was keeping too much dis­tance between myself and this alien time. Now, there was no distance at all. When had I stopped acting? Why had I stopped?

There were people coming toward me through the woods. Several people. They were on the road, and I was several feet off it. I crouched in the trees to wait for them to pass. I was in no mood to answer some white man's stupid inevitable questions: "What are you doing here? Who's your master?"

I could have answered without trouble. I was nowhere near the edge of Weylin land. But just for a while, I wanted to be my own master. Before I forgot what it felt like.

A white man went by on horseback leading two dozen black men chained two by two. Chained. They wore handcuffs and iron collars with chains connecting the collars to a central chain that ran between the two lines. Behind the men walked several women roped together neck to neck. A coffle—slaves for sale.

At the end of the procession rode a second white man with a gun in his belt. They were all headed for the Weylin house.

I realized suddenly that the slaves in the cookhouse had not been speculating idly about the possibility of being sold. They had known that there was a sale coming. Field hands who never set foot in the main house, and they had known. I hadn't heard a thing.

Lately, Rufus spent his time either straightening out his father's affairs, or sleeping. The weakness left over from his
illness was still with him, and he had no time for me. He barely had time for his mother. But he had time to sell slaves. He had time to make himself that much more like his father.

I let the coffle reach the house far ahead of me. By the time I got there, three slaves were already being added to the line. Two men, one grim-faced, one openly weeping; and one woman who moved as though she were sleepwalking. As I got closer, the woman began to look familiar to me. I stopped, almost not wanting to know who it was. A tall, strongly built, handsome woman.

Tess.

I'd seen her only two or three times this trip. She was still working in the fields, still serving the overseer at night. She'd had no children, and that may have been why she was being sold. Or maybe this was something Margaret Weylin had arranged. She might be that vindictive if she knew of her husband's temporary interest in Tess.

I started toward Tess and the white man who had just tied a rope around her neck, fastening her into the line, saw me. He turned to face me, gun drawn.

I stopped, alarmed, confused . . . I had made no threatening move. "I just wanted to say good-bye to my friend," I told him. I was whispering for some reason.

"Say it from there. She can hear you."

"Tess?"

She stood, head down, shoulders rounded, a little red bundle hanging from one hand. She should have heard me, but I didn't think she had.

"Tess, it's Dana."
She never looked up.

"Dana!" Rufus's voice from near the steps where he was talking with the other white man. "You get away from here. Go inside."

"Tess?" I called once more, willing her to answer. She knew my voice, surely. Why wouldn't she look up? Why wouldn't she speak? Why wouldn't she even move? It was as though I didn't exist for her, as though I wasn't real.

I stepped toward her. I think I would have gone to her, taken the rope from her neck or gotten shot trying. But at that moment, Rufus reached me. He grabbed me, hustled me into the house, into the li-brary.

"Stay here!" he ordered. "Just stay . . ." He stopped, suddenly stumbled against me, clutching at me now, not to hold me where I was, but to keep himself upright. "Damn!"

"How could you do it!" I hissed as he straightened. "Tess . . . those others . . ."

"They're my property!"

I stared at him in disbelief. "Oh my God . . .!"

He passed a hand over his face, turned away. "Look, this sale is something my father arranged before he died. You can't do anything about it, so just stay out of the way!"

"Or what? You going to sell me too? You might as well!"

He went back outside without answering. After a while, I sat down in Tom Weylin's worn arm chair and put my head down on his desk.
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Carrie covered for me with Margaret Weylin. She wanted me to know that when she caught me heading back upstairs. Actually, I don't know why I was heading upstairs, except that I didn't want to see Rufus again for a while, and there was nowhere else to go.

Carrie stopped me on the stairs, looked at me critically, then took my arm and led me back down and out to her cabin. I didn't know or care what she had in mind, but I did understand when she told me through gestures that she had told Margaret Weylin I was sick. Then she circled her neck with the thumbs and forefingers of both hands and looked at me.

"I saw," I said. "Tess and two others." I drew a ragged breath. "I thought that was over on this plantation. I thought it died with Tom Weylin."

Carrie shrugged.

"I wish I had left Rufus lying in the mud," I said. "To think I saved him so he could do something like this . . . !"

Carrie caught my wrist and shook her head vigorously.

"What do you mean, no? He's no good. He's all grown up now, and part of the system. He could feel for us a little when his father was running things—when he wasn't entirely free himself. But now, he's in charge. And I guess he had to do something right away, to prove it."

Carrie clasped her hands around her neck again. Then she drew closer to me and clasped them around my neck. Finally, she went over to the crib that her youngest child had recently outgrown and there, symbolically, clasped her hands again, leaving enough of an open circle for a small neck.

She straightened and looked at me.
"Everybody?" I asked.

She nodded, gestured widely with her arms as though gathering a group around her. Then, once again, her hands around her neck.

I nodded. She was almost surely right. Margaret Weylin could not run the plantation. Both the land and the people would be sold. And if Tom Weylin was any example, the people would be sold without regard for family ties.

Carrie stood looking down at the crib as though she had read my thought.

"I was beginning to feel like a traitor," I said. "Guilty for saving him. Now . . . I don't know what to feel. Somehow, I always seem to forgive him for what he does to me. I can't hate him the way I should until I see him doing things to other people." I shook my head. "I guess I can see why there are those here who think I'm more white than black."

Carrie made quick waving-aside gestures, her expression annoyed. She came over to me and wiped one side of my face with her fingers —wiped hard. I drew back, and she held her fingers in front of me, showed me both sides. But for once, I didn't understand.

Frustrated, she took me by the hand and led me out to where Nigel was chopping firewood. There, before him, she repeated the face-rubbing gesture, and he nodded.

"She means it doesn't come off, Dana," he said quietly. "The black. She means the devil with people who say you're anything but what you are."

I hugged her and got away from her quickly so that she wouldn't see that I was close to tears. I went up to Margaret Weylin and she'd just had her laudanum. Being with her at
such times was like being alone. And being alone was just what I needed.

..........................................................
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I avoided Rufus for three days after the sale. He made it easy for me. He avoided me too. Then on the fourth day he came looking for me. He found me in his mother's room yes-ma'am ing her and chang-ing her bed while she sat looking thin and frail beside the window. She barely ate. I had actually caught myself coaxing her to eat. Then I realized that she enjoyed being coaxed. She could forget to be supe-rior sometimes, and just be someone's old mother. Rufus's mother. Unfortunately.

He came in and said, "Let Carrie finish that, Dana. I have some-thing else for you to do."

"Oh, do you have to take her now?" said Margaret. "She was just . . ."

"I'll send her back later, Mama. And Carrie'll be up to finish your bed in a minute."

I left the room silently, not looking forward to whatever he had in mind.

"Down to the library," he said right behind me.

I glanced back at him, trying to gauge his mood, but he only looked tired. He ate well and got twice the rest he should have needed, but he always looked tired.

"Wait a minute," he said.

I stopped.

"Did you bring another of those pens with the ink inside?"
"Yes."

"Get it."

I went up to the attic where I still kept most of my things. I'd brought a packet of three pens this time, but I only took one back down with me—in case he still took as much pleasure as he had last trip in wasting ink.

"You ever hear of dengue fever?" he asked as he went down the stairs.

"No."

"Well, according to the doc in town, that's what I had. I told him about it." He had been going back and forth to town often since his father's death. "Doc said he didn't see how I'd made it without bleeding and a good emetic. Says I'm still weak because I didn't get all the poisons out of my body."

"Put yourself in his hands," I said quietly. "And with a little luck, that will solve both our problems."

He frowned uncertainly. "What do you mean by that?"

"Not a thing."

He turned and caught me by the shoulders in a grip that he proba-bly meant to be painful. It wasn't. "Are you trying to say you want me to die?"

I sighed. "If I did, you would, wouldn't you?"

Silence. He let go of me and we went into the library. He sat down in his father's old arm chair and motioned me into a hard Windsor chair nearby. Which was one step up from his father who had always made me stand before him like a school kid sent to the principal's office.

"If you think that little sale was bad—and Daddy really
had already arranged it—you better make sure nothing happens to me." Rufus leaned back and looked at me wearily. "Do you know what would happen to the people here if I died?"

I nodded. "What bothers me," I said, "is what's going to happen to them if you live."

"You don't think I'm going to do anything to them, do you?"

"Of course you are. And I'll have to watch and remember and decide when you've gone too far. Believe me, I'm not looking forward to the job."

"You take a lot on yourself."

"None of it was my idea."

He muttered something inaudible, and probably obscene. "You ought to be in the fields," he added. "God knows why I didn't leave you out there. You would have learned a few things."

"I would have been killed. You would have had to start taking very good care of yourself." I shrugged. "I don't think you have the knack."

"Damnit, Dana . . . What's the good of sitting here trading threats? I don't believe you want to hurt me any more than I want to hurt you."

I said nothing.

"I brought you down here to write a few letters for me, not fight with me."

"Letters?"

He nodded. "I'll tell you, I hate to write. Don't mind
reading so much, but I hate to write."

"You didn't hate it six years ago."

"I didn't have to do it then. I didn't have eight or nine people all wanting answers, and wanting them now."

I twisted the pen in my hands. "You'll never know how hard I worked in my own time to avoid doing jobs like this."

He grinned suddenly. "Yes I do. Kevin told me. He told me about the books you wrote too. Your own books."

"That's how he and I earn our living."

"Yeah. Well, I thought you might miss it—writing your own things, I mean. So I got enough paper for you to write for both of us."

I looked at him, not quite sure I'd heard right. I had read that paper in this time was expensive, and I had seen that Weylin had never had very much of it. But here was Rufus offering . . . Offering what? A bribe? Another apology?

"What's the matter?" he said. "Seems to me, this is better than any offer I've made you so far."

"No doubt."

He got paper, made room for me at the desk.

"Rufe, are you going to sell anyone else?"

He hesitated. "I hope not. I don't like it."

"What's to hope? Why can't you just not do it?"

Another hesitation. "Daddy left debts, Dana. He was the most careful man I know with money, but he still left debts."

"But won't your crops pay them?"
"Some of them."

"Oh. What are you going to do?"

"Get somebody who makes her living by writing to write some very persuasive letters."

I wrote his letters. I had to read several of the letters he'd received first to pick up the stilted formal style of the day. I didn't want Rufus having to face some creditor that I had angered with my twentieth-century brevity—which could come across as nineteenth-century abruptness, even discourtesy. Rufus gave me a general idea of what he wanted me to say and then approved or disapproved of the way I said it. Usually, he approved. Then we started to go over his father's books together. I never did get back to Margaret Weylin.

And I wasn't ever to get back to her full time. Rufus brought a young girl named Beth in from the fields to help with the housework. That eventually freed Carrie to spend more time with Margaret. I continued to sleep in Margaret's room because I agreed with Rufus that Carrie belonged with her family, at least at night. That meant I had to put up with Margaret waking me up when she couldn't sleep and complaining bitterly that Rufus had taken me away just when she and I were beginning to get on so well...

"What does he have you doing?" she asked me several times—suspiciously.

I told her.

"Seems as though he could do that himself. Tom always did it himself."
Rufus could have done it himself too, I thought, though I never said it aloud. He just didn't like working alone. Actually, he didn't like working at all. But if he had to do it, he wanted company. I didn't realize how much he preferred my company in particular until he came in one night a little drunk and found Alice and I eating together in her cabin. He had been away eating with a family in town—"Some people with daughters they want to get rid of," Alice had told me. She had said it with no concern at all even though she knew her life could become much harder if Rufus married. Rufus had property and slaves and was apparently quite eligible.

He came home, and not finding either of us in the house, came out to Alice's cabin. He opened the door and saw us both looking up at him from the table, and he smiled happily.

"Behold the woman," he said. And he looked from one to the other of us. "You really are only one woman. Did you know that?"

He tottered away.

Alice and I looked at each other. I thought she would laugh because she took any opportunity she could find to laugh at him—though not to his face because he would beat her when he decided she needed it.

She didn't laugh. She shuddered, then got up, not too gracefully—her pregnancy was showing now—and looked out the door after him.

After a while, she asked, "Does he ever take you to bed, Dana?"

I jumped. Her bluntness could still startle me. "No. He doesn't want me and I don't want him."

She glanced back at me over one shoulder. "What you
"Think your wants got to do with it?"

I said nothing because I liked her. And no answer I could give could help sounding like criticism of her.

"You know," she said, "you gentle him for me. He hardly hits me at all when you're here. And he never hits you."

"He arranges for other people to hit me."

"But still . . . I know what he means. He likes me in bed, and you out of bed, and you and I look alike if you can believe what people say."

"We look alike if we can believe our own eyes!"

"I guess so. Anyway, all that means we're two halves of the same woman—at least in his crazy head."

************************************
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The time passed slowly, uneventfully, as I waited for the birth of the child I hoped would be Hagar. I went on helping Rufus and his mother. I kept a journal in shorthand. ("What the devil are these chicken marks?" Rufus asked me when he looked over my shoulder one day.) It was such a relief to be able to say what I felt, even in writing, without worrying that I might get myself or someone else into trouble. One of my secretarial classes had finally come in handy.

I tried husking corn and blistered my slow clumsy hands while experienced field hands sped through the work effortlessly, enjoying themselves. There was no reason for me to join them, but they seemed to be making a party of the husking—Rufus gave them a little whiskey to help them along—and I needed a party, needed anything that would relieve my boredom, take my mind off myself.
It was a party, all right. A wild rough kind of party that nobody modified because "the master's women"—Alice and I—were there. People working near me around the small mountain of corn laughed at my blisters and told me I was being initiated. A jug went around and I tasted it, choked, and drew more laughter. Surprisingly companionable laughter. A man with huge muscles told me it was too bad I was already spoken for, and that earned me hostile looks from three women. After the work, there were great quantities of food—chicken, pork, vegetables, corn bread, fruit—better food than the herring and corn meal field hands usually saw so much of. Rufus came out to play hero for providing such a good meal, and the people gave him the praise he wanted. Then they made gross jokes about him behind his back. Strangely, they seemed to like him, hold him in contempt, and fear him all at the same time. This confused me because I felt just about the same mixture of emotions for him myself. I had thought my feelings were complicated because he and I had such a strange relationship. But then, slavery of any kind fostered strange relationships. Only the overseer drew simple, unconflicting emotions of hatred and fear when he appeared briefly. But then, it was part of the overseer's job to be hated and feared while the master kept his hands clean.

Young people began disappearing in pairs after a while, and some of the older ones stopped their eating or drinking or singing or talking long enough to give them looks of disapproval—or more understanding wistful looks. I thought about Kevin and missed him and knew I wasn't going to sleep well that night.

At Christmas, there was another party—dancing, singing, three marriages.

"Daddy used to make them wait until corn shucking or Christmas to marry," Rufus told me. "They like parties when
they marry, and he made a few parties do."

"Anything to pinch a few pennies," I said tactlessly.

He glanced at me. "You'd better be glad he didn't waste money. You're the one who gets upset when some quick money has to be raised."

My mind had caught up with my mouth by then, and I kept quiet. He hadn't sold anyone else. The harvest had been good and the creditors patient.

"Found anybody you want to jump the broom with?" he asked me.

I looked at him startled and saw that he wasn't serious. He was smiling and watching the slaves do a bowing, partner-changing dance to the music of a banjo.

"What would you do if I had found someone?" I asked.

"Sell him," he said. His smile was still in place, but there was no longer any humor in it. I noticed, now, that he was watching the big muscular man who had tried to get me to dance—the same man who had spoken to me at the corn husking. I would have to ask Sarah to tell him not to speak to me again. He didn't mean anything, but that wouldn't save him if Rufus got angry.

"One husband is enough for me," I said.

"Kevin?"

"Of course, Kevin."

"He's a long way off."

There was something in his tone that shouldn't have been there. I turned to face him. "Don't talk stupid."
He jumped and looked around quickly to see whether anyone had heard.

"You watch your mouth," he said.

"Watch yours."

He stalked away angrily. We'd been working together too much lately, especially now that Alice was so advanced in her pregnancy. I was grateful when Alice herself created another job for me—a job that got me away from him regularly. Sometime during the week-long Christmas holiday, Alice persuaded him to let me teach their son Joe to read and write.

"It was my Christmas present," she told me. "He asked me what I wanted, and I told him I wanted my son not to be ignorant. You know, I had to fight with him all week to get him to say yes!"

But he had said it, finally, and the boy came to me every day to learn to draw big clumsy letters on the slate Rufus bought him and read simple words and rhymes from the books Rufus himself had used. But unlike Rufus, Joe wasn't bored with what he was learning. He fastened onto the lessons as though they were puzzles arranged for his entertainment—puzzles he loved solving. He could get so in­tense—throw screaming kicking tantrums when something seemed to be eluding him. But not all that much eluded him.

"You've got a damn bright little kid there," I told Rufus. "You ought to be proud."

Rufus looked surprised—as though it had never occurred to him that there might be anything special about the undersized runny-nosed child. He had spent his life watching his father ignore, even sell the children he had had with black women. Apparently, it had never occurred to Rufus to break
that tradition. Until now.

Now, he began to take an interest in his son. Perhaps he was only curious at first, but the boy captured him. I caught them together once in the library, the boy sitting on one of Rufus's knees and studying a map that Rufus had just brought home. The map was spread on Rufus's desk.

"Is this our river?" the boy was asking.

"No, that's the Miles River, northeast of here. This map doesn't show our river."

"Why not?"

"It's too small."

"What is?" The boy peered up at him. "Our river or this map?"

"Both, I suspect."

"Let's draw it in, then. Where does it go?"

Rufus hesitated. "Just about here. But we don't have to draw it in."

"Why? Don't you want the map to be right?"

I made a noise and Rufus looked up at me. I thought he looked almost ashamed for a moment. He put the boy down quickly and shooed him away.

"Nothing but questions," Rufus complained to me.

"Enjoy it, Rufe. At least he's not out setting fire to the stable or trying to drown himself."

He couldn't quite keep from laughing. "Alice said something like that." He frowned a little. "She wants me to free him."
I nodded. Alice had already told me she meant to ask for the boy's freedom.

"You put her up to it, I guess."

I stared at him. "Rufe, if there's a woman on the place who makes up her own mind, it's Alice. I didn't put her up to a thing."

"Well . . . now she's got something else to make up her mind about."

"What?"

"Nothing. Nothing to you. I just mean to make her earn what she wants for a change," he said.

I couldn't get any more out of him than that. Eventually, though, Alice told me what he wanted.

"He wants me to like him," she said with heavy contempt. "Or maybe even love him. I think he wants me to be more like you!"

"I guarantee you he doesn't."

She closed her eyes. "I don't care what he wants. If I thought it would make him free my children, I'd try to do it. But he lies! And he won't put it down on no paper."

"He likes Joe," I said. "He ought to. Joe looks like a slightly darker version of him at that age. Anyway, he might decide on his own to free the boy."

"And this one?" She patted her stomach. "And the others? He'll make sure there're others."

"I don't know. I'll push him whenever I can."

"I should have took Joe and tried to run before I got
pregnant again."

"You're still thinking about running?"

"Wouldn't you be if you didn't have another way to get free?"

I nodded.

"I don't mean to spend my life here watching my children grow up as slaves and maybe get sold."

"He wouldn't . . ."

"You don't know what he would do! He don't treat you the way he treats me. When I'm strong again after I have this baby, I'm going."

"With the baby?"

"You don't think I'm going to leave it here, do you?"

"But. . . I don't see how you can make it."

"I know more now than I did when Isaac and me left. I can make it."

I drew a deep breath. "When the time comes, if I can help you, I will."

"Get me a bottle of laudanum," she said.

"Laudanum!"

"I'll have the baby to keep quiet. Old Mama won't let me near her, but she likes you. Get it."

"All right." I didn't like it. Didn't like the idea of her trying to run with a baby and a small child, didn't like the idea of her trying to run at all. But she was right. In her place, I would have tried. I would have tried sooner and gotten killed
sooner, but I would have done it alone.

"You think about this awhile longer," I said. "You'll get the laudanum and anything else I can supply, but you think."

"I've already thought."

"Not enough. I shouldn't say this, but think what's going to happen if the dogs catch Joe, or if they pull you down and get the baby."
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The baby was a girl, born in the second month of the new year. She was her mother's daughter, born darker skinned than Joe would probably ever be.

"'Bout time I had a baby to look like me," said Alice when she saw her.

"You could have at least tried for red hair," said Rufus. He was there too, peering at the baby's wrinkled little face, peering with even more concern at Alice's face, sweat-streaked and weary.

For the first and only time, I saw her smile at him—a real smile. No sarcasm, no ridicule. It silenced him for several seconds.

Carrie and I had helped with the birth. Now, we left quietly, both of us probably thinking the same thing. That if Alice and Rufus were going to make peace, finally, neither of us wanted to break their mood.

They called the baby Hagar. Rufus said that was the ugliest name he had ever heard, but it was Alice's choice, and he let it stand. I thought it was the most beautiful name I had ever
heard. I felt al-most free, half-free if such a thing was possible, half-way home. I was gleeful at first—secretly elated. I even kidded Alice about the names she chose for her children. Joseph and Hagar. And the two others whose names I thought silently—Miriam and Aaron. I said, "Someday Rufus is going to get religion and read enough of the Bible to wonder about those children's names."

Alice shrugged. "If Hagar had been a boy, I would have called her Ishmael. In the Bible, people might be slaves for a while, but they didn't have to stay slaves."

My mood was so good, I almost laughed. But she wouldn't have understood that, and I couldn't have explained. I kept it all in some-how, and congratulated myself that the Bible wasn't the only place where slaves broke free. Her names were only symbolic, but I had more than symbols to remind me that freedom was possible—proba-ble—and for me, very near.

Or was it?

Slowly, I began to calm down. The danger to my family was past, yes. Hagar had been born. But the danger to me personally . . . the danger to me personally still walked and talked and sometimes sat with Alice in her cabin in the evening as she nursed Hagar. I was there with them a couple of times, and I felt like an intruder.

I was not free. Not any more than Alice was, or her children with their names. In fact, it looked as though Alice might get free before I did. She caught me alone one evening and pulled me into her cabin. It was empty except for the sleeping Hagar. Joe was out collecting cuts and bruises from sturdier children.

"Did you get the laudanum?" she demanded.
I peered at her through the semidarkness. Rufus kept her well sup-plied with candles, but at the moment, the only light in the room came from the window and from a low fire over which two pots sim-mered. "Alice, are you sure you still want it?"

I saw her frown. "Sure I want it! 'Course I want it! What's the matter with you?"

I hedged a little. "It's so soon . . . The baby's only a few weeks old."

"You get me that stuff so I can leave when I want to!"

"I've got it."

"Give it to me!"

"Goddamnit, Alice, will you slow down! Look, you keep working on him the way you have been, and you can get whatever you want and live to enjoy it."

To my surprise, her stony expression crumbled, and she began to cry. "He'll never let any of us go," she said. "The more you give him, the more he wants." She paused, wiped her eyes, then added softly, "I got to go while I still can—before I turn into just what peo-ple call me." She looked at me and did the thing that made her so much like Rufus, though neither of them recognized it. "I got to go before I turn into what you are!" she said bitterly.

Sarah had cornered me once and said, "What you let her talk to you like that for? She can't get away with it with nobody else."

I didn't know. Guilt, maybe. In spite of everything, my life was easier than hers. Maybe I tried to make up for that by taking her abuse. Everything had its limits, though.
"You want my help, Alice, you watch your mouth!"

"Watch yours," she mocked.

I stared at her in astonishment, remembering, knowing exactly what she had overheard.

"If I talked to him the way you do, he'd have me hangin' in the barn," she said.

"If you go on talking to me the way you do, I won't care what he does to you."

She looked at me for a long time without saying anything. Finally, she smiled. "You'll care. And you'll help me. Else, you'd have to see yourself for the white nigger you are, and you couldn't stand that."

Rufus never called my bluff. Alice did it automatically—and because I was bluffing, she got away with it. I got up and walked away from her. Behind me, I thought I heard her laugh.

Some days later, I gave her the laudanum. Later that same day, Rufus began talking about sending Joe to school up North when he was a little older.

"Do you mean to free the boy, Rufe?"

He nodded.

"Good. Tell Alice."

"When I get around to it."

I didn't argue with him; I told her myself.

"It don't matter what he says," she told me. "Did he show you any free papers?"

"No."
"When he does, and you read them to me, maybe I'll believe him. I'm tellin' you, he uses those children just the way you use a bit on a horse. I'm tired of havin' a bit in my mouth."

I didn't blame her. But still, I didn't want her to go, didn't want her to risk Joe and Hagar. Hell, I didn't even want her to risk her self. Elsewhere, under other circumstances, I would probably have disliked her. But here, we had a common enemy to unite us.

*****************************************************************************
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I planned to stay on the Weylin plantation long enough to see Alice leave, to find out whether she would be able to keep her free dom this time. I managed to talk her into waiting until early summer to go. And I was prepared to wait that long myself before I tried some dangerous trick that might get me home. I was homesick and Keven sick and damned sick of Margaret Weylin's floor and Alice's mouth, but I could wait a few more months. I thought.

I talked Rufus into letting me teach Nigel's two older sons and the two children who served at the table along with Joe. Surprisingly, the children liked it. I couldn't recall having liked school much when I was their ages. Rufus liked it because Joe was as bright as I had said — bright and competitive. He had a head start on the others, and he didn't intend to lose it.

"Why weren't you like that about learning?" I asked Rufus.

"Don't bother me," he muttered.

Some of his neighbors found out what I was doing and offered him fatherly advice. It was dangerous to educate
slaves, they warned. Education made blacks dissatisfied with slavery. It spoiled them for field work. The Methodist minister said it made them disobedient, made them want more than the Lord intended them to have. Another man said educating slaves was illegal. When Rufus replied that he had checked and that it wasn't illegal in Maryland, the man said it should have been. Talk. Rufus shrugged it off without ever saying how much of it he believed. It was enough that he sided with me, and my school continued. I got the feeling that Alice was keeping him happy—and maybe finally enjoying herself a little in the process. I guessed from what she had told me that this was what was frightening her so, driving her away from the plantation, causing her to lash out at me. She was trying to deal with guilt of her own.

But she was waiting and using some discretion. I relaxed, spent my spare moments trying to think of a way to get home. I didn't want to depend on someone else's chance violence again—violence that, if it came, could be more effective than I wanted.

Then Sam James stopped me out by the cookhouse and my complacency was brought to an end.

I saw him waiting for me beside the cookhouse door—a big young man. I mistook him for Nigel at first. Then I recognized him. Sarah had told me his name. He had spoken to me at the corn husking, and again at Christmas. Then Sarah had spoken to him for me and he had said nothing else. Until now.

"I'm Sam," he said. "Remember at Christmas?"

"Yes. But I thought Sarah told you . . ."

"She did. Look, it ain't that. I just wanted to see if maybe you'd teach my brother and sister to read."

"Your. . . Oh. How old are they?"
"Sister was born the year you came here last . . . brother, the year before that."

"I'll have to get permission. Ask Sarah about it in a few days but don't come to me again." I thought of the expression I had seen on Rufus's face as he looked at this man. "Maybe I'm too cautious, but I don't want you getting in trouble because of me."

He gave me a long searching look. "You want to be with that white man, girl?"

"If I were anywhere else, no black child on the place would be learning anything."

"That ain't what I mean."

"Yes it is. It's all part of the same thing."

"Some folks say . . ."

"Hold on." I was suddenly angry. "I don't want to hear what 'some folks' say. 'Some folks' let Fowler drive them into the fields every day and work them like mules."

"Let him. . . ?"

"Let him! They do it to keep the skin on their backs and breath in their bodies. Well, they're not the only ones who have to do things they don't like to stay alive and whole. Now you tell me why that should be so hard for 'some folks' to understand?"

He sighed. "That's what I told them. But you better off than they are, so they get jealous." He gave me another of his long searching looks. "I still say it's too bad you already spoke for."

I grinned. "Get out of here, Sam. Field hands aren't the
only ones who can be jealous."

He went. That was all. Innocent-completely innocent. But three days later, a trader led Sam away in chains.

Rufus never said a word to me. He didn't accuse me of anything. I wouldn't have known Sam had been sold if I hadn't glanced out the window of Margaret Weylin's room and seen the coffle.

I told Margaret some hasty lie, then ran out of her room, down the stairs, and out the door. I ran headlong into Rufus, and felt him steady me, hold me. The weakness that his dengue fever had left was finally gone. His grip was formidable.

"Get back in the house!" he hissed.

I saw Sam beyond him being chained into line. There were people a few feet away from him crying loudly. Two women, a boy and a girl. His family.

"Rufe," I pleaded desperately, "don't do this. There's no need!"

He pushed me back toward the door and I struggled against him.

"Rufe, please! Listen, he came to ask me to teach his brother and sister to read. That's all!"

It was like talking to the wall of the house. I managed to break away from him for a moment just as the younger of the two weeping women spotted me.

"You whore!" she screamed. She had not been permitted to approach the coffle, but she approached me. "You no-'count nigger whore, why couldn't you leave my brother alone!"
She would have attacked me. And field hand that she was, strengthened by hard work, she would probably have given me the beating she thought I deserved. But Rufus stepped between us.

"Get back to work, Sally!"

She didn't move, stood glaring at him until the older woman, prob-ably her mother, reached her and pulled her away.

I caught Rufus by the hand and spoke low to him. "Please, Rufe. If you do this, you'll destroy what you mean to preserve. Please don't . . ."

He hit me.

It was a first, and so unexpected that I stumbled backward and fell.

And it was a mistake. It was the breaking of an unspoken agree­ment between us—a very basic agreement—and he knew it.

I got up slowly, watching him with anger and betrayal.

"Get in the house and stay there," he said.

I turned my back and went to the cookhouse, deliberately disobey-ing. I could hear one of the traders say, "You ought to sell that one too. Troublemaker!"

At the cookhouse, I heated water, got it warm, not hot. Then I took a basin of it up to the attic. It was hot there, and empty except for the pallets and my bag in its corner. I went over to it, washed my knife in antiseptic, and hooked the drawstring of my bag over my shoulder.

And in the warm water I cut my wrists.
I awoke in darkness and lay still for several seconds trying to think where I was and when I had gone to sleep.

I was lying on something unbelievably soft and comfortable . . .

My bed. Home. Kevin?

I could hear regular breathing beside me now. I sat up and reached out to turn on the lamp—or I tried to. Sitting up made me faint and dizzy. For a moment, I thought Rufus was pulling me back to him before I could even see home. Then I became aware that my wrists were bandaged and throbbing—and I remembered what I had done.

The lamp on Kevin's side of the bed went on and I could see him beardless now, but with his thatch of gray hair uncut.

I lay flat and looked up at him happily. "You're beautiful," I said. "You look a little like a heroic portrait I saw once of Andrew Jackson."

"No way," he said. "Man was skinny as hell. I've seen him."

"But you haven't seen my heroic portrait."

"Why the hell did you cut your wrists? You could have bled to death! Or did you cut them yourself?"

"Yes. It got me home."
"There must be a safer way."

I rubbed my wrists gingerly. "There isn't any safe way to almost kill yourself. I was afraid of the sleeping pills. I took them with me because I wanted to be able to die if . . . if I wanted to die. But I was afraid that if I used them to get home, I might die before you or some doctor figured out what was wrong with me. Or that if I didn't die, I'd have some grisly side-effect—like gangrene."

"I see," he said after a while.

"Did you bandage me?"

"Me? No, I thought this was too serious for me to handle alone. I stopped the bleeding as best I could and called Lou George. He bandaged you." Louis George was a doctor friend Kevin had met through his writing. Kevin had interviewed George for an article once, and the two had taken a liking to each other. They wound up doing a nonfiction book together.

"Lou said you managed to miss the main arteries in both arms," Kevin told me. "Said you didn't do much more than scratch your-self."

"With all that blood!"

"It wasn't that much. You were probably too frightened to cut as deeply as you could have."

I sighed. "Well . . . I guess I'm glad I didn't do much damage—as long as I got home."

"How would you feel about seeing a psychiatrist?"

"Seeing a . . . Are you kidding?"

"I am, but Lou wasn't. He says if you're doing things like this, you need help."
"Oh God. Do I have to? The lies I'd have to invent!"

"No, this time you probably won't have to. Lou is a friend. You do it again, though, and . . . well, you could be locked up for psycho­iatric treatment whether you like it or not. The law tries to protect people like you from themselves."

I found myself laughing, almost crying. I put my head on his shoulder and wondered whether a little time in some sort of mental institution would be worse than several months of slavery. I doubted it.

"How long was I gone this time?" I asked.

"About three hours. How long was it for you?"

"Eight months."

"Eight . . ." He put his arm over me, holding me. "No wonder you cut your wrists."

"Hagar has been born."

"Has she?" There was silence for a moment, then, "What's that going to mean?"

I twisted uncomfortably and, by accident, put pressure on one of my wrists. The sudden pain made me gasp.

"Be careful," he said. "Treat yourself gently for a change."

"Where's my bag?"

"Here." He pulled the blanket aside and let me see that I was securely tied to my denim bag. "What are you going to do, Dana?"

"I don't know."

"What's he like now?"
He. Rufus. He had become such a fixture in my life that it wasn't even necessary to say his name. "His father died," I said. "He's running things now."

"Well?"

"I don't know. How do you do well at owning and trading in slaves?"

"Not well," Kevin decided. He got up and went to the kitchen, came back with a glass of water. "Did you want anything to eat? I can get you something."

"I'm not hungry."

"What did he do to you, finally, to make you cut your wrists?"

"Nothing to me. Nothing important. He sold a man away from his family when there was no need for him to. He hit me when I objected. Maybe he'll never be as hard as his father was, but he's a man of his time."

"Then... it doesn't seem to me that you have such a difficult decision ahead of you."

"But I do. I talked to Carrie about it once, and she said..."

"Carrie?" He looked at me strangely.

"Yes. She said... Oh. She gets her meaning across, Kevin. Weren't you around the place long enough to find that out?"

"She never tried to get much across to me. I used to wonder whether she was a little retarded."

"God, no! Far from it. If you had gotten to know her, you wouldn't even suspect."
He managed to shrug. "Well, anyway, what did she tell you?"

"That if I had let Rufus die, everyone would have been sold. More families would have been separated. She has three children now."

He was silent for several seconds. Then, "She might be sold with her children if they're young. But I doubt that anyone would bother to keep her and her husband together. Someone would buy her and breed her to a new man. It is breeding, you know."

"Yes. So you see, my decision isn't as easy as you thought."

"But. . . they're being sold anyway."

"Not all of them. Good Lord, Kevin, their lives are hard enough."

"What about your life?"

"It's better than anything most of them will ever know."

"It may not be as he gets older."

I sat up, trying to ignore my own weakness. "Kevin, tell me what you want me to do."

He looked away, said nothing. I gave him several seconds, but he kept silent.

"It's real now, isn't it," I said softly. "We talked about it before— God knows how long ago—but somehow, it was abstract then. Now . . . Kevin, if you can't even say it, how can you expect me to do it?"
We had fifteen full days together this time. I marked them off on the calendar—June 19, through July 3. With some kind of reverse symbolism, Rufus called me back on July 4. But at least Kevin and I had a chance to grow back into the twentieth century. We didn't seem to have to grow back into each other. The separations hadn't been good for us, but they hadn't hurt us that much either. It was easy for us to be together, knowing we shared experiences no one else would believe. It wasn't as easy, though, for us to be with other people.

My cousin came over, and when Kevin answered the door, she didn't recognize him.

"What's the matter with him?" she whispered later when she and I were alone.

"He's been sick," I lied.

"With what?"

"The doctor isn't sure what it was. Kevin is much better now, though."

"He looks just like my girl friend's father did, and he had cancer."

"Julie, for Godsake!"

"I'm sorry, but . . . never mind. He hasn't hit you again, has he?"

"No."

"Well, that's something. You'd better take care of yourself. You don't look so good either."

Kevin tried driving—his first time after five years of horses
and buggies. He said the traffic confused him, made him more nervous than he could see any reason for. He said he'd almost killed a couple of people. Then he put the car in the garage and left it there.

Of course, I wouldn't drive, wouldn't even ride with someone else while there was still a chance of Rufus snatching me away. After the first week, though, Kevin began to doubt that I would be called again.

I didn't doubt it. For the sake of the people whose lives Rufus controlled, I didn't wish him dead, but I wouldn't rest easy until I knew he was. As things stood now, sooner or later, he would get himself into trouble again and call me. I kept my denim bag nearby.

"You know, someday, you're going to have to stop dragging that thing around with you and come back to life," Kevin said after two weeks. He had just tried driving again, and when he came in, his hands were shaking. "Hell, half the time I wonder if you're not eager to go back to Maryland anyway."

I had been watching television—or at least, the television was on. Actually, I was looking over some journal pages I had managed to bring home in my bag, wondering whether I could weave them into a story. Now, I looked up at Kevin. "Me?"

"Why not? Eight months, after all."

I put my journal pages down and got up to turn off the television.

"Leave it on," said Kevin.

I turned it off. "I think you've got something to say to me," I said. "And I think I should hear it clearly."
"You don't want to hear anything."

"No, I don't. But I'm going to, aren't I?"

"My God, Dana, after two weeks. . ."

"It was eight days, time before last. And about three hours last time. The intervals between trips don't mean anything."

"How old was he last time?"

"He turned twenty-five when I was there last. And, though I'll never be able to prove it, I turned twenty-seven."

"He's grown up."

I shrugged.

"Do you remember what he said just before he tried to shoot you?"

"No. I had other things on my mind."

"I had forgotten it myself, but it's come back to me. He said, 'You're not going to leave me!'"

I thought for a moment. "Yes, that sounds about right."

"It doesn't sound right to me."

"I mean it sounds like what he said! I don't have any control over what he says."

"But still . . ." He paused, looked at me as though he expected me to say something. I didn't. "It sounded more like what I might say to you if you were leaving."

"Would you?"

"You know what I mean."

"Say what you mean. I can't answer you unless you say it."
He drew a deep breath. "All right. You've said he was a man of his time, and you've told me what he's done to Alice. What's he done to you?"

"Sent me to the field, had me beaten, made me spend nearly eight months sleeping on the floor of his mother's room, sold people . . . He's done plenty, but the worst of it was to other people. He hasn't raped me, Kevin. He understands, though you don't seem to, that for him that would be a form of suicide."

"You mean there's something he could do to make you kill him, after all?"

I sighed, went over to him, and sat down on the arm of his chair. I looked down at him. "Tell me you believe I'm lying to you."

He looked at me uncertainly. "Look, if anything did happen, I could understand it. I know how it was back then."

"You mean you could forgive me for having been raped?"

"Dana, I lived there. I know what those people were like. And Rufus's attitude toward you . . ."

"Was sensible most of the time. He knew I could kill him just by turning my back at the right moment. And he believed that I wouldn't have him because I loved you. He said something like that once. He was wrong, but I never told him so."

"Wrong?"

"At least partly. Of course I love you, and I don't want anyone else. But there's another reason, and when I'm back there it's the most important reason. I don't think Rufus would have understood it. Maybe you won't either."
"Tell me."

I thought for a moment, tried to find the right words. If I could make him understand, then surely he would believe me. He had to believe. He was my anchor here in my own time. The only person who had any idea what I was going through.

"You know what I thought," I said, "when I saw Tess tied into that coffle?" I had told him about Tess and about Sam—that I had known them, that Rufus had sold them. I hadn't told him the details though—especially not the details of Sam's sale. I had been trying for two weeks to avoid sending his thoughts in the direction they had taken now.

"What does Tess have to do with . . . ?"

"I thought, that could be me—standing there with a rope around my neck waiting to be led away like someone's dog!" I stopped, looked down at him, then went on softly. "I'm not property, Kevin. I'm not a horse or a sack of wheat. If I have to seem to be property, if I have to accept limits on my freedom for Rufus's sake, then he also has to accept limits—on his behavior toward me. He has to leave me enough control of my own life to make living look better to me than killing and dying."

"If your black ancestors had felt that way, you wouldn't be here," said Kevin.

"I told you when all this started that I didn't have their endurance. I still don't. Some of them will go on struggling to survive, no matter what. I'm not like that."

He smiled a little. "I suspect that you are."

I shook my head. He thought I was being modest or something. He didn't understand.

Then I realized that he had smiled. I looked down at him
ques-tioningly.

He sobered. "I had to know."

"And do you, now?"

"Yes."

That felt like truth. It felt enough like truth for me not to mind that he had only half understood me.

"Have you decided what you're going to do about Rufus?" he asked.

I shook my head. "You know, it's not only what will happen to the slaves that worries me . . . if I turn my back on him. It's what might happen to me."

"You'll be finished with him."

"I might be finished period. I might not be able to get home."

"Your coming home has never had anything to do with him. You come home when your life is in danger."

"But how do I come home? Is the power mine, or do I tap some power in him? All this started with him, after all. I don't know whether I need him or not. And I won't know until he's not around."

*****************************************************************************
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A couple of Kevin's friends came over on the Fourth of July and tried to get us to go to the Rose Bowl with them for the fireworks. Kevin wanted to go—more to get out of the house than for any other reason, I suspected. I told him to go ahead, but he wouldn't go with-out me. As it turned out, there
was no chance for me to go, anyway. As Kevin's friends left
the house, I began to feel dizzy.

I stumbled toward my bag, fell before I reached it, crawled
toward it, grabbed it just as Kevin came in from saying
good-bye to his friends.

"Dana," he was saying, "we can't stay cooped Up in this
house any longer waiting for something that isn't. . ."

He was gone.

Instead of lying on the floor of my living room, I was lying
on the ground in the sun, almost directly over a hill of large
black ants.

Before I could get up, someone kicked me, fell on me
heavily. I had the breath knocked out of me for a moment.

"Dana!" said Rufus's voice. "What the hell are you doing
here?"

I looked up, saw him sprawled across me where he had
fallen. We got up just as something began to bite me—the
ants, probably. I brushed myself off quickly.

"I said what are you doing here!" He sounded angry. He
looked no older than he had been when I'd last seen him, but
something was wrong with him. He looked haggard and
weary—looked as though it had been too long since he'd slept
last, looked as though it would be even longer before he was
able to sleep again.

"I don't know what I'm doing here, Rufe. I never do until I
find out what's wrong with you."

He stared at me for a long moment. His eyes were red and
under them were dark smudges. Finally, he grabbed me by
the arm and led me back the way he had come. We were on
the plantation not far from the house. Nothing looked changed. I saw two of Nigel's sons wrestling, rolling around on the ground. They were the two I had been teaching, and they were no bigger than they had been when I saw them last.

"Rufe, how long have I been gone?"

He didn't answer. He was leading me toward the barn, I saw, and apparently I wasn't going to learn anything until I got there.

He stopped at the barn door and pushed me through it. He didn't follow me in.

I looked around, seeing very little at first as my eyes became accustomed to the dimmer light. I turned to the place where I had been strung up and whipped—and jumped back in surprise when I saw that someone was hanging there. Hanging by the neck. A woman.

Alice.

I stared at her not believing, not wanting to believe . . . I touched her and her flesh was cold and hard. The dead gray face was ugly in death as it had never been in life. The mouth was open. The eyes were open and staring. Her head was bare and her hair loose and short like mine. She had never liked to tie it up the way other women did. It was one of the things that had made us look even more alike—the only two consistently bareheaded women on the place. Her dress was dark red and her apron clean and white. She wore shoes that Rufus had had made specifically for her, not the rough heavy shoes or boots other slaves wore. It was as though she had dressed up and combed her hair and then . . .

I wanted her down.

I looked around, saw that the rope had been tied to a wall
peg, thrown over a beam. I broke my fingernails, trying to untie it until I remembered my knife. I got it from my bag and, cut Alice down.

She fell stiffly like something that would break when it hit the floor. But she landed without breaking and I took the rope from her neck and closed her eyes. For a time, I just sat with her, holding her head and crying silently.

Eventually, Rufus came in. I looked up at him and he looked away.

"Did she do this to herself?" I asked.

"Yes. To herself."

"Why?"

He didn't answer.

"Rufe?"

He shook his head slowly from side to side.

"Where are her children?"

He turned and walked out of the barn.

I straightened Alice's body and her dress and looked around for something to cover her with. There was nothing.

I left the barn and went across an expanse of grass to the cook-house. Sarah was there chopping meat with that frightening speed and co-ordination of hers. I had told her once that it always looked as though she was about to cut off a finger or two, and she had laughed. She still had all ten.

"Sarah?" There was such a difference in our ages now that every-one else my age called her "Aunt Sarah." I knew it was a title of re-spect in this culture, and I respected her. But I
couldn't quite manage "Aunt" any more than I could have managed "Mammy." She didn't seem to mind.

She looked up. "Dana! Girl, what are you doing back here? What Marse Rufe done now?"

"I'm not sure. But, Sarah, Alice is dead."

Sarah put down her cleaver and sat on the bench next to the table. "Oh Lord. Poor child. He finally killed her."

"I don't know," I said. I went over and sat beside her. "I think she did it to herself. Hung herself. I just took her down."

"He did it!" she hissed. "Even if he didn't put the rope on her, he drove her to it. He sold her babies!"

I frowned. Sarah had spoken clearly enough, loudly enough, but for a moment, I didn't understand. "Joe and Hagar? His children?"

"What he care 'bout that?"

"But . . . he did care. He was going to . . . Why would he do such a thing?"

"She run off." Sarah faced me. "You must have known she was goin'. You and her was like sisters."

I didn't need the reminder. I got up, feeling that I had to move around, distract myself, or I would cry again.

"You sure fought like sisters," said Sarah. "Always fussin' at each other, stompin' away from each other, comin' back. Right after you left, she knocked the devil out of a field hand who was runnin' you down."

Had she? She would. Insulting me was her prerogative. No trespassing. I paced from the table to the hearth to a small work table. Back to Sarah.
"Dana, where is she?"

"In the barn."

"He'll give her a big funeral." Sarah shook her head. "It's funny. I thought she was finally settlin' down with him—getting not to mind so much."

"If she was, I don't think she could have forgiven herself for it."

Sarah shrugged.

"When she ran . . . did he beat her?"

"Not much. 'Bout much as old Marse Tom whipped you that time."

That gentle spanking, yes.

"The whipping didn't matter much. But when he took away her children, I thought she was go' die right there. She was screaming and crying and carrying on. Then she got sick and I had to take care of her." Sarah was silent for a moment. "I didn't want to even be close to her. When Marse Tom sold my babies, I just wanted to lay down and die. Seeing her like she was brought all that back."

Carrie came in then, her face wet with tears. She came up to me without surprise, and hugged me.

"You know?" I asked.

She nodded, then made her sign for white people and pushed me toward the door. I went.

I found Rufus at his desk in the library fondling a hand gun.

He looked up and saw me just as I was about to withdraw.
It had occurred to me suddenly, certainly, that this was where he had been heading when he called me. What had his call been, then? A subconscious desire for me to stop him from shooting himself?

"Come in, Dana." His voice sounded empty and dead.

I pulled my old Windsor chair up to his desk and sat down. "How could you do it, Rufe?"

He didn't answer.

"Your son and your daughter... How could you sell them?"

"I didn't."

That stopped me. I had been prepared for almost any other answer—or no answer. But a denial... "But... but..."

"She ran away."

"I know."

"We were getting along. You know. You were here. It was good. Once, when you were gone, she came to my room. She came on her own."

"Rufe...?"

"Everything was all right. I even went on with Joe's lessons. Me! I told her I would free both of them."

"She didn't believe you. You wouldn't put anything into writing."

"I would have."

I shrugged. "Where are the children, Rufe?"

"In Baltimore with my mother's sister."
"But. . .why?"

"To punish her, scare her. To make her see what could happen if she didn't. . . if she tried to leave me."

"Oh God! But you could have at least brought them back when she got sick."

"I wish I had."

"Why didn't you?"

"I don't know."

I turned away from him in disgust. "You killed her. Just as though you had put that gun to her head and fired."

He looked at the gun, put it down quickly.

"What are you going to do now?"

"Nigel's gone to get a coffin. A decent one, not just a homemade box. And he'll hire a minister to come out tomorrow."

"I mean what are you going to do for your son and your daughter?"

He looked at me helplessly.

"Two certificates of freedom," I said. "You owe them that, at least. You've deprived them of their mother."

"Damn you, Dana! Stop saying that! Stop saying I killed her." I just looked at him.

"Why did you leave me! If you hadn't gone, she might not have run away!"

I rubbed my face where he had hit me when I begged him not to sell Sam.
"You didn't have to go!"

"You were turning into something I didn't want to stay near." Silence.

"Two certificates of freedom, Rufe, all legal. Raise them free. That's the least you can do."

**************************************************************************
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There was an outdoor funeral the next day. Everyone attended-field hands, house servants, even the indifferent Evan Fowler.

The minister was a tall coal-black deep-voiced freedman with a face that reminded me of a picture I had of my father who had died before I was old enough to know him. The minister was literate. He held a Bible in his huge hands and read from Job and Ecclesiastes until I could hardly stand to listen. I had shrugged off my aunt and uncle's strict Baptist teachings years before. But even now, especially now, the bitter melancholy words of Job could still reach me. "Man that is born of a woman is of few days, and full of trouble. He cometh forth like a flower, and is cut down: he fleeth also as a shadow, and continueth not..."

I kept quiet somehow, wiped away silent tears, beat away flies and mosquitoes, heard the whispers.

"She gone to hell! Don't you know folks kills theyself goes to hell!"

"Shut your mouth! Marse Rufe'll make you think you down there with her!" Silence.

They buried her.
There was a big dinner afterward. My relatives at home had dinners after funerals too. I had never thought about how far back the custom might go.

I ate a little, then went away to the library where I could be alone, where I would write. Sometimes I wrote things because I couldn't say them, couldn't sort out my feelings about them, couldn't keep them bottled up inside me. It was a kind of writing I always destroyed afterward. It was for no one else. Not even Kevin.

Rufus came in later when I was nearly written out. He came to the desk, sat down in my old Windsor—I was in his chair—and put his head down. We didn't say anything, but we sat together for a while.

The next day, he took me to town with him, took me to the old brick Court House, and let me watch while he had certificates of freedom drawn up for his children.

"If I bring them back," he said on the ride home, "will you take care of them?"

I shook my head. "It wouldn't be good for them, Rufe. This isn't my home. They'd get used to me, then I'd be gone."

"Who, then?"

"Carrie. Sarah will help her." He nodded listlessly.

Early one morning a few days later, he left for Easton Point where he could catch a steamboat to Baltimore. I offered to go with him to help with the children, but all that got me was a look of suspicion—a look I couldn't help understanding.

"Rufe, I don't have to go to Baltimore to escape from you. I really want to help."
"Just stay here," he said. And he went out to talk to Evan Fowler before he left. He knew how I had gone home last. He had asked me, and I had told him.

"But why?" he had demanded. "You could have killed yourself."

"There're worse things than being dead," I had said.

He had turned and walked away from me.

Now he watched more than he had before. He couldn't watch me all the time, of course, and unless he wanted to keep me chained, he couldn't prevent me from taking one route or another out of his world if that was what I wanted to do. He couldn't control me. That clearly bothered him.

Evan Fowler was in the house more than he had to be while Rufus was gone. He said little to me, gave me no orders. But he was there. I took refuge in Margaret Weylin's room, and she was so pleased she talked endlessly. I found myself laughing and actually holding conversations with her as though we were just a couple of lonely people talking without the extra burden of stupid barriers.

Rufus came back, came to the house carrying the dark little girl and leading the boy who seemed to look even more like him. Joe saw me in the hall and ran to me.

"Aunt Dana, Aunt Dana!" And a hug later, "I can read better now. Daddy's been teaching me. Wanna hear?"

"Sure I do." I looked up at Rufus. Daddy?

He glared at me tight-lipped as though daring me to speak. All I had wanted to say, though, was, "What took you so long?" The boy had spent his short life calling his father "Master." Well, now that he no longer had a mother, I supposed Rufus thought it was time he had a father. I
managed to smile at Rufus—a real smile. I didn't want him feeling embarrassed or defensive for finally acknowledging his son.

He smiled back, seemed to relax.

"How about my getting classes going again?"

He nodded. "I guess the others haven't had time to forget much."

They hadn't. As it turned out, I had only been away for three months. The children had had a kind of early summer vacation. Now they went back to school. And I, slowly, delicately, went to work on Rufus, began to push him toward freeing a few more of them, perhaps several more of them—perhaps in his will, all of them. I had heard of slaveholders doing such things. The Civil War was still thirty years away. I might be able to get some of the adult slaves freed while they were still young enough to build new lives. I might be able to do some good for everyone, finally. At least, I felt secure enough to try, now that my own freedom was within reach.

Rufus had been keeping me with him more than he needed me now. He called me to share his meals openly, and he seemed to listen when I talked to him about freeing the slaves. But he made no promises. I wondered whether he thought making a will was foolish at his age—or maybe it was freeing more slaves that he thought was foolish. He didn't say anything, so I couldn't tell.

Finally, though, he did answer me, told me much more than I wanted to know. None of it should have surprised me at all.

"Dana," he said one afternoon in the library, "I'd have to be crazy to make a will freeing these people and then tell you about it. I could die damn young for that kind of craziness."
I had to look at him to see whether he was serious. But looking at him confused me even more. He was smiling, but I got the feeling he was completely serious. He believed I would kill him to free his slaves. Strangely, the idea had not occurred to me. My suggestion had been innocent. But he might have a point. Eventually, it would have occurred to me.

"I used to have nightmares about you," he said. "They started when I was little—right after I set fire to the draperies. Remember the fire?"

"Of course."

"I'd dream about you and wake up in a cold sweat.""Dream... about me killing you?"

"Not exactly." He paused, gave me a long unreadable look. "I'd dream about you leaving me."

I frowned. That was close to the thing Kevin had heard him say—the thing that had awakened Kevin's suspicions. "I leave," I said carefully. "I have to. I don't belong here."

"Yes you do! As far as I'm concerned, you do. But that's not what I mean. You leave, and sooner or later you come back. But in my nightmares, you leave without helping me. You walk away and leave me in trouble, hurting, maybe dying."

"Oh. Are you sure those dreams started when you were little? They sound more like something you would have come up with after your fight with Isaac."

"They got worse then," he admitted. "But they started way back at the fire—as soon as I realized you could help me or not, just as you chose. I had those nightmares for years. Then when Alice had been here awhile, they went away. Now they've come back."
He stopped, looked at me as though he expected me to say some-thing—to reassure him, perhaps, to promise him that I would never do such a thing. But I couldn't quite bring myself to say the words.

"You see?" he said quietly.

I moved uncomfortably in my chair. "Rufe, do you know how many people live to ripe old ages without ever getting into the kind of trouble that causes you to need me? If you don't trust me, then you have more reason than ever to be careful."

"Tell me I can trust you."

More discomfort. "You keep doing things that make it impossible for me to trust you—even though you know it has to work both ways."

He shook his head. "I don't know. I never know how to treat you. You confuse everybody. You sound too white to the field hands—like some kind of traitor, I guess."

"I know what they think."

"Daddy always thought you were dangerous because you knew too many white ways, but you were black. Too black, he said. The kind of black who watches and thinks and makes trouble. I told that to Alice and she laughed. She said sometimes Daddy showed more sense than I did. She said he was right about you, and that I'd find out some day."

I jumped. Had Alice really said such a thing?

"And my mother," continued Rufus calmly, "says if she closes her eyes while you and her are talking, she can forget you're black with-out even trying."

"I'm black," I said. "And when you sell a black man away
from his family just because he talked to me, you can't expect me to have any good feelings toward you."

He looked away. We hadn't really discussed Sam before. We had talked around him, alluded to him without quite mentioning him.

"He wanted you," said Rufus bluntly.

I stared at him, knowing now why we hadn't spoken of Sam. It was too dangerous. It could lead to speaking of other things. We needed safe subjects now, Rufus and I—the price of corn, supplies for the slaves, that sort of thing.

"Sam didn't do anything," I said. "You sold him for what you thought he was thinking."

"He wanted you," Rufus repeated.

So do you, I thought. No Alice to take the pressure off any more. It was time for me to go home. I started to get up. "Don't leave, Dana."

I stopped. I didn't want to hurry away—run away—from him. I didn't want to give him any indication that I was going to the attic to reopen the tender new scar tissue at my wrists. I sat down again. And he leaned back in his chair and looked at me until I wished I had taken the chance of hurrying away.

"What am I going to do when you go home this time?" he whiskered.

"You'll survive."

"I wonder . . . why I should bother."

"For your children, at least," I said. "Her children. They're all you have left of her."

He closed his eyes, rubbed one hand over them. "They
should be your children now," he said. "If you had any feelings for them, you'd stay."

For them? "You know I can't."

"You could if you wanted to. I wouldn't hurt you, and you wouldn't have to hurt yourself . . . again."

"You wouldn't hurt me until something frustrated you, made you angry or jealous. You wouldn't hurt me until someone hurt you. Rufe, I know you. I couldn't stay here even if I didn't have a home to go back to—and someone waiting for me there."

"That Kevin!"

"Yes."

"I wish I had shot him."

"If you had, you'd be dead yourself by now."

He turned his body so that he faced me squarely. "You say that as though it means something."

I got up to leave. There was nothing more to be said. He had asked for what he knew I could not give, and I had refused.

"You know, Dana," he said softly, "when you sent Alice to me that first time, and I saw how much she hated me, I thought, I'll fall asleep beside her and she'll kill me. She'll hit me with a candlestick. She'll set fire to the bed. She'll bring a knife up from the cookhouse . . .

"I thought all that, but I wasn't afraid. Because if she killed me, that would be that. Nothing else would matter. But if I lived, I would have her. And, by God, I had to have her."

He stood up and came over to me. I stepped back, but he
caught my arms anyway. "You're so much like her, I can hardly stand it," he said.

"Let go of me, Rufe!"

"You were one woman," he said. "You and her. One woman. Two halves of a whole."

I had to get away from him. "Let me go, or I'll make your dream real!" Abandonment. The one weapon Alice hadn't had. Rufus didn't seem to be afraid of dying. Now, in his grief, he seemed almost to want death. But he was afraid of dying alone, afraid of being deserted by the person he had depended on for so long.

He stood holding my arms, perhaps trying to decide what he should do. After a moment, I felt his grip loosen, and I pulled away. I knew I had to go now before he submerged his fear. He could do it. He could talk himself into anything.

I left the library, went up the main stairs, then the attic stairs. Over to my bag, my knife . . .

Footsteps on the stairs.

The knife!

I opened it, hesitated, then slipped the knife, blade still open, back into my bag.

He opened the door, came in, looked around the big hot empty room. He saw me at once, but still, he looked around—to see whether we were alone?

We were.

He came over and sat next to me on my pallet. "I'm sorry, Dana," he said.

Sorry? For what he had nearly done, or for what he was
about to do? Sorry. He had apologized to me many times in many ways be­fore, but his apologies had always been oblique, "Eat with me, Dana. Sarah is cooking up something special." Or, "Here, Dana, here's a new book I bought for you in town." Or, "Here's some cloth, Dana. Maybe you can make yourself something from it."

Things. Gifts given when he knew he had hurt or offended me. But he had never before said, "I'm sorry, Dana." I looked at him uncer­tainly.

"I've never felt so lonesome in my life," he said.

The words touched me as no others could have. I knew about loneliness. I found my thoughts going back to the time I had gone home without Kevin—the loneliness, the fear, sometimes the hope­lessness I had felt then. Hopelessness wouldn't be a sometime thing to Rufus, though. Alice was dead and buried. He had only his children left. But at least one of them had also loved Alice. Joe.

"Where'd my mama go?" he demanded on his first day home.

"Away," Rufus had said. "She went away."

"When is she coming back?"

"I don't know."

The boy came to me. "Aunt Dana, where'd my mama go?"

"Honey. . . she died."

"Died?"

"Yes. Like old Aunt Mary." Who at last had drifted the final dis­tance to her reward. She had lived over eighty years—had come over from Africa, people said. Nigel had
made a box and Mary had been laid to rest near where Alice lay now.

"But Mama wasn't old."

"No, she was sick, Joe."

"Daddy said she went away."

"Well...to heaven."

"No!"

He had cried and I had tried to comfort him. I remembered the pain of my own mother's death—grief, loneliness, uncertainty in my aunt and uncle's house...

I had held the boy and told him he still had his daddy—please God. And that Sarah and Carrie and Nigel loved him. They wouldn't let anything happen to him—as though they had the power to protect him, or even themselves.

I let Joe go to his mother's cabin to be alone for a while. He wanted to. Then I told Rufus what I had done. And Rufus hadn't known whether to hit me or thank me. He had glared at me, the skin of his face drawn tight, intense. Then, finally, he had relaxed and nodded and gone out to find his son.

Now, he sat with me—being sorry and lonely and wanting me to take the place of the dead.

"You never hated me, did you?" he asked.

"Never for long. I don't know why. You worked hard to earn my hatred, Rufe."

"She hated me. From the first time I forced her."

"I don't blame her."
"Until just before she ran. She had stopped hating me. I wonder how long it will take you."

"What?"

"To stop hating."

Oh God. Almost against my will, I closed my fingers around the handle of the knife still concealed in my bag. He took my other hand, held it between his own in a grip that I knew would only be gentle until I tried to pull away.

"Rufe," I said, "your children . . ."

"They're free."

"But they're young. They need you to protect their freedom."

"Then it's up to you, isn't it?"

I twisted my hand, tried to get it away from him in sudden anger. At once, his hold went from caressing to imprisoning. My right hand had become wet and slippery on the knife.

"It's up to you," he repeated.

"No, Goddamnit, it isn't! Keeping you alive has been up to me for too long! Why didn't you shoot yourself when you started to? I wouldn't have stopped you!"

"I know."

The softness of his voice made me look up at him.

"So what else do I have to lose?" he asked. He pushed me back on the pallet, and for a few moments, we lay there, still. What was he waiting for? What was I waiting for?

He lay with his head on my shoulder, his left arm around me, his right hand still holding my hand, and slowly, I realized
how easy it would be for me to continue to be still and forgive him even this. So easy, in spite of all my talk. But it would be so hard to raise the knife, drive it into the flesh I had saved so many times. So hard to kill . . .

He was not hurting me, would not hurt me if I remained as I was. He was not his father, old and ugly, brutal and disgusting. He smelled of soap, as though he had bathed recently—for me? The red hair was neatly combed and a little damp. I would never be to him what Tess had been to his father—a thing passed around like the whiskey jug at a husking. He wouldn't do that to me or sell me or . . .

No.

I could feel the knife in my hand, still slippery with perspiration. A slave was a slave. Anything could be done to her. And Rufus was Rufus—erratic, alternately generous and vicious. I could accept him as my ancestor, my younger brother, my friend, but not as my master, and not as my lover. He had understood that once.

I twisted sharply, broke away from him. He caught me, trying not to hurt me. I was aware of him trying not to hurt me even as I raised the knife, even as I sank it into his side.

He screamed. I had never heard anyone scream that way—an ani­mal sound. He screamed again, a lower ugly gurgle.

He lost his hold on my hand for a moment, but caught my arm be­fore I could get away. Then he brought up the fist of his free hand to punch me once, and again as the patroller had done so long ago.

I pulled the knife free of him somehow, raised it, and brought it down again into his back.
This time he only grunted. He collapsed across me, somehow still alive, still holding my arm.

I lay beneath him, half conscious from the blows, and sick. My stomach seemed to twist, and I vomited on both of us.

"Dana?"

A voice. A man's voice.

I managed to turn my head and see Nigel standing in the doorway.

"Dana, what...? Oh no. God, no!"

"Nigel..." moaned Rufus, and he gave a long shuddering sigh. His body went limp and leaden across me. I pushed him away some-how—everything but his hand still on my arm. Then I convulsed with terrible, wrenching sickness.

Something harder and stronger than Rufus's hand clamped down on my arm, squeezing it, stiffening it, presssing into it—painlessly, at first—melting into it, meshing with it as though somehow my arm were being absorbed into something. Something cold and nonliving.

Something... paint, plaster, wood—a wall. The wall of my living room. I was back at home—in my own house, in my own time. But I was still caught somehow, joined to the wall as though my arm were growing out of it—or growing into it. From the elbow to the ends of the fingers, my left arm had become a part of the wall. I looked at the spot where flesh joined with plaster, stared at it uncomprehend-ing. It was the exact spot Rufus's fingers had grasped.

I pulled my arm toward me, pulled hard.

And suddenly, there was an avalanche of pain, red impossible agony! And I screamed and screamed.
Epilogue

We flew to Maryland as soon as my arm was well enough. There, we rented a car—Kevin was driving again, finally—and wandered around Baltimore and over to Easton. There was a bridge now, not the steamship Rufus had used. And at last I got a good look at the town I had lived so near and seen so little of. We found the court-house and an old church, a few other buildings time had not worn away. And we found Burger King and Holiday Inn and Texaco and schools with black kids and white kids together and older people who looked at Kevin and me, then looked again.

We went into the countryside, into what was still woods and farmland, and found a few of the old houses. A couple of them could have been the Weylin house. They were well-kept and handsomer, but basically, they were the same red-brick Georgian Colonials.

But Rufus's house was gone. As nearly as we could tell, its site was now covered by a broad field of corn. The house was dust, like Rufus.

I was the one who insisted on trying to find his grave, questioning the farmer about it because Rufus, like his father, like old Mary and Alice, had probably been buried on the plantation.

But the farmer knew nothing—or at least, said nothing. The only clue we found—more than a clue, really—was an old newspaper article—a notice that Mr. Rufus Weylin had been killed when his house caught fire and was partially destroyed. And in later papers, notice of the sale of the slaves from Mr. Rufus Weylin's estate. These slaves were listed by
their first names with their approximate ages and their skills given. All three of Nigel's sons were listed, but Nigel and Carrie were not. Sarah was listed, but Joe and Hagar were not. Everyone else was listed. Everyone.

I thought about that, put together as many pieces as I could. The fire, for instance. Nigel had probably set it to cover what I had done—and he had covered. Rufus was assumed to have burned to death. I could find nothing in the incomplete newspaper records to suggest that he had been murdered, or even that the fire had been arson. Nigel must have done a good job. He must also have managed to get Margaret Weylin out of the house alive. There was no mention of her dying. And Margaret had relatives in Baltimore. Also, Hagar's home had been in Baltimore.

Kevin and I went back to Baltimore to skim newspapers, legal records, anything we could find that might tie Margaret and Hagar together or mention them at all. Margaret might have taken both children. Perhaps with Alice dead she had accepted them. They were her grandchildren, after all, the son and daughter of her only child. She might have cared for them. She might also have held them as slaves. But even if she had, Hagar, at least, lived long enough for the Fourteenth Amendment to free her.

"He could have left a will," Kevin told me outside one of our haunts, the Maryland Historical Society. "He could have freed those people at least when he had no more use for them."

"But there was his mother to consider," I said. "And he was only twenty-five. He probably thought he had plenty of time to make a will."

"Stop defending him," muttered Kevin.
I hesitated, then shook my head. "I wasn't. I guess in a way, I was defending myself. You see, I know why he wouldn't make that kind of will. I asked him, and he told me."

"Why?"

"Because of me. He was afraid I'd kill him afterwards."

"You wouldn't even have had to know about it!"

"Yes, but I guess he wasn't taking any chances."

"Was he right... to be afraid?" "I don't know."

"I doubt it, considering what you took from him. I don't think you were really capable of killing him until he attacked you."

And barely then, I thought. Kevin would never know what those last moments had been like. I had outlined them for him, and he'd asked few questions. For that I was grateful. Now I said simply, "Self-defense."

"Yes," he said.

"But the cost... Nigel's children, Sarah, all the others..."

"It's over," he said. "There's nothing you can do to change any of it now."

"I know." I drew a deep breath. "I wonder whether the children were allowed to stay together—maybe stay with Sarah."

"You've looked," he said. "And you've found no records. You'll probably never know."

I touched the scar Tom Weylin's boot had left on my face, touched my empty left sleeve. "I know," I repeated. "Why did I even want to come here. You'd think I would have had
enough of the past."

"You probably needed to come for the same reason I did." He shrugged. "To try to understand. To touch solid evidence that those people existed. To reassure yourself that you're sane."

I looked back at the brick building of the Historical Society, itself a converted early mansion. "If we told anyone else about this, anyone at all, they wouldn't think we were so sane."

"We are," he said. "And now that the boy is dead, we have some chance of staying that way."